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Abstract  

Gerholm, T. (2007). Socialization of verbal and nonverbal emotive expression in 

young children. Doctoral dissertation, Stockholm University: Dept. of Linguistics. 

 

The subject matter of this dissertation is children‟s use and development of emotive 

expressions. While prior studies have either focused on facial expressions of 

emotions or on emotions in the social mechanisms of in situ interactions, this thesis 

opts to merge two traditions by applying an interactional approach to the 

interpretation of child–child and child–adult encounters. This approach is further 

supplemented with an interpretational frame stemming from studies on child 

development, sociology and psychology.  

  In order to depict the multi-leveled process of socialization, a number of sub-

areas are investigated such as the emotive expressions per se; how and when these 

expressions are used in interaction with parents and siblings; the kinds of responses 

the children get after using an emotive expression; parental acts (verbal or 

nonverbal) that bear on children‟s conduct and their choice of such expressions. 

Finally, the relation between nonverbal displays and language as expressive means 

for emotions is analyzed from a developmental perspective.   

 The data consists of video-recordings of five sibling groups in the ages between 

1 ½ and 5 ½ who were followed for 2 ½ years in their home environment. In all, 19 

recordings (15 h) were transcribed and analyzed.  

 The results from the study lead to several different taxonomies previously not 

discussed in the pertinent literature: (i) the nonverbal, vocal and verbal emotive 

expressions used by children; (ii) the different means these expressions were put to 

in child–parent encounters; (iii) the ways relations to siblings can be seen as creating 

and shaping certain emotive processes. Furthermore, this work demonstrates that 

parental responses are of vital importance for the outcome of specific child 

expressions. As parents reprimand, comfort, praise and mediate in their interaction 

with their children, they create paths later used by the child as she practices and 

acquires her own expressive means for handling emotions in interactional contexts. 

Finally, a developmental frame of language and nonverbal acts is elaborated and 

suggested as a tool for discovering the paths of linguistic and emotional 

socialization. 

 

Keywords: language, socialization, interaction, emotive expressions, scaffolding, 

internalization, development, children, parents, siblings 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Prologue 

In this thesis, I intend to unearth the details as well as the general paths of 

language development, concerning children‟s use of emotive expressions.
1
 

What set me on this research track was the recognition that children acquire 

language quickly with few explicit rules for how this language is used, and I 

formulated several questions in this regard: How do children acquire this 

aspect of language? Is it due primarily to the existence of innate mental 

structures or because humans are born with the ability to socialize and learn 

from others? While pondering these issues, I encountered several children in 

their preschool years, and it struck me that their use of language differed in 

various ways from that of adults. They seemed to say and enact what they 

felt and experienced in a manner that did not always correspond to the social 

restrictions of adult society with which I was familiar. It was also apparent 

that the degree of emotionality displayed by children far exceeded what was 

normally expected of adults. Thus, I inferred that during the development 

from childhood to adulthood, there is a transformation in how humans 

express their emotions. As I looked further into this, it also became apparent 

that the research in this junction of language acquisition and emotions was 

nearly nonexistent, which motivated me to conduct my own investigation 

into children‟s developing use of language to express emotions. For this 

purpose I recorded eleven children aged 1 ½ to 5 ½ years, during a period of 

approximately 2 ½ years, as they interacted with their siblings, parents, and 

each other.  

 

1.2 Emotive expressions 

During the age period between one and two years, children express their 

emotions constantly. They cry and scream as they fall and hurt themselves, 

are pushed and shoved by other children, or have their toys taken away by 

peers and siblings. They laugh as they are tickled by their parents, while they 

are being chased by older siblings, or as they play with their peers. As they 

                                                      
1 I use “emotive” rather than “emotional” when describing expressions relating to emotions 

(3.3.1, p. 89). However, when referring to the work of others I use the label they have used, 

which in most cases is “emotional.” 
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grow older, they add verbal utterances to these interactional encounters, 

exclaiming, for instance, “no!” and “mine!” when others get close to their 

possessions or interfere in some way. They also affectionately mumble 

“mommy” as they cuddle up to her knee and hug her. These expressive 

forms change with age, as does the proportion of nonverbal and verbal 

expressions. For instance, a verbal child hitting another child would, at 

parental intervention, say something like “She started it” while pointing at 

the other child. Thus, young children appear to express themselves in the 

here-and-now, whereas older children will begin to take other potential 

considerations into account, such as guilt, other people‟s feelings, and the 

impressions they are making. As there are few non-linguistic ways of 

explaining the reasons for punching another child, verbal means provide a 

more adequate mode of communication.  

 While children differ in this developmental process in such ways as 

cognitive maturation and increasing linguistic capacities the emotional 

content remains the same through life in many ways. Older children as well 

as adults experience emotions as they get sad, angry, happy, jealous, etc. 

Another similarity is the reasoning used to justify behavior and reactions. 

What differs is the manner in which these feelings are expressed. Where 

children from the beginning use nonverbal and vocal means, adults use 

words, phrases, and distinct intonational patterns in addition to nonverbal 

and vocal signals.  

 These differences raise many important questions. First, how does this 

transition happen, making the child take the step from nonverbal acts like 

throwing herself on the floor, or screaming, to expressions like “I‟m not 

angry it‟s just that…” and “Give me some space”? How does a child‟s 

emotional response change from outright crying and whining in public 

places to vague smiles, diverted eyes and expressions like “It‟s nothing, 

really, I‟m fine”?  

 The complete answer to questions like these might not be found for some 

time but a possible starting point is to explore language acquisition – a 

prerequisite for many adult expressive forms – in the everyday interactional 

encounters of children.  

 

1.3 Interaction and socialization  

Children are born social beings. It has already been well documented that 

children, without specific training or encouragement, will try to interact with 

their environment from the very beginning of life (e.g., Masataka, 2003). 

Winnicott
2
 once said, “There is no such thing as an infant” by which he 

meant that in the instant you try to describe a child, you also describe 

                                                      
2 Winnicott said this during a famous discussion in the Psychoanalytical Society in London in 

1940, as retold in Winnicott (1970: 88).  
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another person and a relation. Children (like other humans) exist in a 

context, a fact which becomes obvious when one studies family interaction. 

 The communicative interaction between parents and children during their 

first years of interplay has two major long-term goals: introducing the child 

to the language of the community and introducing her to its social rules. The 

second is largely achieved through the means of the first, and both are 

guided by the parents‟ own speech and behavior. The skills mastered are 

then practiced and refined in interaction with siblings and other children and 

adults. To understand outlines of interaction as a frame for development, we 

thus have to pay attention to all the people interacting in a setting, in terms 

of both their verbal and nonverbal behavior. 

 In a family setting, many situations, events and uses of language tend to 

be ritualized. This is true for verbal expressions of emotions as well as the 

general, nonverbal way of dealing with emotions among family members. 

Knowledge and prior experience of the individuals in the family lead to a 

sense of what they mean and want, sometimes even before they have opened 

their mouths. Redundancy – always present in conversation – increases, and 

one can be rather implicit and still send a clear message. An example is the 

grownup daughter who gets angry when her visiting mother notes, “Oh, I 

see, you use onions in the pie,” and replies “Do you always have to criticize 

me?” (Tannen, 2002). Context, background, shared experiences and 

expectations are of vital importance to the interpretation of an utterance 

almost to the point where semantic and syntactic form is irrelevant.  

 Acquiring this ritualized or script-like manner of verbal and nonverbal 

family interaction constitutes one agent of socialization that is, the process 

through which individuals become bearers of specific cultural traits 

(Henslin, 2006; Berger & Luckman, 1966). We know that it is always 

present, but we also know that the result is somewhat different depending on 

the (sub)cultures the child and family are part of. However, we know 

relatively little about the process of this socialization. One reason for this 

could be the lack of interdisciplinary studies. Although there are many 

scientific fields that include socialization as a theme of inquiry, such as 

sociology, social anthropology, developmental psychology, the research 

questions focus on different areas of inquiry and use different methodologies 

making it difficult to integrate findings. Still, the one common aspect is 

language – verbal and/or nonverbal communication – which constitutes the 

transmitting code as well as the interactional frame. By turning the focus to 

communication as such, we will also learn more about the socialization 

process.  

 

1.4 General approach 

Every researcher brings with her an unspecified set of assumptions, whether 

consciously or not. My basic assumptions about reality are difficult to 
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summarize in a few lines, but in an attempt to do so, I would say that I adopt 

a view of development in which linguistic development works in parallel 

with individual emotional-cognitive development. While linguistic devices 

make up a frame of human interaction, comprising fixed phrases as well as 

many opportunities for free choice, it is individual traits (temperament, 

genes, etc.) and environmental input that regulate the choices that are made.  

 Although linguistics as a discipline takes language as its primary focus all 

human and social sciences – as well as some natural sciences – devote at 

least some time to language studies (including psychology, anthropology, 

sociology, cultural studies, neurology, ethology). This is because language is 

a unique human ability through which we understand the world and through 

which our understanding of the world can be interpreted by others. The 

methodologies employed when we study language differ greatly, however. 

Unable to cover the complete range of language studies that have been con-

ducted, I will briefly set the stage for my approach to the area here.  

 For my purposes it was necessary to blend research traditions as well as 

scientific fields. I have aimed at describing and uncovering aspects of 

development and communication that are not regularly assembled in one 

frame, and I have thus adopted methodology from a variety of scientific 

fields and traditions. Thus, findings from psychology, sociology, anthro-

pology, cognitive sciences and ethology have been employed alongside 

research in linguistics and interactional studies.  

  When a child goes through phases of cognitive, emotional, and linguistic 

development, she
3
 is situated in a context. By focusing on this context, I 

intend to get a better understanding of what development entails and the 

experiences that lead to this development. As I can only study what takes 

place in the outside world, and more specifically what was said and done in 

the interactional encounters I observed, I will presume that cognitive and 

experience-related aspects follow suit and are intertwined in the process and 

will refrain from speculating in this study as to which come first.  

 To make my approach intelligible to the reader, I have been generous 

with examples to illustrate my findings, and I have strived to be exhaustive 

and detailed in my interpretations. In my view, this line of action creates the 

potential for new insights into the nature of emotive expressions, their 

development, and the mix of nonverbal and verbal modes in their use. It 

further aims to open up the area for further research and discussion on how 

these intricate areas of human life can be captured in research.  

 Summarizing my background assumptions and approach, I believe they 

create a perspective in which the focus is on applying the developmental 

approach with an underlying focus on individual, personal development, 

coupled with the flatter structure of online interpretations of interaction. For 

the background chapter, developmental studies are therefore indispensable, 

                                                      
3 I have avoided the expression “s/he” and will use “she” as the generic pronoun. 
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whereas the methodology applied in the actual interpretations belong more 

to a contextualized tradition of research. 

  

1.5 The aim of the thesis 

In this thesis I describe the kinds of verbal and nonverbal emotive expres-

sions children use and analyze how they are used in discourse. I will also 

discuss whether there was a change in expressions and/or their uses during 

the period that I observed and recorded these interactions. A further 

objective is to study the consequences a child‟s emotive expressions have on 

herself, her siblings, and her parents. Finally, I intend to describe the process 

taking place as a child adds verbal expressions to the nonverbal displays 

already in use. The areas of inquiry in the thesis can be framed through the 

following questions:  

 

 What type of emotive expressions do children use? 

 How and when do children use emotive expressions? 

 What parental responses are there to children‟s emotive expressions, and 

how do these affect the child?  

 How do children handle emotional encounters in child–child interactions? 

 How can we understand the relation between nonverbal displays and 

language as expressive means for emotions in a developmental perspec-

tive? 

 

The outline of the dissertation is as follows: In Chapter 2 I address the back-

ground knowledge gained from research fields such as sociology, psychol-

ogy, linguistics and anthropology. I will describe what is known about the 

influence of environmental and cognitive factors on aspects of development; 

language acquisition; and the expressions of emotions. Chapter 3 addresses 

the methodology I used and the classification system I developed during the 

working process. Chapters 4 to 7 are result chapters in which I describe the 

emotive expressions that appear in the material (Ch. 4); interpret how they 

are used in the children‟s interaction with parents and the parental responses 

to these expressions (Ch. 5); describe the interactional frames of conflict and 

harmony of child–child interactions as well as some specific concepts of 

siblingship (Ch. 6); and conceptualize the overall developmental structure of 

the transformation children undergo from social-but-not-socialized to social-

and-socialized as shown by the material (Ch. 7). Finally, I summarize and 

discuss the findings from the study in one frame (Ch. 8). 
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2 Earlier studies 

2.1 Introduction 

The agenda for this chapter is to focus on the scientific fields concerning 

matters of language acquisition, interaction, socialization and emotions. The 

area is broad and integrates findings from many different research traditions. 

Further entailed in these traditions are different concepts and presumptions 

on the nature of the object of study. For example, while some scholars study 

language acquisition from the starting point of human communication 

compared to that of other mammals others proceed from the assumption that 

language is a unique social code and focus on the development of that code. 

There is further a mixture of methodological approaches underlying different 

research as different scientific fields stress different aspects and value differ-

ent methods. Thus, while many sociologists focus on broad studies of groups 

of humans where individual aspects and trends disappear, anthropological 

studies, as well as infant and language studies, often have few test subjects 

and extrapolate their results from these. I have adopted the latter approach, 

but in this chapter, I will relate to large-scale studies as well. 

 The areas dealt with are divided in the following way: Section 2.2 is 

devoted to environmental influences as well as cognitive growth and the 

interaction of these areas. Next, I turn to Aspects of communication in 

section 2.3, and then proceed to Emotions and prior research on children‟s 

emotive expressions in section 2.4. Each major section (2.2–2.4) ends with a 

summary in which the most important aspects of what has been described 

are tied together and related to the goals of the thesis. In section 2.5, I gather 

the relevant terminology and definitions employed in the literature, using 

them as a basis for understanding the result chapters that follow.  

 

2.2 Environment and cognition 

The first task at hand is to examine the foundation of the present project. To 

do so, I begin by asking the following question: Is it a fruitful task to 

investigate children‟s development of emotive manifestations and utterances 

by studying them longitudinally, together with siblings and parents in their 

home environment? In answering this question, I have turned to literature on 

environmental influences (2.2.1), in which the most important concepts for 

my purposes were socialization (2.2.1.1); modeling and identification 
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(2.2.1.2); parents and upbringing techniques (2.2.1.3); siblings (2.2.1.4); and 

peers and friends (2.2.1.5). The choice that I make in creating the headings 

for these sections is of great importance to my interpretations of the material. 

2.2.1 Environmental influences 

Nature versus nurture questions have taken into consideration that there are 

both universal and non-universal behavioral components in human devel-

opment (Horowitz, 1993). The abilities included in the universal repertoire 

develop as the child encounters circumstances common to the species as a 

whole, for example, experiencing sounds from fellow humans, visual input 

of contrasts, behavior dependent on social interactions like attachment 

activities between parent and offspring, as well as juvenile play (Lewis, K.P, 

2000). The universal components are endowed in us as a species and require 

little environmental input in order to be activated. When there are difficulties 

in the acquisition of these universal abilities, the most likely explanation 

would be organic disorders, but even such disorders will more often lead to 

delayed development rather than to no development at all (Smith, 1996). In 

the non-universal repertoire on the other hand, the acquisition of different 

proficiencies depends on the possibilities the individual has of learning. The 

experiences in this area are unique to the individual and contain abilities like 

reading, writing, solving mathematical problems, symbolic play, interac-

tional patterns, etc. Thus, this is an area where the environment has a great 

impact, although a reduction of the competence in these abilities can also be 

due to organic disturbances and/or a combination of environmental and 

organic disorders (Smith, 1996).  

 An enormous number of studies have been conducted during the past 

century in order to understand the impact of environmental factors (for a 

summary, see e.g., Wachs, 1992; Garbarino, 1992; Miles-Gordon & 

Williams-Browne, 2003; Schriver, 2003). Since at least the 1930s, the 

common view on developmental issues is that any specific level of develop-

ment is built on the previous level and is in turn a prerequisite for the next 

(e.g., Smith, 1996; Vygotsky, 1978; Piaget, 1959/2002; Stern, 1985). 

Although not often made explicit, these developmental levels consist of 

abilities in need of environmental support of a transactional kind. This 

means that as the environment influences the child and her individual 

development in different ways, the child also influences the environment. 

Development is pushed forward due to this reciprocal influence (Sameroff & 

Chandler, 1975; Crockenberg & Smith, 1983; Hagestad, 1982; Werner & 

Smith, 2001; Sigelman & Rider, 2006). Some findings supporting this claim 

stem from studies on children at risk (e.g., premature children and children 

who suffered complications at birth), since these children seem to be more 

dependent on their environment for reaching the best possible outcome 

developmentally (Clarke & Clarke, 1988; Shonkoff & Phillips, 2000; Sroufe 
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et al., 2005). Other evidence comes from studies on malnourished children 

where environmental stimulation has been shown to facilitate physical 

growth (Super et al., 1990).  

 Children at risk might be more prone to develop negatively if exposed to 

an unfavorable environment, but all children depend on their surroundings. 

In order to understand what “environment” is, it has to be broken down into 

smaller parts that are possible to scrutinize through research. One such part 

is the interactional pattern between parents and their children (Hembree-

Kigin & Bodiford-McNeill, 1995; Kazdin, 1998). Among many influencing 

factors, the cumulative experience of environmental influences has been 

shown to be one of the more important for developmental outcomes (Olson 

et al., 1984). Olson and colleagues found that the connection between envi-

ronmental factors at 6 months of age and the cognitive competence at 24 

months of age was determined by the stability of the environment during this 

period. Above all, the stability of the linguistic environment turned out to be 

vital. This linguistic environment contributes and demands linguistic patterns 

as they are manifested in interactional settings, something that in turn can be 

broken down into the ways parents adjust to the child‟s cognitive and social 

level (e.g., Dunn, 2006; DeThorne & Channel, 2007).  

 When describing these interactional patterns more directly, one model 

often used is Vygotsky‟s notion of “zone of proximal development” (1978). 

Vygotsky is well in line with the transactional view of development, and the 

concept of a proximal zone implies that parents are always one step ahead of 

the child, thus guiding their offspring in mastering functions not yet 

mastered but well on their way. Many researchers have built on this pre-

sumption, although sometimes under different labels. For example, Wood 

and colleagues describe the activities of the parents in terms of building a 

scaffold around the child‟s activities in order to develop abilities not yet 

fully mastered but within reach (Wood et al., 1976).
4
  

 The act of scaffolding is thus to maintain and be responsible for the 

handrail the child is in need of when trying out newly-gained abilities, as she 

explores her surroundings both in a literal and figurative sense. The child‟s 

part of this transaction would thus be to make use of the handrail (Askland & 

Sataøen, 2003). Whether regarded as scaffolding or a zone, the interactional 

pattern holding between parent and child constitutes the area where the 

influence from the parents as well as that stemming from the larger society 

comes into play. Entailed in the notion of a zone are also the parental beliefs 

about when a child is ready for moving on developmentally. Several 

researchers have reported findings that highlight the importance of this 

parental perception (LeVine et al., 1991; Harkness & Super, 1996). LeVine 

et al. (1991) found that the verbal responsiveness of Mexican mothers to 

their children was correlated with their beliefs about when children in 

                                                      
4 Another term with the same implication is “contingent teaching,” Wood (1998). 
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general are sensitive to verbal stimuli. Kindermann and Skinner (1988) 

claimed that parents differ cross-culturally in the way they teach and train 

their children‟s motor behavior, and that these differences correspond to 

parents‟ different beliefs about the importance of early training for such 

skills.  

 Also related to the notion of a proximal zone are the cross-cultural differ-

ences between how and when children are trained in more encompassing 

tasks and behavioral patterns. Rogoff argues that  

 
in macro systems where children do not participate in adult work until late 

adolescence, parents may guide their child by providing explanations or by 

labeling concepts. In macro systems where even young children contribute to 

adult work situations, parents may be more likely to use demonstration, reduce 

tasks down to specific subcomponents that the young child can handle, or place 

children in situations where they can observe the ongoing activities of adults as 

they go about their daily work  

 (Rogoff, 1990, cited in Wachs 1992:46) 

 

Knowledge of the child‟s part in the transactional endeavor is sparse, both 

for verbal but even more so for nonverbal expressions of affect, interest, 

attachment, play, etc. The assumption is that the child contributes to the 

creation of her own environment (Scarr & McCartney, 1983; Scarr, 1998), 

but how this contribution is made and which areas are concerned is not often 

made explicit. According to Smith (1996), however, the creation on the part 

of the child can be seen as concerning three different principles: (1) reacting 

interaction – the assumption that when different children encounter the same 

kind of experience in the same environment, it will affect them differently; 

(2) response-triggering interaction – different children, with different 

characteristics and qualities trigger their environment and their responses in 

different ways; (3) proactive interaction – the ability of children, as they 

grow older, to leave the environment of their parents and find and create 

their own environments (Smith, 1996:273). Exactly how the reactive, 

response-triggering, and proactive interaction is carried out, and what fate it 

meets with when carried out, remains largely unexplored. This is partially 

due to the individuality concealed in all these notions, but the primary reason 

for our ignorance is lack of research.  

 The general belief of every developmental phase building on the previous 

one has been questioned in later years of scientific research. There is, for 

instance, an ongoing debate whether early experiences have any influence at 

all on later development in a child (Meisels & Shonkoff, 1990; Melhuish, 

2001; Rowe, 1994). One argument grew out of studies on genetic and 

maturational factors in development and the possibility that these areas play 

a more important role than was previously assumed (Anastasiow, 1990). 

Likewise, different factors in the environment and in the organism act 

together in utterly complex ways, rendering the effects of environmental 
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efforts of limited value (for example, trying to achieve different desired out-

comes in children, as in Sigelman & Rider, 2006). Hitherto the debate has 

mainly touched upon the lives and developments of children with specific 

biological inheritances and dysfunctions, but there is no a priori reason to 

believe that the same is not true for, so called, normally-developed children. 

2.2.1.1 Socialization 

Socialization refers to the processes individuals undergo as they adapt to 

their environment (e.g., Godfrey et al., 1978). It also entails the continuity of 

attitudes, morals, language, etc. that serve as trademarks for specific socie-

ties and cultures (Clausen, 1968). In relation to the transactional view of 

development, the parental input would constitute the socialization frame, 

whereas the child‟s part of the socialization surfaces through internalization 

practices (Killen & Smetana, 2006; see 2.2.2.3). However, this distinction is 

not always made. In the field of socialization studies, both notions are often 

included in the general label “socialization.” This can be seen in that sociali-

zation studies range over a field covering everything from individual differ-

ences, moods and affectionate states (Saarni, 1999; Schieffelin, 1986; Ochs, 

1986); the influence of peers (Bar-Tal et al., 1982; Arnett, 2006), siblings 

(Cicirelli, 1995), family (Grusec & Davidov, 2006; Patterson & Hastings, 

2006), and school systems and society at large (Bronfenbrenner, 1970; 

Wentzel & Looney, 2006; Rogoff et al., 2006); as well as the cognitive 

underpinnings and their relation to development (Bretherton & Beeghly, 

1982; Gauvain & Perez, 2006).  

 The areas chosen in this thesis concern cultural aspects of socialization; 

the specific ways of socialization described as modeling and identification; 

the techniques used in order to reinforce or diminish specific behaviors; and 

finally, the importance of age and cognitive maturation to understand the 

development of these behaviors.  

 An early study on cultural differences in socialization procedures is 

Bronfenbrenner‟s (1970) study, which compares and contrasts patterns of 

childrearing in the US and the USSR. According to Bronfenbrenner, the 

USSR socialization patterns were characterized as such:  

 
[F]rom the very beginning stress is placed on teaching children to share and to 

engage in joint activity. Frequently reference is made to common ownership. 

„Moe eto nashe; nashe me‟ [mine is ours; ours is mine]. Collective play is 

emphasized. Not only group games, but special complex toys are designated 

which require the cooperation of two or three children to make them work  

 (Bronfenbrenner, 1970: 21, quoted in Eisenberg & Mussen, 1989:50) 

  

Cultural differences can also be traced in children‟s patterns of prosocial 

activities, which comprise acts and behavior intended to benefit others, e.g.  

manifestations of generosity, helpfulness, sharing of toys (Whiting & 
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Whiting, 1973, 1975; Hastings et al., 2006; see 2.2.1.4-5). Whiting and 

Whiting (1973, 1975) conducted a comparative, naturalistic study of six 

cultures (Kenya, Mexico, the Philippines, Okinawa/Japan, India, and a 

Yankee community in New England). The categories they found among 134 

boys and girls 3 to 11 years old were divided into altruism (offers help, 

offers support, and suggests responsibly) and egoistic behavior (displays 

symbolic aggression, makes reprimands, seeks dominance, and seeks atten-

tion). The findings indicated that children in Kenya, Mexico, and the 

Philippines were above the median in altruism, whereas the other three cul-

tures came out below the median in altruistic behavior. Whiting and Whiting 

related the outcome to the different ways of living seen in the six cultures 

and came to the conclusion that the altruistic children lived in societies 

where everyone had to contribute to the survival of the extended families, 

and further, that women played a significant part in the economic structure 

of the families. In contrast, the egoistic behavior seen in the other three cul-

tures was argued to stem from the nuclear family way of life in which child-

ren did not participate in the economic support of the small family. These 

latter cultures are described as complex class, or cast, societies where work 

is specialized and individual-oriented and, therefore, the children have no 

place as contributors to the economic situation of the family (cf. the concept 

of habitus, as discussed in Bourdieu, 1990).   

2.2.1.2 Modeling and identification 

Children‟s ways of taking in the cultural manifestations typical of their 

society are captured by the concepts of modeling and identification. 

 Modeling refers to acts that children copy from another person (the 

“model”), whether that person be child or adult. There have been many 

studies addressing the modeling issue, and there is wide agreement that it is 

indeed a way of transferring behavior (Rice & Grusec, 1975; Rushton, 1975; 

Eisenberg & Mussen, 1989; Bandura, 2006). It is also clear that modeling 

behavior in one situation does not imply that the behavior will be long last-

ing or appear in settings other than the original one (Elliott & Vasta, 1970; 

Midlarsky & Bryan, 1972). However, the notion of modeling is complex, 

and if aspects like nurturance
5
 are taken into account, as well as the child‟s 

relation to the person she models after, the impact appears to be somewhat 

more lasting. In a study conducted by Yarrow et al. (1973), preschool child-

ren in the ages between 3 ½ and 5 ½ were tested for the effects of modeling 

in connection to nurturance of the model. The other factor measured was the 

relationship between symbolic modeling (as when playing with figures) and 

real-life modeling (i.e., seeing the model actually help a person).  

                                                      
5 Nurturance is defined as the degree of involvement and sensitivity the model shows the child 

through affective expressions, attention, consideration, etc. (Eisenberg & Mussen, 1989) 
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  The results indicated vast differences between the two types of modeling, 

where the symbolic modeling did not generalize to real-life settings, regard-

less of the nurturing behavior of the model. The real-life modeling, on the 

other hand, generalized to other situations and more so when the model had 

been nurturing and verbalized about the helpful activities. The conclusion 

drawn by the authors was that  
 
the optimal condition for the development of sympathetic helpful behavior was 

one in which children observed an adult manifesting altruism at every level – in 

principle and in practice. Both towards the child and towards others in distress  

 (Yarrow et al., 1973: 251, quoted in Eisenberg & Mussen, 1989:73) 

  

Identification is similar to modeling but regards a wider range of copying in 

that the child imitates patterns of behavior and thought from a significant 

person, rather than just mimicking some specific action in the here-and-now 

situation (Eisenberg & Mussen, 1989). Identification has been a major con-

cept in psychoanalytic theory and its explanation of the recurrence of 

behavioral patterns. In contrast to modeling, it further incorporates strong 

emotional bonds to the person the child identifies with (Freud, 1921/1960). 

The persons most likely for a child to identify with are the parents, and 

especially so if they are warm, affectionate and competent in their parent-

hood (Ainsworth et al., 1978; Ainsworth, 1979; Baumrind, 1988, 1994; 

Parke & Slaby, 1983; Patterson, 1982).  

 It has further been empirically confirmed that identification is a valid 

assumption of how transference of behavioral patterns takes place 

(Rutherford & Mussen, 1968; Sanford, 2006). For example, Rutherford and 

Mussen (1968) found in studies of boys performing role-play with dolls that 

preschool boys who had been rated as prosocial in previous tests (generous, 

helpful, etc.) portrayed their fathers as warm, generous and compassionate. 

This was not the case for boys who had not been rated as prosocial. Thus, 

boys identify and “inherit” behavioral patterns displayed by warm and 

affectionate fathers, as they strive to be and act like these loving individuals. 

Other studies have confirmed the findings and noted that children mostly 

identify with the same-sex parent (Hoffman, 1975; Clary & Miller, 1986; see 

also Oliner & Oliner, 1988; and Eisenberg & Mussen, 1989, for discussion 

of the altruistic roots in adults). 

2.2.1.3 Parents and upbringing techniques 

During early childhood, parents constitute the major socializing force for 

children even if a child does not identify with the same-sex parent and 

actively try to copy his or her behavioral patterns (e.g., Eisenberg & Mussen, 

1989; Saarni, 1999). The parents provide examples for the children in such 

areas as emotional management, as well as verbal and nonverbal conduct, 

and they are guides to the social codes required in the family and surround-
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ing society (Londerville & Main, 1981; Weston & Main, 1980; Waters et al., 

1979; Sroufe, 1983; Baumrind, 1988; Zahn-Waxler et al., 1979; Hoffman & 

Saltzstein, 1967; Feshbach, 1973; Hoffman, 1975; Radke-Yarrow et al., 

1983; Parke & Slaby, 1983; Patterson, 1982; Main & George, 1985; 

Yogman et al., 1995). 

 The techniques used when raising children vary. Labels often used in 

contrast are “explanation and reasoning” vs. “reward and punishment” 

(Eisenberg & Mussen, 1989). According to Eisenberg and Mussen 

(1989:82), reasoning with children by pointing out the consequences of 

“bad” actions, both to themselves and to others, provides the children with 

an understanding of consideration and concern, an interactional perspective 

where the focus is on the causality of events and actions. Reasoning has 

therefore been highlighted as a good way to produce prosocial children who 

will use reasoning rather than force themselves. There appears to be empiri-

cal evidence for this claim. In a study of toddlers‟ prosocial behavior (15 to 

29 months of age), Zahn-Waxler et al. (1979) demonstrated that mothers‟ 

verbal responses in the form of explanations to the children‟s transgressions 

influenced the way in which the children handled similar situations later. For 

example, verbalizations that were emotionally loaded and focused on the 

consequences, such as “Look what you did! Don‟t you see you hurt Amy! 

Don‟t ever pull hair,” led to prosocial actions like repairs and altruistic 

behavior on behalf of the child. Verbalizations in the form of prohibitions 

(e.g., “Stop that!”) were, on the other hand, not linked to prosocial acts from 

the child, and neither did physical restraints or punishments elicit any 

prosocial activities. Furthermore, it appears that it was the emotional infor-

mation conveyed in the consequence description that constituted the impor-

tant part, since consequence descriptions in the form of cause–effect (e.g., 

“Tom‟s crying because you pushed him”) did not have any effect on the 

child‟s prosocial behavior. “The effective induction is not calmly-dispensed 

reasoning, carefully designed to enlightened the child; it is emotionally 

imposed, sometimes harshly and often forcefully” (Zahn-Waxler et al., 

1979:327, quoted in Eisenberg & Mussen, 1989:83). 

 Hoffman (1975) studied older children and attained similar results. The 

mothers of fifth-grade pupils who used inductive victim-centered explana-

tions had boys who acted considerately and were helpful towards peers. The 

same significant correlation was found between the inductive reasoning of 

fathers and their daughters‟ prosocial activities. Kuczynski (1982) further 

found that consequence descriptions that emphasized the impact on the 

victim were more likely to yield prosocial children than were descriptions 

that focused on the consequences for the child herself. 

 The reward and punishment technique described in social learning theo-

ries indicate that these techniques can strengthen prosocial acts like generos-

ity and helpfulness as well as inhibit undesirable behavior (Eisenberg & 

Mussen, 1989: 84). It also appears that parents intuitively adopt rewards and 
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punishments (e.g., in the form of scolding) as they observe their child acting 

well or badly in some situation, e.g. assisting another child or refusing to 

share toys with others (Grusec, 1982). Summarizing their findings in the 

area, Eisenberg and Mussen (1989) conclude that techniques of rewards and 

punishments seem to produce the desired outcome in children‟s activities. 

For example, verbal rewarding techniques used to this end have been shown 

to increase the amount of prosocial behavior conducted by preschool child-

ren (Slaby & Crowley, 1977), although there were no follow-up studies 

measuring the potential long-lasting effects of this test. The lack of follow-

up to this study is a drawback since other studies have suggested that the 

effects of rewards and punishments wear off rapidly if the feedback is with-

drawn and do not appear to generalize to other situations than the ones tested 

(Gelfand et al., 1975; Moore & Eisenberg, 1984). 

 Other forms of parental techniques used in response to children‟s 

behavior or as general guides to the expectations placed on their conduct 

include verbal persuasion, instruction, exhortations, and preaching 

(Eisenberg & Mussen, 1989: 86). For example, parents tell their children the 

virtues of kindness, generosity, etc. Knowledge of the effects gained by 

these techniques in real-life situations is sparse, as the work conducted in the 

area mostly consists of experimental studies where, for example, preaching 

is contrasted with modeling (Rosenhan et al., 1968).  

 Do children do as you do or do as you say? While early research in this 

area indicates that it is the model‟s own actions that create a response in the 

child rather than her verbalizations about proper behavior (Bryan & Walbek, 

1970), later studies found the question to be more complex (Rushton, 1975; 

Steenbeek & van Geert, 2007). For example, verbal suggestions and 

directives appear to have little effect in some situations, where instead the 

model‟s behavior is what is copied. However, from a longer perspective (in 

the particular study, the interval was 2 months after the original study), 

verbal influence tends to increase whereas the memory of the model‟s origi-

nal behavior fades away (Rushton, 1975).  

 Grusec et al. (1978) produced results that displayed even greater 

complexity. Like Rushton, they contrasted active modeling of generous acts 

with verbalizations about such acts and found that in the immediate context 

modeling was by far more successful in encouraging children in the ages 8 to 

11 to donate to charity. This effect was not found to be active when the 

children were tested again a month later. However, at this time another 

difference appeared between children who had heard general statements 

about donations (e.g., “It‟s good to help people in any way one can”) and 

those who had been told specific statements (e.g., “It‟s good to donate to 

poor children to make them happy”). At the time of training during the first 

round of tests, boys who had heard the specific statements donated more 

generously than those who had heard the general statements. In the second 

test situation, one month later, the result was reversed.  
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 It is possible that the cognitive structures handling and working on verbal 

instructions and statements produce more long lasting effects, or as 

Eisenberg and Mussen writes  

 
It may be inferred that clear verbal communications serve as cognitive mediators 

– knowledge encoded as general rules, principles, or norms – that are recalled and 

applied later and in other situations. Such mediators would function in a variety 

of ways, making the child conscious of the needs of others, enabling the child to 

label the situation, eliciting empathy, and, perhaps most important, provide 

knowledge of expectations and rules about what ought to be done. Consequently, 

these messages – given by preaching, persuasion, or instruction – may produce 

lasting and generalized effects, reflected in a broader spectrum of actions. 

 (Eisenberg & Mussen, 1989: 86) 

  

The age of the child is important here as well, since younger children appear 

to react more to explicit directives, for example, to share their toys or prizes 

(“You have to share…”) than to permissive directives, as when an adult says 

“You may want to share but you don‟t have to” (Israel & Brown, 1979; 

Israel & Raskin, 1979). Older children who participated in the same kind of 

test were not affected by the directive or permissive formulation. Empathy-

arousing techniques have been shown to influence children‟s prosocial 

behavior more than general statements about norms and what is expected 

from the child (Eisenberg-Berg & Geisheker, 1979; Tucker et al., 1999). To 

assign responsibility to children early on seems to be yet another way to 

enhance prosocial behavior (Bronfenbrenner, 1970; Sterling Honig, 2004). 

2.2.1.4 Siblings 

The sibling relationship has not been sufficiently researched. However, this 

situation is about to change, as the last decade has seen some publications on 

the sibling theme (Walldén, 1992, 1990; Mitchell, 2003; Bigelow, et al., 

1996; Akhtar & Kramer, 1999; Cicirelli, 1995; Sanders, 2004).  

 The nature of the sibling relationship can be described as a horizontal one 

as the children are both under the authority of the parents, sharing some 

fundamental aspects relating to this fact (such as behavioral rules, experi-

ences, relatives, etc.). It is also a vertical relationship in that one sibling, 

typically the older one, often fills the role of the parental authority when the 

parents are not present (Essman, 1977; Morrongiello et al., 2007). It can 

further be argued that the sibling relationship shares many characteristics of 

peer-relations – which we know more about (e.g., Ladd, 2005) – in that 

siblings, regardless of age difference, often engage in the same kind of 

activities with one another as they do with their peers (Bigelow et al., 1996). 

However, even then, there are traits distinguishing siblings from friends, or 

what Bigelow refers to as “the unique sibling like character” (1996: 176). 

 According to Winnicott (1964/87), the sibling relationship can be 

regarded as a necessary relation, at least in some aspects. Apart from the 
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disadvantages in the long term – such as bearing the whole responsibility for 

aging parents, etc. – an only child lacks a constant playmate. However, in 

Winnicott‟s view, the major problem for a child without siblings is that they 

are deprived of the experience of having hatred awakened – the child‟s own 

hatred when confronted with the new baby as a threat to what was previously 

a solid and secure relation to the parents (1964/87:137). Winnicott continues 

by stating that it is a normal experience to be upset at the birth of a younger 

sibling, and that it is one of the crises an individual must endure in order to 

develop personally. Although the older sibling is usually the one described 

as having to step aside when a younger one is born, the impact of competi-

tion and rivalry for the younger one should not be underestimated (e.g., 

Sulloway, 2007). In 90 % of the cases studied by Dunn and Kendrick 

(1982b) the older sibling became more demanding and aggressive following 

the birth of a sibling. However, Baydar et al. (1997) found that this was a 

temporary behavioral change. Another important emotional area where 

siblings play a part is in the positive feelings they invoke. Children can be 

proud of and rejoice in their siblings, and the older ones can take a lot of 

responsibility for younger ones at quite an early age (Lamb, 1982; Dunn, 

1983; Dunn & Kendrick, 1982a; Pepler et al., 1982; Akhtar & Kramer, 

1999). As for younger siblings, they have been shown to respond with 

concern and attempt to comfort an older sibling in distress from 14 months 

of age (Dunn & Kendrick, 1979), and this affectionate behavior increases 

with age (Dunn & Kendrick, 1982a; Pepler et al., 1982). 

 Even though the younger one appears to use the older one as a model 

with whom to identify more than the other way around, the relationship is a 

reciprocal one. Dunn and Munn (1986) conducted a longitudinal investiga-

tion in naturalistic settings with toddlers aged 18 months and their siblings, 

who were approximately two years older. They measured the children‟s 

prosocial actions towards each other at two times, separated by a period of 

six months. Dunn and Munn noted a significant correlation between the 

actions of siblings at both times, in that if the older sibling frequently shared 

things and behaved cooperatively towards the younger child, the younger 

sibling would respond with the same actions towards the older one. Both 

siblings‟ prosocial acts further increased between the two recording times. 

The reciprocity was seen in that if the toddler acted prosocial toward the 

older one during the first recording, the older one acted more prosocial in 

return in the following recording (cf. transactional development above).  

 Another important factor influencing the sibling relationship is the influ-

ence of the parents and the interactional patterns of the family as a whole 

(Cicirelli, 1976). Dunn and Kendrick (1982b) found that a mother‟s 

responses and interaction with the older sibling when a new baby was born 

determined whether the older one would behave prosocially toward the 

younger child both 14 months and 3 years later. The mother‟s technique in 

these cases was to describe and verbalize the newborn‟s feelings and needs 
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and to engage the older one in the caretaking procedure. There was a notice-

able reciprocal influence seen in this study as well, since by 14 months of 

age, younger siblings were showing more prosocial behavior toward friendly 

older siblings than those who had unfriendly older siblings.  

 In more complex investigations – like trying to find patterns for mothers 

favoring one sibling over another (Bryant & Crockenberg, 1980) or trying to 

determine the connection between siblings‟ ordinal position and their 

prosocial behaviors (Summers, 1987) – the findings have been inconsistent 

and hard to interpret (Raviv et al., 1980; Staub, 1971; Whiting & Whiting, 

1975; Sanders, 2004). However, Summers (1987) looked at the relation 

between ordinal position, prosocial behavior and social learning theories and 

concluded that older siblings are more prone to care for younger ones than 

vice versa, and that this is so because there is an expectation in their 

surrounding for an older child to behave in this way.  

2.2.1.5 Peers and friends  

Peer relations are similar to sibling relations in that they also provide role 

models and identification objects for children and do so even more the older 

the child gets (Sanders, 2004; Dunn et al., 1999; Kyratzis, 2004). There are 

studies on the differences holding between children of different ages 

compared to that of peers. Camaioni (1979), for one, compared language use 

in connection to play in three different constellations. In one constellation, 

there were two children of the same age (either two- or four-year-old); in the 

second, the children were mixed (one two-year-old and the other a four-year-

old); and in the third, the children interacted with their mother one at a time. 

What Camaioni found was that the type of interaction changed according to 

the participant‟s age and status.  

 Children of two years of age took notice of each other and engaged in 

fights or copied each other‟s activities, but these acts were carried out 

singularly, or as “specularity of roles” in Camaioni‟s words. The pair with 

four-year-old children, on the other hand, maintained an interactional pattern 

that was more reciprocal, i.e., “they were doing something together rather 

than doing the same thing” (Camaioni, 1979:332). Furthermore, the acts of 

the two-year-olds could be divided into when they were doing the same 

thing simultaneously or were doing them one after the other. The last 

instance is described as “successive specularity” and constitutes, according 

to Camaioni, the transitional phase between “doing the same thing” and 

“doing something together.” For the last type of constellation studied, mixed 

pairs, Camaioni found that the older one focused on the younger (as has also 

been shown by Shatz & Gelman, 1973; Andersen & Johnson, 1973; Sanders, 

2004). The older one further adopted an adult role in relation to the younger 

one in that the speech used resembles the child-directed speech used by 

parents to infants and young children. In pairs of different-aged children, the 

older child adapts to the younger child‟s level, focus of attention, etc. The 
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recordings with adult–child dyads differed altogether, according to 

Camaioni, who described these interactions as pedagogic in nature. While 

the mother was the one engaging the child in verbal interactions, she was 

also the one guiding and maintaining the interaction. This was done by 

making comments on the child‟s activities, answering questions, asking 

questions, etc. Camaioni argues that this in large resembles findings from 

studies conducted on teacher–pupil interaction (Sinclair & Coulthard, 1975, 

1992). 

2.2.2 Cognitive issues 

In order to function as an individual in society, the child has to understand 

some concepts of relations between people and figure out how other people 

think and act (Shields, 1979). This understanding comes about through the 

joint forces of cognitive development and practical experiences of social 

events (Gauvain, 2001; Wood, 1998). Rice (1984) has written on the subject 

of sociolinguistic competence that what appears to be needed in order for 

this development to run smoothly is person knowledge, an understanding of 

social categories, and event knowledge. All three categories can, according 

to Foster (1990), be seen “as potential cognitive underpinnings for the 

sociolinguistic aspects of communicative competence” (1990: 181). 

 Shields (1979) studied nursery-school children and concluded that their  

 
language reveals a quite complex knowledge of people, including the knowledge 

that people have moods and states such as anger and fear and also wants, likes 

and dislikes; that they have intentions; that they can send and receive messages; 

and that people share sets of rules about what is appropriate within particular 

frames of actions.  

  (quoted in Foster, 1990: 181)6
  

 

Thus, person knowledge appears to be quite complex from an early age. 

However, we do not know the relation between person knowledge and the 

proficiency in socially appropriate language. Is person knowledge something 

that comes prior to, and serves as a prerequisite for proficiency in socially 

appropriate language, or is it the other way around? Whatever the answer to 

this question, Shields‟ conclusion is parallel to similar findings from, for 

example, Bretherton et al. (1981), as they both have counterevidence to the 

Piagetian claim of the child being mainly egocentric at this period 

(1969/2000). 

 Social categories include aspects of sex, age, status, and familiarity 

(Foster, 1990). These are areas that have proven to influence the language 

                                                      
6 For further discussion on different relationships that hold between sociolinguistic knowledge 

and person knowledge, see Rice (1984: 160f). 
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use of adults in profound ways (e.g., Milroy & Gordon, 2003; Eckert, 2003; 

Blom & Gumperz, 1972), but how children come to master these proficien-

cies is not understood very well.  

 The third kind of sociolinguistic knowledge needed, event knowledge 

(also known as “scripts”, e.g., Bates et al., 1983), regards the know-how of 

particular events, in terms of what one is expected to do and say, for 

example, how to play specific games, how to answer and speak on the 

phone, and the routines of special occasions like Christmas, birthday parties, 

etc. It has been shown  that children are well aware of many kinds of scripts 

by the age of three (Nelson, 1981; Nelson & Gruendel, 1979), and as these 

scripts are fundamental for the specific uses of language that are required, it 

is likely that the repetitive experiences of the events themselves lead to both 

the acquisition of the proper language to use and to the formation of the 

social categories that are required for the three kinds of sociolinguistic 

knowledge mentioned by Rice (Foster, 1990; see also 2.3.2.2).  

 In the following sections I have chosen to focus on aspects that relate to 

the child-internal part of the transactional development. Although child-

internal aspects might differ (e.g., temperamental differences), they build on 

the same general functions. Three concepts have evolved in different 

scientific fields, and each try to conceptualize these general foundations. I 

will discuss each of them below as I believe they capture different aspects of 

the same path of individual cognitive growth, on the one hand, and human 

communication, on the other. The concepts are Theory of mind (2.2.2.1), 

intersubjectivity (2.2.2.2) and internalization (2.2.2.3).  

2.2.2.1 Theory of mind 

Theory of mind denotes the ability to ascribe mental states to others and to 

oneself and was first used by Premack and Woodruff (1978). According to 

Sigman (1994, in Smith, 1996: 99) the ability to understand others depends 

on four characteristics that develop during the child‟s first 12 to 15 months 

of life: (1) the child has to have emotional reactions to social and nonsocial 

events; (2) the child must be able to comprehend her own emotional 

reactions; (3) the child has to be able to comprehend and interpret the emo-

tional reactions of others; and (4) the child must be able to understand the 

connection and similarities between her comprehension of her own emo-

tional reactions and other people‟s emotional reactions.  

 Many findings regarding the normal development and abilities of children 

come from studies on children with dysfunctions. One such dysfunction is 

autism, which has proven unique in aiding our understanding of the roots of 

many social-emotional functions. Children with autism have specific diffi-

culties, which, for example, means that they imitate adults‟ gestures and 

vocal sounds to a lesser degree, they do not engage in fantasy play like other 

children, and, they have problems with expressing affect. Furthermore, 

despite evidence suggesting they use as many negative and positive facial 
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expressions of emotions as other children (Yirmiya et al., 1989), they do not 

seem to be able to use these expressions in a communicative fashion. It has 

also been shown that autistic children become upset when others show 

strong feelings, regardless of whether these feelings are positive or negative 

(Yirmiya et al., 1989).  

 It is normally the case that children between 3 and 4 years old have 

acquired a theory of mind. The postulate that children develop a theory of 

mind is part of a more general orientation where cognitive development is 

regarded as a type of theory construction (Baron-Cohen, 1995; Leslie, 1994). 

From this perspective one would expect major changes in children‟s views 

of other people and their intentions and opinions as soon as the theory is 

established. Studies on children have indeed revealed that there are signifi-

cant differences correlated to development in children‟s understanding in 

tasks testing the presumptions children hold. For example, Baron-Cohen et 

al. (1985) conducted an experiment where children watch two dolls place a 

marble in a box. One doll then leaves the room and the other doll takes the 

marble from the box and hides it in another box. The first doll then reappears 

on the scene, and the child is asked where the doll will look for the marble. 

The “right” answer here is in the first box, since the doll entering cannot be 

aware of the moves the other one has made in her absence. Children at six 

years of age can easily handle this potential problem, while four-year-olds 

only manage it occasionally (see also Harris et al., 1989). Other major 

changes from four years of age and onward are the recognition of the differ-

ence between illusion and reality, changes in conviction, the development of 

a greater ability to take different perspectives, etc. All of these changes are 

explicable in the light of the theory of mind hypothesis (Wellman, 1990). 

 There are other researchers, however, who argue that mental states of 

various kinds are innate (i.e., there-from-the-start) abilities of the child 

(Leslie, 1987). Although early infant studies cannot claim to detect a theory 

of mind in the actions of the child, what can be seen might be precursors of 

this theory. For example, Fox (1994) argues that the infant‟s ability to 

coordinate her emotional expressions with others can be seen as evidence of 

children being able to discern their similarity to other people. Likewise, 

Sterns‟ notion of intersubjectivity (below) contains many aspects that are 

also central for a theory of mind (Whiten, 1995). 

 One possible conclusion drawn from different studies like these would be 

that there is a discrepancy about the connection between what a child is able 

to express, and what she is able to accomplish and understand. For example, 

when a child at three does not express through verbal means an understand-

ing of the interlocutor‟s perspective, this does not necessarily imply that she 

cannot understand different perspectives. There are, for instance, findings 

indicating that younger children, who might give the wrong answer to false-

belief tests, actually look at the right box, while stating the wrong box 

verbally or by pointing (Moses et al., 2005). This may indicate an in-
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between position in the theory of mind acquisition. Gärdenfors (2001) has 

advocated a slicing of the theory in which some aspects might be there from 

the very beginning (like intersubjectivity) or acquired early on, whereas 

others require further cognitive development and possibly the development 

of language skills in order to materialize. This position also has the advan-

tage of explaining some capabilities present in our cousins the apes that have 

proven troublesome for a fixed theory of mind model to include (see 

Gärdenfors, 2001, for further discussion).  

2.2.2.2 Intersubjectivity  

The term intersubjectivity can be used in many ways, but I will adhere to the 

definition proposed by Stern (1985, 2004), who states that intersubjectivity 

is the act of two persons sharing a mental world. The notion of inter-

subjectivity is important in order to understand how even very young child-

ren who would not yet have mastered the full complexity of a theory of mind 

are quite capable of understanding at least parts of other‟s intentions and 

perspectives.  

 Intersubjectivity can be seen in children‟s imitation and how they play 

with each other. For example, lying – something common enough and, 

further, a practice children engage in early on – is a core concept of inter-

subjectivity (Smeltzer, 1995). Deceptions cannot be accomplished unless we 

know that the other person has a specific perspective on the world, a 

perspective we share but that we nevertheless are able to manipulate in 

accordance with our will. Stern (2004) gives an example of how inter-

subjectivity can also be seen in preverbal children. If an adult facing a young 

child puts her hands up with her palms facing the child, the child will put her 

hands up making the palms meet the adult‟s. Now, had the child had an ego-

centric view of the world (as proposed for example, by Piaget, 1969/2000), 

the child would place her hands palms facing her own face – in analogy with 

what she herself perceives. This is also what many autistic children would 

do, indicating problems in intersubjectivity (Stern, 2007; Wimpory et al., 

2000).  

 In order to fully understand the concept of intersubjectivity, we must look 

at the concept of consciousness, although this is connected to difficulties in 

general. In fields like psychology and philosophy, there is a consensus that 

the human mind in some way or other is leveled concerning consciousness 

(Van Gulick, 2004) and that not everything is on the top level. Trying to 

avoid the subtleties of how exactly we are to define the levels of conscious-

ness (e.g., if there are subconscious fields that can never be made conscious, 

or if subconscious fields are temporarily subconscious but are available for 

reaching down and grasping when necessary, etc.), we can claim a general 

statement regarding consciousness: Not all our knowledge is of an easily 

retrieved nature, and all our actions are not necessarily planned nor enacted 

on a high level of consciousness.  
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 Another difference is between different modalities of knowledge. There 

is, for instance, knowledge that is based in the motor system (like riding a 

bike, kissing someone, etc.) which is difficult to turn into verbal, explicit 

form. In a similar way, we have knowledge of social patterns that are 

implicit in nature – although they can be made verbal. However, the latter 

kind of knowledge would need some serious introspection in order to be 

valid. What we say we believe is not always what we truly confess to, which 

in the past two decades has been captured through the term “political 

correctness” (e.g., Perry, 1992). We can illustrate this with an example with 

the concept of “new Swedes” (i.e., people who have recently immigrated to 

Sweden for various reasons). On the one hand, we know what the social 

situation “demands” us to claim – if we are going to be a part of, let‟s say, 

“middle-class, urban, highly-educated Western society” – and that is that we 

welcome and value multiculturalism. On the other hand we might have been 

raised in surroundings that through implicit passing on of subconscious 

expertise (like not giving money to beggars, not socializing with anyone 

other than Swedes of origin, choosing schools and neighborhoods for our 

children that have few “new Swedes,” etc.) induce in us how our parents 

actually regard the workings of society and the values of multiculturalism. 

 Intersubjectivity can be described as the freeway that subconscious know-

ledge takes from parents and other important networks in a child‟s environ-

ment to the core of the child‟s inner world. It is through the sharing of 

mental worlds, in an implicit manner, that children internalize and form a 

concept of how to act and participate in social interaction and how to 

interpret and evaluate these encounters and events (cf. Trevarthen, 1980).   

2.2.2.3 Internalization 

The concept of internalization has been understood in slightly different ways 

through the years. One approach is that of Vygotsky who argues that when a 

child takes language heard in her surrounding and turns it into inner speech 

and thought, the child internalizes the speech acts, or speech behavior 

(Vygotsky, 1962; Lindqvist, 1999). Others argue that we internalize, for 

example, cultural acts, when we make them our own by beginning to use 

them in an act of appropriation (see e.g., Wertsch, 1998).  

 Internalization captures, in psychoanalytic and psychological theories, the 

process of turning something external into something internal and mental 

(Wallis & Poulton, 2001).
7
 In many ways, it thus resembles and overlaps 

with the term “socialization.” Apart from being used in different scientific 

fields, the notions differ in scope. While socialization can be seen as an 

umbrella term for the fact that societies and cultures – as well as subcultures 

like work places, institutions, etc. – contain learned knowledge that has to be 

                                                      
7 In some socialization studies “acquisition” is used in a similar meaning (Wentworth, 1980). 
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adopted by the individual, internalization denotes the mentalization of these 

processes.  

 Internalization is a theoretical entity, and this is so much the case that it is 

hard to imagine how it should be tested empirically. However, as a label for 

the processes taking place when environmental influences change the child‟s 

concepts of, and actions in, the world, internalization fills a function. It could 

very well be the case that internalization should best be regarded as the 

infrastructure of the parts of the environmental input that a child (or adult for 

that matter) “chooses” to turn into private behavior and knowledge. The 

reasons for some input being chosen and not others could in this view be 

explained through notions like identification and modeling as was discussed 

above.  

2.2.3 Summary 

The findings from studies of environmental influences discussed in 2.2.1, 

coupled with the theoretical tools of how children inherit or choose specific 

aspects of this environment to make their own, as discussed in 2.2.2, consti-

tute a frame for how individual development proceeds. We know that child-

ren are influenced in a direct sense by the behavior and characteristics of 

their parents and surrounding. We also know that siblings influence each 

other‟s behavior and that concepts like modeling and identification are valid 

assumptions for how this comes about in practice.  

 The point of cognitive findings is related to this as well, since it focuses 

on the hardware of these different influential areas. Family patterns are not 

only copied and performed occasionally; they become internalized, private 

beliefs and patterns of behavior in the child. This is important to this thesis 

since it forms the basis for the study conducted. When exploring the 

behavioral patterns of speech and nonverbal acts in the material, I will also 

come across the cognitive social-emotional underpinnings making up the 

behavioral roots of these individual children. I do not cover the complete 

lives and experiences of these children. Still, what was captured and 

deciphered are actual events, actions and phrases occurring spontaneously in 

the midst of the children‟s development.  

 Now, having gathered some knowledge of the infrastructure and the 

practices in which communication works, I turn to this broad area in the 

following.  

 

2.3 Aspects of communication  

Communication is a cover term for the exchange of information between 

individuals. Although handy as a general label, there are many component 

parts in this concept. Three of these will be mentioned here: channel, or 

modality; the issue of form vs. function; and intentionality. 
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 Before going into the description of these, a first prerequisite has to be 

stated: communication is a twofold relationship, i.e., there has to be someone 

at the transmitting end and someone at the receiving end.
8
 The receiving 

person is important as she makes up part of the communicated information. 

If an utterance, a glance, a gesture or embodied action is going to be inter-

preted as something specific – a communicative act – the receiving end must 

interpret it as such. 

 Modality regards the media through which we transmit information, or 

communicate. Included in this concept here is verbal language, gestures, 

body movements, and gaze. 

 Form–function denotes the fact that one piece of information can be 

communicated through any of the above-mentioned channels, i.e., the form 

of an utterance or gesture does not necessarily inform us of the content of the 

message. 

 Intentionality includes many problematic aspects as, among other things, 

relates to the issue of consciousness, which is far from resolved (e.g., 

Dennett, 1992). There are at least three definitions of “intentionality.” One is 

the common, folk-linguistic label for actions and utterances that are purpose-

ful, intended and goal-directed (e.g., Anscombe, 1957). Another is the philo-

sophical term which denotes “aboutness” (e.g., Searle, 1983), i.e. everything 

said or thought by an individual contains intentionality in that it is a thought 

or utterance about something (real or imagined). A third use is Dennett‟s 

intentionality (1992), which captures something wider, an inherent quality or 

trait of an organic system (such as humans but also plants, etc.). The latter 

two interpretations of “intentionality” will not be important for the inter-

pretations of this thesis; however, the first folk-linguistic usage is relevant. 

 For an act to be counted as “intentional” in the common interpretation of 

the word, we would have to presuppose that the sender wanted to transfer a 

specific message; that she chose an appropriate channel for this; and that she 

did not send any contradictory unintended messages simultaneously inter-

fering with the intended information. Turning to the listener, we would have 

to make sure that she, on her part, interpreted the message in the intended 

way and did not add or subtract anything on her own account. There are not 

many instances where such knowledge is present, or in the clear. Still, most 

of the time we manage to keep communication running fairly well, and only 

the most obvious misunderstandings will probably be detected and corrected. 

As we cannot know beyond doubt if an individual has a particular intention 

or not when making an utterance or act, I will disregard the aspect of inten-

tionality. Instead I will use the following sections to describe some of the 

ways in which communication works (see 3.3.4). 

                                                      
8 Further distinctions can be made as to whether thought that is not verbalized, or “private 

speech” phenomenon, should be called communication or not (e.g. Sutton-Smith, 1979), but 

this falls outside the current scope.  
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 The sections that will be addressed are Language development (2.3.1); 

Pragmatic competence (2.3.2); and Nonverbal communication (2.3.3). 

Together they make up general as well as some specific areas that need to be 

addressed in order to understand how children acquire, use and develop 

specific phrases and behaviors.   

2.3.1 Language development 

Goffman (1963, 1974) presented an outline of different interactional settings 

distinguishing between two types, which he called unfocused interaction and 

focused interaction. The former applies to situations where two or more 

people are mutually accessible to each other but without actually engaging in 

interaction, whereas the latter refers to situations where individuals are 

accessible to one another but also actively interact in order to sustain that 

connection and keep a mutual focus of attention (Goffman, 1963: 24). Both 

these notions will be returned to in later parts of the book. When giving the 

outlines of children‟s verbal and nonverbal interactions and development 

here, focused interaction will be the topic for the better part.  

 What Goffman calls “setting” I would describe as a specific type of 

interactional relation holding between individuals in a context. While 

interactional settings can be focused or not, the context will remain the same. 

Context, like setting, is vital for our understanding of first language acquisi-

tion. According to Ochs and Schieffelin (1979), context has become 

extremely important in child language studies for four reasons: (1) context is 

the basis for the researcher‟s interpretation of children‟s verbal utterances 

(e.g., to validate an ongoing interaction, meaning or interpretation); (2) the 

child is attending to the context, thereby making the researcher do likewise 

(e.g., their focus on here-and-now topics); (3) caregivers rely heavily on 

context in their interpretations and responses to their children‟s utterances 

and activities (e.g., when disambiguating utterances, etc.); and (4) the actual 

working process of researchers in the child language field demands a close 

scrutiny of context while transcribing verbal as well as nonverbal interaction 

(e.g., where the child/adult is looking, pointing, turning, etc.).  

2.3.1.1 Turn-taking 

Turn-taking appears to be at the core of communication, at least as it is 

conducted in face-to-face encounters. It has been studied extensively in the 

field (and subfields) of Conversational Analysis (Sacks et al., 1974), where it 

constitutes the actual focus of investigation. However, it has also been the 

focus for ethological studies of human behavior (Locke, 1993). In both these 

frames it can be regarded as a scaffold in itself as it constitutes the form 

through which all encounters take place. The interactions between parent and 

child during the first two months of life are characterized by the parent 

adjusting to the child (Brazelton & Cramer, 1990). The child‟s behavior is at 
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this time largely dependent on inner biological rhythms (Wolff, 1987). In the 

eyes of adults, nevertheless, the behavior of children seems to be communic-

ative in the sense that they react to caresses and touches in specific ways 

(e.g., turning their head towards you when you caress or touch their cheek). 

These reactions may not be intended in a conscious way by the child but is 

rather reflex-adjusted behavior that results in the parents‟ engagement in 

caretaking.
9
 Furthermore, as communication presupposes a respondent, 

parents will act and treat the infant as such a respondent and, by this act, 

probably push the child into the expected role (e.g., Scaife & Bruner, 1975; 

Koegel et al., 1999). Work conducted on “reciprocal attention,” on the other 

hand, shows how the mother‟s attention can be seen as a function of the 

child‟s, at least after the child‟s third month (Bruner 1975a; Collis & 

Schaffer, 1975; Mundy & Gomes, 1998). In studies showing parental 

changes as related to new aspects of the child‟s world, we also do not know 

if these are elicited from the child‟s changes or vice versa. For example, 

Snow (1977) noted that when children reach the age of five to seven months, 

parents altered their topics from a focus on the child‟s internal states to 

verbal talk connected to the outside world. Penman et al. (1983) further 

found that affect-oriented speech decreased around the same time and was 

replaced by information-oriented speech, thus supporting the findings of 

Snow. However, the authors point out that these findings can be related to 

the activities of the child as well. For example, when a child focuses on her 

own internal states and needs, this is what the parent will address, and when 

she turns to focusing on the surrounding, this will be followed by the adult‟s 

shift of topic as well.  

 It has been suggested that turn-taking in itself does not begin with the 

verbal and nonverbal communicative moves seen in mother–child dyads but 

in feeding behavior (Locke, 1993). Contrary to other mammals, the sucking 

behavior of human infants is unique in that there are two modes of sucking: 

“nutritive mode” and “non-nutritive mode” (Wolff, 1968). Whereas the 

nutritive mode consists of the periods in which the infants receives milk – 

and is the mode shared by all mammals – the non-nutritive mode consists of 

breaks and bursts in the sucking. It has been reported that this pattern of 

sucking in bursts and pauses varies according to the age of the child 

(Masataka, 2003). During the pauses in the sucking the mothers tended to 

jiggle the bottle or the baby (if breastfed), an act they claimed to do in order 

to restart the sucking (Kaye, 1977; Kaye & Wells, 1980). However, the 

results indicated that, on the contrary, the jiggling forestalled the sucking, 

which instead resumed as soon as the jiggling had stopped. Masataka (1993) 

reduplicated earlier studies and turned them into a longitudinal one, where 

he found that the pausing, jiggling, and resumed sucking followed a stable 

                                                      
9 The turning of the head is known as the rooting reflex, trained for months in the uterus, 

enabling the child to find the nipple, e.g., Rossor (2001). 
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pattern. Children await the response in the form of jiggling, after which they 

contribute with their own next move, i.e., renewed sucking. Furthermore, 

Masataka noted that when mothers were requested not to jiggle the bottle, 

many infants eight weeks old (the second age tested) let go of the nipple and 

produced noncry vocalizations. These were interpreted as communication 

attempts by the mothers and the researchers alike, implying that when the 

infant does not receive the feedback she is expecting, she emphasizes her 

presence and the ongoing dialogue through vocal means (see Masataka, 1993 

and 2003, for further details). The vocalizations did not occur during the first 

test, which took place when the infants were two weeks old. Instead, it was 

noted that the resumed burst during a burst-pause sequence was entirely 

dependent on the jiggling contingency of the mothers. Contingency should 

thus be seen as a crucial ingredient in turn-taking behavior, whether this 

takes a vocal, verbal or nonverbal form.  

 As the infant grows older, her universe expands and the topics to be acted 

and commented upon increase. Even if it is the case that in the very begin-

ning the adult takes the main responsibility for adjusting and tuning in to the 

gaze and attention of the child, it soon becomes a mutual occupation 

between the child and the adult. If we want to communicate with people 

around us, we follow their focus of attention and communicate about that 

(Clark, 2003). We seem, as a species, to be constructed in such a way that 

we know how to interpret utterances and behavior in our environment. Joint 

attention, as this sharing of focus is called, can be argued to simplify this 

task and has further importance for the child‟s later acquisition of words, 

their meanings and uses (Tomasello, 1986, 1988).  

2.3.1.2 Verbal development 

In this section I will sketch the outlines of language acquisition and intro-

duce a linguistic construction that has more specific relevance to the study at 

hand: conditional clauses (such as “if x…then y”).  

 Verbal development is often meant to refer to the development of 

grammar, i.e., covering the linguistic areas of morphology, phonology, 

lexicon, semantics and syntax. While there appears to be a clear amount of 

explicit teaching in matters connected to the sociolinguistic rules governing 

our interactional conduct (see 2.3.2.4), there is less evidence for any explicit 

teaching connected to the development of grammar (see however, Strapp, 

1999; Saxton, 2005; among others). The grammar aspect of linguistic 

development can probably be seen as devoted to the form of communication 

rather than to the function. The number of studies conducted on very young 

children and infants is immense and summing the literature up in a few 

pages is obviously going to give only a schematic view.  

 Without a context in which interaction, utterances and expressions take 

place, interpretation of early language use is almost impossible. During a 

period of verbal development the child is restricted to a few words, or 
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vocalizations, with which she can communicate verbally; however, she is 

filled with many wishes and needs that need to be communicated. The out-

come will often be a very compressed use of a few words denoting many 

different things, that is, an expanded use of words (Strömqvist, 2003). To 

completely understand an utterance like “mommy sock,” for instance, 

context is required. Bloom (1991), who used this now famous example, 

explains that the utterance at one point meant “Mommy is putting the sock 

on me,” and in another case “it is mommy‟s sock,” said while pointing to a 

sock in the laundry (Bloom, 1991:19). When investigating children‟s early 

communication, many researchers have therefore chosen not to distinguish 

between meaning and function (e.g., Carter, 1975, 1979; Halliday, 1975; cf. 

2.3.2.1). They have argued that at this early stage expressions are actions in a 

literal sense. For example, if a cry gets attention, the meaning conveyed is 

“Look at me!” or whatever the adult interpreter will make of it (Foster, 

1990). However, once recognizable words appear we can begin distinguish-

ing between meaning and form in children‟s use of them. 

 Although there are discrepancies in the literature on how, when and why 

children go from one way of communicating to another, there seems to be an 

agreement concerning the specific characteristics of the first words children 

use. However, scholars have different names for this group of words, with 

some referring to “pivotal speech” (Braine, 1963), some “telegraphic 

speech” (Bloom, 1970), and yet others calling them one-word and two-word 

utterances, respectively (Dromi, 1987). Common to this first stage of overt 

language use is the absence of a consistent inflectional morphology and the 

presence of a fluctuating syntactic structure. There are also differing 

opinions on the grammar involved: Should the grammar of the adult 

language be the model? Or is a child grammar possible (Kager et al., 2004)?  

 Verbal production sets off in a different manner and pace once children 

reach the “vocabulary spurt,” approximately around the second birthday. It 

seems to be that the vocabulary spurt is necessary in order for the child to 

grasp the syntactic structure of the language (Strömqvist, 2003). As they 

master a larger number of words, normally nouns and verbs at the beginning, 

children also encounter the markings of tempus, aspect, and derivational 

morphology that make up the parts of language. Engaging in this activity 

they reach a point where they “break the code,” i.e., they master the rules of 

the language (or languages) surrounding them (e.g., Clark, 2003). 

 The comprehension and production of language depend on different 

proficiencies and at least in part, develop independently of each other. The 

usual view is to claim that receptive skills precede productive (Benedict, 

1979; Rapin et al., 1992), but there are reasons to assume that the picture is 

more complex than that. In some respects, the child seems to learn to under-

stand through speaking (Clark, 1982). Production and perception being 

distinct proficiencies can be noted in children who are late in their produc-

tive language use. This group of children consists of two sorts of late- 
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talkers. One is flourishing late and will – once starting to speak – quickly 

catch up with children their own age. The other group will continue to be 

slow and will later be diagnosed with some specific language deficit (Thal et 

al., 1991). The disassociation between production and perception can also be 

noted in children who are very early in their language production. Many of 

these children are also early in their perception and understanding of 

language, but some seem to say all they know, in the sense that their percep-

tion is developing at a more average pace (Smith, 1996). 

 Once the vocabulary spurt has occurred, the mastering of new words 

speeds up remarkably but to pinpoint the time schedule from here on is diffi-

cult. From the age of three, the individual differences in children‟s verbal 

abilities begin to stabilize (Smith, 1996:75), and children will in general thus 

be able to lead and participate in conversations, introduce new topics and use 

feedback signals (e.g., “hmm” and “yes”) when others are speaking (Clark, 

2003). The grammatical structure is also rapidly changing and utterances that 

up to this point have been made in telegram style are embedded in a richer 

and more mature syntax.  

 Among the many verbal constructions a child has to master, conditional 

constructions is one. Conditionals include contingency, i.e., when one event 

relies and depends on another. Contingency is conveyed by the use of modal 

verbs and conditional constructions, and it has been argued to appear rather 

late in children‟s production (from three and up, Clark, 2003). However, 

Reilly (1982, 1986) studied the emergence of conditional clauses in English 

and found that, although they take a long time for children to master in their 

full complexity, children start at the age of approximately two to juxtapose 

utterances in the shape of conditionals, like when saying, “Climb in. Be fun” 

(example from Clark, 2003:264, from a child age 2;4 who climbs into her 

crib). Conditionals of this type can be described as future predictives and 

have been argued to be the first and most frequent conditionals used by 

young children (see Bowerman, 1986). However, McCabe et al. (1983) 

studied the use of conditionals by sibling pairs between the ages 2;10 and 7;3 

and found the most frequent to be threats and bribes (e.g., “If you want a cup 

you have to play my games.” McCabe et al., 1983, cited in Clark, 2003:266). 

This could imply that aspects of an interaction, such as the interactional 

partner, should be taken into consideration when judging developmental 

aspects, something which, to my knowledge, has not been done (cf. “setting” 

above).  

 Searching for answers concerning when children understand and interpret 

conditionals correctly, the research is sparse. Reilly (1982) claims that child-

ren understand conditional relationships as early as the age of two and a half, 

but since her study is focused on their productive ability, it is hard to tell 

whether understanding parallels this or if it precedes. For my purposes, 

conditionals are important because many parents use them in relation to 
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children‟s emotive expressions (e.g., in the forms of threats like “If you 

(don‟t) do X, you will (not) have Y”). 

2.3.2 Pragmatic competence  

The areas to cover in the following all relate to what is usually called prag-

matics. As the field of pragmatics is broad a brief definition of my use of the 

term here is in order. If communication is an umbrella term for the exchange 

of information, pragmatics is the descriptive means scholars have created in 

order to describe how this communication is successful, i.e., part of the 

answer to the question: how come it works, in spite of…  

 Pragmatics is of vital importance for this thesis, as one prerequisite is that 

parents influence their children in general behaviors (as was discussed in 

2.2) as well as in patterns of speech. In the following I will discuss typical 

pragmatic areas relating to the latter, such as pragmatic acts (2.3.2.1) and 

facework and politeness (2.3.2.2). I will also discuss descriptions of specific 

areas of study here, such as the development and use of negations and rejec-

tions (2.3.2.3) and explicit teaching (2.3.2.4). The former is of special inter-

est to the thesis since rejections are frequent in emotive situations. The latter 

is a term I use in order to cover various studies conducted in different 

scientific fields, using a variety of traditions and methodologies. All in all, 

the topics will point to the importance and relevance of focusing on small-

scale interactional encounters and practices in order to understand how 

particular verbal phrases and patterns of language use are transferred to 

and/or are assimilated by children.   

2.3.2.1 Pragmatic acts  

One of the major questions engaging researchers of child language develop-

ment is how to conceive of children‟s verbal utterances in terms of meaning, 

intention and interpretation. Two concepts used toward such ends are propo-

sitions and presuppositions. Both terms, but in particular the first, have been 

widely used with different definitions or, more commonly, no definition at 

all. Propositions denote the meaning conveyed by an utterance (or a number 

of related utterances), whereas the belief system and shared background 

knowledge that enable people to infer (the intended) meaning of that utter-

ance is captured by the term “presupposition.”  

 According to Searle (1969), who developed Speech Act theory after 

Austin (1962), a speech act is an act that does something to the world. There 

are, according to Searle, four kinds of utterances employed in the notion of 

speech acts: utterances, propositional utterances, illocutionary utterances and 

perlocutionary utterances. These are not to be seen as distinct from one 

another; on the contrary, the categories can be seen as building blocks that 

jointly produce different kinds of speech acts. While “utterance” refers to the 

pronunciation of a word regardless of the speaker‟s intention “propositional 
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utterances” state something about the world (imaginary or real). “Illocutio-

nary utterances” go one step further as they also connect to a listener 

(normally by the use of a propositional utterance) with the intent of saying 

something specific or expressing something intentionally (a request, a 

promise, a command, etc.). Finally, “perlocutionary utterances” are utter-

ances that are produced in order to change the behavior of the listener. Thus, 

we have speech acts that include one or all of the above categories, and 

propositions are in the regular case involved in all but the first level of utter-

ances. In Searle‟s view propositions themselves do not have intention or a 

required addressee as a prerequisite. To take an example, “It is raining” is a 

speech act that Searle would call a propositional act, whereas “Can‟t you see 

it‟s raining” (as a reply to “Let‟s go for a walk”) would be an illocutionary 

act containing the proposition “It is raining.”
10

 

 Turning to child language, speech acts have been a hard nut to crack, as 

the original theory is based on complete sentences. Such entities are non-

existent in the preverbal child and take on a multitude of different forms 

during the first years of practice. Thus, from the 1970s and onward the way 

of dealing with propositions and speech acts in child language has been to 

move away from the smaller units of speech to larger chunks of discourse 

(see Ochs & Schieffelin, 1979; Atkinson, 1979; Volterra & Antinucci, 1979; 

Bates, 1976, among others). When studying larger parts of interaction what 

happened was that gestures and other nonverbal forms of interaction began 

to be taken into account. Since the 1970s we thus have a number of studies 

devoted to the development of gestures in combination with first words 

(Bloom, 1970; Bates et al., 1977; Berglund, 1999), as well as to speech in a 

wider sense (McNeill, 1992; Kendon, 1980). 

 Bates et al. (1975) argued that as locutions (i.e., utterances) require the 

onset of speech, speech acts proper cannot be found in young children‟s 

communication. However, illocutions and perlocutions, the other two parts 

connected to the notion of speech acts, are applicable to preverbal children‟s 

communication and further allow for the interpretation of nonverbal 

communication in general. Illocutions require the intentional use of a 

conventional sign (e.g., deictic pointing) and, as perlocutions simply demand 

that the interlocutor makes an inference based on that sign, whether the 

intended one or not, this would be captured as well. However, since the 

intention a young child has of communicating something specific with a 

gesture or a vocalization is difficult to infer, the authors suggest there is a 

perlocutionary stage, at which co-present parties (like an adult interacting 

with the child) interprets the child‟s act as if it was in line with some illocu-

tion or other. At the time when a child starts using the conventional means of 

                                                      
10 It would further be an indirect speech act since the proper “direct” answer to the question 

would be a “yes” or “no,” and in this case the answer – although perfectly normal – informs 

the listener “no” while actually saying something else.  
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expressing an intention (by nonverbal and vocal means), they enter into the 

illocutionary stage of development, and when language is in place and used 

for these functions, they are in the locutionary phase, which lasts through 

adulthood.  

 Although not explicitly stated, it appears to be the case that to make 

empirical use of Speech Act theory (in its original shape), child language 

researchers have had to make some adjustments. One change has been to 

broaden the theory to allow the original utterance (which in fact was a 

sentence rather than a spoken utterance) to be a discourse unit, or indeed, 

several such units. Another amendment has been to allow communicative 

acts that use channels other than the vocal verbal to be included in the 

description of illocutionary acts.
11

  

 One way of handling the problem of terminology and the continuous 

changing of content of the same is advocated by Mey (2001). He states, like 

many others (e.g., Fairclough, 1989), that the basic flaw with Speech Act 

theory is the lack of description of actions. In the attempts at dealing with 

this discussed above, we see that what has been done is to include actions 

like pointing, gazing, etc. into the terminology of speech acts. Mey instead 

argues for the term pragmatic act, which he defines as acts that may include, 

but are not obligated to include, speech acts proper (like requests, denials, 

etc., whether direct or indirect), but which has as its main goal to specify 

how we understand propositions that are not verbalized through speech acts. 

Mey uses advertisements as his main examples (2001: 206ff) and states that 

in order for a pragmatic act to count as such, the setting up must be the right 

one, i.e., the context must be right for the particular act to work as intended. 

Returning to Tannen‟s example of a mother visiting her adult daughter and 

making a comment on the ingredients of a pie she has made (p.19), the 

reason that the daughter interprets this as criticism does not come from the 

actual semantics of the phrase uttered (“Oh, I see, you use onions in the 

pie”), but from the shared experiences of these particular individuals and the 

history of their relationship. Included in the setup is the notion of uptake, 

i.e., the interlocutor must interpret the intended proposition (Mey, 

2001:211). Given that the mother actually was critical, the daughter could 

very well have refused to do the uptake part and could have instead 

                                                      
11 While Halliday (1979, 1984) developed a taxonomy based on functional acts, which later 

turned into the Systemic-Functional Linguistics approach, Bates (1976) and Dore (1975) 

instead broadened the definition of Speech Act theory and assigned the gestures and first 

words of children to speech acts such as proto-imperatives (“Give me that”) and proto-

declaratives (“That‟s an x”). Bruner et al. (1982) have adopted a similar approach and 

documented how children from the age of 0;8 use requests as an illocutionary act; see e.g., 

Foster (1990) for further discussion.  
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answered with a calm “yes” (instead of “Why do you always have to 

criticize me?”).  

 Pragmatic acts are, thus, a way of avoiding the troubles related to speech 

acts that are not speech acts proper and still account for the actions taking 

place through words that have a function similar to speech acts. In family 

settings, where many of the speech acts used are indirect (in that the 

intended – or interpreted – meaning does not correspond in a one-to-one 

fashion with the literal phrasing) and yet others are not easily classified as 

speech acts at all, it appears that pragmatic acts open up a tool box that 

might come in handy. Whether “mommy” is going to be regarded as a plea 

for help, a proto-imperative, a deictic, or something other depends in large 

part on how the uptake is handled (see 3.3.4 for further discussion). This 

uptake also captures some of the content of the term “presupposition.” 

 Presuppositions denote the vast amount of background assumptions we 

bring with us when interpreting and making inferences from people‟s utter-

ances and behaviors (e.g., Mercer, 1993). Children are likely to build up this 

knowledge through experience, although the urge to do so might well be 

present from birth, endowed in us as a species. Put simply, one could say 

that presuppositions are what make an adult interpret a child‟s first vocaliza-

tions and gestures as containing illocutionary force. It is also the presupposi-

tion of adults that guide the child‟s interpretation of her own utterances. In 

this, the child presumably would have to use an inference in order to 

interpret that a response from the adult means that the adult must have inter-

preted the child‟s utterance in a specific way. We do not know to what extent 

this holds empirically, but theory of mind and intersubjectivity both deal 

with this notion (see 2.2.2.1-2). 

2.3.2.2 Facework and politeness 

Facework has been studied extensively since the early 1960s (starting with 

Goffman, 1959). The concept of facework comprises the means we use when 

handling social and personal relations relating to areas like autonomy, self, 

proximity, attitudes, and social norms of the society (Miller, 2005; Ting-

Toomey, 1994). All aspects are constantly present as we interact with others 

and are something we have to take into account when choosing manners of 

address. The means of facework can be of both a verbal and a nonverbal 

nature and are important to our understanding of emotive expressions. For 

example, we have linguistic ways of marking an utterance as not being 

intentionally aggressive by letting the addressee know our awareness of the 

potential offensive sound of it (“No offense, but…”), and we constantly use 

our eyes and faces in adding emotive content to verbal utterances by which 

the addressee (or other in the vicinity) is aided in how to interpret the 

message (Fiehler, 2002; Sandlund, 2004).  

 There are endless opportunities to threaten the face of others, as there are 

also a multitude of ways in which we can care for and save face (Domenici 
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& Littlejohn, 2006; Partington, 2006). Breaking the social codes for how to 

behave towards others is, obviously, possible – and quite common at that; 

the cost, however, is social loss. As many areas of face relate to our way of 

handling interactional encounters that may be threatening to the autonomy of 

others, facework has also been known under the more specific heading 

politeness theory (Brown & Levinson, 1978, 1987). The main focus has been 

to capture the ways in which face is threatened in interactional settings and 

to describe how people seem to go to great lengths in order to avoid such 

outcomes, for example, in making demands, posing questions, and respond-

ing to the same (Domenici & Littlejohn, 2006). When it comes to cross-

cultural findings, Brown and Levinson argue that there are general types of 

remedies that can be found worldwide (1978; see also Ervin-Tripp, 1979). 

However, we also know that different aspects of self, proximity, autonomy, 

etc. are valued to different degrees across the world (Strecker, 1993).   

2.3.2.3 Negations and rejections 

Negations have been studied extensively in the scope of children‟s acquisi-

tion of syntactic and semantic structures (e.g., McNeill, 1971, Bloom, 1970, 

1991; Klima, 1964; Bellugi, 1967; DeVilliers & DeVilliers, 1979, 1985; 

Horn, 1989; Drozd, 1995; Hoekstra & Jordens, 1994; van der Wal, 1996; 

Newport & Meier, 1985). There are many perspectives on the use of nega-

tions in child language, and the scope of this book does not permit us to 

venture along them. However, since negations constitute a part of many 

emotionally-connected utterances in the form of rejections and denials, and 

are also a part of the manifestation of autonomy in facework, I will briefly 

summarize the state of negations connected to these forms in particular. 

 One frequently noted aspect of early child negations is that children in 

many languages place them at the beginning or end of a clause.
12

 This seems 

to be so whether the scope of the negation concerns the clause itself or prior 

utterances (i.e., whether the negation is to be seen as clause- or discourse-

connected). Two hypotheses put forward to explain this are that children 

either add a minus in front of an affirmative statement (Bellugi, 1967; 

Klima, 1964; McNeill, 1971) or that the negation is interwoven in the clause, 

but due to processing difficulties, this will yield deletion (or drop) of some 

other salient words (Bloom, 1970, 1991). Still another potential explanation 

is that put forth by Drozd (1995), who suggests that at least the initial 

negations are to be seen as exclamatory negations, expressing objection or 

rectification (e.g., “No way!”, “Forget it!, “Over my dead body!”, etc.). This 

use is also what Horn (1989) has called a “metalinguistic negation,” which 

                                                      
12 As there are not many examples in the English literature on utterance-final negations, and 

since these furthermore are not displayed in my material, I will henceforth only discuss the 

utterance-initial negations. See e.g., Bellugi (1967) and van der Wal (1996) for further 

discussions on utterance-final negations. 
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suggests the task the child is preoccupied with is not to form an internal 

negation according to the rules of the adult language; rather the child lacks 

appropriate linguistic ways of expressing exclamatory rejections and uses the 

negation to fill this function. 

 One further issue is to what extent parental input influences the child‟s 

use of negations. DeVilliers and DeVilliers (1979, 1985) argue that the 

pattern found in children‟s sentence-initial negations is the same as that fre-

quently used by their parents. A typical example from adult–child interaction 

would be “No, let Daddy do it first” (van der Wal, 1996). 

 Focusing on the pragmatics of the negation, Volterra and Antinucci 

(1979) divided the negations used by children in their corpus into four 

different categories, depending on what kind of propositional content the 

child appeared to negate. Naming them A-D, they can be described in the 

following way (based on Volterra & Antinucci, 1979: 287f):  
 
A  “The speaker (i.e., the child) does not want the listener to do P” with the 

presupposition: “The speaker believes that the listener would do P.” 

B  “The speaker does not want the listener to believe P” with the pre-

supposition being “The speaker believes that the listener believes P.” 

C   “The speaker does not want the listener to believe P” with the pre-

supposition “The speaker believes that the listener wants the speaker to 

do P.” 

D   “The speaker does not want the listener to believe P” with the pre-

supposition “The speaker believes that the listener wants him to confirm 

or disconfirm a statement.” 

 

As illustrated the perfomative in A is a command, whereas the child negates 

an assertion in B-D. Volterra and Antinucci state, just like Keller-Cohen and 

Gracey (1979), that the negation does not have to concern the utterances at 

hand, as they might as well apply to the previous discourse, or as I see it, to 

the child‟s inner world and private beliefs and emotions. The division is use-

ful since it focuses on the pragmatic functions of children‟s negations, and 

even though the authors themselves state that this is to be seen as a 

development in progress, I believe that most negations, even in the adult‟s 

usage, would fit into one or more of these categories. For example, the use of 

metalinguistic exclamatory negations mentioned above can be argued to 

contain the presupposition of B, C or D.  

 In summary, there are three levels of “no” descriptions. The first is 

clause-related and syntactic, where the only odd thing in children‟s use is the 

predilection for placing them first or last in the clause. In Swedish, children 

would also have some problems with shifting the position of the negation in 

subordinate clauses (Håkansson, 1998). Many studies on children‟s negation 

address this level where the focus is on construction. The second level of 

“no” is the semantics of “no.” In these studies the common approach seems 

to be to regard “no” as “anti X,” where X is an affirmative clause (e.g., 
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Bellugi, 1967; McNeill, 1971). Furthermore this affirmative clause can be 

said to be optional in the sense that it does not have to be uttered. The third 

level is pragmatic, where children, as well as adults, use “no” to reject a 

proposition in one of the forms described above. “No” in this use can also be 

existential, as children negate or reject whole concepts, suggestions, inter-

pretations, etc., whether these are physical, mental, or attitudinal. This makes 

the semantics of the “no” interbreed with the pragmatic interpretation of the 

“no.” However, the negation or rejection will, regardless of linguistic 

perspective, demand either some interlocutor‟s proposition or some affirma-

tive clause to contradict. 

2.3.2.4 Explicit teaching
13

 

There are by now many studies on adult–child interactions indicating that 

adults train and teach children in an explicit manner to the end that the child 

behaves and speaks in a way that seems suitable to the larger society (e.g., 

Ochs, 1986; Schieffelin, 1986; Clancy, 1986). Among others, Kaye and 

Charney (1980, 1981) suggested that parents teach their children early on 

how to behave in conversations through the use of turnabouts. A turnabout is 

a sequence in which parents end a feedback utterance with a follow-up utter-

ance (e.g., “Yes, and what‟s that?”). Turnabouts are, according to the 

authors, found in children‟s own conversational moves from the age of 2;0, 

but before that they have been taught to perform them by the parents.  

 One way to teach children how to respond can be found in Keller-Cohen 

et al.‟s study of negations (Keller-Cohen et al., 1979). Keller-Cohen et al. 

observed that adults would elicit an explanation from the child as to the 

reasons behind the child‟s negation. Thus, as the child was prompted to give 

an explanation to her denial or disagreement, she was also presumed to grasp 

the importance of these background reasons by adhering to acceptable nega-

tions in the Anglo-English-speaking community. 

 In studies ranging over greater age spans, the development of specific 

verbal routines is added piece by piece. One clear example of this is shown 

in Gleason and Weintraub‟s (1976) study of the routine of trick-or-treat on 

Halloween. They found that children between the ages two and sixteen 

managed the rules of the performance step-by-step. Whereas the children 

aged two to three only made the nonverbal moves necessary for the routine 

(i.e., they stood mutely outside the door), the children between four and five 

added the line “trick-or-treat”, and the older children did these moves and 

added the “thank you” and “good bye” lines, as well. Further, they noted that 

while children were explicitly taught what to say (by adult remarks like 

“Don‟t forget to say „thank you‟”), they were not told what the routine meant 

in any other sense, i.e., there were no explanations for this kind of activity. 

                                                      
13 This is my own label for these activities which, as far as I know, are lacking one. 
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Gleason and Weintraub draw the conclusion that it was the verbal conduct of 

the game that in fact made up the routine, and thus this is what was taught.  

 How to address people seems to be one of the hardest things for a child to 

grasp, and there are many studies indicating that parents go to great lengths 

to establish this apprehension (e.g., Kurian, 1986; Shaw, 2004). For exam-

ple, Schieffelin‟s fieldwork among Kaluli children showed that mothers 

(who were the primary caretakers) used verbal shaming as well as teasing in 

order to make children comply and behave respectfully to others 

(Schieffelin, 1979, 1986). Furthermore, the shaming was often conducted 

through the use of a third person, like an older sibling, thus achieving two 

goals: one being the effect of the shaming being reinforced, and the second 

that the child requested to perform the shaming had to practice the verbal 

conduct of this routine. Similar traits were found by Ochs (1982, 1986) in 

her study on Samoan upbringing techniques (cf. Norman, 1996:88ff). Clancy 

(1986) has reported similar findings from Japan, where Japanese mothers 

explicitly taught their children how they were to address others by using 

direct and indirect statements together, as well as by faking statements that 

they presumed that the listener would have said, had the children not 

complied (see also Foster, 1990: 182f). The Japanese mothers further added 

explicit reasons for children to behave in a specific way. This was done by 

telling them that this was the way things were done, that the listener would 

ridicule the child if not behaving in this way, or that the child had to behave 

like this because someone else expected and needed that compliance. That is, 

the mothers gave verbal statements to the children relating to how other 

people feel, could be made to feel, etc. Howell (1989) also writes on the 

verbal strategies used by parents as they emphasize the traits regarded as 

essential for their children, for example, among the Chwong people, the 

characteristic of fear.  

 Although there have been many studies conducted on adult–child 

encounters worldwide, there are few explicit tendencies mentioned when it 

comes to if, how, and when parents‟ manner of address differs with relation 

to the age of the child. However, Bruner et al. (1982) found that mothers 

began to demand various things in response to children‟s requests as children 

got older. For example, in order to comply with a request for an object, 

mothers made sure that the child actually could not reach it herself, that the 

child genuinely wanted the object, and further that the request seemed fit at 

the time and that the child thanked the mother after having received it (in 

Foster, 1990: 182). Bellinger (1979) reported that children‟s acquisition of 

directives was guided by the adult‟s use of directives to them. Adults used 

more directives to one-year-old children than to older ones, and the direc-

tives further turned more implicit as the children grew older. Ervin-Tripp 

(1977) also studied mother–child dyads and came to the same conclusion; 

however, she points out that it remains somewhat unclear how children 

understand indirect requests at these early ages. What for an older child or an 
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adult is interpreted as indirect may very well be interpreted as direct by a 

younger child (Gordon & Ervin-Tripp, 1984).  

 Age is, in these cases, probably less important than the expected level of 

competence (cf. 2.2.1). Thus, Heckhausen (1987) suggested that mothers 

adapt their instructional style to the perceived level of competence in their 

child rather than to the child‟s chronological age. When the child‟s achieve-

ments in different areas improve, the demands of their surroundings increase 

(cf. scaffolding). Another indication that age – as well as adults‟ perception 

of what age implies – is an important factor is seen in Kaluli as well. Child-

ren there are not regarded as speaking until they say the words “mother” and 

“breast” (Schieffelin, 1979: 86).
14

 Thus, competence is something culturally-

defined, as well as (at least some) age-related aspects.  

 Whether the verbal routines are actually explained by an additional 

reason for using them (as with the Japanese mothers) or if it is the verbal 

form itself that is important (as in trick-or-treat), parents engage in active 

teaching in order to install these verbal routines in their children. What can 

be assumed is that they are also transferred via the parent‟s own behavior 

and verbal conduct even when this is not directly addressed to the child her-

self (cf. modeling and identification). Further, by studying child–adult inter-

actions, the notions implicit in adult–adult communication are likely to 

surface since parents appear to make these presuppositions explicit when 

instructing their children (Foster, 1990:16).  

 The notion of explicit teaching must, however, not be taken to imply that 

parents‟ own behavior and general influence over children is all pervasive in 

the child‟s development. For example, studies of hearing children being 

raised by deaf parents show that these children rarely develop any significant 

language dysfunction themselves even though the verbal input has been 

reduced in both quantity and quality (Schiff-Myers, 1983, in Smith, 

1996:76). Language acquisition is also close to normal in children with 

depressed parents (Cox et al., 1987) or in children who are the victims of 

abuse and mistreatment in the family (Allen & Wasserman, 1985), even 

though these conditions result in a different, negative interactional pattern in 

the family. A likely explanation of these findings that also goes with the 

discussion of universal and non-universal behavioral development (2.2.1) is 

that since language acquisition is part of the universal repertoire of humans, 

it takes a lot of environmental interference in order to alter it. Further, we do 

not know whether these children‟s speech in other ways resembles that of 

their parents in the manners in which they use verbal and nonverbal expres-

sive means, nor if their pragmatic fluency is altered in any way.  

                                                      
14 This being so in Kaluli, Schieffelin relates to the giving and receiving of food being a major 

way for mediating social relationships among the inhabitants. “Breast” as well as “mother” 

are, to the child and the society at hand, both deeply connected to this concept. 
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2.3.3 Nonverbal communication 

Nonverbal communication can be divided into a vast number of different 

subfields, but up to now, the most common label used in communicative 

settings is “gestures.” By this, we mean nearly everything a person does with 

her arms, hands and body. A difficulty with such a broad label is naturally 

the problems occurring when trying to describe different aspects of body 

movements or the relation between hand, arm, body gestures and other 

phenomena.  

 Nonverbal communication is of paramount importance for my study since 

emotions even when verbalized will be conveyed due to bodily expressions 

as well. This is also a challenge, since it is not a given what type of non-

verbal communication we should focus on the most. Everything is poten-

tially important, but not everything can be explored at a single time. I have 

made the selection to briefly describe some research done on gestures 

(2.3.3.1-2) and some known aspects of facial expressions (2.3.3.3). Some 

nonverbal expressions claimed to relate more directly to emotions will be 

discussed in section 2.4. 

2.3.3.1 Different kinds of gestures 

To start with there is a distinction between gestures that are related to 

language and those that are not. However, the relation between these types is 

not always easily defined. According to Kendon (1981) and McNeill (1992), 

gestures are seen as spontaneous movements of fingers and hands, following 

closely the intonation and stress patterns of speech (McNeill, 1992). Kendon 

(and many others) thus use the term “gesture” as reduced to hand move-

ments intimately connected to speech; in fact, gesture in this sense has 

speech as an obligatory presence. Among the gestures that occur with speech 

are iconics, metaphors, beats, cohesives and deictics (see McNeill, 1992, for 

an extensive discussion of these types). Not classified as gestures in this 

speech-related way are language-like gestures, pantomimes, emblems and 

Sign languages (McNeill, 1992).  

 Whereas gestures follow speech intimately, Sign languages are language-

like in their properties, exhibiting distinctiveness, standards of well-

formedness, arbitrariness, segmentation, and compositionality, as well as 

possessing a lexicon, a syntax and a community of users (Klima & Bellugi, 

1979, in McNeill, 1992). In between spontaneous gestures and Sign 

languages, other forms of hand and arm movements are more or less 

connected to speech or to the regulations of languages. Language-like 

gestures are, as the phrase implies, similar to language in the sense that they 

are put in the place of speech, and thus, fill the slots left for them by a 

surrounding speech structure, silence and gesture. To use an example from 

McNeill (1992:37): “‟the parents were all right, but the kids were [gesture]‟; 

where the gesture fills the grammatical slot of an adjective.” 
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 Pantomimes and emblems, on the other hand, do not typically occur with 

speech, although they might. In pantomimes, something – either an object or 

action – is depicted using the hands, arms or body. With pantomimes, the 

vocalizations present – if any – would probably be of an onomatopoetic 

nature. A further difference between pantomimes and gestures is that panto-

mimes can be combined in sequences where the whole body is used to 

transmit a scene or an action to the onlookers (McNeill, 1992). According to 

Kendon (1981), emblems are conventionalized signs, typically expressing an 

attitude, evaluation or emotion of some sort.
15

 An example would be the 

western OK sign, using the thumb and index finger to create a ring. 

Emblems are regarded as acquired forms of gestures and play a specific role 

in this thesis because they often have emotive or attitudinal content. 

Emblems are language-like in the sense that “they have segmentation, 

standards of well-formedness, a historical tradition, and a community of 

users that understand them without metalinguistic explanation” (McNeill, 

1992:56), but they have no grammar and are not often combined. One 

important factor with regard to emblems is the language-like property of 

well-formedness. You cannot connect just any fingers to a ring and make it 

mean OK; rather, it has to be the thumb connecting to the index finger. 

Another crucial component is the community-based knowledge of emblems: 

for instance, the OK sign is not produced the same way worldwide (Morris 

et al., 1979).  

 Although emblems have some language-like properties, they seem to 

range over a rather specific field of pragmatic acts. According to Kendon 

(1981), virtually all emblems are used in order to control or direct other 

people‟s behavior (e.g., through threats, insults, commands, expressions of 

contempt, etc.) or to express or reveal one‟s own emotional state (e.g., 

through saluting, expressing fear, seeking protection, making promises, 

etc.).
16

 While spontaneous gestures can be used in all these ways, too, they 

typically do so in a non-coded fashion and are combined with speech that 

describes or comments on these matters. If spontaneous gestures can be 

argued to highlight the expressions conveyed in verbal form, emblems can 

be claimed to be expressions in their own right. Another difference is that 

they are not used to represent objects or events, not even if the iconic part 

present in many emblems is taken into account. The iconicity found in many 

emblems, Kendon argues, belongs to their heritage. Many emblems can have 

started out as iconic gestures, and have then stabilized in an emblem (e.g., 

the emblem “up yours” in which the lower part of the arm rises quickly, fist 

                                                      
15 For more extensive accounts on emblems, see Efron (1941), Ekman and Friesen (1969), 

Morris et al. (1979), Kendon (1981), and McNeill (1992). 
16 Reviewing a number of published lists of emblems, Kendon organized them according to 

speech acts and found that over 80 percent were used for interpersonal control, announcement 

of one‟s own state, or evaluations of other persons (Kendon, 1981). 
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clinched, while the other hand simultaneously opens while striking down the 

bend of the arm, and for which the proper interpretation and iconic heritage 

are left to the reader).  

 So, why do we use emblems? According to McNeill (1992), the use of 

emblems provides a means of commenting on situations and events that 

would be inappropriate to discuss verbally. As gestures, they can also be 

used simultaneously with an ongoing verbal interaction, and thus, give a 

silent voice to the specific attitudes of the participants or comment on 

aspects that are outside of the ongoing interaction. McNeill argues that 

emblems fill the function of avoiding what he calls “word magic.” In using 

spoken words, we regard ourselves as responsible for the meanings con-

veyed by them. Problems of responsibility and social conduct in sensitive 

matters, which regularly include topics of sex, shame, insults, etc., would 

thus be evaded by using a gesture instead of the word carrying the same 

meaning. If this were true, we would expect to find emblems in areas of life 

where cultural sanctions are most severe, which also seems to be the case. 

Expressions of one‟s own emotional state, as well as control of and 

comments on others, are typically regulated in the social rules of societies 

(McNeill, 1992:64).   

 The cultural (and possibly subcultural) specificity of emblems suggests 

that they are acquired symbols. There are, for example, not many emblems 

that have been found to endure the crossing of national borders. In the cases 

where the same sign exists in several places, the meaning can alter consider-

ably.
17

 While spontaneous gestures, as will be shown shortly, seem to be 

present from the very beginning of life, accompanying speech from its onset, 

emblems are social codes. When and how do we learn them?  

2.3.3.2 Spontaneous gestures 

Children start using body movements from the minute they are born, but 

when gestures are discussed in the literature the typical point of departure is 

when children start using gestures in a way resembling adults‟ use (McNeill, 

1992). Since gesture is reserved for language-connected movements, there is 

a problem labeling the child‟s first hand and arm movements. They might 

appear interactional, but there is no spoken language to connect the move-

ments to. However, there is a growing field of evidence pointing to these 

movements being a forerunner to spoken language (e.g., Corballis, 2002). In 

the following, I will thus speak of gestures even concerning preverbal child-

ren‟s movements.   

 The first type of clear adult-like gesture a child performs is the deictic 

pointing gesture (e.g., McNeill, 1992, Tomasello et al., 2007). By 12 months 

                                                      
17 One of the few emblems that have the same meaning everywhere studied is the nose-thumb 

wiggling that indicates “mockery” (Morris et al., 1979) and the short eyebrow-lifting (1/6 

seconds), which, accompanied with eye contact, means “hello” worldwide (see Bull, 2002).  
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of age, most children can perform this referential act. In contrast to earlier 

hand and arm movements, the referential pointing is distinguished by the 

typical combination of gesture and eye contact with the interlocutor. For 

example, a child will point towards an object, keep the pointing gesture and 

turn her head to look at the adult, ensuring herself of their joint attention. 

Thereafter, the gaze will move back to the object pointed at (Bates et al., 

1983). By engaging the adult in the pointing, it becomes clear that the act is 

one of communication and not merely a reaching attempt (McNeill, 1992). 

 At this point in development, when the child still is on the one-word 

level, she also starts using gestures together with speech in such way that 

speech combines with gesture to create connected utterances. For example, a 

child might point towards an object while saying “mine” or “give” (Goldin-

Meadow, 1998:30). This is clearly an advantage as it enables the child to 

form proto-sentences with the aid of two media, one being the deictic 

gesture.  

 The next type of gesture that will emerge is the iconic gesture. For adults, 

iconic gestures are usually tightly related to the speech structure. Iconics 

depict characteristics of speech that are semantically relevant. When, for 

instance, an adult describes a scene from a comic book where someone 

bends a tree back, an iconic gesture will be the speaker‟s hand moving back 

in a grip manifesting something being bent back (McNeill, 1992:12). The 

child‟s use of iconics, however, are less clear-cut and do not follow the 

semantic structure of speech in the same way. Children‟s iconics, which 

usually start occurring once the child reaches the vocabulary spurt, are often 

of a very robust and less symbolic nature. They tend to use their whole body 

in what could be called enactments rather than swiftly depicting something 

with the aid of fingers and hands. An example would be a child describing 

someone running and making the gesture using her feet (Werner & Kaplan, 

1963, in McNeill, 1992:303). In general, children use space differently than 

adults. While for adults, the space in front of the upper body is the gesture 

area, for children there seems to be no limits. As McNeill noted  
  
(…) [T]he space of children‟s gestures shows the characteristics of the space of 

real actions. While the gestures are symbols, in that the hands depict things and 

actions other than themselves, they are not completely separated from the child‟s 

own actions. Gesture timing also shows characteristics of real actions.  

                                                                                                  (McNeill, 1992:310)

  

There is much evidence pointing toward the conclusion that gesture and 

speech form a single unit, and that they develop together in children 

(Trevarthen, 1977, 1986; Goldin-Meadow, 1998; McNeill, 1992). From the 

very beginning, children use hand and arm movements together with vocali-

zations (DeCasper & Fifer, 1980; Meltzoff & Moore, 1977; Volterra & 

Erting, 1994), and according to Trevarthen (1977), infants just a few weeks 

old will use “protogestures” and “protospeech” (i.e., motions of the hands 
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and arms, together with articulatory movements of tongue and lips – 

although the sounds may be lacking
18

). Studies that have concentrated on 

older children‟s altering of gestures have pointed out that they use them in a 

communicative fashion.
19

 For example, a study conducted by Alibali & Don 

(2002) investigated whether kindergarten children altered their gestures 

depending on whether the interlocutor saw them or not. Their results were 

that whereas children gestured more when observed than when the inter-

locutor was hidden behind an opaque curtain, their speech rate and fluency 

were not altered.  

 Children and adults alike are able to interpret gestures in both experimen-

tal settings and in naturalistic ones (e.g., Breckinridge Church et al., 2007). 

This is so even if the information contained in the gesture is not present in 

the speech accompanying it (for example, a young child hearing “clock” 

together with a gesture implying “give” is likely to give you the clock). 

Investigating the ability to interpret children‟s gestures, Goldin-Meadow 

(1998) did not find any differences between teachers and other adults who 

lacked massive experience from dealing with children routinely. This could 

mean that the ability is not a trained one but is instead a basic feature of the 

human communication system. 

2.3.3.3 Facial expressions 

Facial expressions include smiles and gaze, as well as more blurred displays 

like face-making. There are ways of dealing with the difficult task of 

describing and interpreting the works of facial muscles connected to emotive 

expressions (see Ekman & Friesen, 1978). These, however, address how 

adults interpret facial displays, and even if they occasionally include child-

ren‟s faces in the material, we do not know much about the reasons for these 

expressions since the photos used in these studies are decontextualized (see 

e.g. Caplovitz Barett, 1993, for discussion). Other than the emotive expres-

sions evident in facial displays, there are other uses of facial expressions. 

While interacting, whether through speech or nonverbal play, facial expres-

sions are used as signs of what is happening in the interaction. Infants from 

early on can also use their faces in transmitting information, such as 

wrinkling it together when tasting something sour, turning the corners of the 

lips down in sad but silent expressions and frowning to attain a disapproving 

or curious look (e.g., Fernald, 1993).  

 Turning to gaze, the research situation is similarly sparse; however, gaze 

interaction has lately developed as a scientific field of its own (e.g., 

www.cogain.org). Gaze has further been studied in connection to autistic 

                                                      
18 Cf. the notion of Mirror Neurons, Rizzolatti et al. (1996).  
19 See Bates et al. (1979) for discussion on the relationship between nonverbal communication 

and first words, and Shore et al. (1984), as well as Shore (1986), Church and Goldin-Meadow 

(1986), and Donald (1991, 2002), for the relation between cognition and gestures.  
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children since one pervasive trait in these children is one known as “gaze 

aversion” (Richer & Coss, 1976). From infant studies, we know that the eyes 

play an important role in the first interactions between parents and their 

newborn. It is when the eyes of a dyad lock that the smile appears in the 

adult and later in the child (Wolff, 1987). Wolff has shown that when infants 

look at a face, they will start by scrutinizing the outlines of the face, such as 

hairline and mouth, then turn to the eyes, and once there, display a smile 

(Wolff, 1987). The eye-to-eye contact has a counterpart in gaze aversion, 

and these two together make up the first communicative means available. It 

is also through eye-to-eye contact that parents read their children and 

interpret their intentions or their needs that need attending to (Kendon 1967; 

Argyle & Cook 1976). From studies on blind children, we further know that 

these children rarely learn to initiate social contact through smiles, which is 

likely to be directly dependent on their lack of visual experience (Fraiberg, 

1977; Tröster & Brambring, 1992).  

 A reason for the lack of research in this field is that there are severe 

problems relating to the research and methods as such (Wolff, 1987). Wolff, 

and also Robson (1967), points out that eye-to-eye contact is difficult to 

measure objectively, as it appears that even when judges are sitting next to 

two persons whose eye contact is to be evaluated, the judges fail in estab-

lishing when this eye contact actually happens (Wolff, 1987). Even among 

persons involved in eye-to-eye contact it has proven difficult to tell exactly 

when the eyes lock and when they wander away to other parts of the face. In 

fact, eye-to-eye contact constitutes many subtle shifts of gaze, where what 

would most likely be noted is if the eyes lock longer than what is regarded as 

acceptable. The sequences of the alternation of eye contact and gaze aver-

sion have been studied by Argyle and Cook (1976) and Hutt and Ounsted 

(1966). From these studies we know that eye contact and gaze aversion are 

powerful tools for communicating a vast number of nuances relating to 

emotional content; however, if we are not involved in these transmissions 

ourselves, we have problems correctly interpreting what is being communi-

cated (Wolff, 1987).  

2.3.4 Summary 

This part of the chapter has addressed the structure of communication and 

language acquisition, areas framing my investigation. Although this study 

focuses on emotive expressions and their uses, it must look at the greater 

discourse, as these expressions will appear – and have to appear – in a 

context of turn-taking routines and focused and unfocused interactions. In 

this frame of verbal and nonverbal interaction, pragmatics becomes essential. 

Through pragmatic acts, parents on the one hand teach, explain, and exhort 

children to behave and speak in specific ways in specific situations and by 

doing this also implicitly passing on the interpretation of these acts them-
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selves. On the other hand, children use their own expressional means to con-

currently acquire new ones, as well as find new uses for previously acquired 

ones. Both children and adults use the frame of language in doing this even 

if children lag behind for some time. They also use nonverbal means in this 

interaction and in this area children are not necessarily inferior to their 

parents. On the contrary, many of the gestural forms that have no clear 

connection to speech appear to be “children‟s territory.” Children and adults 

alike also interpret spontaneous gestures (i.e., language-connected) in what 

appears to be an instinctive manner. Potentially this further aids children in 

their interpretation of adult communication and the intentions behind this 

communication. Among the nonverbal communicative means, gaze patterns 

are an important phenomenon that is not yet fully understood. However, we 

know that the eyes are powerful tools in all interaction and are potentially 

necessary for the interpretation of many emotive expressions, an area I turn 

to in the following. 

  

2.4 Emotions and prior research on children‟s emotive 

expressions 

The body of research on emotions as such is immense (e.g., Lewis & 

Haviland-Jones, 2000; Oately & Jenkins, 1996). The general approach in 

studies on emotions is to focus on one aspect of emotions. Thus, there are 

studies on emotions as biological–behavioral entities (Cosmides & Tooby, 

2000) that focus on emotions as innate, human resources. There is also 

ample evidence for emotions as biological–neurological underpinnings 

(Panksepp, 2000; LeDoux, 1998; Damasio, 1994) influencing all cognitive 

and behavioral areas of human life. There are also studies indicating that 

emotions are devices put to use differently in accordance with socially-coded 

norms (Saarni, 2000). Further studies focus on the role of emotions in social 

theories (Kemper, 2000) and in relation to cognition (Johnson-Laird & 

Oatley, 2000). Through studies on emotions as communicative expressions, 

we also know that while some expressions appear to be universal (Ekman, 

1992a, 1999), others are argued to be mainly culture specific (Fiehler, 2002).   

 In spite of abundant discoveries, we do not know much about what emo-

tions really are, nor how the various aspects of emotions are interrelated. For 

example, how can emotions be both biological, universal entities and 

culturally- and contextually-defined phenomena? 

 I have dealt with the problem by briefly describing the various vantage 

points of prior research. I will then add bits and pieces of evidence from the 

various fields described above and attempt to merge them in an inter-

pretation of the unclear but necessary relationship between biological and 

sociological heritage. My division of the section is to first introduce some 

general problems facing studies on emotions regardless of the adopted 

perspective (2.4.1). I then proceed to a notion that such studies appear to be 
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in general agreement on: display rules (2.4.2), and I investigate how these 

can be better understood through two emotion concepts of emotion in 

particular: shame and pride. After setting the stage with this general intro-

duction, I turn to the emotive expressions as such (2.4.3) and describe the 

research that has been conducted in this area, dividing it according to 

channel of expression, i.e., nonverbal expressions (2.4.4), vocal expressions 

(2.4.5), and verbal expressions (2.4.6).  

2.4.1 General issues 

Emotions refer to a class of states, elicitors, experiences, and behaviors 

(Lewis, M., 2000:265). In the following I will describe what the different 

labels attempt to capture, basing these descriptions and definitions primarily 

on the work of Lewis, M. (2000). 

 Emotional states – which are also known as affects – can be defined as 

particular changes in the constant flow of somatic and/or neurophysiologic 

activity. The result of a change will cause hormonal and neuronal reactions 

that in turn might affect body posture, facial movements, cognitive activity 

and vocal behavior (e.g., Lewis, M., 2000). Some of these reactions are visi-

ble to onlookers, whereas others are apparent only to the subject herself, if 

even this. One major theory in the field of emotions suggests that there are 

universal emotions (Basic Emotions) that constitute the physiological under-

pinnings of the emotional expressions we observe in ourselves and others 

(Tomkins, 1962, 1963; Ekman, 1973, 1980, 1989, 1992a, b; Izard, 1977; 

Malatesta et. al., 1989). Another theory is advocated by scholars who regard 

cognition as the one central influence that determines what are called and 

treated as emotions in cultures around the world (e.g., Lewis, 1989; Plutchik, 

1980; Johnson-Laird & Oatley, 2000). 

 Emotional elicitors are inner or outer stimuli that cause some kind of 

emotional reaction in humans. These elicitors are problematic since they do 

not form a homogenous group, and what is worse, do not elicit the same 

responses in all individuals. When studying emotional elicitors the common 

procedure is to focus on outer stimuli, since they are far easier to control 

than inner ones. Thus, we have experiments with children crawling toward 

an imaginary, visual cliff (Gibson & Walk, 1960) or children being exposed 

to strangers (Lewis & Rosenblum, 1974), both stimuli that are assumed to 

elicit fear in the subjects. The problem is that not all children experience fear 

in these situations. Another challenge is that when measuring the subjects‟ 

physiological responses during the experiment, what will be found is pre-

sumed to be fear reactions, since that is what we suspect is the common 

emotional experience to such stimuli (Lewis, M., 2000). Furthermore, when 

asking adult subjects about their emotional responses to a variety of elicitors 

(like the death of a parent, a child‟s wedding, etc.), their answers vary 

considerably (Lewis & Michalson, 1983). In other words, we know very 
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little about the emotional elicitors, let alone how to go about studying them. 

One important factor to take into account is the developmental cycle of the 

individual. Although there probably are events that we are biologically 

programmed to react to with some emotion (e.g., that a sudden loud noise 

will elicit alert and possibly fear throughout our lives [Lewis, M., 2000]), 

during the lifespan many reactions to the same elicitor will alter due to 

experience, learned associations, and cognitive abilities like categorization, 

reasoning and classification. 

 Emotional experiences – also known as feelings – are the interpretation 

we make of our own states (and that of others due to emotional expressions 

seen in facial expressions, body movements, etc.). A problem connecting to 

experiences is that they do not have to be conscious, and we thus do not 

know on what grounds to ascribe emotional experiences to others and our-

selves. As Lewis writes,  

 
The rules that govern how we experience our emotional states or how we create 

emotional experiences are complex and varied. Clearly, socialization rules are 

involved, on a cultural as well as on a familiar or individual level. For example, 

in cultures that do not tolerate interpersonal aggression – Japan, for example – the 

experience of anger is culturally inappropriate. It may be the case that Japanese 

children or adults may act in an angry way and may have an emotional state of 

anger. However, since having such a state is inappropriate, they are not likely to 

have the emotional experience of anger. Exactly how the socialization process 

proceeds so as to influence, modify, alter, or accent emotional experiences is little 

understood. 

 (Lewis, M., 2000: 274) 

 

Emotional expressions, finally, refer to the observable effects of emotional 

states and/or experiences through facial expressions, body posture, voice 

quality, and somatic, internal changes visible externally due to flushing, 

turning pale, trembling, etc. It is these expressions that will be the focus of 

the remainder of the chapter. 

2.4.2 Display rules 

Ekman and Friesen (1969) coined the term display rule, by which they 

meant the ability we have to disguise involuntary expressions of emotions. 

The underlying assumption is that as we experience an emotion, it will show 

in our faces. The reason for this is the neurological linkage between elec-

trical and chemical activities in our brains and their connection with facial 

muscles. However, all emotional experiences do not necessarily show, and 

there are individual differences in how likely an emotion is to show 

(Denham, 1998). What the term thus covers is the ability to attenuate, 

amplify, inhibit or to cover an emotional expression with that of another 

(Ekman, 1997), and further, that the ability or readiness to do so varies 
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according to cultures, subcultures, and individuals. There are thus two 

perspectives to the notion of display rule, one being that to varying degrees 

we have the ability to alter facial expressions of internal experiences; the 

other being that our cultural upbringing will guide us in where and when we 

are to express what.  

 There is general agreement concerning the existence of display rules. 

However, different scholars ascribe the rules different importance and labels 

(“manifestation rules,” Fiehler‟s “rules of conduct” [2002], etc.). While 

social–cognitive researchers, especially those from the linguistic field, claim 

that display rules, and the language used for emotions and emotive expres-

sions at large, form the very essence of emotions as such (e.g., Wierzbicka, 

1992b, 1993; Fiehler, 2002), evolutionists are more prone to argue that 

display rules help to nuance the universally-present emotions in ways that 

make them more suitable to the culture at hand (e.g., Ekman, 1973; Izard, 

1992). An additional difference is that while Ekman and others argue that 

emotions are distinct entities known as “basic emotions,”
20

 the cognitive–

linguistic school claim emotions to consist of parts of emotional entities that 

put together make up what has been called “complex emotions” (e.g., “dis-

appointed” is argued to contain emotive primes like “sad” and “displeased,” 

see Wierzbicka, 1992b: 556). 

 The display rules as described by Ekman et al. concern the socially trans-

mitted know-how on the emotional expression that is considered proper to 

display in response to a specific elicitor. For example, if told that a friend 

has lost his loved one in an accident, regardless of experience people know 

that they are expected to show sympathy and sadness. How this knowledge 

comes about has been addressed by some researchers (e.g., Harris, 1989; 

Lewis, 1989; Oster & Ekman, 1978), but it is still unclear. Nevertheless, it 

seems that children at the age of 10 have a very good sense of what kind of 

response that would be socially-required to different emotional elicitors 

(Lewis, 1989).  

 The knowledge of children‟s acquisition of display rules comes from 

experimental studies. For example, children of 2 ½ years of age are quite 

capable of successfully lying about committing a transgression, using both 

verbal and nonverbal facial expressions in doing this (Lewis et al., 1989; cf. 

intersubjectivity 2.2.2.2). Lewis and Michaelson (1983) have argued that 

emotional expressions and emotional states are separate entities early in life, 

but that they, through developmental factors of some sort, reach a point of 

one-to-one correspondence (e.g., laughter automatically follows funny 

events). After this phase, though, children start disassembling the two com-

ponents again, which results in their capacity to fake emotional experiences 

                                                      
20 Various numbers of basic emotions are named in the literature, but most include at least the 

following nine: Anger, Surprise, Fear, Disgust, Grief, Sadness, Happiness, Contempt, Love. 
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and maybe even hide actual emotional experiences through verbal or facial 

displays of some other emotion (see also Lewis, M., 2000).  

 The first stage of this presumed development is likely to be biological in 

nature, since few environmental influences have had time to act on a new-

born infant. The second phase can be claimed to be biological and social in 

nature, maybe accounting for the child‟s more active interactional compe-

tence. The transition to the third phase, where the ability to disguise and 

adjust expressions from experiences through cognitive means, is more likely 

to be a social-developmental skill. Presuming this is so, it is from this phase 

of development we will be able to investigate the impact of environmental 

stimuli and interactional patterns – or, for that matter, other phenomena 

present in the world of the young child capable of influencing the maturation 

and socialization process.  

2.4.2.1 Shame and pride 

I will not cover the complete field of emotional experiences nor the basis for 

emotions in humans. However, there are two concepts in particular that stand 

out as salient in connection to cultural expressions and children‟s acquisition 

of display rules. Those concepts, or emotions, are shame and pride.  

 It has been suggested that shame and pride constitute the basis for 

humans‟ striving for standardization to groups (Scheff, 1988, 1990a, b). If 

this is the case, these emotions are also likely candidates for constituting the 

grounds for the existence of display rules, as well as our mutual wish to obey 

these rules. Both pride and shame are social emotions, as they are evoked by 

– or linked to – the judgment of others (Kemper, 2000). The reward when 

adapting to social standards is to experience pride, whereas shame is expe-

rienced as we trespass some social norm. Lewis (1971) made a distinction 

between two forms of shame: “overt” undifferentiated shame and “by-

passed” shame. Neither has to be consciously elaborated on, and the differ-

ence between them lies in the level of preoccupation the feeling yields in the 

individual. The overt aspect of undifferentiated shame is that it can be traced 

in a person‟s appearance (like blushing, averting the eyes, inaudible speech, 

lowered head, stuttering, long pauses, etc.). For bypassed shame, the expe-

rience is internal and consists of the person (or nation, see Kemper, 2000) 

replaying the shaming episode over and over and becoming introverted 

while doing this.  

 One finding connected to shame and cognition is that it appears to 

develop during the toddler phase. Lewis (1992) showed that while failing in 

a task accomplishment produced sadness in children below two years of age, 

children above that age would feel shame and guilt. According to Lewis, the 

explanation of this is that cognitive growth enables the child to evaluate 

experiences in connection to self and the expectations of others. However, 

emotional development takes place in a context. Thus, given the child has 

emotional experiences from birth, the reasons these emotions take on differ-
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ent expressive shapes when the child matures depends on at least two 

factors, of which cognitive growth is one. The other is contextual and 

concerns the reception different displays meet with. It has been demonstrated 

that parents of different cultures favor different response patterns (Miller & 

Sperry, 1987; Conroy et al., 1980; Shigaki, 1983). Furthermore, different 

parents react and respond differently to children depending on personal 

experiences, emotions and biases (Saarni, 2000). Unfortunately we do not 

know how these two areas interrelate – nor do we know if parental responses 

influence whether a child above two will experience shame or something 

else when failing in a task. 

2.4.3 Approaches to emotive expressions 

There are two overarching approaches in the research addressing emotive 

expressions. One framing is to investigate the expressions themselves, and 

this is what ethological studies are very much about. These researchers pose 

questions such as: What distinguishes different forms of crying? When do 

infants start to laugh? (e.g., Wolff, 1987; Masataka, 2003). Anthropological 

studies often share the presumption that emotions are „there‟ but suggest that 

expressions of emotions differ around the globe (Rosaldo, 1980; Howell, 

1981; Schieffelin, 1979; Ochs, 1982, 1986). At the same time we have 

Ekman et al.‟s facial expression tests that have been applied to a vast number 

of cultures and which show that people recognize and express similar emo-

tions in similar ways (Ekman, 1973, 1989).  

 A major drawback with evolutionary-related research is that attention to 

facial displays of emotions has been pervasive, and our understanding of 

other means of expressing emotions is very limited. For example, there are 

no studies focusing on children‟s body postures and bodily actions express-

ing emotions (Lewis, 2000) and very few where they are mentioned at all 

(Miller & Sperry, 1987). Furthermore, not many of these body postures 

connected to emotions in adults (see, however, Argyle, 1975). Likewise, the 

considerate role played by different voice qualities in emotive expressions 

has received little attention (see 2.4.6.3). 

 Researchers taking cognitive emotions as a starting point also study emo-

tive expressions but in relation to how these are controlled by cognition. 

These scholars encounter problems when relating expressions of emotions to 

the internal states or experiences assumes to cause them (e.g., Ortony et al., 

1988). One of the challenges is that the relations between the different 

expressive means are not clear, and thus we do not know how one expres-

sion influences or inhibits another. Possibly, there is a hierarchy in the 

modalities used for the emotional expressions, and how this hierarchy is 

organized could in turn be governed by socialization processes that inhibit 

some expressions and not others, etc. However, we do not know enough 

about socialization processes to infer such hierarchy, but we do know that 
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different modalities influence one another (Lewis et al., 1993). Lewis (2000) 

writes on the subject  

 
We (…) found that infants who do not express the emotion of distress when 

pained are more likely to show large adrenocortical responses. Suomi (1991) and 

Levine and Wiener (1989) have found a similar phenomenon in nonhuman 

primates. Monkeys that do not show loud cries of distress upon being separated 

from their mothers are much more likely to show higher adrenocortical 

responses. Thus the relationship between modalities of expression may play an 

important role in determining what emotional expressions are presented and the 

intensity of them.  

                                                            (Lewis et al., 1993, in Lewis, M., 2000: 271) 

 

This approach, where emotive expressions are regarded as something „there‟ 

and „real‟ in the human behavioral arsenal, regardless of our interpretations 

of them, also includes philosophical discussions on the nature, purpose, and 

background of these human expressions (e.g., Sartre, 1948; Aristotle, 1991). 

However, a limitation with these studies is that they mainly focus on the 

vocal expressions of emotions, whereas accountance for nonverbal and 

verbal expressions is lacking. 

 However, there are others that focus on verbal expressions of emotions. 

This branch of studies on emotive expressions comprises interactional 

researchers in, most notably, Conversational Analysis (CA; e.g., Sandlund, 

2004; also Fiehler, 2002) and Systemic-Functional Linguistics (Painter, 

2003). Studies in CA do not focus on expressions, as such, and might not 

even subscribe to there being something such as emotive expressions. 

Instead, they aim at uncovering the working machinery of “talk-in-interac-

tion” where they claim to take “participant perspectives” and not add any-

thing of personal, preshaped distinctions, categories, or presumptions. Nor 

do they want to involve individual intentions of speakers/actors psychologi-

cal states or overarching normative systems like power relations, societal 

norms, etc.  

 Studies in Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), on the other hand, have 

developed an appraisal system based on Halliday‟s concept of a functional 

grammar (Halliday, 1984; Martin, 2000). Mostly SFL has engaged in studies 

on written texts; however, some attempts have been made to integrate emo-

tive expressions and children in naturalistic interactions (Painter, 2003). 

Although SFL set a higher goal than CA in that normative regulations and 

generalizations are included in its analysis, there are problems as well. Most 

important among these is the methodology employed as it settles with texts 

and tape-recorded data. This makes it unclear in what way the emotive 

expressions illustrated are emotive (e.g., “ε´ε” uttered by Nigel, 1;2, with the 

meaning gloss “I‟m excited,” in Painter, 2003: 188).  

  Important to note in these studies of emotive uses of language is that all 

the problems lingering with emotions as such are present but unaccounted 
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for. For example, Painter claims that the utterance “It‟s cold” that is said in 

regard to a plate of food expresses negative affect (2003: 193). The utterance 

might be fused with facial expressions of disgust, frowns and nonverbal acts 

like pushing the plate away; however, the reader is not informed of this (and 

since the material is not video-recorded the researcher might be at a loss, 

too). This is a serious problem in regard to emotions, since the general case 

of emotive expressions most likely is the nonverbal and prosodic content 

added to the verbal utterances. Thus, what is studied in SFL is a mix of 

evaluations, judgments and attitudes the researcher infers from material that 

does not include nonverbal adjacent expressions. 

 As should be clear from the above coverage, my preference rests with the 

first approach to emotive expressions that was discussed here, although my 

methodology in many respects resembles CA and other interactional studies. 

There are, in my view, clearly things that can be labeled “emotive expres-

sions,” and these need to be described and understood further before we can 

fully understand what their role in interaction is. Secondly, there is no evi-

dent need for a complex, theoretical system of appraisals that does not build 

on material of a naturalistic kind – material including expressions that can be 

returned to and examined repeatedly. While CA focuses on the construction 

of meaning in small, interactional encounters using video- recorded data 

(which is good), they do not take these in situ descriptions further (which is 

bad). SFL, on the other hand, tries to uncover the meanings and uses of 

emotions in language by including general, higher-order descriptions (which 

is good), but they do this from a theoretical frame that is fixed, using texts or 

tape-recordings to validate the theory (which is bad).  

 My approach has been to blend the description of emotive expressions as 

such with an interpretational frame that focuses on the expressions in use in 

interactional settings. For this purpose the studies I refer to in the following 

stem from ethological research where human expressions are investigated in 

a down-to-earth, descriptive fashion, but also from philosophy where emo-

tions and their expressions have summoned some mental activity. Both 

perspectives start out from the presumption that emotions are something 

existing inside individuals, although often expressed in company and 

meaningful interaction. Adding to this is the conviction I share with CA-

researchers: interactional studies must proceed from video-recorded data. 

This is especially so if researchers want to find out something valuable in the 

realm of emotive expressions. 

2.4.4 Nonverbal emotive expressions 

The nonverbal emotive expressions I cover in this section are smiles 

(2.4.4.1) and body movements (2.4.4.2). As my concern is children‟s emotive 

expressions, I have limited my descriptions to infant and child studies.  
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2.4.4.1 Smiles 

Smiles in infants have caused considerable debate during the last thirty 

years. They are noted in newborn infants as well as in premature infants 

from the 26th gestational week (Wolff, 1987), but it remains unclear when 

they should be seen as communicative signs (Masataka, 2003). One reason 

for the dispute is that smiles occurring during the first eight weeks tend to 

appear more frequently during sleep than when the child is awake and alert 

(Wolff, 1987).  

 Thus, a newborn‟s intentions for smiling remain unclear. However, we do 

know that even at this early point the smile (in sleep or not) has considerable 

effect on the caretakers. Malatesta and Haviland (1982) report that if the 

child shows interest in the parents (and here smiling is unsurpassed), parents 

react in turn by showing the child more interest. Putting it simply, pleased 

parents increase their interaction, tenderness, and presence with the child. 

Thus, even if the infant‟s first smiles are not emotive in the sense that they 

do not reflect a feeling of happiness in her, the affirmative response from 

caretakers constitutes a strong reinforcement to continue smiling or to smile 

again. 

 As for the somewhat older infant, we know that from the third month, the 

smiles begin to emerge more frequently during awake and alert states and 

the consensus of a social smile becomes greater. Wolff (1963) studied 

mother–child interactions the first six months after birth and reports that 

children during the first weeks already smiled more in response to the voice 

of their mothers than to that of the researcher. During the first six weeks they 

also smiled more at the sound of voices than to the sight of faces. After these 

six weeks, however, faces elicited more smiles than voices. By the time the 

vocalizations became more frequent, the smiles decreased successively in 

frequency. The duration for the onset of a smile at the sound of the mother‟s 

voice was also prolonged during the first three months, as it appeared that 

the child first searched the surrounding to find the source of the sound and 

did not smile until the mother was located.  

 People trained in one of the facial action coding systems (FACS) that are 

available (Ekman & Friesen, 1978; Oster et al., 1992), and who studied 

photos of young infants‟ facial displays, have unanimously regarded infants‟ 

smiles from two months of age as expressing happiness or joy. The same 

answer is received when parents are asked about the photos or about their 

experiences with their own children. Concerning children between two and 

twelve months of age, there appear to be no dispute as to their experience 

and expression of these emotions in ways resembling adults or older child-

ren. One reason for the more homogenous interpretations from the age of 

three months is that the infant begins to smile at the same kind of events that 

make older children and adults smile: When they receive attention, when 

they master a task, and when they are invitated to play (Lewis et al., 1990). 
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However, the consensus is not all-embracing, since our interpretations can 

be put into question. For one thing, there is the possibility that we interpret 

the smiles based on adult perceptions of what is regarded as funny. Watson 

(1973), for one, argued that the reason that infants smile to caretakers and 

other interlocutors is that they play the “contingency game.” By this he 

meant that they respond to the interaction in and of itself. If the infant also 

believes that humans are funny – or more amusing than, for example, objects 

– is another question, and according to Watson, they are as likely to smile at 

a mobile placed above them. According to the more cognitive approach to 

infant studies, infants and children smile when they have solved some cog-

nitive problem or dilemma (Sroufe & Waters, 1976; Piaget, 1952) or when 

they have mastered some new situation (Kagan, 1974; Watson, 1973; 

Zelazo, 1972). These authors claim that the cause of the smile is the redemp-

tion of some tension connected to the problem at hand. When the problem is 

solved, the tension disappears and the smile appears. Although it is unclear 

what kind of phenomenon sets off the discharge, evidence gathered from the 

cognitive approach does indicate that there are functions other than the 

purely social that are involved in infants smiling (Wolff, 1987). There are 

also other forms of facial emotive expressions (like disdain, bemusement, 

irony) that are generally not claimed to be either present in or interpreted by 

infants. One possibility is that the smile is a basic ingredient, on top of which 

meanings of varying subtlety are attached as the child grows into her 

surroundings and social-cognitive coat (Wolff, 1987; see also Trevarthen, 

1979). 

  Wolff argues, based on the unobtrusive home observations (above) that 

smiles could serve multiple tasks, in which some are social, others cognitive, 

and yet others are more unclear.  
 
when alert infants have been staring for some time at a complex geometrical 

pattern, such as the cover of a radiator, a figured curtain, or other geometric shape 

they frequently smiled exactly at the moment when they stopped their inspection  

 (Wolff, 1987: 115)  

 

Interpretation of a simpler kind is the finding that during the first three 

weeks after birth, low-intensity tickling and kinesthetic stimulation are reli-

able smile elicitors for the infant (Emde & Koening, 1969). Kinesthetic 

stimulation of a more robust kind has also been reported as the major smile 

elicitor in older infants and children (Sroufe & Wunsch, 1977), as for exam-

ple in games like pat-a-cake where the child‟s hands are clapped together in 

front of the body (Wolff, 1963).  

 The relation between smiles and other emotive expressions is also put 

into focus by Wolff. He reports, for example, that smiles never occurred in 

combination with crying in infants, something that is quite common in older 

children and adults (“smile through their tears,” Wolff, 1987:125). Compar-
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ing smiling with vocalizations other than the cry, Wolff also states that while 

young infants smile or vocalize during, for example, a greeting, older infants 

and children both smile and vocalize, i.e., the development appears additive. 

Another question to address is whether the state of the infant or child influ-

ences the occurrence and the causes of smiles. Wolff found that infants who 

were fussy did respond positively to their mother‟s voice but not to his. This 

difference was not found when the infants were in an alert and nonfussy 

state. Wolff concluded that the emotional state of the infant (and presumably 

older children, too) is one important determinant for how, when and to what 

humans respond with smiling and other emotive expressions (Wolff, 1987). 

2.4.4.2 Body movements 

Physiological manifestations are reactions of the body not governed by the 

act of will and determination. Thus, the autonomic nervous system controls 

respiration, pulse, perspiration, blushing, pupil dilation, smooth musculature, 

etc. These somatic experiences guide us not only in the interpretation of 

what is happening inside other people (as we see them blush, tremble, turn 

pale, etc.) but also when interpreting what we are experiencing ourselves. 

For example, it is quite possible to be aware of the own cheeks heating up 

and then realize what it is that makes one upset or abashed. There are also 

completely unconscious expressions of emotional or attitudinal content that 

affect our appearance as well as our interpretation of others, for example, 

changes in pupil size (see Hess, 1965, 1975) and general patterns of move-

ment in dancing (Brownlow et al., 1997).  

 However, there are other means more consciously governed that use the 

whole body as expressive media. I have called these body postures, which is 

in line with the general use of that term (e.g., Coulson, 2004). Body posture 

relating to emotions includes the physiological manifestations mentioned 

above but they can also occur without accompanying flushing, raised heart-

beat, etc., and the reason for this is that they may be controlled by will. Thus, 

we have body postures of different kinds that could be argued to appear 

naturally, following upon an emotive experience or state (e.g., sagging 

shoulders or slow motions suggesting sadness), in contrast to another kind 

that is used in a situation in order to make the surrounding aware of one‟s 

assumed emotional state. As there are no clear boundaries between these 

different body postures, and the context in which they occur is the only 

guide to the quality of the posture, I am not going to separate them here but 

instead regard them both as body posture.  

 There is not much research conducted with the primary focus on child-

ren‟s bodily movements in connection with emotive expressions (see how-

ever, Magai, 1999). However, we do have some knowledge about the 

development of body movements in general. Following a dynamic system 

view on development, organisms like humans follow a pattern towards self-

organizing (Thelen &  Smith, 1994). In the case of an infant, this means that 
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in the beginning the body movements made appear uncoordinated from one 

another and are often described as “general movements” (Prechtl, 1990). 

They are also regarded as occurring spontaneously since no external cause 

can be seen relating to the occasional jerk of head, limbs and trunk. In the 

beginning these movements indeed appear chaotic; however, in time they 

turn into fixed motor patterns and become intrinsically organized. Experi-

ments carried out on three-month-old infants, in which their ankles were 

attached to a mobile via a string, indicated that they within minutes learned 

that moving their feet would also set the mobile in motion (Rovee-Collier & 

Gekoski, 1979; Rovee-Collier &  Hayne, 1987; Rovee-Collier, 1990). Other 

experiments on the pattern in which the body becomes a vehicle for obtain-

ing results were also discussed in 2.3.1.1 were the sucking patterns of infants 

were shown to change in accordance with the response the infant received 

(or did not receive) from her mother. It appears evident that children gain 

control of, and adapt, their behavior to the responses they receive when first 

performing them spontaneously or in a “chaotic” manner (Masataka, 2003).  

2.4.5 Vocal emotive expressions 

The link between expressions like laughter, crying, yelling, shrieks, and 

emotions is widely acknowledged in the human species and is also apparent 

in the animal world, especially in our fellow species the chimpanzees and 

bonobos (see Corballis, 2002). As for humans, children use their vocal 

chords from the very beginning for production of cries and screams and, 

after a few months, chuckles and laughter.  

 A considerable number of studies have been conducted on early vocaliza-

tions in infants, both in relation to speech development (e.g., Masataka, 

1995; Bloom, 1988; Jusczyk, 1997; Kent, 1992; Oller, 2000) and in com-

parison to other mammals (e.g., Hauser, 1992; Lieberman, 1984). We thus 

know that there is a tremendous development taking place in the human 

vocal system during the first months of life, which also explains the limited 

repertoire of vocalizations during the first three months (Masataka, 2003). 

Here the ontogenesis seems to recapture the phylogenesis, in that humans at 

birth have a vocal cavity resembling that of other mammals as the position of 

the larynx is high in the neck, only to recede down in the third month (by 

this enabling some space for pharynx with the pharyngeal cavity, which we 

need in order to modify sounds; see Masataka, 2003:64ff). 

 The growing field of knowledge of the first stages in language acquisition 

has gained considerable attention; however, the emotive uses the vocal 

channel is applied to are little understood. However, from studies on adults‟ 

emotive expressions, we know that it is very difficult to feign reliably an 

emotive expression like crying, smiling, laughter, etc. To take an example, 

feigned smiles tend to last just a bit too long or too short and are also detect-

able due to the eye muscle (controlled by the autonomous nervous system) 
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failing to contract.  Humans are, in general, extremely skilled in detecting 

false expressions from genuine ones (Bull, 2002). This stated, there also 

seems to be no stopping people from performing these actions. On the 

contrary, it can be argued that a necessary social skill is to use emotive 

expressions in suitable situations, even if (or perhaps particularly if) you do 

not actually experience the emotion supposedly underlying the expression. 

 The vocal expressions covered in the following sections are crying 

(2.4.5.1), laughter (2.4.5.2) and shrieks (2.4.5.3). All of them are important 

for later descriptions and analysis of the material, although the shrieks 

referred to in prior studies belong to the animal world. As above I have 

turned to ethological studies, but some philosophical insights have proven 

valuable as well. 

2.4.5.1 Crying 

Crying is the first sound human infants vocalize, and it is possible that we 

are the only species to begin life with a birth-cry (Wolff, 1987). As with 

smiling, it is difficult to determine the internal causes behind crying in 

infants. While some argue that human cry patterns represent distinct types 

that relate in a one-to-one fashion to specific causes (Golub & Corwin, 

1985), others suggest that crying should be seen as a continuum differing in 

qualitative aspects depending on the behavioral states backgrounding it, 

changes in muscle tones, etc. (Izard, 1977). When it comes to the theoretical 

aspects of crying, there is consensus that crying is a  

 
coordinated motor pattern that involves not only cry vocalizations and facial 

grimaces but also a collective of skeletal motor patterns and automatic responses 

that presumably contribute essentially to crying both as an expression of emotion 

and as a behavioral state  

 (Wolff, 1987: 151)
21

   

 

There is a tendency noted in children‟s crying patterns in that the eliciting 

cause that makes a child cry seems to set off a bout of crying, carrying itself 

far beyond the point where the harm or unwanted activity terminated (Wolff, 

1970, 1987). The style of crying further undergoes dramatic changes during 

the first six months, but there is not much known of the causes behind this 

development (Wolff, 1987). Parental responses have not been studied at 

large either, but Pratt (1978) noted that during the first 26 weeks the crying 

of the infant is usually interpreted as regarding some physical need, whereas 

the crying after this point is seen as caused by something psychological. 

                                                      
21 Since the mid-1980s, evidence of similar motor patterns and autonomous responses in other 

emotional expressions has been traced throughout our bodies and brains (Damasio, 1999; 

Panksepp, 2000; LeDoux, 1998). Concerning Wolff‟s argument for crying constituting a 

behavioral state alongside other states like sleep, alertness, etc. see Wolff (1987).   
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Whether this is due to parents‟ understanding of some internal intentional 

difference taking place in the child, or if it reflects the parents‟ own altering 

perception of their young one, we cannot be certain (cf. 2.3.1.1). Many 

researchers, however, claim that children‟s crying during the first few 

months should not be seen as intentional (Masataka, 2003). The same 

consensus is seen in the belief that in the course of the first year, children 

develop a striking ability to express different needs, wants, and states by 

crying (among others Wolff, 1987; Masataka, 2003).  

 In previous literature on early crying patterns, there are three to five kinds 

of cries noted (Truby & Lind, 1965; Wasz-Höckert et al., 1985; Golub &  

Corwin, 1985). Others, like Izard (1977), argue that there is only one mor-

phological cry that varies along a continuum of distress or anguish. Wolff is 

one of the spokespersons for distinct cry types, but settles with three: the 

“basic,” or “hunger,” cry; the “mad” cry; and the “pain cry” (Wolff, 1969). 

Acoustic measurements of these cry types indicate that they vary like distinct 

entities in infants‟ use of them. However, Wolff points out that they should 

be seen as “ideal” types and that many “cry vocalizations consisted of 

transitions, groans, whines, whimpers, abortive cries, and the like, which did 

not fit into the proposed taxonomy and differed from the ideal types in terms 

of amplitude and stability of rhythm” (Wolff, 1987: 158). 

 Vocal emotive expressions appear specifically hard to produce without 

emotive aid; however, children as well as adults use emotive expressions in 

social ways, i.e., there is a pragmatics of vocal emotive expressions. As for 

children‟s pragmatic use of crying, there are, as far as I know, no studies 

available. Nevertheless, in most papers written about crying, there are 

comments on the whimpering, crying, sulking, etc. typically noted in child-

ren. Foster (1979, 1986) describes in passing something she calls “mock 

crying” and notes that it seems to be used as an attention-getting gesture, 

together with flapping one‟s arms and whining. We can thus conclude that 

there are an unknown number of cry-types, whether belonging to either a 

continuum or as separate states. However, we will have to await further 

studies in order to search into matters like their cross-cultural occurrence, the 

uses they are put to, and, not the least, to obtain evidence that in the future 

could enable us to confront some of the more persisting challenges facing 

child development studies: What is there from the beginning, and what and 

how do new abilities develop? 

2.4.5.2 Laughter  

Laughter shares some of the properties of smiling and crying, as well as 

some of the challenges connected to these emotive expressions, which raises 

questions concerning its nature and the study of it. For example, should 

laughter be seen as a stronger form of smiling, as proposed by Darwin 

(1872) and many scholars from empirical psychology (e.g., Freud, 1905; 

Kagan, 1974; Zelazo, 1972; Sroufe, 1982) or are smiling and laughing two 
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distinct and separate phenomena, as proposed by philosophical phenome-

nology (e.g., Bergson, 1928; Sartre, 1948; Hillman, 1964; in Wolff, 1987)? 

Those favoring the first interpretation argue along the lines that laughing and 

smiling should both be seen as tension releasers. Whether their background 

lies in psychoanalytic theory, or a cognitive ditto, the view held is that 

something discharges the smile/laughter, for example, the relief felt upon 

settling a problem. Those arguing for laughter as distinct from smiling refer 

to the different morphological status of the two: Where smiling only 

involves the facial muscles (at least visually), laughter involves  

 
vigorous preparation and activation of the respiratory musculature, as well as 

distinctive vocalization patterns which require a complex control and release of 

subglottal pressure to give laughter its explosive character. Uncontrollable 

laughter will recruit not only the trunk musculature but also the upper limbs and 

may be associated with lacrimation and loss of bladder control.  

 (Wolff, 1987: 138)  

  

Within both traditions, there is an agreement that laughter is ambiguous 

when it comes to the stimuli eliciting it. In adults, laughter is known to 

appear in situations characterized by desperation, panic, and fear apart from 

the more joy-related situations. Ambrose (1963) and Bronson (1965) both 

emphasize the significant role played by the situation in which laughter 

occurs. Bronson argues that there are no absolute distinctions between 

human emotions like crying and laughter; rather, the way in which specific 

events are perceived determines if a person will laugh, cry or something else 

(Wolff, 1987).  

 Although the continuum line of researchers also notes the ambiguity 

characterizing laughter, it is difficult to make out how to understand it. 

Sroufe and Wunsch (1977) examined the occurrences of laughter in a sample 

of 180 children from four to eight months and noted that conditions that 

usually elicit laughter occasionally produced crying. Their general findings 

from the study were that in the beginning laughter occurred when infants 

were tickled and physically handled in some amusing way. As the child 

grew, more cognitively demanding elicitors were necessary in order to 

produce laughter. Wolff (1987) points out the well-known feature of tick-

ling, which continues to produce laughter throughout childhood, and criti-

cizes the lack of explanation to the ambiguous character found. Further, he 

states that the cognitive approach has difficulties explaining why children 

continue laughing at events that in the beginning might have been cogni-

tively demanding but have ceased being so. Another argument against the 

cognitive approach in these cases is that it fails to account for the social 

nature of laughter, like the contagious nature of explosive laughter (Sartre, 

1948). 
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 In very young infants, i.e., during the first two months, there appears to 

be no laughing. In Wolff‟s study of children during their first eight months, 

he found that laughter could not be regarded as an emotive expression in 

infants during the first six months, since it occurred so rarely. When it did 

occur, it was usually as a response to physical stimulation, such as kissing 

the stomach, vocal repetitions of familiar sounds, and bouncing the child on 

the knee (1987: 141). Other researchers have reported an onset of laughter at 

around three months of age (e.g., Masataka, 2003: 170). 

 Wolff also claimed that infants, who unanimously did not appreciate 

being tossed into the air or dropped between the knees (although caught in 

both cases), seemed to grow accustomed to the treatment and began to 

appreciate it and thus laughed. This could be seen as one way of socializing 

someone into behavioral patterns as well as triggering emotional experiences 

that were not “there” to start with. Furthermore, it appeared that during the 

first two months this customization did not bear out, i.e., children had to 

reach a later developmental stage in order to begin showing interest in these 

phenomena. Wolff also noted that the behavioral state the child was in when 

the activity started indicated which response it would yield. A crying and 

upset child would not be amused by being bounced in someone‟s lap, getting 

tossed into the air, etc., no matter how well trained she was. His conclusion 

is that behavioral states must be taken into account when regarding emo-

tional experiences and expressions, as was the case with crying (see above). 

2.4.5.3 Shrieks 

There is considerable evidence for animals using distinct shrieking sounds in 

order to warn, threat, and summon each other (Wilson et al., 2005). As for 

humans, there are no studies on shrieks as an emotive expression, although it 

should be noted that in some cases this could be due to linguistic choices. 

The label “cries,” for example, is often used in a wide sense, so that all cry-

ing sounds, whether of a high, shrill character or of a more typical tear-pro-

ducing nature, are covered in the same terminology (e.g., Nelson, 2005).  

 This is possibly the case with some descriptions written by researchers 

interested in neurology. They make a distinction between cries of pain and 

cries of anger that could be analogous to the shrieks of the animal world. 

Damasio (1999), for example, argues that cries emanating from an emotion 

differ from those emanating from pain in that the pain reactions are handled 

by another kind of automatism than emotional cries are. Pain reactions are 

connected to emotions in that the pain discharges emotional experiences in 

the subject, but the connection is not a necessary one. This can be seen in 

studies on patients suffering from specific brain injuries. For example, the 

connection between pain and emotional experiences can be damaged, 

resulting in the phenomenon of patients stating with a smile that they have 

just as much pain as before, as they continue playing a card game. They 

experience the pain, but they do not externalize it through either vocaliza-
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tions or actions. However, in the average person, pain reactions lead to emo-

tional reactions that become apparent through conventional verbalizations 

such as “ouch,” as well as more universal vocal expressions like crying and 

shrieks and even nonverbal nonvocal manifestations like facial displays, 

body posture, movement, etc.   

2.4.6 Verbal emotive expressions 

As discussed in 2.4.3, I have chosen an ethological frame when investigating 

the emotive expressions as such. However, while there is an established 

tradition in line with this in relation to nonverbal and vocal expressions, 

there are no prior studies that have employed this frame to verbal emotive 

expressions. My handling of this has been to take what appeared relevant 

from several studies concerning the relation between emotions and language 

acquisition, on the one the one hand (2.4.6.1), and specific labels and parts 

of speech that by convention are linked to emotive content: swearwords and 

interjections (2.4.6.2). I have also added some information on the uses of 

prosody in the transference and interpretation of emotions (2.4.6.3) as well 

as some notes on code-switching (2.4.6.4).  

2.4.6.1 Emotions and language acquisition 

I have previously discussed the connection between the development of 

gestures and the development of language. Now I will review the evidence 

pointing to a connection between emotions and language development. 

Bloom (1993) conducted a longitudinal study of 14 children from the age of 

9 months to the age of 2 ½. The children were recorded once a month in a 

studio. Parallel to this they visited the children at home and interviewed their 

mothers. Bloom‟s hypothesis was that children learn language in order to 

convey inner states, and thoughts connected to these, to their surroundings. 

In order to test this hypothesis, Bloom focused on how the expressions of 

affect,
22

 both in their cognitive development and their social context, contri-

bute to the transition from prelinguistic manifestations to the usage of words 

as a means to convey inner states and thoughts. The conclusion they reached 

was that emotions are connected to language development. The linguistic 

correlates used were First Word (FW) and Vocabulary Spurt (VS), and the 

findings were that there was a correlation between negative emotions, in 

particular, and the time when the child reached different language levels. 

The more negative affect expressions, the later the child reaches VS. They 

could also show that the occurrence of words expressing emotions was very 

                                                      
22 The categorization of – and possibly definition of – affective expressions is a bit different 

from mine (see 3.3.1) in that all expressions from the child have been regarded as emotive, 

either positive, negative or neutral. However, this did not affect the conclusions Bloom drew, 

nor their relevance to this thesis. 
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low both among the children and the mothers. Instead both groups had a 

high proportion of words denoting causes, effects, and wishes, i.e., what the 

emotions were about. According to Bloom, the language development mani-

fested itself in the stages of neutral affect. In other words, when the child 

was angry, sad or happy she would not speak much, but during the recurring 

phases of neutral interest and alertness, she would. This can be seen as one 

explanation for the other finding that children who often express negative 

emotions were a bit late in their language acquisition. Bloom also noted that 

emotional expressions continued to play a role for maintaining inter-

subjectivity well into the word-learning period of the second year (cf. 

2.2.2.2).   

 Bloom concludes that the child does not learn words at the expense of 

affective expressions. On the contrary, Bloom writes (1993:254): “They 

continued to express their feelings through displays of affect as they learned 

language for articulating what their feelings were about.” As the displays of 

affect tended to occur immediately after a word, Bloom drew the conclusion 

that the words were indeed intended to express something connected to their 

experience and affect display. However, the words did not denominate the 

emotions since this was not necessary, according to Bloom. The mothers 

continued to understand and interpret the children‟s affective displays in the 

same way as they had before the words were present.  

 One study that addresses children‟s emotive expressions and relates these 

to parents and socialization is Miller and Sperry (1987). They found that 

emotion words alone are inadequate for understanding how children express 

emotions verbally in the ages from 1 ½ to 2 ½ years. Focusing on anger and 

aggression, they showed that parental frames of narratives guided the child 

in how to behave and respond in connection to situations of conflict. Rather 

than labeling emotions, children and mothers alike used verbs of aggression 

(e.g., beat, hit, punch, fight, scratch), pejorative names (e.g., punk, dummy, 

cheater), and expletives (e.g., shit, crap; see Miller & Sperry, 1987: 24). 

 As has been the case of other researchers (e.g., Bates et al., 1979; Bates et 

al., 1988), Bloom, in addition to Miller and Sperry, was preoccupied with 

young children on the border of entering the linguistic community. The 

research on older children in this respect is sparse. The connection between 

language and emotional displays will presumably become more complex and 

intertwined as other areas of interaction than mother–child dyads become 

regularity, even though the mother–child interaction changes over time as 

well.  

2.4.6.2 Swearwords and interjections 

There are many labels for bad or abusive language, for example, swear-

words, oaths, curse, etc. Although the exact expressions that count among 

them might vary between cultures, there is supposedly a strong agreement 

within a community both regarding which words are abusive and those used 
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derogatively (Hirsch, 1985). The scientific research on bad language is 

sparse, and, for my purposes, I had to create some definitions in order to deal 

with the phenomenon of bad language.  

 Expletives are words that emphasize some utterance as they add a word 

conventionally connected to emotions like anger, hostility, etc. The f-word in 

English has become Europe‟s common swearword and is by definition used 

as an expletive. The Swedish equivalents are “jävla,” “fan,” etc. for the adult 

or older children, whereas younger children, as far as I know, stick more to 

weaker replicas like “dumma” (“stupid”) and “knäpp” (“wicked”). 

Expletives can be used to denote another person (e.g., “jävla idiot,” “fucking 

idiot”), but the expletive itself would not denote a person but emphasize the 

message. Expletives can also be used towards objects like in “jävla stol” 

(“fucking chair”). Expletives are typically adjectives, but there are an un-

known number of fixed expressions in this group as well, e.g., “för i helvete” 

(“what the hell”), “fy fan” (“shit”), etc.  

 Invectives, on the other hand, are words that denote the interlocutor 

(“idiot” above). They ascribe a negative value to a person. Invectives used to 

objects would change shape. If I want to add “idiot” to a chair, I would have 

to turn the word into an adjective. The difference between these two forms 

of bad language is important in interactional respects since applying swear-

words to a person could be regarded as more severe than applying them to 

descriptions or expressions on inanimate objects. Both kinds, however, 

should be regarded as emotive utterances since they express emotive content 

on behalf of the speaker. 

 Another type of emotive utterances is interjections. These are not 

connected to bad language or anger in the same way as swearwords are. 

Interjections are often conventionalized, like exclamations such as “fantas-

tic”, “excellent”, “oops”, etc., and convey an attitude of some sort. For pain 

reactions, “ouch” (or a swearword) is used. Interjections are one-word utter-

ances, where emphasis, nonverbal displays, and context contribute to the 

interpretation. This might be a reason for them not attracting much attention 

in the linguistic studies. We know them as a word class, but their syntactic, 

semantic and pragmatic functions have been relatively unexplored. Clearly 

they are joined to matters like attitude, social conventions, and emotions.  

2.4.6.3 Prosody 

Prosody concerns a set of interesting details in speech, such as length of 

vowels, loudness of speech, intonation, speech rate, stress and pauses. Pros-

ody has not been as extensively studied as other aspects of speech develop-

ment. There is, however, a growing field of research devoting itself to this 

broad area, and we know that children are able to produce intonational 

patterns characteristic of verbal utterances like statements, questions, etc., 

before they have reached even the one-word level (e.g., Crystal, 1986). This 

has been argued to constitute a prosodic envelope (Bruner, 1975b) or a pro-
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sodic frame (Dore, 1975), and it is regarded as the scaffold into which later 

words and phrases are placed. In this sense, the speech act, or pragmatic 

goal, of an utterance comes prior to the abilities to verbalize them (Keenan, 

1974; Bruner, 1975b; Dore, 1975; Foster, 1990). 

 Stress constitutes the marking of some syllables and is noted in children 

from 1 ½ to 2 years of age (Gerken, 1996). The comprehension and atten-

tiveness to stress is further present at an early age since it has been shown 

that young children reproduce stressed syllables more frequently and more 

easily than ones that are not stressed (Klein, 1984). 

 Another issue related to prosody comprises voice qualities. Weeks (1971) 

studied children at the age of 1;9 and older and argues that they use different 

registers from early on. For example, Weeks found  

 
whispering used when children were talking to themselves, for secrets and other 

confidential matters, and when they were timid. They used soft speech when 

talking to themselves or expressing futility. They used loud speech for correcting 

other people, scolding or objecting; extra clear speech for correcting or avoiding 

misunderstanding; fuzzy speech when being indecisive or when hurrying on to 

more important parts of an utterance; high pitch for uncertainty or complaining; 

baby-talk pronunciations when talking about a baby; and exaggerated intonation 

in story-telling 

 (Weeks, 1971; in Foster, 1990: 47)  

 

Many of these voice differences were also used in combination. 

 Adults‟ perception of phonetic aspects of speech has received greater 

research attention (Sundberg, 2001; Traunmüller & Eriksson, 1993). One of 

the areas of interest when studying the relation between prosody and emo-

tions is subjects fundamental frequency,
23

 recorded while the person is emo-

tionally “aroused” in one way or another. One study put the formants in 

connection to the theory of Basic Emotions (Ekman et al., above) and found 

that the variations in F0 were enough to give people the ability to judge and 

value complex social attitudes but not enough for them to recognize and 

distinguish basic emotions like anger or joy (Fonagy et al., 1979). 

 Infants have also been studied and appear to early on recognize affective 

meaning in Child-Directed speech (Fernald, 1989, 1993). Positive affect, as 

used in approvals, elicited positive facial displays and were preferred to 

negative affect (as in prohibitions), even in languages they were not familiar 

with. Infants‟ gaze patterns were also studied in a similar context and 

appeared to be related to approving and disapproving melodies of parental 

speech (Papousek et al., 1990). This indicates that emotive tone is one 

fundamental in children‟s perception. Papousek and Papousek (1991) 

conducted similar investigations on 2-month-old infants and concluded that 

                                                      
23 A term used to denote the pitch. The vowels‟ formant frequencies are important for how the 

listener perceives and interprets the voice quality in a vowel (Elert, 1989). 
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American as well as Chinese parents use specific pitch contours for the same 

meanings conveyed.  

2.4.6.4 Code-switching  

Code-switching is the term used when referring to an individual‟s use of 

different language varieties. In bilingual settings, code-switching could, for 

example, occur as the interactants switch languages as they switch from 

topics such as school, politics, and society to topics like private events in the 

family (Holmes, 1992; cf. Habermas‟ private and public spheres, 1989). 

Language choice thus depends on such notions as private/public, inti-

mate/distant, family/work, etc. It also depends on aspects like attitude and 

emotional content, as the choice of language also reveals how the speaker 

relates to and experiences the interlocutor (Pavlenko, 2005; Trudgill, 2000). 

Although mainly a term in bilingual research, similar phenomena occur 

inside one and the same language as well. For example, the shift between 

regional varieties, as well as the shift from standardized phrases to slang 

expressions, is used as a signal in much the same manner as a shift in differ-

ent languages can be used in communicative interaction. However, when 

there is only one (official) language involved the terms used are idiolect (an 

individual‟s use of language and specific registers), sociolect (a subgroups 

use of language and specific registers), and register (specific prosodic 

patterns and lexical choices connected to particular context, settings, etc).   

 Although potentially important for a deep understanding of the emotive 

language of families with young children, I will not venture along this path 

in this thesis. However, some knowledge of the concepts is useful as there 

are children in the material that shift between varieties of Swedish, and 

others who clearly use more than one register (see 4.3.4.2 for further discus-

sion).   

2.4.7 Summary 

The gathered sum of knowledge entailed in the section on emotions and their 

expressions is scattered and hard to summarize in a few lines. However, 

there is nothing in prior research that speaks against my general assumption 

of emotions being entities in their own right, endowed in humans from birth. 

On the contrary, focusing on the expressive part of emotion-studies in infant 

and children‟s crying patterns, laughs, and smiles suggest that they are there 

more or less from the beginning and remain an expressive means throughout 

childhood. This is so whether they are interpreted or not or whether they are 

turns of an interaction or produced in solitude. Nonverbal emotive expres-

sions of the body (excluding the face) have not been investigated but the 

general development of movements in infants and children goes from 

“chaotic” or “spontaneous” to intrinsically, self-organized patterns of bodily 

behavior. Presumably this holds for most bodily movements, although this 
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has not been explored. However, something speaking in favor of this is 

children‟s use and development of spontaneous gestures (discussed in 

2.3.3.1-2).  

 What also seems to be clear is that the expressions of emotions, besides 

being innate biological drives of various character, are used in interactional 

settings where they influence the behavior of the surrounding. This is so 

much so that some fields of language studies have devoted their investiga-

tion to these means and interpretations alone (e.g., CA). However, there are 

also researchers who have taken this knowledge into account in their 

descriptions of how societal norms of conduct influence the actual expres-

sions used in a specific setting or a specific cultural frame. These norms of 

emotive expressions have been captured in the label display rules and are 

generally agreed upon. However, the knowledge of how display rules are 

applied and acquired, and how they differ between groups, is still unclear. 

Nevertheless, the general presumption appears to be that they are acquired in 

the course of interaction, as the child encounters parents, siblings, and later, 

bigger networks in society. 

 Common to all studies referred to in this section is that they either focus 

on infants or very young children, or on adult expressive uses. Our know-

ledge of the intermediate phases, from birth-cries to adults‟ “smiling through 

tears,” or from expressions like “silly” to the f-word, is a black hole of 

science. This can also be seen as the main point of this section in regard to 

my own study as I intend to start filling this void.  

 

2.5 Setting the stage 

I have used this background chapter as a platform for my own study. The 

knowledge gained from previous research has also shaped my interpretation 

of speech and actions seen in the material. In the choice of background, I set 

the stage for the general interpretational frame of analysis. I strive towards 

integrating analysis on the surface level of interaction with developmental 

aspects that reside on a deeper level of behavior. By this approach, I distance 

myself from many contemporary interactional-oriented studies, such as CA, 

since their objective is to remain on the surface level and not add any inter-

pretation of psychological or individual matters, and furthermore, they do 

not want to ascribe categories other than those the participants themselves 

use. I have also distanced myself from many developmental studies since the 

methodology employed in these cases is often of an experimental nature. 

Thus, while using the methodological approach of interactional studies in 

communication, I pursue the same goal as many researchers interested in 

development. 

 Among the many aspects of development, I focus on emotive expres-

sions. This is a potential challenge since, to start with, there have been big 

problems connected to the definition of what an emotion is. This might also 
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be one reason for the field lagging behind in research. As was described in 

this background chapter, “emotions” is an umbrella term for experiences, 

states, elicitors and expressions. Based on the latter, we can infer some of the 

former; however, the subjective interpretations of expressions cannot vali-

date states, elicitors or experiences witnessed in an individual. However, this 

is more of a theoretical-methodological problem than a practical one since 

humans in general have been shown to be very skilled in interpreting other 

people‟s acts and utterances in terms of emotions and attitudes expressed 

(Planalp, 1998; Bull, 2002). There is no reason a priori to assume that 

researchers differ from other humans in this respect.  

 In the beginning of this chapter, I posed the question of whether it is a 

fruitful task to investigate children‟s development of emotive expressions by 

studying them longitudinally together with siblings and parents. Having 

reached the end of the chapter, I believe this question can be answered in the 

affirmative. Most, if not all, research findings point us in the direction of 

small-scale video-recorded studies of individuals across time if we are to 

understand what is actually taking place as children go from preverbal social 

beings to verbal ones. The terminology that has been introduced in this 

chapter that will have specific relevance for the chapters to come is the 

following: 

 

Term Definition 

Socialization  The processes individuals undergo as they adapt to their 

environment (e.g., Godfrey et al, 1978). It also entails the conti-

nuity of attitudes, morals, language, etc. that serve as trade-

marks for specific societies and cultures (Clausen, 1968). p. 26 

Modeling Refers to acts that children copy from another person (the 

“model”), whether that person be child or adult. p. 27 

Identification Regards a wider range of copying [than modeling] in that the 

child imitates patterns of behavior and thought from a signifi-

cant person, rather than just mimicking some specific action in 

the here-and-now situation (Eisenberg & Mussen, 1989). p. 28 

Scaffolding [Adult means used] to maintain and be responsible for the 

handrail the child is in need of when trying out newly-gained 

abilities, as the child explores her surrounding both in a literal 

and figurative sense. p. 24 

Scripts Regards the know-how of particular events, in terms of what 

one is expected to do and say, for example, how to play 

specific games, how to answer and speak on the phone, and 

the routines of special occasions like Christmas, birthday 

parties, etc. p. 35 
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Theory of mind The ability to ascribe mental states to others and to oneself. p. 

35 

Intersubjectivity Two persons sharing of a mental world (Stern, 1985, 2004). p. 

37 

Internalization The process of turning something external into something 

internal and mental (Wallis & Poulton, 2001). p. 38 

Pragmatic acts Acts that may include, but are not obliged to include, speech 

acts proper (like requests, denials, etc. whether direct or in-

direct), but which has as its main goal to specify how we under-

stand propositions that are not verbalized through speech acts. 

(Mey, 2001) p. 48, further discussed in 3.3.4 

Explicit teaching Label that covers adults‟ explicit means of influencing their 

children‟s behavior, e.g., preaching, exhorting, explaining, etc. 

p. 52ff 

Facework Comprises the means we use when handling social and 

personal relations relating to areas like autonomy, self, proxim-

ity, attitudes, and social norms of the society (e.g., Miller, 

2005). p. 49f 

Unfocused 

interaction 

Applies to situations where two or more people are mutually 

accessible to each other but without actually engaging in 

interaction (Goffman, 1963). p. 41   

Focused 

interaction 

Refers to situations where individuals are accessible to one 

another but also actively interact in order to sustain that 

connection and keep a mutual focus of attention (Goffman, 

1963). p. 41 

Setting The specific type of interactional relation holding between indi-

viduals in a context, e.g., whether it is a focused or unfocused 

interaction, if it is a child–adult interaction or a child–child 

interaction, etc. p. 41     

Context The outlines framing an interactional setting. Includes aspects 

like space (where?), previous and subsequent events that 

relate to an act or utterance (what?), and the means used to 

keep an interaction going  (how?, i.e., verbal, nonverbal, etc.). 

Based on Ochs and Schieffelin (1979). p. 41 

Table 2-1. Term definitions. 
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3 Material, classification and methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter deals with the material, methodology and classification 

employed throughout this study. My approach was explorative in terms of 

focus, thus parts of this chapter could be better characterized as results rather 

than descriptions. This is especially so for subsections 3.3.3 Classification of 

emotive expressions and 3.3.5 Acts, processes and moves – a classification, a 

part in which I introduce and define the terms I have used. However, the 

chapter starts with a description of the material, its participants and 

procedures (3.2) before turning to the terminology I used and the classi-

fication of the emotive expressions of the material (3.3). Finally, there is a 

discussion of general methodological matters (3.4).  

 

3.2 Material 

The material was collected between the years of 1998 and 2001. To find 

subjects I chose the easiest way possible and asked all the families I knew 

who had toddlers if they were interested in participating in the project. Five 

families with eleven children in all accepted.
24

 As two of the eleven children 

were very young in the first recordings, they did not become full participants 

until later. However, since they fulfilled the role of siblings to their elder 

sisters or brothers from the very beginning, I counted them as subjects of 

study from the start. 

 

3.2.1 Participants and recordings 

Apart from myself, all participants have been assigned pseudonyms. The 

children and families participating in the recording sessions are as follows: 

                                                      
24 In addition, there were four children participating sporadically in the recordings who are not 

included in the analysis. 
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Children Age Recordings Comments 

Astrid  4;11-5;10 4 rec. à 199 

minutes 

Older sister to Ylva. Swedish mother and 

Greek father. Bilingual. Day nursery.  

Ylva 3;2-4;2 4 rec. à 199 

minutes 

Younger sister to Astrid. Partly bilingual. 

Day nursery. 

Nina 2;3-4;9 6 rec. à 250 

minutes 

Older sister to Erik. Swedish parents. At 

home with mother (and partly with father) 

until 3 years old; thereafter day nursery. 

Erik 0;9-3;3 6 rec. à 250 

minutes 

Younger brother to Nina. Day nursery from 

1;5. 

Disa 4;6-5;5 4 rec. à 190 

minutes 

Sister to Samuel and Molly (as well as 

Ulrika and Lina who participate 

sporadically).
25

 Swedish parents. At home 

with mother and au-pair until 3 years old. 

Samuel 4;6-5;5 4 rec. à 190 

minutes 

Brother to Disa and Molly (see above). 

Molly 4;6-5;5 4 rec. à 190 

minutes 

Sister to Disa and Samuel (see above). 

Richard 2;1-4;6 5 rec. à 245 

minutes 

Older brother to Petra. Swedish parents. 

Day nursery. These siblings are recorded 

together with Klas and Eva below. 

Petra 0;10-2;8 3 rec. à 144 

minutes 

Younger sister to Richard. Day nursery 

from 1;5. 

Klas 3;2-5;7 5 rec. à 245 

minutes 

Older brother to Eva. Swedish parents. 

Day nursery. The father travels 

extensively, alternating between being 

away for months and then home for 

months. Recorded together with Richard, 

Petra and Eva.  

Eva 1;0-3;5 5 rec. à 245 

minutes 

Younger sister to Klas. Day nursery from 

1;3. 

11 

children 

Age span: 

0;9 – 5;10 

 19 rec. à 

≈15 h (884 

minutes) 

 

                                                      
25 Ulrika and Lina participate in two recordings when they are 0;11-1;1 but are not included in 

the analyses. In one recording with the triplets, two neighboring boys are present as well. 

They are not included in the analyses either. 
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Each of the first three groups consists only of siblings; however, the fourth 

constellation comprises two sibling pairs. The reason for recording this last 

group as a unit is that the younger sisters were very young when we started. 

Since the families were neighbors and the boys, Richard and Klas, spent the 

days together at the same day nursery, I began with recording the two boys 

together. As their sisters Petra and Eva got older and became more active 

participants in their own right, they too became involved in the recordings. 

 All children lead the typical Swedish toddler and preschooler life in 

which some 6-8 hours a day are spent at day nursery. During some periods 

of the recordings, the older children have been staying at home with their 

mothers and younger siblings. However, even during these periods quite a 

great deal of time is spent with children of the same age in what in Sweden 

is known as “Öppna Förskolan”  (Open Preschool) – a place where one takes 

children to play with other children. The families all live close to, or in, 

downtown Stockholm. The parents are Swedish of birth and origin except 

for one father who is Greek but had lived in Sweden for a long time by the 

time the recordings started. All families have at least one parent with higher 

education, and all are employed and have no known health problems. Gener-

ally speaking, the families are representative of the Swedish middle class.  

 The proportion is askew according to sex, as there are seven girls and 

four boys. This disproportion also holds between the participating parents: in 

only two out of 19 recordings, the father is the only parent at home. In three 

recordings both parents are home, and in the remaining 14, the mother is the 

participating parent. Within the scope of this study, it is not possible to 

undertake a research agenda covering the possible flaws entailed by the wry 

division in terms of parental sex. Sex as a dividing criterion will therefore 

have to remain among the number of potential environmental influences that 

were unaccounted for in this study, lying just outside of the realm of 

scrutiny. The study captures the reality of most Swedish families in the sense 

that mothers continue to be the parent who spends the most time with the 

children. Seen from this perspective, it is important that this was also the 

case in these recordings.   

3.2.2 Procedure 

Each recording situation had the same set-up. I arranged with the parents to 

visit at a time of day when the children were normally engaged in unstruc-

tured play. Sometimes this was after day nursery and at other times it was 

during a weekend. The parents informed the children in advance of my 

coming, and as the study progressed they seemed to get used to the proce-

dure. Once at their homes, I followed the children during their activities. 

 The recording time per session was between 45 and 60 minutes (except 

for one recording which lasted 90 minutes and another that ended after 25 

minutes due to problems with the recording equipment). The average time 
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was 47 minutes (the two extreme cases not included in this average). As 

much as possible, I tried to end a recording when a natural break occurred 

such as snack-time, a game ending, etc. However, in some cases the length 

of the videotape determined the length of the session. The parents were 

present in every recording, either directly interacting with the children or 

engaged in domestic tasks in the near proximity of the children. The age of 

the children largely determined in what way the parents were involved in the 

interaction. While the younger children tended to seek their parents‟ atten-

tion and participation, the older ones often tried to avoid it. The later 

recordings provided fewer examples of child–parent interaction than the 

earlier ones. 

 The parents were instructed to behave as normally as possible given the 

circumstances. Although my objective was to stay out of the ongoing inter-

action, this was not always possible on ethical grounds. Thus, on occasions 

when I found myself alone with children and events took such a turn that 

sustained passivity would have been indefensible, I intervened.  

 Due to the notorious difficulties entailed in every family with small child-

ren (such as colds, sudden changes in time schedules, etc.), the recordings 

took place somewhat irregularly. During summer and winter holidays, it was 

difficult to conduct recordings. In summary, the intervals between recordings 

were approximately 3 months and 24 days with the longest interval being 4 

months and 15 days and the shortest 2 months. In one case I made a follow-

up recording a year-and-a-half after the previous one (Klas, Eva, Richard 

and Petra).  

 Once a recording was made, I transcribed the material by noting the 

broader outlines, what was said, and the actions related to utterances and 

displays, as well as environmental and situational information. The tran-

scription generally follows Swedish orthography, although some colloquial 

pronunciations, such as deletion of final consonants (“ja” for “jag”) were 

transcribed as such. Repeatedly, I have thereafter returned to each recording, 

adjusting the transcription and notation, and adding comments and analyses 

as they have emerged. Going through the material several times, each time 

focusing on some specific trait, has enabled me to get a deeper understand-

ing of the events taking place (cf. grounded theory, e.g., Hartman, 2001).  

 

3.3 Terminology, classification and interpretation 

In this section I describe and define emotive expressions (3.3.1) and some 

related terms that are used in the thesis (3.3.2). Thereafter, I turn to the 

classification system developed (3.3.3; 3.3.5) and my use and definition of 

pragmatic acts (3.3.4). Finally, I describe the transcription and notation 

applied in the examples of the thesis (3.3.6). 
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3.3.1 Emotive expressions 

I have previously described the term “emotion,” as well as the connected 

labels “feelings” (emotional experiences) and “affects” (emotional states; see 

2.4.1). In connection to this, I also described “emotional expressions,” a 

concept for which I have chosen the term emotive expressions. The reason 

for this is that “emotional expressions” has been used as an umbrella term 

for all kinds of emotionally-related displays, particularly regarding bodily 

expressions and somatic expressions like flushing, increased heart rate, etc. 

(e.g., Damasio, 1999; Lewis et al., 1993; see also 2.4.1-3). As one of my 

aims is to disentangle various forms of emotional expressions from one 

another, it was necessary to narrow the defining term. I chose the label 

“emotive expression,” which since I began (and regardless of me) has also 

started to pop up in other sources discussing emotions.
26

 Emotive expres-

sions thus refers to the expressions of emotions and not the elicitors, expe-

riences, or states that are also related to emotions. When I speak of any of 

these I will use the label “emotional.” 

 Emotive expressions are the vocal, nonverbal and verbal expressions used 

by children in the study. However, the boundaries of this term need to be 

stated. Emotions can be argued to be constantly present in human inter-

action. Some scholars therefore regard emotions (or affects) as positive, 

negative or neutral nuances of speech and behavior (e.g., Bloom, 1993; 

Fernald, 1993). I have avoided this interpretation for two reasons: First, my 

aim is not to explore emotionality as such but instead to investigate some 

typical emotive expressions and their uses in a developmental perspective. 

Second, in order to unearth the neutral “affect” that is potentially present as a 

child utters “Where‟s the milk?” I would have had to resort to physiological 

measurements of blood pressure, neurological activity, and/or fine-tuned 

phonetic measurements of F0-patterns. This was not possible or desirable. 

Instead I have defined emotive expressions as the positive and negative 

expressions that in some way are marked out against a more neutral, emo-

tional background. These expressions are for the better part detectable 

through hearing and eyesight used in the overarching interpretation of the 

situation in which the expressions occur.  

3.3.2 Displays, manifestations, expressions and utterances 

Three terms that will reappear throughout the thesis and which need some 

clarification are display, manifestation, expression and utterance.  

 Display has been used widely in the meaning physically showing or 

denoting something internal, e.g., an emotion (Oatley & Jenkins, 1996; 

Lewis & Haviland-Jones, 2000). Thus, a smile is regularly connected to 

                                                      
26 See e.g., http://www.ai.mit.edu/projects/humanoid-robotics-group/kismet/kismet.html 
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some positive value, whereas tears are known to indicate sadness. There is to 

the term “display” a lingering sense of unawareness in that displaying 

something like an emotion is not necessarily done by will. On the contrary, 

many displays can be said to take place unwillingly. However, as the notion 

display rules indicate displays are something which we decide upon, as there 

are law-like rules for which displays to use in certain situations. Apparently 

there is a twist here as it is hard to decide for many incidences whether the 

displays shown are done in accordance with the subjects will, or they are 

emotional meanings that have managed to escape the subject‟s conscious 

awareness and powers. 

 Manifestation is used in a similar manner and has for some scholars 

replaced the display-term (e.g., Fiehler, 2002). A reason for this is the above 

mentioned obscurity. Nevertheless, manifestation has come to inherit the 

same fuzzy borders. When used by Fiehler, the stated reason was to indicate 

the social constructiveness of displays. Thus, a manifestation was seen as 

something applying to exactly the uncertain aspect of the other term. By 

using manifestation we do not make any statement on the origin of the emo-

tion, or if there indeed is an inner emotion/feeling to be expressed. Instead 

we focus on the function and consequences of the display/manifestation. I 

have used “display” interchangeably with “manifestation” preferring the 

latter for this particular reason. I will note explicitly if the term “manifesta-

tion” is used otherwise.  

 Expression is the third term which is often used in works on emotions and 

language. When I use “expression,” it is in circumstances where I describe a 

child or adult‟s facial or bodily appearance, like in “the expression on her 

face was one of disgust,” “her whole body expresses sadness,” and so on. It 

will occasionally be used as a cover term as well, when discussing emotive 

signs in general. As for the above terms any connection between the term 

and specific inner experiences is unintended. In my view none of these three 

terms implies, by themselves, a relation to a person‟s own perception of 

subjective feelings – although the links between these phenomena is clear 

and grounded. To avoid confusion, I will make clear when I intend to say 

something on the subjective emotive experience, i.e., it will be read out in 

other ways than by the use of specific labels. 

 Utterance is a forth term that will be used and will always denote verbal 

messages. 

3.3.3 Classification of emotive expressions 

There are many available labels for the transaction of social patterns, verbal 

interactional exchanges, and emotions in humans, but there are not many 

established terms for the rich variety of children‟s emotive expressions. I 

will, where possible, use terminology that exists, such as crying, laughter, 

code-switching, etc., but have had to invent new terms, or adapt old ones, in 
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order to discuss some trait not yet described fully in the literature. Below I 

have listed the terms that will appear in the remainder of the thesis and some 

notes on how they are used. The ones that are my own, or where I have made 

use of a term in a deviant way, are noted in bold in the table below. For 

lengthy descriptions of my reasons for the classification, see relevant 

headings in chapter 4. 

 

EMOTIVE EXPRESSIONS 

Nonverbal  manifestations
27

 

Smiles  Movements of the lips and mouth in a way in which the lips are 

curved upwards at the ends; I have labeled something a smile 

regardless of the presence or absence of smiling eyes, although 

differences related to this or other traits will be commented upon. 

Gaze Concurrently present and most likely decisive for many of the 

interpretations of other nonverbal as well as verbal and vocal 

expressions as emotive; will only be mentioned in a few 

instances where the gaze itself was the trait demanding 

attention. 

Body posture As with gaze, it is probably inevitably there and interpreted 

online; however, it is only mentioned by itself in sequences 

where it carries the main load of expressivity. 

Embodied 

actions 

Includes activities and manifestations like throwing objects, 

drawing on others‟ paintings, taking something from somebody, 

and giving something to somebody. 

Directed 

actions 

Includes hitting, smacking, pushing, and kicking, as well as 

positive manifestations like hugging, caresses, etc. Common to 

all directed actions is that they are tactilely perceived by an 

interlocutor. 

Emblems Conventionalized signs common to a community of users and 

are here regarded as body actions, although some of them also 

belong to the facial-display group (e.g., protruding one‟s tongue; 

winking). Other emblems are waving, shrugging, and possibly 

also throwing oneself on the floor, stamping one‟s feet, and 

slamming doors in anger. 

Locomotives
28

 Includes bodily movement, as when a child perceives herself in 

                                                      
27 To avoid the cumbersome “nonverbal nonvocal,” I use the term “nonverbal” for this 

particular category. “Vocal” is used for the subgroup of nonverbal expressions that use the 

vocal apparatus. 
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danger and runs for mommy or physically leaves a 

danger/unwanted situation. Also among the locomotives is the 

act of a child running toward pleasure and enjoyable events. 

Vocal nonverbal manifestations 

Crying Contains the production of tears, affected breathing, physio-

logical reactions like blushing, etc.; appears like an ongoing 

activity engaging the body and voice and is present even in the 

„pauses‟; can differ in intensity. 

Dry-crying Often lacks tears (or they will come after considerable effort), 

respiratory system not particularly affected, facial display similar 

as in crying but the sounds are whining and discrete rather than 

continuous. 

Crying 

laughter 

A facial expression with smiling accompanied by vocalizations 

that alter between sobbing and laughter, lacking tears. 

Laughter A facial expression with an open mouth smile accompanied by 

vocalizations, whether of an explosive nature or not. 

Shrieks Children‟s high, shrill vocal calls, typically short in duration but 

often repeated over and over. 

Verbal utterances 

Autonomous 

utterances 

Utterances that are emotive by themselves due to conventional 

interpretations of the semantics of words (interjections, 

expletives, invectives, etc.) or due to borrowing of the functional 

frame of these forms. 

Descriptive 

utterances  

Descriptions of emotions or emotional experiences in a personal 

way.  

Accompanying 

utterances  

Utterances besides the above mentioned that go together with 

nonverbal emotive manifestations. 

Table 3-1. Emotive expressions. 

 

Categories that are mentioned sporadically have not been included here, such 

as silences, the meaning of pauses, various forms of laughter, such as 

giggling or specific forms like whining, etc. These will be commented on- 

line, when they occur in episodes that have been marked for any of the other 

traits above.  

                                                                                                                             
28 Term used by Lewis, M. (2000:270) in which he notes that this phenomena has not been 

studied, despite the act to run to or from something or somebody constitute a trademark for 

scared children (and adults).  
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 Apart from the above terms, I will use two more in connection to emotive 

expressions. These two terms focus on the quality of the expressions in rela-

tion to the interaction as a whole and should be regarded as overarching 

interpretations of the function of emotive expressions. 

 

FUNCTIONAL INTERPRETATION OF EMOTIVE EXPRESSIONS 

Unrestricted 

expressions 

Verbal and nonverbal emotive expressions that are used 

regardless of consequences to self or other; appear to be directly 

caused by emotional experiences. Example: a child suddenly 

hitting someone else.  

Recipient-

sensitive 

expressions 

Verbal and nonverbal emotive expressions that are used in an 

elaborated, goal-directed way in that the recipient‟s potential 

responses are taken into account as important. Example: a child 

throwing objects while looking at the parent. 

Table 3-2. Functional interpretation of emotive expressions. 

 

The above labels will be exemplified and discussed in depth in chapter 4 and 

constitute the basis on which the later chapters are built. 

3.3.4 Speech acts, pragmatic acts and intentionality 

As have been described earlier (2.3.2.1), there are speech acts proper but 

also something I have labeled pragmatic acts (after Mey, 2001). Speech acts 

are of two kinds. Direct speech acts, the first kind, are possible to identify 

through the semantics and syntax of an utterance (directives, requests, etc.), 

while the second kind, indirect speech acts, demands a particular framing 

and context in order to be interpreted correctly (e.g., “isn‟t it cold in here?” 

as a request for someone to close the window). Although indirect speech acts 

entail someone to receive the message and interpret it in a specific way, as 

detached from the specific phrasing and semantics, it has not been clarified 

how this happens. Nor has it been made a prerequisite for these acts, as they 

are indirect on account of the speaker‟s intentions rather than the interlocu-

tor‟s perception.  

 Pragmatic acts are in this sense a more suitable descriptive frame as they 

focus on the context and further involve the listener as an active participant, 

whose actions and responses create an equally important part of the inter-

actional dyad as the speaker does. An utterance or nonverbal act will need a 

context and the uptake of an interlocutor in order to attain the function 

Speech Act theory set out to explain. Indirect, as well as direct, speech acts 

can thus constitute a part of a pragmatic act; however, such an act could also 

consist of nonverbal acts (e.g., gaze), prosodic patterns (e.g., teasing intona-
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tion), or utterances that would not classify as either direct or indirect speech 

acts (e.g., “mommy”).  

 The reason for me abandoning speech act terminology was that it did not 

take the specific qualities of adult–child interactions into consideration. 

Adults and children do not share the same conceptual frame for interaction. 

At least this is the case during the preschool years. This leads to the collapse 

of speech act assumptions. Thus, although the verbal utterances under obser-

vation were directly trying to alter behavior of someone else (cf. perlocu-

tionary utterances, 2.3.2.1), the children did not necessarily copy this intent. 

In traditional speech acts the basis for the classification into different speech 

acts rests on dimensions like „psychological states‟, „direction of fit‟, and 

„illocutionary point‟ (see Verschueren, 1999:24). Whether the child and I 

regard a speech act in the same way cannot always be ascertained but there 

are indications that we at least sometimes do not. These situations led to the 

fortunate insight that the parents intend and I interpret the utterances in the 

same way. In some cases, it might be that children did not recognize the 

utterance or chose not to pay attention; in other cases children interpreted 

utterances in a literal sense rather than the indirect speech act they were 

intended to be.   

 If sticking to the verbal devices available for the purpose of altering 

events in the surrounding, we can see that parents are faced with some alter-

natives in conveying and transmitting the intended message. Thus far, it is 

also what the traditional notion of Speech Act theory states. However, my 

terminology has taken the parents‟ intentions – as they appear to me – as a 

point of reference, and herein lies the difference.  

 An example of a reprimand can serve to illustrate. Richard (2;8) and Klas 

(3;9) are seated next to each other at the dinner table, engaged in teasing. As 

Richard hits Klas, his mother (Å) exclaims “What are you doing?” which is 

meant to be a reprimand by the mother and is interpreted as such by me. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

579    ((Richard hits Klas in 

the face)) 

580 Å:  va gör du? what are you doing?  

581 R:  ja slåss I’m fighting  

582 Å:  ja det får man inte 

göra ingen får putta 

på varann eller hur 

men hörrni RICHARD 

så får du inte göra 

well, you can't do 

that, no pushing each 

other, right? c'mon 

guys, RICHARD don't 

do that 

 

 

 

((Richard hits Klas 

again)) 

 

Richard, however, interprets his mother‟s question as an information-seeking 

act and answers truthfully that he is fighting. The mother is therefore forced 

to become concrete and direct in her use of language.  
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 As for the children‟s goal-directed use of emotive expressions, it is even 

harder to distinguish anything resembling speech acts proper. For example, a 

child uttering “mommy” might want to be picked up, get her mother‟s atten-

tion, express sadness, etc. Although not using adult conventionalized 

formulations for this, she still achieves something with the utterance. By 

focusing on the parental uptake of the utterances, where the context and 

interpretation is entailed, we have a means of describing the workings of 

verbal and nonverbal communication that is not attained by speech act 

terminology.  

 Returning to the notion of “intentionality” (see 2.3), speech acts and prag-

matic acts are as close as we get when wanting to encircle the intention 

behind an utterance or act. Whether a child throwing a toy at another child is 

doing this intentionally or not (in the common usage of “intention”) will not 

be validated, as this would be impossible to do. However, since the child‟s 

actions often are responded to as if they contained some particular intention, 

I will use these responses when inferring interactional meaning to the acts 

and utterances. Communication works because of this inferential behavior, 

and what I will do is to describe some of the ways in which it works. 

3.3.5 Acts, processes, and moves – a classification 

I have used the notion of speech acts to cover the parental responses to child-

ren‟s emotive expressions. I labeled these reprimands (including threats), 

comforts, and praise. Other labels, like mediations would change the original 

concept of speech acts beyond recognition and is thus better regarded as a 

pragmatic act that does not include speech acts proper. As for the children‟s 

emotive acts, they are in most cases pragmatic acts lacking speech acts. I 

have labeled the different goals achieved by the children aid-seeking, 

comfort/consolation/proximity, praise, and protest. As was the case in the 

previous tables, the labels stemming from me – whether as innovative word-

combinations or by using an existing label in a new way – are marked in 

bold. 

 

PRAGMATIC ACTS 

Child–adult interaction 

Aid-seeking Verbal and nonverbal expressions used in a way that makes the 

adult respond with aid or verbal and nonverbal expressions used 

in such a way that I interpret the child‟s behavior as aid-seeking, 

although the parent might not supply aid.  

Proximity, 

contact, 

consolation 

Verbal and nonverbal expressions used in a way that makes the 

adult respond with any of the three activities. 
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Praise Verbal and nonverbal expressions used in a way that makes the 

adult respond with praise; or verbal and nonverbal expressions 

used in such a way that makes me interpret the child‟s behavior 

as praise-seeking even though the parent might not supply it. 

Protest Verbal and nonverbal expressions used as a rejecting response 

to adults‟ suggestions, interpretations, actions, etc. 

Adult–child interaction 

Reprimands Verbal and nonverbal expressions used as a response to child-

ren‟s (emotive) expressions or actions. 

Comforts Verbal and nonverbal expressions used as a response to child-

ren‟s emotive expressions or actions. 

Praise Verbal utterances made as a response to children‟s actions. 

Mediation Verbal and nonverbal expressions used in order to explain, and 

alter an ongoing or brewing child–child conflict. 

Table 3-3. Pragmatic acts. 

 

I do not propose that these categories are all inclusive; on the contrary I 

believe that further studies on child–adult pragmatics (as well as child–child 

pragmatics) could yield clearer distinctions among the already existing 

pragmatic act types, as well as the discovery of new ones. 

 Widening the discussion of pragmatic acts, there are processes of actions 

and behavior that in themselves include pragmatic acts. When focusing on 

child–child interaction, I describe processes of conflict and processes of 

harmonious interaction. These and the subcomponents they were made up of 

are described in Table 3-4 below. 

 

INTERACTIONAL PROCESSES  

Child–child 

interaction  

Pragmatic acts Definitions 

Conflict Expressions of anger 

 

Defense  

 

Acts of teasing 

 

Reconciliations 

Verbal and nonverbal emotive expressions 

of anger. 

Verbal and nonverbal emotive expressions 

of defense. 

Verbal and nonverbal emotive expressions 

used in a provocative fashion. 

Verbal and nonverbal emotive expressions 

used to alter an ongoing conflict. 

Harmony Contact Verbal and nonverbal emotive expressions 
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Play 

used to connect to an interlocutor. 

Verbal and nonverbal (emotive) expres-

sions used to establish and maintain a 

mutual interactional frame. 

Table 3-4. Interactional processes. 

 

At yet a higher level of abstraction I have labeled two different clusters of 

acts, or moves, that are meant to capture the difference entailed between 

children of different ages. These moves are important in order to explain 

what the different cognitive and emotional maturity creates in terms of 

verbal and nonverbal expressions.  

 

SOCIALIZATION AND INTERNALIZATION 

Moves and  strategies  

Unrestricted 

moves 

Clusters of verbal and nonverbal unrestricted expressions that 

are used regardless of consequences to self or other. Appear to 

be directly caused by emotional experiences. 

Norm-sensitive 

moves 

Verbal and nonverbal emotive expressions that are used in line 

with normative regulations of behavior, i.e., a recipient as well 

as autonomy and facework conventions are considered and 

entailed in these expressions, or scripts. 

Adult–child strategies 

Scaffolding
29

 Parental verbal and nonverbal acts that regulate the child‟s 

emotive behavior and expressions. Means used are the 

pragmatic acts above, as well as prompting, superintending. 

Prompting 

 

Parental verbal acts that are said in the child‟s place, e.g., 

descriptions of the child‟s feelings, intentions, and wishes.  

Superintending 

 

Parental verbal acts that guide the child in verbal interactions by 

phrasing utterances and making the child repeat them, or by 

exhorting the child to say or do something towards another 

participant (e.g., a younger sibling). 

Fixed verbal 

phrases 

Parental phrases that are used repeatedly and that seem to 

contain (moral) values regarded as important. 

Child-internal strategies 

                                                      
29 Scaffolding is an established term, see 2.2.1; however, the actual content of scaffolding 

practices has not been explored and described thoroughly.  
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Internalization Abstract term referring to the processes presumably taking 

place cognitively and emotionally as the child begins to conform 

to the norms of the society/family.  

Behavioral 

patterns 

Gaze patterns through which we can infer that the child reads 

and interprets adults‟ reactions and responses to the child‟s own 

actions. 

Verbal and nonverbal actions that closely resemble adults‟ 

actions, and which differ from the child‟s regular behavior. 

Norm-sensitive 

scripts 

Scripts of verbal and nonverbal expressions that to some 

degree follow the norms of the family/society. Consist of fixed 

phrases (“thank you”), pragmatic acts (e.g., consolation), and 

developmental phases that differ from earlier behavior of the 

child, and also differ from general adult behavior (e.g., praise-

eliciting and facework). 

Table 3-5. Socialization and internalization. 

 

The different labels and levels of abstraction introduced and defined above 

will be revisited, exemplified and elaborated on in chapters to come. A 

discussion of their relation to each other is found in chapter 8. 

3.3.6 Transcription and notation 

When transcribing material, the focus of the analysis determines the amount 

of details required. For example, if focusing on phonological issues, one 

would have to transcribe and differentiate between prosodic patterns in 

speech, whereas an interest in facework could settle with less precise 

acoustic notation but instead need more thorough description of the non-

verbal expressions in the interaction, as well as the topics being discussed. 

There is a scale between these two and many transcriptions land somewhere 

in between. That is also where I have situated myself, as I occasionally 

needed more detailed transcriptions – as when focusing on specific sound 

patterns or some essential nonverbal action – whereas for other parts of the 

material, I was satisfied with notations on the general happenings and utter-

ances of a sequence. After the first coarse transcript, the sequences holding 

specific interest were transcribed further, adding details that seemed essen-

tial for a more complete understanding of the subject. 

 Transcripts appear as follows:  
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Example x 

 

  Swedish English Context 

579    ((Richard hits Klas in 

the face, which Klas 

continuously puts up 

close to Richard)) 

580 Å:  va gör du? what are you doing?  

 

The first column shows how far into a recording session the example is, as 

every utterance or chunk of nonverbal acts was given a number starting with 

one and going upwards from there. The second column identifies the speaker 

by initials. The third and fourth columns contain the original Swedish tran-

script and the English translation respectively. The last column contains 

contextual descriptions and is the place where nonverbal expressions were 

described. Accompanying examples in the text are notes on participants, 

settings, and what has occurred prior to the example. 

 The following manifestations and utterances have been marked and 

accentuated in the transcription and will be seen in the examples to illustrate 

the thesis.  

 

1.  Nonverbal manifestations are indicated by (( )) and are found in the 

last column in the transcription where relevant: 

a. Gestures (pointing), emblems (tongue protrusion), body 

movements (stamp one‟s feet on the floor, throw oneself on 

the floor), mimicking (making faces), body posture; throwing 

things around oneself, throw objects at somebody, draw on 

somebody‟s painting, take something from somebody, give 

something to somebody; Hit, hug, push, pat; seek eye contact 

with adult or other child 

b. Locomotive: run to or from somebody or something  

c. Vocal nonverbal manifestations: shouting, crying, laughing, 

dry-crying, shrieks 

d. Silence: silences and pauses that are used or interpreted as 

communicative, e.g., a refusal to take a turn 

2. Emotive utterances:  

a. Autonomous emotive utterances: interjections and words 

used as interjections, exclamations, invocations 
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b. Descriptive emotive utterances: words for feelings (happy, 

sad, I feel up/low/good; hungry, tired, etc.)
30

  

c. Accompanying emotive utterances: words and phrases 

coming together with emotional expressions of some of the 

other types 

3. Vocal emotive traits that will be noted are the following:
31

 

Emphasis = italics 

RAISED TONE OF 

VOICE 

= CAPITAL LETTERS 

¤Whisper¤  = ¤ word ¤ 

Overlapping speech  = underlined 

Not audible  =   xxx 

Pauses and silences
32

 = ( ) 

 

Comments about visual traits in the recordings will be enclosed by 

[description] and are found alongside nonverbal acts in the last column. The 

aspects in an example discussed in the text will be marked in bold.  

 Except for the above-mentioned aspects, I have noted prosody in a few 

cases where it seemed essential, e.g., when the child has altered her dialect 

pattern (which happens for two of the children while under emotive stress of 

some sort) or when a child regresses to “baby-talk.”  

 Some recordings contain more emotive expressions than others, and thus, 

excerpts from the former will appear more often than the latter in the exam-

ples in the thesis. However, all 19 recordings are represented in the chapters 

to follow. Although there are many examples in the text, all emotive expres-

sions and encounters of the material are not presented. However, when I 

                                                      
30 Though physical conditions like hunger, thirst, etc. are not normally included in the emotive 

vocabulary, it will be here. The reason is that children often use these labels when referring to 

inner states. Parents seem to do the same and often suggest to the child that she is hungry, 

thirsty, or tired when the child uses an emotive expression.  
31 One could argue that such aspects as aspiration, speech rate, etc. should be included in a 

thorough investigation of emotive speech, as these probably constitute traits that reveal much 

information needed for a proper interpretation, e.g., Audibert et al., 2005. However, the size 

of the material and the time available for analyzing it limited my efforts as did the quality of 

the acoustic signals in the recordings. The phonetic traits analyzed are therefore limited to the 

ones easily detectable by sheer attentiveness.  
32 Interpretations of silences and pauses have been left out of the study due to space 

limitations. However, brackets indicating pauses have been included where they appear 

particularly meaningful. As for silences they are mentioned in writing when conveying some 

specific emotive content. See Tannen and Saville-Troike (1985) and Gerholm (1995) for 

further discussion. 
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refer to illustrations and occurrences of emotive expressions, I have 

restricted myself to the examples found in the thesis. This decision was 

based on a desire for transparency rather than other occurrences being irrele-

vant or contradicting my interpretations. 

   

3.4 Conducting interactional research  

There is more than one way of approaching video-recorded material and I 

shall in the following discuss advantages as well as limitations to the use of 

different material, as well as the reasons for the choices I have made when 

dealing with mine. The section is divided into case study technique (3.4.1), 

the eye of the beholder (3.4.2), and ethical considerations (3.4.3). 

3.4.1 Case study technique 

In my approach and handling of the material, that is, my procedure for 

recording and analysis, my work is best described as a case study. Case 

studies are mostly used in qualitative studies where there are small samples, 

open-ended questions, and no claims are made that the study has produced 

statistical generalizations; however, they are not restricted to qualitative 

studies (Yin, 1984). The approach is further inductive as I go from observa-

tions to theory rather than vice versa. However, I did pose questions, and 

questions are strongly linked to answers. By posing a question, we also out-

line in what areas we are likely to find an answer and possibly also the kind 

of answer we have the ability to find (Eagleton, 2007).  

 Case study research strives toward understanding contextual settings 

where there are many intertwined relations. These relations can be of 

abstract as well as physical form. Yin (1984) defines case study research as 

empirical studies of contextualized, contemporary phenomena where the 

borders between different sources of evidence are blended or unclear. Case 

studies as a methodological technique are mainly used in the social sciences, 

and according to Yin (1984), the main advantages are in their application to 

studies where “a „how‟ and „when‟ question is being asked about a contem-

porary set of events, over which the investigator has little or no control” 

(1984: 9). The goal is to expand and generalize theories (i.e., to obtain 

analytical generalizations rather than statistical). A case study can be used to 

explain, describe, illustrate, and explore certain phenomenon and is often 

found in qualitative ethnographic models (Jacob, 1987; Lincoln & Guba, 

1985). The difference between a case study and two similar – and often 

confused – methodologies such as Grounded Theory (Strauss & Corbin, 

1998) and Ethnography (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) is that the latter do not 

proceed from any theoretical proposition, whereas case studies do (Yin, 

1984). This theoretical proposition need not be exhaustive but should frame 

the procedure of research. In my case the theoretical proposition is found in 
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the overarching aim of describing development and socialization of emotive 

utterances. This aim guides and shapes the interpretation and the exploration 

of utterances, acts and interaction found in the material. 

 I have used contextualized, contemporary patterns of speech and action to 

understand broader outlines of socialization and development. The evidence 

used is clear in the meaning that what is described is real, factual words, 

phrases and actions that occurred in the speech of the families I studied. 

However, for them to become evidence of the developmental and socializa-

tion patterns I outline, I have used my own analytical interpretation. In inter-

preting the material I have thus allowed myself to use the descriptions of the 

children in this material to speculate about what the result can mean in a 

wider perspective, including general developmental aspects and culturally 

defined emotive expressions. An implication of this decision is that the 

material has been studied as a whole, where the similarities have been fore-

grounded at the expense of individual differences, although the latter have 

been noted and commented upon as well.   

 The technology nowadays available has been crucial for the development 

of interactional vernacular research. Nevertheless, we are still obliged to 

resort to what is seen on the recording. What I will address in the forthcom-

ing chapters are thus incidents and sequences that take place in front of the 

camera, and most utterances and behaviors that occurred in my presence but 

out of view of the camera have not been dealt with here.  

3.4.2 The eye of the beholder 

In order to handle large video-taped material and transmit its contents to a 

wider audience, it has to be transformed into written form. Lacking the 

visual input of the recordings, many sources of information will thus be 

absent. The reader of the transcription will further be forced to endure and 

accept at face value the transcriber‟s interpretation of the data. Nevertheless, 

transcriptions are a necessary tool when working with video-recorded 

material for two reasons, one being of a facilitative nature and the other a 

methodological one. Transcriptions are done by repeated alternations 

between observations of the data and the writing down of the same. Going 

through material in this way brings forth phenomena not noticed at first 

glance (e.g., Psathas, 1995).  

 With respect to objectivity and interpretation, a path must be found 

between the material and the interpretation of it. The issues that need to be 

addressed are the relationship between the researcher and the subject of 

study, the possible flaws created by a single researcher projecting her own 

beliefs about the world onto her material, and finally, the pros and cons of 

using existing methods developed in order to handle these problems. 

 To use subjects that the researcher has a personal relationship to is often 

regarded as problematic and unpreferable. The primary concern is that the 
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researcher will not be able to treat the data professionally and objectively 

due to personal involvement (Pratt & Loizos, 1992). The implicit assumption 

here is that one will be able to be objective and professional if the subjects 

are randomly chosen among strangers.   

 The recordings conducted by myself are with subjects I know personally. 

However, I have not regarded my relation to the parents as problematic in 

respect to objectivity, since I do not assume objectivity to be involved in 

qualitative studies of this kind. In my view, this notion does not constitute a 

problem, but instead a fact that one has to deal with. The primary advantages 

of studies conducted on people I know in advance are that I am not a 

stranger to the children. This might be one reason the interaction ran 

smoothly from the very beginning and contributed to the parents being at 

ease with my presence. With the parents, I have also been able to focus on 

other matters than my task of recording them, and thus we have sometimes 

led discussions on the side, which I believe rendered the favorable outcome 

of a naturalistic environment. On the negative side is the possibility that I 

might add information to the interpretation that I have gained in other situa-

tions than the concurrent. 

  How do I disentangle my knowledge about aspects of these people‟s lives 

that would not be obvious to an unknown person watching the films? This 

cannot be done altogether, and some researchers use co-viewers in order to 

diminish the risk of bias (e.g., Jakobs et al., 1999). However, having thought 

about this, I reached the conclusion that the benefits of such an approach 

would be fewer than the time and effort such an activity would cost (not to 

mention financial compensation to the co-viewers). I found, for instance, that 

it was easy to find examples of children using vocal and nonverbal emotive 

expressions (crying, laughing, kicking, etc.), and these could easily have 

been shown to co-viewers for identification. These are, however, not the 

crucial cases, since there is no controversy revolving around how tears or 

crying children look, for example. What a co-viewer would have had to do in 

order to validate or reject my interpretations of larger chunks or the whole 

material would be to do the whole tedious task for him- or herself. This was 

not regarded as a realistic approach.  

 Instead of attempting to validate my interpretations by adding names of 

fellow interpreters, I chose to enclose many examples and illustrations in the 

text. By doing this, I intend to aid the reader in understanding my decisions 

and interpretations. If I add pieces of information concerning presumptions 

and interpretation not tied to the situations described, this will probably be 

more transparent to the reader than to me.  
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3.4.3 Ethical considerations 

My participation in the families may be regarded as an infringement upon 

them, if even a light one. This was also a reason for using subjects with 

whom I have a personal relationship. As the children knew me – and my 

own children – prior to the recordings and saw me outside the research 

situation they seemed content with my presence. The children were told that 

I was shooting a film with them, and the parents knew that I was studying 

emotive expressions in their children in an effort to link that area of 

development to their language acquisition. The parents were not told that I 

was also going to analyze their own interactional responses to their children 

– since I did not know that I would be at the beginning of the project – but 

were informed and consented to this later on. I have also informed them of 

every occasion when I have used the recordings or the transcripts of them to 

the public. The parents were also able to withdraw their consent to partici-

pate at any time they no longer wished to participate in the study. The 

parents also received copies of the recordings as well as my final text prior 

to printing and were requested to comment and/or protest if they felt that I 

had misinterpreted scenarios or actions. No parent expressed any such 

doubts or contradictory beliefs or interpretations. 
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4 Emotive expressions: manifestations and 

utterances  

4.1 Introduction 

Chapters 4 to 7 present the results of my study and thus form the basis of my 

thesis. My approach constitutes a blend between empirical observations of 

expressive behavior and a more interpretive, theoretical analysis of the uses 

of these expressions, as well as the context in which they appear.  

 Neither goal-directed behaviors (i.e., acts with a specific purpose like 

request, commands, etc.) nor developmental aspects of that behavior will be 

discernible if we do not know what the active ingredients of emotive beha-

vior are. As my goal is to answer questions related to both these issues, I will 

use this chapter to describe some of the emotive expressions in the material. 

To this end, I have broken down the concept “emotive expressions” into 

emotive manifestations and emotive utterances, terms that will be clarified in 

the subsections below. The examples chosen are typical in one of two ways 

both related to frequency: either by being frequently used by many children, 

or by being frequent in one specific child‟s behavioral arsenal. 

 Emotive expressions do not occur in solitude – there are no children 

alone behind a curtain firing off utterances and manifestations into empty 

space. Thus, although the main focus of the chapter is the What of emotive 

expressions, the Why and How must be used to calibrate the telescopic sight.    

  

4.2 Emotive manifestations 

Emotive manifestations involve the child‟s body and vocal apparatus but not 

verbalizations. Needless to say, the body is always involved in human 

communication even when it is completely still, in which case the lack of 

motion would be cause for notice and interpretation. As for vocalizations 

they can appear together with nonvocal manifestations or in solitude. The 

table below illustrates the categories described and the identifying criteria 

marking them. 
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Vocal Facial Embodied Tactile 

perception

Visual 

perception

Acoustic 

perception

Nonverbal 

manifestations

Body part involved Perceptive mode

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

(X)

(X)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Smiles

Gaze

Body

posture

Embodied  

actions

Directed 

actions 

Emblems

 

Locomotives

Crying

Dry-crying

Crying

laughter

Laughter

Shrieks

 

Figure 4-1. Emotive manifestations. The X in the table above indicates the part of 

the body that constitutes the identifying criterion for each descriptive label, as well 

as how that identification comes about. 

 

The distinctions among the categories named are not to be regarded as 

absolute as the displays blend into each other. For example, body posture 

and embodied actions would normally convey the same emotive message, as 

would other signs present at the same time. However, there is a point to 

describing them as separate entities. Partly this is due to the fact that adults 

use their bodies in a different way when expressing emotions, and partly 

because there are individual traits hiding in these expressions that would 

remain unnoticed if we were to continue to label all bodily movements, for 

example, gestures.  

4.2.1 Nonverbal manifestations 

The nonverbal manifestations were categorized according to the principles of 

type of sign, communicative intent and type of reception or impact. These 

concepts denote the connection between a specific gesture, body posture or 

facial feature and an emotive content that is conveyed to the observer. If 

there is indeed such a content from the child‟s perspective, it is left out of the 

discussion, as I will argue that the perception by the surroundings (in which I 
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include myself) of a manifestation as emotive will be enough for the act to 

fit the description. Type of sign refers to the means used by the child, where 

the coarse outlines are nonverbal, vocal and verbal. More fine-tuned distinc-

tions were then done within each category. I regarded something as having a 

communicative intent if the child producing an emotive manifestation of 

some sort did this in proximity of some interlocutor. As already stated, the 

hypothetical child hiding behind a curtain throwing objects or making faces 

unseen by others would not be discussed here even if she existed. But once 

she starts making faces and using and directing her actions in an interaction-

al setting toward someone, a communicative intent is established.
33

 Type of 

reception applies only to the body actions and means that the outcome of an 

action might sometimes inflict physically on the interlocutor (as in pushes 

and hugs), whereas other enactments are directed at the interlocutor but 

without inflicting any physical contact (as in throwing objects close to the 

interlocutor). The latter kind I called embodied actions and the first directed 

actions.  

  I will start by looking at the emotive facial expressions used by the child-

ren in the material. Included in this group are smiles (4.2.1.1) and gaze 

(4.2.1.2) that were interpreted as covering some kind of emotive content, 

whether this was an emotion experienced by the child or a manifestation 

used in order to induce an emotion in another child/adult. Following this I 

turn to embodied acts, including body posture (4.2.1.3), embodied actions 

(4.2.1.4), directed actions (4.2.1.5), emblems (4.2.1.6) and locomotives 

(4.2.1.7). In each example the specific trait in focus is marked in bold. 

4.2.1.1 Smiles  

The most common smile among the people of the world would probably be a 

happy or pleased one. This goes for the children in the material as well. This 

kind of smile I called unrestricted, since it appears spontaneous and genuine 

and involves the child‟s eyes. I labeled other smiles I encountered in the 

material as ambiguous or recipient-sensitive. The first refers to my inability 

to classify it as anything else, and the latter refers to the goal-directedness of 

the act. Recipient-sensitive smiles differ from unrestricted smiles in that the 

expression appears to be used to ease the interaction more than as an expres-

sion of joy or happiness. Thus, there has to be eye-locking with some inter-

locutor in recipient-sensitive smiles; however, the eyes do not have to be 

contracted in the way characteristic for unrestricted smiles. Unrestricted 

smiles, on the other hand, do require eye-muscle contraction, but they do not 

have to occur in an eye-locking encounter. Needless to say, all expressions 

occurring in an interactional setting are to some extent social and inter-

actional. If in no other way, then because there is always someone there 

                                                      
33 The sequence would also be tended to if a co-participating child or adult started reacting to 

the hypothetical child behind the curtain. 
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interpreting them in one way or other, which in turn affects the continuation 

of the interaction. 

 In the following, I will illustrate three smiles appearing in the material 

and describe my interpretation of their nature. Although we all know what a 

happy, unrestricted smile looks like, I start with an illustration.  

Example 1 

Disa (D, 4;6), Molly (M, 4;6) and Samuel (S, 4;6) are playing in their room, 

where they have constructed a hut using their beds, covers and pillows as 

material. The adult present is me (T). 
 

  Swedish English Situation 

88 D: å här kan man också 

gå igenom en gång  

and here you can go 

through a tunnel too 

[all three children are 

under the slide]  

89 S:  ja å de va en  

mystisk koja me 

mystiska xxx 

yeah and it was a 

strange house 

with strange xxx 

 

90 D:  de va xx dumma  they were xxx mean ((She makes sounds 

and hisses under the 

blanket)) 

91 S: aa å de va en 

mystisk xx 

yeeah and it was a 

strange  xx 

 

92    ((Samuel sticks his 

head out and smiles 

at me)) 

93 M:  visst va de här it was here, right [Molly has come 

out and is standing 

outside the play 

house] 

94  M: nu ska ja komma in 

här 

I'm gonna come in now [Molly crawls back in 

while Samuel comes 

out, the girls are now in 

the play house] 

95 D:  ja sprutade eld I was breathing fire  

96 S:  men inte på oss 

bara på tåve 

but not on us just 

on Tove 

[samuel points to 

me] 

97    ((Disa sticks her head 

out towards me and 

hisses with a smile)) 

98 T:  ska rom spruta eld 

på mej? 

they're gonna 

breathe fire on me? 

 

99    ((Disa is smiling 

and hissing, Molly 

sticks her head out, 
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smiling, and crawls 

out, I laugh a little)) 

100 M:  de här va en lucka 

också de spruta inte 

eld på oss xx sparka 

inte bakom 

this was a hatch too, 

they didn't breathe fire 

on us xx don't kick 

behind 

[Molly is lying on 

her tummy halfway 

into the play house] 

101  M: vi släckte den 

tillsammans 

we put it out together   

102 S:  mm mhm  

103 M:  å ja va en drake and I was a dragon  

104    ((Samuel comes out 

looking menacing – 

and happily smiling, 

waving his hands at 

me as if they were 

claws)) 

 

This is a happy sequence even though there is no exhilarated laughter. The 

smiles are mainly directed at me, the observer, but also appear during the 

children‟s internal interaction, as a base for their mutual joy. Another point 

to be made is the difficulties entailed in trying to mask an experienced 

emotion. The children are dangerous dragons, and they do their best to 

dramatize this by looking frightening, but what is apparent to the viewer are 

the happy smiles occurring concurrently (line 97, 104; cf. 2.4.2).  

 Although these unrestricted and merry smiles would have a soothing and 

contagious effect on any interaction, there were also smiles that had this 

effect as their primary function: the recipient-sensitive smile.
34

 Among the 

children, these smiles appeared often in connection to their interaction with 

me. The typical scenario for this was at the beginning of a recording, when 

the child and I had to reconnect our contact and interaction. While the 

youngest children glared at me, curiously or not, with stone face appear-

ances, the older ones would give me a tentative smile. Below is an example 

of this from one of the younger children in which I noticed this recipient-

sensitive smile (see ex. 50 and 100 for other illustrations). 

                                                      
34 This is the same kind of smile that was described as „social‟ by, among others, Masataka, 

2003; Wolff, 1963, 2.4.4.1, p. 69  
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Example 2 

Nina (N, 2;3) and me in the beginning of the first recording session. The 

camera is focused on her as she stands gazing at me. Erik (E, 0;9) is beside 

us on the floor. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

15 T: så de gick ju bra ( ) hej 

erik 

there, that went well  

( ) hi Erik  

[Nina puts her fingers 

in her mouth while 

watching me] 

16 N: hej hi ((smiling vaguely)) 

17 T: brukar ni leka nina? 

vad brukar ni leka för 

nåt då? 

do the two of you play, 

Nina? what kinda 

games do you play? 

 

18 N: xxx xxx  

19 T: va? huh?  

20 N: xx saker xx stuff  

21 T: saker? stuff?  

22 N: mm mhm  

 

During the first few minutes Nina watches me, putting her fingers in her 

mouth. As I address her brother on the floor, she answers with “hello,” 

followed by a tentative smile, which lingers for the rest of the short conver-

sation between us. 

 Apart from the unrestricted smile and the recipient-sensitive smile, there 

was a third type of facial display that resembled smiles but that seemed to 

convey something other than pure delight or a wish to make contact. I called 

them ambiguous as I am not certain exactly what goes with them emotion-

ally. But if we choose to regard display rules as something existing and vital, 

one hypothesis is that these smiles are attempts to cover some emotional 

display with another that is more socially acceptable. In the few such exam-

ples in the material, it is an older sibling who smiles towards the participat-

ing adults after having performed some dubious act against her younger 

sibling. I will illustrate this with one example below. The smile may be due 

to display attempts or an unrestricted expression of some complex emotion 

like malicious pleasure. In the first case, the goal would probably be to 

produce a recipient-sensitive smile to the present adults (see ex. 83, p. 252), 

thereby masking the act that took place, or it could be an attempt from the 

child to mask the emotions being experienced. The latter is probably the case 

below. 
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Example 3 

Astrid (A, 4;11), Ylva (Y, 3;2) and their mother (H). We are in the kitchen, 

seated around the table and the children are making drawings on a black-

board.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

165 H: då tar man ju bort ju ( ) 

så du får inte sudda på 

det som ( ) ylva gör nu 

du får INTE sudda på 

det som ylva gör sa ja  

( ) du ska nog sluta 

sudda för de du har 

suddat allt som går å 

sudda nu de dä e ju 

SUDD 

but then you take away 

( ) so you cannot erase 

what ( ) Ylva's making 

now I said you 

CANNOT erase what 

Ylva's making ( ) you 

should probably stop 

erasing because 

you've erased every-

thing that can be 

erased now, I mean 

that's just ERASER 

STUFF 

((Astrid is erasing with 

an ambiguous smile 

on her face)) 

166 A:  ja de e suddepennan  

( ) 

ylva du ska göra 

ÖVER HELA 

yeah that's the eraser 

pen ( ) 

Ylva do it ALL OVER 

((laughter)) 

((Astrid's drawing is 

getting  closer and 

closer to Ylva's 

picture)) 

167 Y:  näe ( ) int no ( ) not  

168 A:  joo yeah  

169 Y:  näe de VILL inte ja  no, I don't WANNA  ((tearful voice)) 

170 A:  okej då gör vi en sån 

här ring då 

ok, let's make a ring 

like this 

[She draws with the 

chalk across the board, 

dividing it into two 

sections where one is 

1/4 and the other ¾] 

171 A: de e din sida that's your side [Astrid looks to the 

side], ((then she 

glances at us)) 

 

The smile Astrid shows in line 165 is a characteristic smile conveying some-

thing like excitement connected to performing a naughty or forbidden act, 

enjoying having done the act and at the same time trying to mask the 

pleasure with a neutral or pleasant smile. Again relating this to the notion of 

display rules, a possibility is that it is an attempt to express another emotion 

than the one experienced, but as it does not fully succeed it creates a strange 

smile, not consistent with either pleasure or cruelty. In this particular case I 

believe that it is the eyes that let Astrid down. False smiles, and the sinister 
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smiles could probably be counted among them, are characterized by the lack 

of contraction in the muscles of the eyes (Bull, 2002).  

4.2.1.2 Gaze 

The use of one‟s vision and eyes while interacting is regarded as obvious to 

all seeing individuals, and studies conducted on blind children have also 

emphasized the extreme importance our vision has for all matters connected 

to communication, interaction and attachment behavior (see 2.3.3.2-3). As 

we use the eyes continuously in our own expressions as well as in our inter-

pretation of others, I do not attempt to capture all the nuances conveyed in 

this perceptive sense but I instead highlight some of the ways the children 

make their eyes explicit in communication. I will illustrate with three exam-

ples where gaze together with accompanying attributes like environmental 

information and verbal, as well as nonverbal, manifestations conjoin in 

expressions I have interpreted as hostility/anger, admiration/love, and 

pleading, respectively. 

 In the first example, Disa turns towards her brother Samuel in their 

dispute and glares at him, potentially conveying something like hostility 

and/or anger. Disa and Samuel have been in conflict earlier in the recording 

and, when we find them in this example, Disa has tried to withdraw from 

interactions with her brother. Samuel, however, seems to seek her company 

and wants to play, offering her pieces of Lego that she rejects, concurrently 

throwing him a gaze of disapproval or hostility. (The episode preceding this 

one is seen in ex. 93, p. 276, and the continuation of this episode is seen in 

ex. 90, p. 267). 

Example 4 

Disa (D, 5;2), Samuel (S, 5;2) and Molly (M, 5;2) in their playroom where 

they are making things out of Lego. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

238    [Molly pours out all the 

lego on the floor] 

239 M:  de här e ju min hey, this is mine  

240 S:  åå fint disa ( ) får ja 

hjälpa dej å bygga disa 

får ja hjälpa dej 

ooh, nice Disa ( ) can I 

help you build Disa can 

I help you 

 

241  D: xxx å stå ( ) neje den e 

färdi ( ) nej nån har 

tagit bort min bit molly 

tog du bort den där inte 

DEN inte den inte den 

( ) nu ska kalle å katten 

åka på promenad 

xxx and stand ( ) noo, 

it's done ( ) no some-

one took off my piece, 

Molly, did you take it 

off? not THAT ONE, 

not that one, not that 

one ( ) now Kalle and 

((She glares at 

Samuel)) 

 

 

[Said to Samuel who is 

holding various pieces 

in front of her] 
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the cat are going on a 

walk 

242 S: får ja va me can I play?  

243 D: nej NEJE ( ) nu 

åker dom iväg 

no NOO ( ) now 

they're leaving 

 

  

In the next example, there is a smile of adoration. It is Erik who finds 

himself playing with his elder sister and enjoying it. He copies her verbali-

zations as well as her nonverbal actions, laughs when she laughs, etc. The 

loving gaze comes with laughter in line 85.  

Example 5 

Nina (N, 4;9) and Erik (E, 3;3) in Erik‟s room, where they are sitting on the 

floor constructing a chimney with Lego.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

78 E: här finns två bitar grön here are two pieces of 

green 

 

79 N: vit näe eller jo näe eller 

den ska faktiskt 

white no, or yeah, no 

or it's actually gonna 

be 

[She moves Lego 

blocks of different 

colors around in her 

chimney construction] 

80 E: grön på grön grön på 

grön 

green on green, green 

on green 

[Erik tries to contribute] 

81 N: nä den här ska du 

sätta där nä nä erik 

no, this one goes here, 

no no Erik 

 

82 E: grön på grön green on green  

83 N: näe erik xx näe där nä 

men skorstenen men 

flytta den upp hit upp ja 

vi gör de upp nä 

noo Erik xx noo, there, 

no but the chimney, 

but move it up here, 

up, yeah we will do it 

up, noo 

 

84    [Part of the chimney 

falls down on Erik's 

hand] ((Nina laughs)) 

85 E: aje  ouch ((Erik laughs as well 

and looks at Nina)) 

86 N: konsti weird  

87 E: konsti  weird [He picks up a piece 

that fell down] 

88    ((Both children laugh)) 

 

Erik enjoys playing with his sister and probably takes pleasure in the fact 

that she treats him as an equal. As the sequence begins, the situation is 
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somewhat different, and Nina corrects Erik and does not appreciate his 

putting green onto green in their joint tower building. Thus, when the 

chimney collapses, Erik at first appears afraid that Nina will turn angry, but 

as she instead laughs when the chimney ends up on his hands, he is relieved 

and looks at her with admiration and love.  

 Below, Disa illustrates a third use of gaze. This time she looks at me as 

Samuel is harassing her. Her look is pleading, “Why doesn‟t she intervene 

and help me?” seem to be the message conveyed. (A longer transcript is 

found in ex. 95, p. 283). 

Example 6 

Disa (D, 4;6), Samuel (S, 4;6) and Molly (M, 4;6) in their playroom sliding 

from the top bunk.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

162 D:  här kan du inte åka ner  you can't go down here ((She tries to stop 

Samuel, who is going 

down again, she is 

lying on the slide going 

up)) 

163  D: näe  noo ((tearful voice)) 

164 S:  släpp ner let go  

165 D:  näe no  

166 S:  varför då? why?  

167    ((Disa puts the blanket 

over Samuel's legs, he 

stays where he is)) 

168 D:  näj samuel Samuel, no ((She throws her head 

back)) 

169 D: samuel gå av lägga av 

kliv av kliv av  

Samuel get off, stop, 

get off, get off 

((She is close to tears, 

looking at me)) 

170 S:  neje hjälp noo, help ((He starts sliding 

down and is stopped 

by the blanket Disa is 

holding, looks at her)) 

171 D:  kliv av samuel kliv av 

kliv av din dumskalle 

get off, Samuel, get off, 

get off, you stupid 

((laughing/crying 

voice)) 

 

Disa is doing her best to direct Samuel‟s behavior and actions but without 

great success. As is often the case with Disa, her tears and anger are coupled 

with short laughter of a character closer to crying than to a proper laugh. In 

lines 168-9, she seems overcome, jerks her head back as she utters “samuel 

gå av lägga av kliv av kliv av,” and is close to tears. At this point she glances 

at me with a helpless, pleading expression.  
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 The three examples above illustrate the three types of gaze that I regarded 

as numerous in the material: hostility, loving, and pleading. I interpreted the 

first two as clearly emotive and labeled them unrestricted gaze. The pleading 

gaze is emotive as well, but even more it is goal-directed (aid-seeking) and 

interactional. To me this made it a mainly recipient-sensitive expression (see 

also ex. 96 and 100). Yet one type of gaze present is the look-what-I-am-

doing-gaze. The children used this when wanting to make sure they had the 

interlocutor‟s attention (cf. joint attention, 2.3.1.1), and I called it recipient-

sensitive as well. As that gaze is not clearly emotive in character, I have not 

included it here but will comment on it as it turns up in other illustrations 

(see, e.g., ex.3, line 171, p. 111). 

4.2.1.3 Body posture 

Leaving the face as a media for expressing and inducing emotive content, I 

now turn to the rest of the body. In the following examples, I will demon-

strate how children used the whole body in expressing emotive meaning. I 

have chosen two examples: in the first the body posture in itself, without 

accompanying verbal or vocal expressions, carries the whole load of 

expressivity in something resembling a pantomime (Petra, below). In the 

second, there are a number of nonvocal manifestations as well as some 

verbal utterances, but all the same, the body posture of Nina would in itself 

suffice to express many of the others.  

 Looking at the first illustration, Petra craves the same teddy bear as her 

friend Eva. Her first attempt at getting hold of it goes through Eva‟s father. 

As I see it, Petra uses her body posture in order to convey to him how utterly 

little, helpless, and sad she is, probably knowing that this can be a successful 

way to reach one‟s goals (see chapter 5). She huddles together as she crawls 

out to the adult in the kitchen, slumping her head and a bit hunchback (line 

263). (The continuation of the scene is seen in ex. 86, p. 257). 

Example 7 
Klas (K, 5;7), Richard (R, 4;6), Eva (E, 3;5) and Petra (P, 2;8) in Klas and 

Eva‟s playroom. Klas and Eva‟s father, Ola (O), is there and partly involved 

like me (T).  

 

  Swedish English Context 

250 P: aaa ja vill ha den aaaah I want it ((There is screaming 

and crying)) 

251 T: ere din nalle? is that your teddy?  

252 P: mm  mm [Klas and Richard look 

up to see what is 

happening] 

253 K: näe de e evas nalle no, that's Eva's teddy  

254 T: ere din nalle? that's your teddy?  
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255 P: näe ja vill ha den min 

nalle 

no, I want it my teddy  

256 T: kan inte du ta xx nalle 

då? 

can't you take xx 

teddy, then? 

 

257 P: ja hade den här I had this  

258 E: för de här e min nalle coz this is my teddy ((Eva holds the teddy 

bear)) 

259 P: ja vill ha den där nallen I want this teddy ((Petra reaches for the 

teddy bear)) 

260 E: nä no  

- -    

263    [I am turning the 

camera to the kitchen] 

((Petra comes out 

crawling on all fours, 

hanging her head. 

She seeks out Ola at 

the stove and nudges 

him with her head. 

She mumbles some-

thing and then sits 

down by his legs. 

She points to the 

playroom)) 

264  P: ja hade den där nallen I had that teddy [said to Ola] 

265 O: va vare du skulle ha? what was it you 

wanted? 

 

266  P: ja hade den där nallen I had that teddy [She mumbles] 

267 O: vill du ha samma nalle 

som eva har?  

you want the same 

teddy that Eva's got? 

[He walks towards the 

playroom] 

268 P: aaa yeaa [Petra gets up and 

follows him] 

 

In the next scene, Nina (4;9) uses her own body as well as an artifact, a box, 

to both thematize her own emotional state concurrently as she is managing a 

conflict with her younger brother Erik. The siblings are jumping over a box 

on the floor, and there is an argument concerning whose turn it is to jump. 
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Example 8 

Nina (N, 4;9) and Erik (E, 3;3). We are in the kitchen and both the mother 

(G) and I (T) are present.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

727 N: akta erik akta nu 

kommer ja  

look out Erik I'm comin' ((He is standing in front 

of the box, then he 

squats next to it, 

blocking Nina's way)) 

728 E: nä ja ska göra såhär  no I'm gonna do like 

this 

((He turns the box 

over)) 

729 N: men  but ((She sounds annoyed, 

walks up and grabs a 

hold of the box and 

they both pull it)) 

730 E: men ja ska ja ska göra  but I'm gonna I'm 

gonna do 

((He cries and whines)) 

731 N: gör de rå fjant well do it then silly ((She lets the box go 

and backs up)) 

732    ((She goes to sit on 

the sofa)) [Erik jumps] 

((then he goes to stand 

next to Nina by the 

sofa)) [Nobody does or 

says anything for a 

while] 

733 T: ska du göra då nina? are you gonna go now, 

Nina? 

 

734 G: xxx  xxx [Addressee unclear] 

735 E: ja ska göra I'm gonna go [he jumps over again] 

736    ((Nina remains 

seated on the sofa 

and does not reply)) 

737    [Erik jumps again and 

seems happy, the 

mother says something 

cheerful to him] ((Nina 

walks up and takes 

the box, brings it to 

the sofa and puts it 

on the ledge. Erik 

comes up an takes it 

back. Nina glares at 

him but does 
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nothing. She pulls 

back into the corner 

of the sofa and looks 

at her fingernails)) 

 

The argument revolves around the jumping. It appears that Nina begins her 

body posture manifestation as they reach a point where her demands are not 

complied with. Erik is defending his view of what‟s what as they start their 

tug-of-war. Suddenly Nina gives in and goes to the sofa, where she sits down 

with the comment “gör de rå fjant” (“Do it then, silly”). Through her body 

posture, she expresses anger and/or that she is put out of spirit. She is silent 

in a noisy way. After having made a jump, Erik seems to be at a loss for 

what to do. He goes and stands beside his sister, and they are both quiet for 

some time. I ask a question to Nina (line 733), but she does not respond, nor 

does she look up. In line 737, Nina makes a last attempt of getting on stage 

but without having to give in. She gets up and simply grabs the box and 

takes it with her to the sofa, where she once again resides. As Erik takes the 

box back, her expression changes to one of sadness as she huddles up on the 

sofa and begins scrutinizing her fingernails.  

 Body postures with emotive content are present in various forms through-

out the material. There were, however, differences in the extent to which 

specific children used their bodies in emotive ways. In the examples above, 

Nina is 4;9 years old and Petra 2;8. Two years are separating them but the 

expressiveness is similar. Both these girls, further, showed this bodily 

expressiveness throughout the recording period, which I interpreted as an 

inclination that this is an individual trait they have in common. Petra and 

Nina are simply individuals who have an aptitude for emotive expressions of 

a pantomime type. Another difference connected to body postures was their 

quality: While some expressions came as a direct result of some emotive 

experience (as I argued that Nina‟s behavior does), others appeared more 

enacted in the sense that there was a specific goal connected to the behavior. 

Petra seemed to have such a specific goal in mind when crawling out to the 

adult. She used her body to convey something, whereas Nina used hers to 

express something. Although the diverging line between examples like these 

might be fuzzy, I suggest it is a real one and one which needs further 

investigation. Using the descriptions unrestricted and recipient-sensitive 

here, I would call Nina‟s use of body-posture unrestricted (see also ex. 81 

and 92) and Petra‟s more recipient-sensitive (see also ex. 89 and 98) with the 

latter being less emotional in character. 

4.2.1.4 Embodied actions 

Body Actions is a term used to denote emotive acts where the child makes 

use of the body in a more vivid and mobile way than is the case in body 

posture, gaze and facial expressions. It is further used as a cover term for 
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two, as I see it, qualitatively different forms of making emotive use of the 

body. I called the forms embodied and directed, respectively (the latter is 

described in 4.2.1.5). The reasons for my division of body actions into two 

types are that I regard the perception of an action to be important. This is 

also the distinguishing trait between them, as embodied actions do not 

include physical contact with an interlocutor, whereas directed actions do. A 

second reason, relating to the first, is that actions that inflict physical harm 

are likely to be regarded differently by the surrounding than actions that do 

not involve an interlocutor physically. Thus, there might be different 

parental responses connected to the two forms of body actions.   

 Embodied actions include instances where a child uses an object of some 

sort and throws this object onto the floor or close to other people. Embodied 

actions also includes actions where objects are taken from or given to some-

body (in reconciliation or revenge, etc.).
35

   

 The three examples here all feature an instance of object-throwing and 

are all taken from the same recording. How the throwing is conducted 

differs, as does the immediate context. In the first example, there is a child 

throwing objects on the floor during a period in the recording where he 

seems rather cross at his mother (and possibly other people/events as well). 

In the second example, the same child throws objects closer and closer to 

another child, finally thrusting his head into the other child‟s stomach, thus 

switching to a directed action. In the third example, it is the other child of the 

constellation who, during an emotive fit of temper, throws objects around 

him.  

 

Example 9 

Klas (K, 3;2) and his mother (C) in their kitchen. In the room is also another 

mother, two babies and myself. Klas is standing by a cupboard drawer 

silently throwing the contents on the floor.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

250 C: nej klas nej klas jaha 

då försvinner tåget 

också tänk va lite lek-

saker du får om du 

håller på å slänger NU 

SLUTAR DU annars 

no Klas, no Klas, well 

then the train goes 

away too, think about 

how few toys you'll 

have left if you keep 

throwing, STOP IT 

((Klas throws things 

on the kitchen floor 

while looking at the 

mother)) 

                                                      
35 There are give–take actions that would fall outside of this description, for example, 

someone handing someone else something upon a request or with the intention of showing the 

object, etc. However, these examples were not accounted for among the examples in this 

thesis unless they were connected to other acts of an emotive character. Therefore, I continue 

using the term give–take as belonging to the emotive manifestations and will not point out the 

“regular” give–take from here on. 
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får du gå å lägga dej NOW or you're going 

to bed 

251 K: jaa yeah  

-     

255 C: jaa nu ska du få mat  yeah now you'll get 

some food 

[Said to the baby 

sister, the mother then 

turns to Åsa, continues 

chatting] ((Klas is 

throwing things in 

the background)) 

256  C: kan du förklara en sak 

för mej  varför gör du 

så här ida?  

can you explain 

something to me, why 

are you behaving like 

this today? 

[Directed at Klas] 

257    ((Klas picks up some 

of the things he has 

been throwing)) 

 

During this whole recording, Klas is on edge and enters into one conflict 

after another (see ex. 30, 33, 34, 41, 51, 66, 70, 91). At this point, his frustra-

tion is possibly leaking out through the emptying of the cupboard drawer, 

which also serves as a means to get his mother‟s attention. 

 In the second example, Klas‟ frustration is directed towards his younger 

friend Richard. Something is at stake between the children, and Klas is the 

one initiating it. It is hard to tell whether Klas is expressing something in 

particular, i.e., no clear message can be decoded from his actions other than 

a complete attentional focus on Richard. Klas starts out by throwing objects 

closer and closer to Richard, who at first seems to regard this as not having 

anything to do with him. However, as Klas‟ flying objects tend to land closer 

and closer, Richard seems to feel threatened and wants to escape, thus trying 

to leave the room. Klas prevents him by pushing his head into Richard‟s 

stomach. (The example is also discussed as ex. 96, p. 287). 

Example 10 

Klas (K, 3;2), Richard (R, 2;1) in Klas‟ playroom together with me (T). 

  

  Swedish English Context 

474    [The mothers are 

talking in the kitchen. I 

follow Klas and 

Richard into the 

playroom, ((Klas 

corners Richard, they 

are both quiet, and 
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then Klas starts 

throwing things at 

him. Richard  looks at 

Klas and me)) 

475 R: xxx xxx ((Richard makes some 

sounds and points to a 

shelf)) 

476 T: akta richard klas careful with Richard, 

Klas 

 

477 K: trasi den där lyftkranen broken that crane  

478 R: mamma  mommy ((Richard starts 

walking towards the 

door, but Klas stops 

him by head-butting 

him in the stomach)) 

479  R: nej  no ((Richard begins to 

cry)) 

480 T:  klas låt richard gå förbi 

om han vill gå förbi 

Klas, let Richard pass 

by if he wants to pass 

by 

 

 

The actions here are in the lines 474 and 478. The silence accompanying 

Klas‟ actions is effective as a threat, although it is unclear, at least to me, 

why he is out for Richard. There is no external factor included, like, for 

instance, an attractive toy; thus, it seems to me that there are internal causes 

to the behavior. Maybe it can be regarded as letting out some frustration, 

anger or sorrow on somebody close at hand and relatively harmless (Richard 

being younger as well as smaller). 

 In the third example, Richard is the one conducting the embodied action. 

He is upset due to some trouble with the small figures he wants to play with 

and which Klas keeps holding out of reach or is quicker to grab. In the midst 

of the emotive manifestation, Richard throws the coveted figure away, 

getting even more upset when realizing what he has done. (A longer tran-

script is seen in ex. 36, p 160). 

Example 11 

Klas (K, 3;2) and Richard (R, 2;1) in Klas‟ playroom in between activities. 

Richard‟s mother (Å) is present, sitting on the bed with Richard‟s baby sister 

Petra (0;2) in her lap. 

  

  Swedish English Context 

515 R:  mina gubbe  mine man 

 

((He is trying to reach 

the play figures Klas is 

holding behind his 
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back)) 

516 Å:  richard richard Richard Richard  

517 R:  en liten gubbe  a little man ((Richard cries)) 

518 Å:  klas kan inte du han få 

en av dom där så kan 

du ta den andra? 

Klas can't you, he have 

one of those and you 

can have the other 

one? 

 

519 K:  de de de de finns en 

dä borta 

the the the there's one 

over there 

 

520 Å:  kan inte du hämta den 

fö han e så lessen nu 

så han komme inte 

förstå 

can't you go get it, coz 

he's so sad now, he 

won't understand 

[She points to a play 

figure on the floor] 

521 R:  dä dä dä  there there there  

522 Å:  titta där haru sett va 

klas hitta  

look at what Klas has 

found 

 

((Richard is given a 

play figure by Klas and 

immediately throws it 

away, crying harder)) 

523 R:  ja kasta den I threw it  

524 Å:  ja du kasta den ja du 

gör de när du blir arg 

hörru 

yeah, you threw it, you 

do that when you get 

angry right 

 

 

All three examples are from the same recording, and by looking at the 

numbers to the left in the examples, we see the order in which the sequences 

appear in this recording (also the order of appearance here). Klas is building 

up tension and hostility throughout the recording, starting with acting out 

either against his mother or unrestrictedly (throwing cutlery) and then 

continuing to Richard (throwing objects at him). Richard on the other hand 

has not been acting out in the beginning of the recording but seems to react 

on Klas continuous provocations and is in the end quite frustrated himself. 

His throwing, however, appears to be more unrestricted self-expressive than 

interactional (see also ex. 67, line 311; ex. 90, line 254). By this I mean that 

Richard is not throwing at someone, which he could have done (cf. ex. 97, 

line 285). Further, he does not talk about Klas‟ behavior or call for his 

mother, and he does not seek eye contact with any of them; instead, his 

utterance is connected to the figure and his own throwing act. Comparing the 

middle and last example, it is apparent that Klas‟ throwing of toys while 

intently watching Richard is of another interactional character than Richard‟s 

throwing of a toy figure. The throwing of cutlery while in the vicinity of the 

mother is likely to be interactional as well (see also ex. 66, line 276; ex. 67, 

line 293, 301). Klas knows that she is going to react on this behavior.  

 As we have the same recording throughout the above examples, the 

development of the two children falls outside the discussion. However, acts 
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of throwing will continue to play a part in children‟s emotive expressions as 

they grow up, although they are rare in the recordings with the oldest child-

ren (approximately 5 years old). There are also individual differences here in 

that some children did not once throw anything, neither interactionally nor as 

a way of unrestricted self-expression, whereas other children threw objects 

repeatedly regardless of age (see chapter 6 for further discussion).   

4.2.1.5 Directed actions 

This type of body actions consists of interactions in which someone gets 

physically involved as a result of a child‟s actions. The tactile manifestations 

are typically smacks and blows conducted either with a hand or with an 

object. Kicks, punches and sly digs are also in this category. The more posi-

tive tactile actions are caresses, and children clinging onto a mother. 

Although the difference between positive and negative actions seems great 

the crossing from one to the other can take place with remarkable swiftness. 

One minute the children are expressing great joy and fondle each other 

lovingly, the next minute they are at each other‟s throats.  

 The fondling and hugging that appear in the material were often 

conducted between a parent and a child, but there were also instances of 

children expressing affectionate emotions for each other. I will show three 

examples where directed actions are used. In the first, there are three older 

children engaging, in turn and simultaneously, in kissing and cuddling with 

their baby sisters; in the second, there is an older sister shoving her younger 

brother; and in the third example, two friends are involved in a pillow fight.  

 As mentioned, the main theme below is one of affection and love, but the 

going gets rough and the baby sisters have to put up with quite physical at-

tention. While Disa appears to appreciate and enjoy Ulrika sitting on top of 

her, slapping and kissing her face, Samuel is more offensive in his dealings 

with the baby sisters, as he either prevents Lina from moving by holding her 

feet, pushes Ulrika off Disa‟s stomach, or throws both Lina and Ulrika 

around. 

Example 12 

Disa (D, 5;5), Samuel (S, 5;5), Molly (M, 5;5) and their baby sisters Lina 

(1;1) and Ulrika (U, 1;1) in the hallway, where the siblings are tumbling 

about on the floor, supervised by me (T). 

 

  Swedish English Context 

245    [Disa and Molly are 

playing with Ulrika on 

the floor. Disa is lying 

down] 

246 M: aje här disa  ouch, here Disa ((Molly puts Ulrika on 

Disas tummy)) 
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247 D: aj aj  ow, ouch ((laughing))((Ulrika is 

sitting on Disa’s 

tummy and hitting 

her in the face)) 

-     

250 S: dadada dadada  

nej fy fy fy 

dadada dadada  

noo, bad bad bad 

((Samuel walks up to 

Ulrika and Disa and 

starts pushing Ulrika 

off)) 

251 U: aaa  aah [She objects when she 

starts sliding down, 

looking scared] 

252 D: sluta du gör illa henne 

samuel 

stop it, you‟re hurting 

her Samuel 

 

253    ((Samuel lies down in 

front of Lina instead, 

blocking her way. She 

seems to be heading 

towards Disa and 

Ulrika, but Samuel 

pushes her away)) 

254 D: fyfyfyfyfyfy aaaj aj  

 

xxx 

bad bad bad, ouch, ow 

 

xxx 

((Ulrika is lying on 

top of her and she 

slaps her lightly, 

gently scolding her)) 

((laughter)) 

255 T: försiktit 

 

 

careful ((Said to Samuel who 

is lugging/ dragging 

Lina towards Disa and 

Ulrika))  

256 T: oj oops ((Samuel throws Lina 

on top of Disa)) 

257 S: nu kommer lina  here comes Lina ((Samuel then 

continues to lift up 

Ulrika and heaves her 

on top of the others)) 

258 T: oj oops  

 

In most recordings where there was a baby sibling of an age at which they 

crawl around by themselves, there were also many incidents of directed 

actions. Either the younger sibling got too close to the older one‟s game and 

was pushed or lifted away, or the older one sought the company of the 

younger by hugging, carrying her, or engaging in physical play like tickling.  
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 The older siblings above do not appear to act anything out in particular. 

Rather, I have regarded them as engaging in spontaneous, juvenile play. In 

the next example there is another kind of directed action as Nina gives way 

to a pushing act when her younger brother happens to walk past.  

Example 13 

Nina (N, 2;8) and Erik (E, 1;2) in the corridor at their house, together with 

their mother (G) and me (T). 

 

  Swedish English Context 

123    [Out in the hallway, 

where Erik just got up 

after falling over] 

124 G: han bara ramlar den 

ungen 

he just keeps falling 

down that kid 

 

125 T: när börja han gå? when did he start 

walking? 

 

126 G: de va länge sen men 

ibland e han så vingli 

it was a long time ago, 

but he‟s really wobbly 

sometimes 

 

 

127    ((Nina walks past and 

pushes Erik over)) 

128 G: oj  

hon fäller lite grann 

oops,  

she trips him a little 

((laughter)) 

129 G nina lek me erik i kojan Nina, go play with Erik 

in the play house 

 

130 N: jaa yes  

 

Nina pushes Erik without prior notice. It is difficult to interpret as a 

recipient-sensitive, interactional encounter since there is no engagement 

between them prior to her pushing act. They are in the vicinity of each other 

and something most likely internal in Nina prompts her to do the act. Thus, 

even though the act takes place in a context, and has consequences on how 

the interaction continues, the nature of the act is, in my view, unrestricted on 

Nina‟s part, rather than a turn in an ongoing interactional exchange where 

the interlocutor, or the consequences of the act, is taken into account (see 

also ex. 49, line 239; ex. 64, line 258; ex. 65, line 274, 276; ex. 70, line 550; 

ex. 82, line 136; ex. 84; 86; 89; 92, line 578; 94, line 553, 556, 569; ex. 96, 

line 478; ex. 100, line 184, 193).  

 The third example contains two friends fighting with pillows. Possibly 

the pillow fight is a socialized way of expressing emotions of different value 

while in the frame of some acceptable regulations (see 7.4.1.1). As pillow 
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fighting tends to end in sorrow and tears, parents are likely to get involved 

and end the game at some earlier point. This is also what happens here.  

Example 14 

Klas (K, 5;7) and Richard (R, 4;6) are having a pillow fight at Klas‟ place. 

His father, Ola (O), is present as well as the younger sisters Petra (2;8) and 

Eva (3;5). 

 

  Swedish English Context 

314 K: ta den där kudden å 

kasta 

take this pillow and 

throw 

((Richard and Klas 

have been swinging 

the pillows at each 

other without letting go. 

Richard then throws 

himself on the bed and 

Klas is swinging the 

pillow at him) (Richard 

gets out of the bed and 

grabs the pillow)) 

315    ((Klas throws his 

pillow at Richard)) 

316 R: NÄÄE  

du fuskade 

NOOO,  

you cheated 

((He looks at Klas with 

an angry face, then 

turns his back to him)) 

317 O: näe dom där e för 

stora ni gör illa er om 

ni kastar dom där på 

varandra ( ) richard det 

gäller dej med och klas 

LÄGG UNDAN den 

no, those ones are too 

big, you‟ll get hurt if 

you throw those at 

each other ( ) Richard, 

that goes for you too, 

and Klas PUT THAT 

AWAY 

((Richard has picked 

up a pillow and 

attacks, Klas is 

hiding behind his 

pillow)) 

318    ((Richard has thrown 

his pillow away and 

Klas does the same, 

looking at Ola)) 

319 O: lägg den i sängen put it on the bed  

320 K: vi har ju kuddkrig but we‟re having a 

pillow fight 

 

321 O: ja men inte med så 

stora kuddar 

yeah, but not with 

pillows that big 

((Klas sits down on the 

bed, Richard marches 

across the floor and 

picks up another 

pillow. Klas gets off the 

bed and grabs a hold 
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of  another pillow and 

they start up again)) 

322 O: kan ni inte bygga en 

sån här stor tågbana 

istället? 

why don‟t you build 

one of these big 

railroads instead? 

 

323    ((Klas is swinging the 

pillow at Richard and 

throws it, Richard 

throws his pillow at 

Klas)) 

324 K: oj ooops ((They’re both 

laughing and keep on 

throwing)) 

325 T: ¤bra försök¤ ¤nice try¤ [Said quietly to Ola] 

- -    

327    ((The boys keep 

going with their 

pillow fight)) 

 

Looking at the children‟s ages, the more socially-coded actions are 

performed by the older children (see however ex. 88, line 462). Pillow 

fighting is something learned, at least by name. The rules tend to be flexible 

and even a young child could play the game once able to swing a pillow. In 

contrast to this was Nina bringing down her younger brother apparently 

without external reasons as they are not currently engaged in any interaction. 

Erik passes her as she stands in the hallway, and she finds the moment ripe 

for a directed action. Regarding the first example with the triplets, this situa-

tion differs slightly from the others as the age difference between the 

involved siblings is greater. As I see it, the engagement with Samuel, on the 

one hand, and Disa, on the other, differed, too. While Disa seemed honest 

enough in her hugging, Samuel was more prone to wrestle. In fact, he did 

this to such an extent that Disa felt she had to intervene and rescue Lina (see 

also ex. 85, line 51).  

 Directed actions will be encountered in vast number during the remainder 

of this thesis. What can be stated at this point is that it is a heterogeneous 

category, with the majority being of a negative kind in which some kind of 

physical harm is inflicted upon the interlocutor. It might be the case that 

blows, digs, etc. constitute a “natural” or unrestricted way for children to 

explore others and their relation to them, as well as to explore the capabili-

ties of their own bodies. Infants are known to grab hold of hair, skin and 

other parts of one‟s body and pinch. Older children effortlessly go from 

caresses to blows, and parental efforts during these first years appear to be 

more focused on untraining physical encounters than to encourage children 

to touch each other (see chapter 5). I do not aim to explain this here, but I 
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have noted that children in the material tend to hit each other and that it is 

not an unusual occurrence.  

4.2.1.6 Emblems 

Another form of bodily action used in the expression of emotions is 

emblems. These were discussed in 2.3.3.1, but as there are no studies on 

emblems in children‟s emotive uses, I will recapitulate some traits and 

explicate my use of the term in this thesis.  

 The characteristics of emblems are their cross-cultural diversity, learna-

bility and regularity among the community of users (whether this is a larger 

society or a subgroup of the society; 2.3.3.1). This also differentiates them 

from embodied actions since these are likely to be more individually-

developed acts. The similarity between emblems and body posture, as 

described above, is probably more apparent. While the criteria of social 

learnability and conventionalization makes it easy to sort out behaviors like 

nodding and raising one‟s middle finger as belonging to the emblems, it is 

difficult to place activities like throwing-oneself-on-the-floor, slamming 

doors in anger, stamping one‟s feet, etc. Are these conventional enough to be 

considered emblems? Are they strong self-expressive unrestricted acts 

properly belonging to the category of body posture? Or should we simply 

invent a new category accounting for these acts that are typical of children in 

their toddler and teenage phases? 

 While I would not like to introduce yet another category in my descrip-

tion, I cannot, on the other hand, view these types of behavior as examples of 

body postures. Instead, I have broadened the traditional description of 

emblems to include these borderline cases as well. One reason for this is that 

they have a strong connotation of regularity and are widely accepted as 

conveying the same emotive message to nearby witnesses. Anyone seeing a 

child throwing herself on the floor, stamping her feet, or slamming a door is 

likely to interpret this as an emotive act expressing anger and/or protest. And 

although body postures also tend to be recognized and correctly interpreted 

by those in their presence, the act of throwing-oneself-on-the-floor or 

stamping one‟s feet is more of an attitude marker in the interaction than is 

the slumping shoulders of a sad child. Most likely there is a scale from 

slumping shoulders when saddened to the slamming of doors when angered, 

which entails more factors than simply the expressiveness and visual loud-

ness of the acts themselves. One such factor could be learnability. At the risk 

of simplifying, one could argue that while slumping shoulders come 

naturally due to a multitude of mainly somatic and psychological influences, 

thus making up one part of the experience of being sad, slamming doors or 

throwing oneself on the floor takes some practice and/or motory maturation. 

Another possibility is that we are dealing with quite different activities in all 

of these in-between cases, in the way that while the throwing-oneself-on-the-

floor act could be a body posture expressing anger/protest/sadness in much 
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the same way as slumping shoulders express sadness, the slamming of doors 

could belong to the embodied actions with the addition of an artifact (i.e., the 

door). Continuing the argument in the same line, the body postures that 

prevail through the toddler phase and beyond could be the ones that are not 

actively untrained by the surroundings. Slamming of doors is usually 

discouraged whereas slumping shoulders and other more subtle body post-

ures tend to escape the watching eyes of society and thus become a potential 

part of an individual‟s emotive expressions. Having fulfilled this line of 

thought, I still argue for keeping the in-between cases in the emblematic box. 

My reason for this is that – whether part of our natural spectra of emotive 

actions or not
36

 – they have come to be widely recognized and interpreted in 

Swedish society as part of some typical phase of childhood. Similar findings 

were revealed in Miller and Sperry‟s study of anger expressions in an urban 

working-class community in the U.S. Mothers there described their toddlers 

behavior as related to interaction, e.g., “When [the child] don‟t get [what she 

wants], she gets mad and starts stampin‟ her feet and throwin‟ herself on the 

ground and cryin‟” (Miller & Sperry, 1987: 16). Thus, stamping one‟s feet 

and throwing oneself on the floor would belong to toddler behavior, whereas 

slamming doors is more commonly regarded as a teenage expression 

(although present in enterprising young children as well).  

 Turning to two illustrations, I start with a classical emblem, tongue 

protrusion, then turning to the throwing oneself on the floor act.  

 

Example 15 

Samuel (S, 4;6) and Molly (M, 4;6) in the children‟s room together with me.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

276    [Samuel is standing in 

front of a pile of 

blankets, which Molly 

is lying underneath] 

277 S: ska ja hoppa där eller should I jump there or 

what 

 

278    ((Molly comes out from 

under the blanket and 

sticks her tongue out 

                                                      
36 There is evidence of young chimpanzees engaging in activities in many ways resembling 

the human child‟s, such as throwing objects and stamping their feet when angered (Corballis, 

2002). Whether they also throw themselves on the ground in emotional situations I do not 

know, but the likelihood of these kinds of acts being something other than emblems naturally 

increases if this is the case. What is needed in order to get a grip on children‟s emotive 

enactments in the area of cultural diversity, learnability, etc. is more studies conducted 

worldwide. 
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at Samuel. She looks 

angry, Samuel backs 

up a little and then 

strikes at her. Before 

this she has pushed 

her legs out at him in a 

semi-kick. Molly is now 

kicking at Samuel in a 

cycling-like fashion and 

he tries to grab a hold 

of her legs. Nobody 

says anything, but the 

ambience is 

aggressive and at least 

Molly looks resolute. 

Samuel is only visible 

from behind, at one 

point Molly glances up 

at me. Disa is still on 

the bed looking at me 

as her siblings start 

fighting and gives an 

uncertain smile. Molly 

is kicking ferociously 

and Samuel has his 

hands holding her 

down/ getting her 

away.)) 

  

Molly and Samuel are fighting. Molly‟s act of sticking her tongue out is one 

of the expressions used. I regard it as an emphasizer to the emotions she has 

and that are expressed in vivid fashion as she kicks at Samuel with intense 

eye-locking and a stern facial expression.  

 As Nina throws herself on the floor below, it comes after a long row of 

attempts to either climb a rack, hinder her brother from doing the same, or in 

general wanting to come in between the mother and Erik. As the mother 

places Erik by a toy rack, Nina tries to pry his fingers from it. As she is 

constantly stopped, she finally gives in and throws herself down, stomach to 

the floor, crying. (See ex. 58, p. 206 and the continuation, ex. 79, p. 238) 
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Example 16 

Nina (N, 2;3), Erik (E, 0;9), their mother (G) and me (T). We are in the 

living room and the mother hinders Nina from physical engagement with her 

younger bother. 

  

  Swedish English Context 

157 G: nej nina inte hänga på 

den NINA inte hänga  

( ) inte hänga inte 

hänga nej 

no Nina don't lean on 

it, NINA don't lean on it 

( ) don't lean on it don't 

lean no 

((The mother pulls 

Nina away from the 

rack. Erik is on the 

floor, whining a little)) 

158    ((Nina throws herself 

on the floor and cries, 

Erik sits next to her)) 

159 G: nu kommer han å dra 

dej i håret gumman 

honey, he's gonna 

come and pull your 

hair now 

 

160    ((Nina is lying on the 

floor bawling)) 

 

The act is clearly emotive, but whether it is recipient-sensitive or not is 

harder to tell and is possibly ambiguous. It is a marking of protest, but it is 

also a resigned act. It appears to come in the end of some emotive situation, 

or at least I have no examples of children getting up and continuing the 

fighting after having performed this act. It is possibly a termination under 

protest. This would, in my view, render it mainly recipient-sensitive. This 

would also make it more of an emblem. An unrestricted, nonconventional 

emblem might just be stretching the emblematic concept too far. 

 Considering the wide use of emblems in the adult population, the 

frequency of emblems among the children is low. The most used emblem, 

and also a likely candidate for being the first one used, is waving hello and 

goodbye.
37

 There are no occurrences of waving in the material (apart from 

the victory gesture in ex. 87, line 305-6), and apart from tongue protrusion 

and occasional shoulder shrugging, the main part is of the borderline case 

(stamping feet, throwing oneself, waving arms when wanting to be picked 

up, etc.). I would assume that the reason for this lies in the fact that the users 

are children, implying by this that they do not use the same arsenal of 

communicative devices as adults. Instead they use another set of devices. As 

the children grow older, they abandon many of the early expressions like 

stamping their feet (which is seldom seen in the adult population), and they 

                                                      
37 Pointing is not regularly counted as an emblematic act but rather a deictic gesture, a label 

which also indicates the pointing gesture‟s closeness to spoken language, see 2.3.3.2. 
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instead start making use of the vast number of adult emblems.
38

 I have, for 

example, no incident of stamping feet from a child above the age of three, 

nor any throwing-oneself-on-the-floor attempts beyond this age.     

4.2.1.7 Locomotives 

The last of the embodied expressions that is to be described is the locomotive 

act. This act has not been described in the literature on children‟s emotive 

behavior. Nevertheless, it can be argued to be a basic ingredient in all 

fundamental behaviors connected to the emotion fear. Although probably 

more apparent and frequent in children‟s behavior, it is also seen in adults. 

We tend to run from trouble and seek refuge. Escaping dangers is thus a 

fundamental behavior, but so is the child‟s need of consolation. There might 

be cases where the distinction between these two objectives is clear, but in 

the material it was often hard to distinguish one from the other. I would 

presume that the locomotion following sudden fear does not necessarily have 

to lead to the child running to a safe haven. Rather a panic flight might end 

up anywhere as long as it is away from the source of trouble. As for the 

locomotive acts in the material, they were of a more controlled kind and 

might be as much related to the need of consolation as to the need of escap-

ing something. Still, I regarded them as locomotives, as it is a specific way 

of achieving the parents‟ attention and help, instead of using screaming, 

calling for them, etc. (see ex. 48, line 151). 

 The other form of locomotive act I found in the material (then regarding 

flight and consolation-seeking as one and the same) was one that was more 

recipient-sensitive in nature and with a different function altogether. This 

turned out to be a frequent emotive behavior of the children and filled the 

function of protest. Whereas flight behavior has as its primary goal to escape 

something, the locomotion of protest has the goal of showing the interlocutor 

something connected to attitude. It is so much so that one could argue that 

they too belong in the potential, or pseudo-emblematic, field. However, well 

aware of the seemingly haphazard distinctions made here, I believe the 

locomotion of protest belongs with the other form of locomotion rather than 

somewhere else. One reason for this is that running in protest could well be 

derived from running in fear, as the goal may be similar – take the shortest 

route away from something troubling and/or to a helping parent. Another 

reason is the difficulty entailed in describing actions as either conventiona-

lized or not, since most acts are due to both conventionalization and other 

factors. I thus keep all kinds of locomotions under this heading but will point 

out the differences holding between the two forms, the one most important 

of these being the interpretation of the context. Whereas the children running 

                                                      
38 To name a few: the OK-sign with index finger and thumb; the hello-sign with rapidly raised 

and then lowered eyebrows; and facial displays conveying ignorance like lowering the corners 

of the lips and simultaneously raising the eyebrows, etc. See 2.3.3.1 for further discussion.  
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out of fear usually added cries, tears, and other emotive manifestations, the 

child running as a protest normally conducted some emotive manifestation 

of anger concurrently, for example, throwing something or saying something 

with this content. Another difference is that a child running for aid would 

run to someone regarded as safe, like a parent or other adult; whereas for the 

child running in protest, the interesting person is the one she is running from, 

whether this is a parent or another child. In the material, there were only a 

few running from parents (all connected to a diaper change), but there were 

many locomotions from an annoying brother, sister or friend. Another fact 

about locomotions of protest that differentiates them from locomotions of 

escape is that protests can be achieved in many other ways (verbal, vocal, 

nonverbal), whereas escape in the literal sense of the word only can be 

achieved by the physical removal of one‟s body.
39

  

 Below I show two examples containing locomotive acts. In the first 

example we have something like a basic locomotive act in which a child runs 

to her mother or father for aid when exposed to some kind of threat or in 

need of instant consolation. The second example illustrates another form of 

locomotive act, where it is used in the more recipient-sensitive way, 

expressing protest, rather than as an instinct connected to survival.   

 To start with the basic act: Richard is sad and runs to his mother for com-

fort. The activities leading to this include some trouble with his older friend 

Klas, who on this occasion, is agitating Richard repeatedly. Below there has 

just been another incident between the boys, who both want to play with a 

police car. Richard starts to cry and sets off in a locomotive act to find his 

mother in the adjacent room.  
 

Example 17 

Klas (K, 3;2) and Richard (R, 2;1) together with their mothers (C) and (Å). 

Richard‟s mother, Åsa, is in the kitchen, and the children and Cecilia are in 

the children‟s playroom.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

201 R:  mamma ja xx polis ja 

xx polis 

mommy I xx police I xx 

police 

((Richard cries too and 

runs out to Åsa)) 

202 Å:  ja just de ja men 

eftersom klas också 

ville leka med den så 

skulle du ju leka med 

klas tåg ja just de 

yeah, right, but 

because Klas wanted 

to play with it too you 

were gonna play with 

Klas's train, right 

[Åsa and Richard are 

discussing things off-

camera in the kitchen] 

                                                      
39 A note of clarification: children run for other reasons than those I have connected to the 

locomotive act. Thus, children running around with obvious purposes that are not connected 

to emotions will not be regarded as doing a locomotive act, see e.g., Klas‟ running in line 205, 

ex. 17. 
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203 R: klaas låna klas tåg Klas borrow Klas' train  

204 C: här gåre fort this is fast [Said to Åsa in the 

kitchen, both mothers 

laugh a little] 

205 K:  jaa du får göra de ( ) 

här här 

yeah you can do that  

( ) here here 

((Richard is sad 

again and goes to his 

mother in the 

kitchen. Klas runs 

after him with the 

police car)) 

 

There are in fact two locomotions in the illustration. They differ in the pace 

with which Richard seeks out his mother, but they are similar in other 

respects like the presence of crying. I have chosen not to place too much 

stress on the speed involved and regard both as locomotive acts. 

 In the next example there is a clear causal connection between activities 

and locomotions. Erik (1;2) tears down the blockhouse his sister Nina (2;8) 

is constructing. The locomotive acts appear in combination with a verbal 

protest from Nina (“no”).  

Example 18 

Nina (N, 2;8) and Erik (E, 1;2). I (T) am sitting on the floor in Erik‟s room 

together with the children as they are playing with blocks. In the end the 

mother (G) enters the room. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

177 N:  joo kan inte du bygga 

kan inte du bygga? 

please can't you build 

something, can't you 

build? 

[Directed at me] 

178 T:  näe ja tittar på hur du 

bygger iställe 

no, I'll just watch you 

do it instead 

 

179    ((Erik tears her tower 

down)) 

180 N:  näj  no ((She gets up and 

marches out of the 

room, dropping a 

block she has in her 

hand)) 

181 T:  gick syrran  did your sis leave ((Erik looks at me)) 

182 T: nina ( )  

hon blev nog arg på 

dej erik när du rev 

hennes hus 

Nina ( )  

she probably got mad 

at you Erik, when you 

tore her house down 

[I  call for Nina who is 

walking past out in the 

corridor] 

183 E: njäe nope  
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184 T:  kom nina ( ) blev du 

arg på honom? 

Nina come here ( ) did 

you get mad at him? 

[Nina comes back in] 

185    ((She nods)) [and sits 

down and begins 

building again] 

186 T:  erik du får bygga ett 

eget hus 

Erik, you build your 

own house 

 

187 N:  ja kan bygga ett större I can build a bigger 

one 

 

188    ((Erik tears her house 

down again)) 

189 N:  näej noo  

190 T:  erik du får inte förstöra 

ninas hus  

Erik, don't ruin Nina's 

house 

[Nina builds] 

191 N:  nej ¤får ja den tack¤ noo ¤give here 

please¤ 

 

((She takes a few 

blocks back from Erik)) 

192  N: ¤du får den¤ ( ) fast 

erik kan inte bygga hus 

¤you can have this 

one¤ ( ) but Erik can't 

build houses 

((She gives Erik a 

block)) 

193 T:  näe no  

194 N:  nej NEJ no NO  ((Erik is taking blocks 

from her and she is 

taking them back)) 

195 N: NEJ NEJ  NO NO ((She yells)) 

196    ((Erik yells too and 

toddles out of the 

room. He sits down 

just outside and looks 

in at us)) 

197 N:  där e den vi kan bygga 

på en bilen om du vill 

there it is, we can build 

on a the car if you 

wanna 

 

198 T:  mm mm  

199 N:  kan du bygga också? can you build to?  

200 T:  nej ja tittar på  no I'll watch [Erik comes back in 

and sits down behind 

Nina] ((He tries to get 

to her building and she 

pushes him away with 

her elbow)) 

201    ((Erik starts crying and 

leaves the room 

again)) 
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202 T:  erik Erik [I call for Erik] 

203 N:  där få den stå ( ) e den 

erik han e bara grinar å 

grinar titta där e ett flak 

( ) mamma han fick 

inte bygga mamma 

it can be there ( ) is 

that Erik he's just cries 

and cries, look over 

there's a platform ( ) 

mommy, he didn't get 

to build, mommy 

 

 

[Said to the mother 

who can be heard 

talking to Erik just 

outside the room] 

208    [The mother enters in 

with Erik, who is 

chewing on a tooth-

brush] 

209 G:  nej nina nu gåre inte 

en till  

no Nina, it doesn't work 

with one more 

[She refers to a tower 

she is building] 

210    ((Erik tears down 

Nina's tower)) 

211 N:  å nej  oh no ((Nina gets up and 

marches off)) 

212 G:  ja kan hjälpa dej å 

bygga upp igen nina ( )  

erik  

I can help you rebuild it 

again Nina ( )  

Erik  

 

 

[reproachfully] 

 

Nina‟s reaction to Erik‟s deconstruction is of two sorts, either she stands up 

and marches out of the room (line 180 and 211) or she verbalizes only (line 

189). Her locomotions are not attempts at finding her mother but to show her 

dislike and protest. It is an effective act and takes place in silence. After a 

short while, she returns and starts anew where she left off. Her body posture 

when marching out of the room is distinct in that she holds one arm and hand 

closely pressed to her body, the hand against her chest. The other arm swings 

vigorously as she stamps off. This is repeated in the same way at both exits. 

Erik imitates his sister and does a locomotive act himself at two points (line 

196 and 201). The second time he brings their mother with him back and, as 

he is also crying this time upon leaving, one could argue that he now uses 

the locomotive act for another purpose; i.e., to find his consoling mother. 

 In both examples above the children were under the age of three, and it 

would seem that the locomotive acts directed toward a parent diminish as the 

child gets older. Instead some of the older children seek solitude when upset 

– resembling the need of many adults to be alone at times. However, the 

basic behavior of escaping dangers or threats remain, and there are children 

at the age of four and above that seek their mothers in moments of threaten-

ing danger (see ex. 38, line 224, p. 167), so there are no clear age boundaries 

to be stated. 
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4.2.2 Vocal manifestations 

Vocal manifestations are when you use your voice without being verbal. The 

expressions in mind are laughter, cries, screams, whining, grumbles, giggles, 

etc. Displays of this sort are often regarded as the direct manifestations 

following an emotion – and there are no apparent reasons to doubt that 

connection (see 2.4.1-3). However, it is not transparent how the vocal 

expressions are connected to any emotion in particular. In the regular case, 

laughter occurs together with happiness, cries and tears with sadness and so 

on, but there is evidence of the opposites, too, as well as other types of 

combinations. The vocal expressions covered in this thesis are crying 

(4.2.2.1), dry-crying (4.2.2.2), crying laughter (4.2.2.3), laughter (4.2.2.4) 

and shrieks (4.2.2.5).  

4.2.2.1 Crying 

Crying is a common emotive expression for children throughout the ages I 

observed. The regular crying case involves tears as well as affected breath-

ing and a typical facial expression where the mouth is square-shaped and 

wide open. The reasons for crying will only be touched upon briefly here, 

but they tended to stem from sadness and pain, as well as anger and frustra-

tion. Even laughter can yield tears but the mouth and breathing will not be 

similar in those cases, and there were no examples of this form of crying in 

the data.  

 The evident difference between the crying episodes in the material was 

the intensity with which the child cried. Crying emanating from physical 

injuries tended to be sudden and loud, only to soon evaporate, given that 

someone was there tending to the victim. Often, attacks from other children 

were reacted to in a similar manner even when the physical harm was none 

or limited. This is probably due to the fright and infringement physical 

attacks result in, or an interest of the victim to make the event known to 

those in the surrounding area. Angry children cry a lot, as do disappointed 

and frustrated children. The intensity of these cries varied according to both 

age and circumstances. Another noticeable fact is that children preferably 

cried in company, especially in that of a parent. This seems understandable 

enough since crying also turned out to be the best way of gathering the 

adults and get their attention. Adolescence and adults are likely to attract 

attention as well if crying in public. However, this is not often seen. Some-

where along the way, children adapt to this and stop crying when observed. 

As for the age of the children, the recordings with the younger children had 

more crying episodes than the ones with the older ones. My last recordings 

with children of 5;7 and 5;10 did not contain crying episodes at all, but I 

would not claim that this has any significance in particular. What could be 

the case is that children at that age are more prone to negotiate with each 

other and do not end up in the same trouble as the younger ones do. Another 
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possible explanation is that they are more aware of my presence and have 

reached an age where they are cautious about their acts in front of outsiders 

(cf. facework, 2.3.2.2 and 7.4.3.3). Another reason could be that an untrain-

ing on the part of the parents has been successful, but I have not observed 

anything like that in the material.  

 As the normal crying child is so familiar and I am in no position to add 

some specific knowledge about this emotive expression, I will keep the 

examples sparse, adding one example as illustration, then turning to two 

other forms of crying that stand out a bit: dry-crying and crying laughter. 

  Richard (2;8) and Eva (1;7) are the crying children below. The apparent 

external reason for the tears is a toy taken from both of them in turn. Co-

acting in the drama is Eva‟s elder brother Klas (3;9). Richard and Klas are 

playing with a doll‟s service. Klas is directing, and Eva is in the beginning 

observing the boys. Deciding to take part in the action, she then reaches for a 

cup in front of Richard, causing him to stand up and try to get it back from 

her.  

Example 19 

Richard (R, 2;8), Klas (K, 3;9) and Eva (E, 1;7). In the playroom at Klas 

and Eva‟s place, where Richard‟s mother, Åsa (Å), also sits on the floor next 

to the children. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

320 K:  nu e maten slut now the food's all gone  

321 R:  men ja vill ha ja vill ha 

den där 

but I wanna, I wanna 

have that 

((Richard reaches for 

the cup and Klas gives 

it to him)) 

322 K:  drick upp nu å sen sen 

blir det bums i säng å 

vila 

drink up and off to bed 

for a nap 

 

323 R:  nej nej eva näe noo Eva, no ((Eva grabs a cup 

which Richard has 

been playing with)) 

324    ((Klas rips the cup from 

Eva, who starts 

crying. Klas then 

throws it away along 

with some other things 

lying in front of 

Richard. Richard 

consequently starts to 

cry and takes the 

opportunity to pull 

Eva's hair)) 
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325 Å:  richard richard kan inte 

eva få leka med den 

om ni ändå inte ska 

Richard, Richard, can't 

eva play with it since 

you're not gonna 

 

  

Eva is struck by two blows in rapid succession. First, Klas grabs the cup and 

then Richard pulls her hair. She is devastated and soon leaves the scene. 

Richard, on the other hand, is first losing the cup and then, as Klas seems to 

be entering on his behalf and reclaim the cup, he loses it again when Klas 

tosses it away together with a number of other articles Richard has been 

using. This brings Richard to tears. Both Eva and Richard are young child-

ren, and the crying itself seems unproblematic to them.  

 Crying in the fashion above is only seen in one form in the recordings, 

and I would argue that this is an unrestricted form (see also ex. 66; 71; 74; 

75; 89; 90; 93; 96; 98). The other kind of crying has received a label of its 

own due to its frequent appearance.  

4.2.2.2 Dry-crying 

Dry-crying is a phenomenon known to every parent but is little discussed in 

the literature on children‟s emotional behavior. The act itself can be 

described as lending the form of crying, but without the same emotional 

content. Or, in a more cautious description, it is without the same strength of 

emotional content.  

 No one watching a dry-crying child can remain unaware of the intention 

of the child, which is to resemble a crying child. The pragmatic nature of the 

act is thus presumably to gain the advantages the child attains when produc-

ing real tears, for example, attention, consolation, ice cream, etc. Dry-crying 

is a recipient-sensitive emotive manifestation if ever there was one and will 

be treated extensively in the next chapter (see 5.2.1.1), but here a short illu-

stration suffices.  

 Below, we see Nina (2;3) use a “mommy” expression (to be discussed in 

4.3.1.1), as well as dry-crying, in her attempts to make her mother aware of 

her situation and needs.   

Example 20 

Nina (N, 2;3), Erik (E, 0;9) and their mother (G) in the kitchen, where the 

mother concurrently is feeding Erik and speaking on the phone. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

319 N: mamma mamma 

mamma mamma 

mommy mommy 

mommy mommy 

[The mother keeps 

talking and Nina 

continues with her 

magazine] 

320 G: det finns mer klister-

märken på baksidan 

there's more stickers 

on the back Nina 

[The mother has now 

hung up the phone] 
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nina 

321 N: aa men var? yeah but where?  

322 G: här finns de här också 

( ) akta ta bort 

tidningen annars tar 

erik den av dej 

here's those ones over 

there too ( ) mind the 

paper or Erik'll take it 

from you 

 

323 N: mamma  mommy ((She starts dry-

crying, helplessly 

waving her hands as 

she cannot find the 

pictures)) 

324 G: här öh nä me men lägg 

ner den iställe 

her uh no bbut put it 

down instead 

((She takes the 

magazine and flips to 

the right page)) 

325    ((The magazine closes 

again and Nina starts  

dry-crying)) 

326 G: åh oh  

327 N: mamma mamma  mommy mommy [The magazine falls on 

the floor] 

328 G: jaa vet du var man kan 

sätta dom mer?  

yeah you know where 

else you can put'em? 

[She picks the 

magazine up] 

329 N: mm mm  

330 G: här kan man sätta dom you can put'em here  

331 N: men va e den andra but where's the other 

one 

((She whines)) 

332    [The mother sorts her 

out and then continues 

to feed Erik] 

 

Nina is moody, and the obstructing magazine makes matters worse. Her 

mother tries to attend to the crisis by adjusting the magazine, find the right 

page and also point towards other possible tasks in the paper. Nina‟s crying 

is of a more whining than tearful nature and thus differs from the example of 

crying encountered above. The verbalizations of “mommy, mommy” are 

both craving and helpless and the dry-crying emphasizes her message: Nina 

is on the verge of what she can handle. The crying is conducted by wrinkling 

her face, mouth open and square-shaped but without tears. The vocalizations 

present resemble crying sounds but a thorough phonetic analysis would 

probably indicate that some vocal trait was absent or altered. Another 

characteristic of this kind of manifestation is that it can vanish from one 

second to the next, which makes it different from the unrestricted crying that 

often leaves a child sobbing or panting for a while.  
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 Nina is 2;3 years old and, judging from my material, that is apparently a 

prime age for dry-crying, as this expression appears to go out of use after 

approximately 3 ½ years of age (at least this is the case for the children 

discussed here).  

4.2.2.3 Crying laughter 

Crying laughter is not a common phenomenon in the material in terms of 

number of users. In fact, there is only one child who performs crying 

laughter, but as she does it on many occasions, I found reason for it to be 

included here.  

 As with people in general, there are specific traits that characterize an 

individual child‟s behavior. For Disa, the typical emotive manifestation is 

crying laughter, and it surfaces in situations where she is close to tears. No 

other child in the material showed this specific trait, but many including 

myself, would recognize it as a means common enough in society. Possibly, 

it characterizes a phase between emotions or an attempt to disguise negative 

emotions to something more bearable (for the person involved). If this is the 

case, we could regard crying laughter as the antipole to dry-crying, as well as 

an illustration of the difficulties involved in labeling vocal displays 

“emotive” in specific, clear-cut ways. 

 I will illustrate with an episode starting when Disa is trying to refrain 

Samuel from following Molly. Molly has been throwing an object at Samuel 

and then leaves the room. Samuel does not much mind Disa‟s attempts at 

holding him back, but he gets cross when she refuses to take sides with him 

and scratch Molly on his behalf. At this, Samuel puts his hands on Disa‟s 

face, and she starts her crying laughter. 

 

Example 21 

Disa (D, 4;6) and her brother Samuel (S, 4;6) in their room where they are 

lying in Disa‟s bed struggling.  

 
  Swedish English Context 

297 S:  dum vet du va ja kan 

kan du kan du reva 

molly  

stupid, you know what 

I can do, can you can 

you scratch Molly  

((Disa laughs a little, 

Samuel is using baby- 

talk)) 

298 D:  nä no  

299 S:  jojojojo yesyesyesyes  

300 D:  näe noo ((Samuel holds his 

hands over Disa's face, 

she starts crying-

laughing and squirms, 

trying to get away)) 
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Disa was recorded between the ages of 4;6 and 5;5, and the crying laughter 

is present in every one of her four recordings. I have regarded the crying 

laughter of Disa‟s as ambiguous in that I cannot determine if she is trying to 

inhibit “real” crying, or if she finds the situations both frightening and 

amusing or something else.  

4.2.2.4 Laughter 

We have seen examples of typical and atypical crying events, and I now turn 

to their presumed opposite, laughter. Laughter resembles many of the other 

categories in that it can be seen in two forms, unrestricted and recipient-

sensitive. Unrestricted laughter is hard to misjudge since the sound is 

specific. It is also a (re)action that is difficult to suppress. A genuinely 

laughing child (or adult) will continue laughing until it is over, and in that 

laughing resembles other physical and biological reactions (like coughing, 

hiccups, etc.). The other form of laughter was a recipient-sensitive one, 

where the main function of the laughter was to aid an interactional move. It 

would normally lack the explosive character typical of unrestricted laughter, 

and can also be observed turning into smiles. Being a typical cultural artifact 

recipient-sensitive laughter differs as to when, where, and why it is regarded 

as proper. In the material, the recipient-sensitive laughter was mainly 

directed at me. This is not seen from the youngest children, however. As I 

smiled and giggled towards them in attempts at making them participate, 

they usually stared back at me nonplussed. However, young children 

watching other children or adults engage in mutual laughs will also laugh or 

smile (cf. 2.4.4.1; 2.4.5.2). Besides, or between, these two forms of laughter 

there is a scale of different laughter to be noted. The ones I could find names 

for were the rude or mean laughter as well as the giggling. After having 

encountered the unrestricted and the recipient-sensitive laughter, I will 

illustrate mean laughter below. 

 As to when children laugh, there seems to be no rules. What appears to be 

common, however, is that both younger and older children laughed when 

interacting with their parents. Older children also laughed when playing 

together, which was not seen that much if the interactants were very young 

(approximately below three and a half). In the first example below, however, 

we have a sequence where this is the case. Two siblings, both young, interact 

with unrestricted laughter in the youngest one as a result.  

Example 22 

Nina (N, 3;2) and Erik (E, 1;8) in Erik‟s bed. I am the adult present (T). 

Nina has taken away a do-not-fall-out-of-the-bed board and is squeezing 

Erik between the bed and the board. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

46 E: jaaää yeee ((He screams a little)) 
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47 N: upp  up ((She climbs down on 

the floor and squeezes 

Erik, who is laughing)) 

48 E: aj aje  ow ouch [He is standing 

between the bed and 

the board] ((He 

shrieks and laughs)) 

49 N: nu skaru sova  now you're gonna 

sleep 

((She looks at me and 

grins)) 

50 N: erik in i sovningen  Erik go into the sleepy ((She tries to coax Erik 

up on the bed but he 

gets away)) 

 

Erik is expressing happiness in the sequence. He is a bit knocked about and 

yells “aj aje” (line 48) but laughs concurrently. It is a thrill playing with the 

older sister, and he mostly follows her instructions. Nina, on the other hand, 

is more focused on me than on him and turns toward me every now and then 

with a splendid smile on her face. Erik‟s first shriek is expectant and happy. 

It then turns into a happy laughter, his eyes focused on Nina, expecting to 

soon be part of something exhilarant. He then gets squeezed and utters some 

verbal complaints concerning this but continues laughing. Nina is obviously 

happy, too, and that is probably part of the explanation to Erik‟s happiness. 

The emotion is contagious, as we also see in the following example with 

Astrid and me interacting in front of the camera. 

Example 23  

Astrid (A, 4;11) and myself (T) in the kitchen. Astrid‟s sister Ylva (3;2) is 

present as well.  

   

  Swedish English Context 

107 T: va söt du e you are so cute [Astrid looks into the 

camera and smiles] 

108 A: ja vill se på dej I wanna look at you  

109 T: okej ( ) seru mej okay ( ) can you see 

me? 

 

[I turn the camera so 

that I appear on the 

screen] 

110 A: aa där e du yeah there you are ((laughing)) 

111    ((Tove is laughing)) 

112 A: ja ser dina tänder I see your teeth  

113 T: bara tänderna? just my teeth?  

114 A:  nä inte bara tänderna  

( ) där e dina glasögon 

no, not just your teeth  

( ) there's your glasses 
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Astrid and I are having a good time watching each other in the camera. We 

both laugh, but the laughter could also be described as chuckles or vocal 

smiles. It is a type of laughter common in the adult world as it is a social 

mechanism that makes interaction smoother and also guides interpretations 

in a positive direction. For the children in the material, the recipient-sensitive 

laughter starts occurring from their third year. Joint laughter between child-

ren in the material was present mainly with the older children (e.g., ex. 104).  

 The laughter looked at thus far shows expression of happiness or joy in 

children. However, laughter also surfaced in other emotional contexts where 

it seemed to have an angle of cruelty. One such example is the laughter Disa 

and Molly directs towards one of the neighboring boys, Ivar. The children 

are in Ivar and Björn‟s garden and are preoccupied with dividing up teams 

for a football game. Throughout the recording, Disa and Molly have been 

hostile towards Ivar and do not miss any opportunity to show it. Below the 

hostility surfaces in the form of laughter. 

Example 24 

Samuel (S, 4;9), Disa (D, 4;9) and Molly (M, 4;9) playing together with two 

children from the neighborhood Ivar (I, 6;2) and Björn (B, 4;6).  

 

  Swedish English Context 

472 I: e ni inte i rabatterna? 

jorå ( ) vem vill spela 

fotboll? 

aren't you in the flower 

beds? yeah ( ) who 

wants to play soccer? 

 

473 M: inte ja I don't  

474 B: inte ja I don't  

475 I: ni få jo björn e på mitt 

lag och ni tre mot björn 

å mej 

you can, yeah Björn is 

on my team and you 

three against Björn and 

me 

 

476 B: aa yeah  

477 M: näe de vi tänker inte va 

me på fotboll 

no that we're not 

gonna play soccer 

 

478 I: va ska ni spela rå? what are you gonna 

play then? 

 

479 B: vet du att d'you know that  

480 D: ja vill va me på fotboll 

å vara på björns lag 

I wanna play soccer 

and be on Björns's 

team 

 

481 B: a yeah  

482 I: nej ni två mot mej no you two against me  

483 D: ja alla mot alla mot dej  yeah everybody 

against everybody 

against you 

((she points to Ivar and 

laughs)) 
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484 M: ja yeah ((impudent facial 

expression)) 

485 I: nej no  

486 M: joo  yesyes ((She laughs)) 

 

Disa seems to find the notion of everyone against Ivar hilarious. He is older 

and does not seem to be affected by her aversion – at least he does not show 

it – but ignores both Disa and Molly‟s comments and laughter. The laughter 

is provocative and teasing but does not hit the target since neither he nor the 

others respond, i.e., they do not do the required uptake (2.3.2.1). One of the 

traits distinguishing this as a mean laughter is the context of Disa pointing 

her finger at Ivar, combined with her facial expression of impudence.  

4.2.2.5 Shrieks 

Shrieks are the common label for animal calls of warning and fear, but I 

found it suitable for the screaming sounds of children as well. The typical 

characteristics of shrieks are that they are high, shrill (sometimes piercing) 

vocal calls. They appeared in angry children but were also frequent in 

excited and happy ones, such as a child being chased by another (and 

enjoying it). Although short in duration, they often appeared in a series. 

 Shrieks are not to be confused with voice qualities like speaking loudly or 

emphasizing specific words or phrases in an utterance, traits that also are 

used emotively (2.4.6.3). Shrieks are of a different character in that they are 

emotive by themselves, regardless of any verbalizations potentially joining 

them. There appeared to be an age-related difference in shrieks in that 

younger children used only the shriek (combined with nonverbal behavior of 

some sort), while older children might combine it with a verbal utterance 

like “no” or “don‟t.” This is shown in the examples below where the first 

shriek comes from a young child using only the shriek together with a loco-

motive act. The shriek here expresses the protest and the locomotion assures 

the positive outcome, thus getting the wanted object and herself out of reach 

for the intruder.  

Example 25 

Richard (R, 2;1) and Eva (E, 1;0) together with Richard‟s mother (Å) in 

Eva‟s room.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

559    [Richard is sitting 

making sounds into the 

tape-recorder micro-

phone] 

560 Å:  va har richard för nåt 

eva? 

what's Richard got 

there, Eva? 
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561     ((Eva reaches for the 

tape-recorder, 

whereupon Richard 

shrieks and walks off 

with it)) 

562 Å:  men richard kan inte 

eva också få leka med 

den där? 

but Richard, can‟t Eva 

play with that too? 

 

 

I cannot tell whether Richard chooses the shriek and locomotion because he 

finds it difficult to verbalize his needs or because he understands that Eva 

might find it difficult interpreting. In the example below, however, Disa is 

quite capable of expressing herself verbally, but as her interlocutor is her 

one-year-old baby sister, Disa knows that “action talks.” 

 

Example 26 

Disa (D, 5;5), Samuel (S, 5;5), Molly (M, 5;5) and their baby sisters Lina 

(1;1) and Ulrika (1;1). Adult sister Jenny (J) is also present. We are in the 

baby room at their house. Lina is sitting in a large bucket and Ulrika is 

walking about.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

363 D: NÄE NOO ((She shrieks at Lina 

who bumped Disa's 

tower from where she 

is sitting in her bucket)) 

364 S: får ja va me?  can I play? [Said to Disa] 

365 D: NÄÄ  NOO [She is shrieking] 

366 J: va gör ni?  what are you doin'? [She is entering from 

the livingroom] 

367 D: NÄÄ NOO ((Lina gets ahold of 

something and Disa 

shrieks again. Disa 

looks up at me)) 

368 J: men disa come on Disa [Jenny is now in the 

room] 

369 D: hon tar mina xxx  she takes my xxx  

 

Disa reacts with the typical protest shriek when Lina takes her stuff. She also 

adds verbal protests “no” and explains to her older sister what the matter is. 

The verbalization “no” comes slightly after the shriek, that is, voice qualities 

like loudness are separated from the shriek. Disa does not retaliate against 

Lina nor does she leave the scene. Even though the same kind of protest 

shriek is present even in a child at age five and a half, it is not accompanied 
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by any body action of a negative nature; neither do we see a locomotive act. 

What go with the shriek are instead verbalizations in a loud voice working 

on the protest. 

 As mentioned in the beginning of this section, shrieks also occur in joyful 

situations. This is a particularly common expression in one of the children. 

The example below will serve as illustration. We are at Richard‟s place, and 

he has managed to fix a broken pair of pliers. 

 

Example 27 

Richard (R, 2;5) together with Klas‟ mother, Cecilia (C), and me (T). 

 

  Swedish English Context  

6 R: jaa kolla tove ja har 

lagat den 

yeah look Tove I‟ve 

fixed it 

 

7 T: titta great  

8 R: den sitter fast den 

sitter fast den sitter fast 

mamma cecilia 

it‟s fixed it‟s fixed it‟s 

fixed mommy Cecilia 

 

9 C: sitter den fast? kom få 

se 

is it fixed? come let‟s 

see 

 

10 R: nu sitter den fast  now it‟s fixed [Richard shrieks a 

couple of times] 

 

Richard is all excited about the happy outcome and is able to express this 

verbally to me and to Klas‟ mother, Cecilia. However, this means of expres-

sion is not enough, so he adds his excitement shriek as an exclamation. 

Whereas Richard‟s typical excitement shriek is common in the first record-

ings, the expression diminishes in frequency and at the age of 4;6, they no 

longer appear on the recordings.   

 Shrieks appear unrestricted to me. I would also say that their function 

could be emphasizing, too, as the child often expressed the same emotive 

content by some other means as well. This goes for children past the pre-

verbal stage at least. Still younger children would have to settle with the 

shriek itself, something that can also be noted in the material. 

4.2.3 Conclusions 

Emotive manifestations in most cases need contextual clues to be inter-

preted. The information of a child conducting some act without a description 

of when, where, how and against whom it was done is unintelligible. This 

has also been the argument from other researchers (Saarni, 1989; Barrett, 

1993; Trevarthen, 1993; Vandenberg, 1998). However, this is not a fulfilling 

answer, since emotions are also accepted as universal, innate entities of 
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human experience and are most likely expressed regardless of interlocutors‟ 

interpretation of them (2.4.1; discussed further in 4.4 Concluding remarks).  

 The table below labels the emotive manifestations of the material and 

illustrates how I have regarded the different uses and functions of these 

manifestations.  

 

Expression

Smiles

Gaze

Body

posture

Embodied  

actions

Directed 

actions 

Emblems

 

Locomotives

Crying

Dry-crying

Crying

laughter

Laughter

Shrieks

Primarily Self-expressive Unclear Primarily Interactional

Function

Joy

Hostility Love

Sadness

Anger/Frustration/Affection

Anger/Frustration/Affection

(Excitment/Anger)

Fear Affection

Fear Sadness

Joy Cruelty

Excitment Anger

Ambiguous

Ambiguous

Contact

Plea

Pantomime

Emphasizer of emotive turn

Emphasizer of emotive turn

Emphasizer of emotive turn

Emphasizer of emotive turn

Pantomime

Contact

Unrestricted emotive 

manifestations

Recipient-sensitive 

manifestations

Potential display-rule 

attempts

 

Figure 4-2. Emotive manifestations and their relation to „functions‟. 

 

Although we cannot be certain that a specific child experiences some 

particular emotion at any given moment, I have attached emotive labels to 

some expressions. What we in general do when interacting with others is to 

infer different emotions, basing these judgments on the interlocutor‟s 

appearance and the context in which the expression is manifested. This is 

also what I have done in my interpretations. This is also probably the single 

means we are left with in naturalistic settings, since emotions remain an eva-

sive concept in terms of definition if not in actual experience and inter-

actional funtion.  
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 Apart from trying to attach specific acts in a context to emotive labels, I 

divided them according to the function they appeared to fill in an encounter. 

The way the divisions came out was that some expressions appeared more 

recipient-sensitive than others, whereas some gave the impression of being 

more of self-expressions than actual interaction turns. For each category, I 

thus have descriptions of expressions as unrestricted or recipient-sensitive 

(in two cases, there were also ambiguous expressions).  

 The difference between them is explained in the following. For example, 

we saw children throwing things while watching the mother (Klas in the 

kitchen, ex. 9); and use body posture to a clearly defined end (Petra with 

Ola, ex. 7). These I labeled as recipient-sensitive in that they were directed at 

someone in particular, and that some particular person reacted toward them 

as being directed to her/him. The child in these instances also used the act in 

a goal-directed way rather than as an instant reaction to an emotional expe-

rience. Directed actions are harder to describe in this way since it is unclear 

if inflicting physical harm to someone else can be seen as recipient-sensitive. 

The positive directed actions are also a gray area since it is not a given that 

the interlocutor actually appreciates being hugged, kissed, etc. The directed 

actions possibly constitute a specific kind of emotive expression that cannot 

be interpreted and understood properly without taking aspects like morals, 

cultural values, explicit intentions, etc. into account. As for emblems, I will 

discuss them at length below, here only stating that they too are harder to 

classify in terms of recipient-sensitive or unrestricted. The ones I have 

described as emphasizers (and recipient-sensitive) are when a child tried to 

make her point in many ways without success – that is, without getting her 

way – and finally stamps her feet or throws herself on the ground as an 

exclamation (Nina, ex. 16) or sticks her tongue out in the middle of a fight 

(Molly, ex. 15). Among the unrestricted emblems – if indeed there is such a 

category – I would place the act of stamping feet out of excitement (Erik, ex. 

107). Locomotives were regarded as emphasizers when a child stamped out 

of a room without turning toward an adult but in order to make her point to 

the one left behind (Nina and Erik, ex. 18). Smiles and gaze had recipient-

sensitive content, as well, as I regarded the contact-smile as mainly reci-

pient-sensitive. The recipient-sensitive gaze was when a child sought out a 

parent – or me – and used gaze in order to either get help or make sure that 

we would (not) attend to some action and/or achievement.   

 Unrestricted manifestations on the other hand are the emotive expressions 

the child uses regardless of the impact this had on the surrounding, and 

despite her/him potentially knowing that the expression was banned (in the 

specific context) by parents. The personal need to express something 

appeared to be the chief reason behind the act. Examples of this were seen in 

Nina‟s expression of sadness (body posture, ex. 8); joyful smiles involving 

the eyes (ex.1); intense looks of hostility and admiration (ex. 4 and 5); and 
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the throwing of a toy figure in the middle of a fit of temper (ex. 11), among 

others.  

 Emblems have not been investigated with respect to children‟s use of 

them. We know that children stick their tongue out from early on, but 

exactly when this becomes an emblem, i.e., when the intention of the child is 

to express mockery, anger, etc. is not known. As my examples of tongue 

protrusion are from children above 4 years of age, I cannot contribute any 

knowledge to this. By the age of four children use tongue protrusion as an 

emblem. Another component of emblems as they have been described in 

earlier studies is that they are social and symbolic in nature. I have also 

regarded tongue protrusion as social (or recipient-sensitive in my terminol-

ogy), but it is not a given that children stick their tongue out when angry or 

when teasing. However, when they use this facial gesture in the material 

they are angry, and they express this in many different ways and use more 

than one channel to do so. I have come to regard the tongue protrusion as an 

emphasizer in that it adds to the other emotive manifestations and utterances 

already present. In my view we would have to study more traditional 

emblems in a contextualized way in order to find out how and when they are 

used, as well as to determine the functions they perform. 

 Another important issue is whether there are other forms of expression 

that have the emblematic function of using specific hand, arm, or body 

movements to express emotional content. I have argued that there is. In the 

examples displayed in this thesis, there is the throwing-oneself-at-the-floor 

routine (e.g., Nina, ex.16), as well as the stamping-one‟s-feet act (e.g., Erik, 

ex. 107). We cannot know whether these are the best descriptions, but until 

we have more information on these manifestations, it appears a good idea to 

keep the two possibilities open: either they are a common way for children, 

independent of each other, to express protest, anger, and excitement, or they 

are an acquired and culturally-accepted way for children to express protest, 

anger, and excitement. In the first case we are dealing with some form of 

transitional phase in development, where the verbal means are sparse and the 

child just acts out in some possible way (cf. the stabilization of motor 

patterns 2.4.4.2). In the second case we have a children‟s emblematics, 

where we will have to explain how children pick up these manifestations (for 

example, first born that do not attend day nursery), how they are accepted by 

adults, and what they turn into – if anything – once they fall out of use. 

 In my view, what speaks for an emblematic position in this is that unre-

stricted gestures in children‟s use make use of space in a different way than 

adults (2.3.3.2). While adults use simple hand and arm movements in front 

of the upper body to express emblems as well as gestures, children involve 

their whole bodies in their gestural expressions. Children‟s emblems would – 

if they exist – also be expected to make use of the whole body. That the 

throwing-oneself-on-the-floor is a potential emblem can also be argued as 

the emotive content expressed – anger, frustration, protest, control – belongs 
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to the same sort of behavioral acts that adults use emblems to express. The 

problem, for now, is how we should explain the cultural transmission of 

these expressions. A third possibility is to merge the innateness hypothesis 

with the emblematic, so that children do what they can do (and most can 

throw themselves), and the expressions that are socially accepted are the 

ones that will continue to be used, and which also can be transferred to other 

children through modeling. A child can also throw other objects to express 

herself, but these acts are likely to be reprimanded in another way (e.g., ex. 

121). We also know from prior research, as well as from the findings here, 

that children copy each other as well as their parents (2.2.1). Before a child 

is able to comprehend the meaning of a raised middle finger, they cannot 

start to use it themselves as an emblem. A possibility is that as children 

begin to grasp the means adults (but probably more so, teenagers) use, they 

will let go of their own expressions conveying the same content and instead 

internalize the new ones. Where does this leave us regarding emblems? 

Maybe the solution is to change perspectives and rather than declaring the 

properties of emblems, try to discover their origins. The problem with fitting 

children‟s behavior into the standards of descriptive adult linguistics might 

very well depend on the notion of emblems being misunderstood, or too 

narrowly understood, in the adult world. Perhaps we simply have not posed 

the questions clearly: Why do adults use emblems? What would they do if 

they did not use emblems? And what did they use before emblems? In what 

sense are they socioculturally transferred? Kendon (see 2.3.3.1) argued that 

some traits of emblems can be traced through their historical heritage. By 

this was meant a phylogenetic form of heritage. Another possibility, on its 

own or as an additional inquiry, would be to look at the ontogenetic 

development of emblems.  

 Laughter and crying appear to be clear-cut in that both are unrestricted 

emotive expressions of joy and sadness/pain respectively. However, they 

also appeared in other shapes where detailed measurements of phonetic traits 

would be needed in order to find out if the difference noted is a “real” one or 

one stemming from the contextual information. For both expressions, it is 

difficult to disentangle the social influence as they typically occur with 

others and as responses to other people‟s acts. People (including children) do 

laugh and cry when alone, although dry-crying is clearly recipient-sensitive. 

Also, distinguishing dry-crying from crying is that it disappears after some 

years, approximately after the toddler phase. 

 Shrieks might be the expression that, more than the other vocal 

manifestations, connect us to other mammals and birds. It further differs 

from laughter and crying in that it does not have a particular emotive label 

connected to it by convention. Even though laughter and crying can occur 

together with different emotions, there are prototypical connotations between 

laughter and joy, on the one hand, and crying and sadness, on the other. For 

shrieks, there is no such linkage, which in my view has more to do with 
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shrieks being a neglected human expression than with them not being emo-

tive or frequent.  

    

4.3 Emotive utterances  

The functions of utterances in children‟s emotional world are many. The 

child can, with the aid of language, express what is happening inside her, for 

example, what she is feeling. Because of this, she also gets the opportunity 

to handle the inner experience or emotion together with the surrounding or 

by herself. Yet another function of language is that the child can borrow and 

use an existing expression (including interjections, but also phrases like 

“You silly,” “I am angry/happy/sad…,” “I feel…,” “He started it,” etc.) and 

add as a label to whatever takes place. How and when children use language 

to express and deal with emotions will be discussed more fully in chapter 5. 

In what follows here, we will survey the basic verbal ingredients available 

and used by the children in the material. First I will describe the one-word 

emotive utterances of the material that I have called autonomous utterances 

(4.3.1). Then I turn to utterances that appear concurrently with other emotive 

manifestations, accompanying utterances (4.3.2), and then the descriptive 

utterances of emotions (4.3.3). Ending the section is further a description of 

some characteristic prosodic patterns that were found in the material (4.3.4). 

4.3.1 Autonomous utterances 

By “autonomous utterances,” I mean words and phrases that in themselves, 

by convention and general social standards are linked to emotive content. 

Candidates for this are interjections (e.g., “Ouch!”), invocations (e.g., “Oh 

Lord!”), and expletives and invectives (e.g., the f-word and weaker varieties 

like “stupid”). Although interjections (and the others) are typically regarded 

as emotive expressions, the connection does not have to be a one-to-one 

correspondence between experience and expression. Nevertheless, the tradi-

tion of such connection lingers with the words to an extent that the words – 

or forms – can be used to denote emotions even though the emotions them-

selves are not present as experiences. Whenever I say “Ouch!” listeners will 

assume I want to express a feeling of pain regardless of my current state. 

Thus, the use of the interjections has been extended in a similar way that 

metaphors are extended uses of words (Blank, 2003). Among these are also 

one-word utterances that by convention are linked to affection, like 

“älskling” (“darling”), “dumma dej” (“You dummy”), etc. I have called 

these traditional utterances conventional autonomous utterances (e.g., ex. 51, 

line 355; 57, line 425). There are also novel utterances that come into use, 

lending the interjection form and thereby gaining the connection to emo-

tions. Utterances like “mamma” (“mum”) and innovative utterances like 

“äckelströmme” (“yuckifish”) and “grodan” (“froggie”) are not traditionally 
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regarded as interjections, but used with the right intonation, they will be 

interpreted as such. I have called these personal autonomous utterances. 

 When analyzing the material, I listed words and phrases that I regarded as 

being used in an emotive sense, borrowing the form from interjections and 

invocations. The interjections and invocations were primarily used in a 

personal autonomous sense, rather than as conventional interactional 

markers of emotions, exclamations, etc. (i.e., conventional autonomous). 

This was also the case with the expletives (“dumma stol”/“stupid chair”) and 

invectives (“skitskalle”/“poop head”) of the material. The explanation for 

this is probably found in age. Contemporary swearwords are presumably 

often picked up at a later age, as in schools when group dynamics and older 

children attain a greater influence on expressions used.   

 Three one- or two-word utterances that recurred in the material with 

emotive meaning were “mamma!”/“mommy!” (4.3.1.1), “nej!”/“no!” 

(4.3.1.2) and “dumma dej!”/“you silly!” (4.3.1.3). These will be explored in 

turn below. 

4.3.1.1  “Mommy, mommy!” 

A typical example of a word demanding a context for its interpretation is the 

use of “mamma” (“mommy”). The word is a noun and was usually used by 

children in the function of reference or to attract somebody‟s attention 

(preferably mommies). In the first case it can be an example like “my 

mommy,” said while pointing her out to another child or when making a 

statement about her (see below), and an example of the second kind is seen 

in the second example, where a child is calling out for his mother. In both 

cases, the word can be connected to a child‟s emotions and wishes, and only 

through scrutinizing the context, with intonation patterns and embodied acts 

of some sort, are we able to tell them apart. 

 Petra sits on the lap of an adult who is not her own father, but one she 

knows quite well, and she starts to cry. Her mother has previously left the 

house, but her older brother is present, and he comes running at the sound of 

her crying. (The sequence is described further in ex. 88, p. 260). 

Example 28 

Richard (R, 2;8) and Petra (P, 1;1) together with Klas and Eva‟s father, (O). 

 

  Swedish English Context 

461    ((Petra starts crying)) 

462 R:  petra petra mamma 

kommer snart petra 

mamma kommer snart 

Petra, Petra, 

mommy’s coming 

soon, Petra, mommy’s 

coming soon 

((Richard pats Petra 

softly)) 

463 O:  såja there now  
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Richard here uses “mamma” in a referential sense, as he continues making a 

statement about her: She will come home soon (see also directive “mommy,” 

ex. 45 and 47).  

 An example where “mommy” is used as an attention-attracter occurs in 

connection to a painful event. Richard and Klas bump their heads together 

and then perform a locomotive act toward their mothers in the adjacent 

room.  

Example 29 

Klas (K, 3;2) and Richard (R, 2;1) in Klas‟ playroom with me (T). Richard‟s 

mother (Å) and Klas‟ mother (C) are in the adjacent room.  

  

  Swedish English Context 

225     [Klas and Richard are 

sitting with the railroad, 

which is in pieces. 

They lean forward at 

the same time and 

bump their heads 

together], ((Richard 

grabs his head and 

runs to the kitchen, 

then Klas also lifts his 

hand to his head)) 

226 T:  men oj hur gick det 

gubben? slog ni i 

oh honey, are you ok? 

did you clash  

 

227 C: va hände va hände? what happened, what 

happened? 

 

228 T:  dom krocka med 

huvena av misstag 

they bumped each 

other's heads by 

mistake 

((Both children are 

crying)) 

229 R:  mamma mamma mommy mommy  

230 Å:  oj råka ni ska jag blåsa 

ja jag gör det ja du vet 

du råka ni råka ni stöta 

ihop ni två sa det blonk 

å så åkte huven ihop 

va så det kan gå men 

nu ere rätt bra 

ouch, you had an 

accident, should I blow 

on it, yeah I'll do that 

yeah you know what, 

you you accidentally 

bumped into each 

other and bonked your 

heads together and 

that happens, but now 

everything's ok 

 

[She makes blow-

sounds] 
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Worth considering is that Richard‟s “mamma mamma” and the tears do not 

start until he has located the mother in the next room. Thus, even though the 

tears are due to pain, they can also be regarded from an interactional 

perspective as depending on the presence of the interlocutor to materialize 

(see Chapter 5 for further discussion). The “mommy” I regarded as an 

attention-attracter in that Richard utters it as he is approaching the mother in 

need of aid and comfort. 

 The next example is also of Richard in the same recording. His use of 

“mommy” here has another character: 

Example 30 

Klas (K, 3;2) and Richard (R, 2;1) in Klas‟ playroom with me (T). Richard‟s 

mother (Å) and Klas‟ mother (C) are sitting in the kitchen. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

438     [Richard comes 

walking] ((Klas shoves 

him)) 

439 T:  oj oops ((Richard runs back 

crying to the table 

where Åsa is sitting)) 

440 Å:  men gubben oh, honey  

441 R:  klas Klas  

442 Å:  men du va ere för 

nånting? du kan leka 

med vadsomhelst ni 

måste inte leka med 

precis samma saker 

hey, what's up? you 

can play with anything, 

you don't have to play 

with the exact same 

things 

 

443    [Cecilia is squatting on 

the floor with Klas and 

Richard] ((They reach 

for something at the 

same time and Klas 

grabs it, Richard starts 

crying again)) 

444 K:  xxx xxx  

445 Å:  den hära e det den 

stora gräsklipparn? 

this one here, is that 

the big lawn mower? 

 

446     ((Richard picks up a 

big tractor and throws 

it)) 

447 Å:  richard  Richard ((reproachfully)) 

448 C:  vet du va kom richard 

ska jag visa dej en sak 

you know what, 

Richard, come here 
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and I'll show you 

something 

449 R:  mamma pappa mommy daddy ((Richard follows 

Cecilia, crying)) 

450 C:  kom richard come Richard  

 

Richard‟s use of “mamma pappa” (line 449) is uttered while he slouches 

away after another mother. His own mother is right next to them, but he does 

not make any moves in order to resort to her; on the contrary, he walks away 

from her. His “mamma pappa” is used neither in the function of attracting 

attention nor as a reference but as an invocation. I would say that expres-

sions like “mommy,” and sometimes “help,” have the meaning and function 

normally connected to expressions like “Oh Lord.” In times of need and 

despair, whether physically or mentally, invocations in the form of 

“mommy” are expressed by humans regardless of age.
40

  

 All in all, “mommy” was used in three different ways in the material. One 

was a referential and directive use, which I would not regard as emotive in 

the typical case. The other was as an attention-attracting device, and in this 

case, it was often emotive (ex. 44; 46; 67). The third use was as an invoca-

tion in which the emotive content was heavy and a prerequisite (ex. 74; 75; 

96). 

4.3.1.2 “No!” 

Another linguistic entity frequently used emotively by small children is 

“No!” “No” occurred often in the company of tears and in response to 

parent‟s attempts to intervene or distract children in conflict. Recalling the 

previous discussion of negations in children‟s language acquisition (2.3.2.3), 

there were syntactic, semantic and pragmatic descriptions of these. I sub-

scribe to the existence of these three levels, as well as to many interpreta-

tions and findings conducted on them. Most of the negations in the material 

could also be explained through the use of the propositional-frame described 

in 2.3.2.3 (Volterra & Antinucci, 1979). However, the pragmatic description 

does not cover the negations that do not demand an interlocutor‟s presuppo-

sition. There were some of these negations or rejections in the material, and I 

would place these on a fourth level called personal-embodied. The most 

frequent form, or easiest to recognize, was the “I don‟t wanna” and “noth-

ing.” These expressions were in the specific settings directly connected to 

the experiences of the speaker and would have much in common with the 

nonverbal acts of defense, rejection, fear, anger and so on. It would be an 

emotive “no,” where X (the affirmative clause) is an experience, and the 

                                                      
40 One possible outcome of the tendency in Swedish society for fathers to have a greater 

presence during the child‟s first years is the use of “daddy” in similar functions. This could at 

least be an argument for Richard‟s utterance above.   
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interpretation does not connect to linguistic uses (as the narrative and propo-

sitions) but to embodied, physical and mental phenomena, that is, to the 

child‟s sense of self. In function they appear more similar to nonverbal and 

vocal emotive expressions than to language in a cognitive interactional 

sense. I will explore this more fully below, but the main proposition is that 

“no” and some equivalents constitute the interface between emotive vocali-

zations and language, together with the “mommy” invocation described 

above.
41

 If using the descriptive labels of the nonverbal section, this “no” 

can be seen as unrestricted rather than recipient-sensitive.  

  I will illustrate some negations/rejections from the material, in an effort 

to characterize their pragmatic and emotive uses. In Richard‟s behavior 

below, he starts out with a nonverbal rejection, then becomes verbal to 

imprint and emphasize the rejection, and finally turns to language proper as 

he adds a statement to the “no” on what he would like to do. (The precursor 

to this example is seen in ex. 19, 130, 131) 

Example 31 

Klas (K, 3;9), Richard (R, 2;8) and their mothers, Cecilia (C) and Åsa (Å). 

They are in Klas‟ playroom, and there has been a conflict around the coffee 

break (pretend play). Klas is now helping Åsa to cheer Richard up. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

343 K: kom jag ska visa dej 

nåt 

come I'll show you 

something 

((Klas physically tries 

to convince Richard to 

come with him)) 

344    ((Richard pushes 

Klas away)) 

345 K:  men ska jag visa dej 

nåt ska vi xxx 

but I'm gonna show 

you something, let's 

xxx 

 

346 R:  näe ja vill inte noo, I don't wanna ((Richard is swinging 

his arms)) 

347 Å:  men ska ni köra med 

bilarna på mattan? 

are you gonna drive 

the cars on the carpet? 

 

348 K:  titta va jag har vill du 

ha dom här? 

look what I got, you 

want these? 

 

349 R:  näe ja vill hem no, I wanna go home [He turns to his 

mother] 

 

                                                      
41 Possibly one use of “mine” belongs here, too, but there are not many instances of this 

otherwise popular word in the material. The affectionate “mommy” often used by young 

children belongs here as well but were not among the “mommy” utterances in the data. 
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At first Richard rejects Klas with a nonverbal directed action by pushing him 

away. This is clearly emotive, and he does not bother to become verbal as he 

does not reject some proposition in particular; rather, he rejects Klas as a 

person and the event as a whole. As Klas insists and repeats his proposi-

tion/command, Richard utters “näe ja vill inte” (“noo, I don‟t wanna”), a 

semantic “no” that builds on the emotive rejection used before. (Following 

the propositional contents in 2.3.2.3, he rejects Klas‟ A-proposition.) This is 

still emotive, however, and his swinging arms are one step away from the 

previous pushing. Richard is slowly but surely moving out from his private 

sensations and toward a linguistic encounter and as Klas makes a new prop-

osition in the form of an offer, Richard takes the last step, his body stops 

moving about, and he makes a statement of what he would like to do. The 

“no” here is just syntactic, or a weak semantic turnabout (see 2.3.2.4).  

 Letting Richard symbolize development, this short interactional encoun-

ter illustrates an expanding use of “no.” Young or preverbal children would 

use only the nonverbal rejection; later on, they add the discourse negation 

(“noo I – [or their name] – don‟t wanna,” or simply “No”); and finally they 

include “no” in full clauses where there is a reason and an argument 

connected to the negation, which is no longer a rejection (cf. Keller-Cohen et 

al., 1979; p. 52). 

 The personal-emotive negation/rejection comes in different shapes. It can 

be a “no” (ex. 93), an “I don‟t wanna” (ex. 67, 80), or a “nothing.” What 

appears to be the resemblance between them is the interpretation of hope-

lessness. I will illustrate with the use of a “nothing” below. Ylva‟s stuffed 

dog has disappeared, and her mother, sister Astrid, and me are involved in 

the searching. However, we cannot find it. 

Example 32 

Astrid (A, 4;11) and Ylva (Y, 3;2) at their place with their mother (H) and 

me (T).  

 

  Swedish English Context 

59 T: här i astrids säng här 

låg den inte ( ) å inte i 

ylvas 

well it's not here in 

Astrid's bed ( ) and not 

in Ylva's bed 

 

60 Y: ingenting  nothing 

 

((Said with a still tearful 

voice)) 

61 H: va besvärligt de blir ju 

lite besvärlit men du 

vet han har rolit på 

dagis 

what a nuisance, it‟ll be 

a bit of a nuisance but 

you know he's having a 

good time at daycare 

[She leaves the room] 

62 Y: ingenting e här nothing is here  
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Her choice of “ingenting” (“nothing”) in line 60 is delivered as a commen-

tary on her experience of the whole situation and expresses her emotional 

stance. Her mother‟s attempt at cheering her up or comforting her (discussed 

in ex. 76) does not meet with success. On the contrary, Ylva reinforces her 

stance that everything is hopeless and she suffers.   

 Taking the bird‟s-eye view, I would say there are two kinds of “no” use 

outside the simple realm of syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic levels. One 

use denotes all these areas, and we can choose whether we focus on the 

syntax, the semantics, or the propositions described in the pragmatics (e.g., 

ex. 56 “not change diapes”; 69, line 262; 85, line 51, etc.). This “no” can be 

used emotively, and the typical functions in these cases would be protest and 

rejection. The speaker is taking a stand against something proposed or done 

by some interlocutor. It is a recipient-sensitive and interactional “no,” and it 

has the same function as many nonverbal acts of protest and rejection (head-

shakes, pushing, throwing, etc.; e.g., ex. 55, line 209; 56 line 384; 66, line 

277; 70, line 546; 86, line 277; 89, line 540; etc.).  

 The other kind of “no” is embodied and exists parallel to the linguistic 

“no.” The function is emotive in essence, and if denoting anything but a 

stance, it would be rejection rather than negation (e.g., ex. 48, line 180, 182; 

67, line 295; 80, line 127; 93, line 225, 229, 231, 233). It further is non-inter-

actional even though I suppose it mostly is expressed in company. The 

connotations of the embodied “no” reach beyond language and capture a 

sensation or experience of a more physical kind. Apart from the hopeless-

ness described above, another way to use this embodied “no” was in situa-

tions where an individual‟s autonomy was threatened (see 6.3.2 for further 

discussion). 

4.3.1.3 “You stupid!” 

“Mommy” and “no” continues to be used frequently as children grow even 

though “mommy” as an invocation diminishes. Another word that starts to 

appear quite early and quickly gains in popularity is “dumma” (“stupid” and 

its equivalents “silly,” “dummy,” etc. in English); in the material, “dumma 

x” (“stupid x”) was the most common form and appears typically in combi-

nation with a pronoun or a depreciatory noun. These first uses of words – 

that later will probably be exchanged for the culturally-defined swearwords 

and phrases – have the function of ascribing attributes and qualities to others. 

I would say in the best of cases, they come instead of nonverbal directed 

actions or other forms of nonverbal acting out. They are clearly emotive in 

nature, by definition rather than actual use, and there are instances where the 

function appears to be evoking emotions rather than expressing them. 

 I will illustrate with two examples of early uses, where “dummy” and 

“stupid” is used with “you” and “poo,” respectively.  
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Example 33 

Klas (K, 3;2) and Richard (R, 2;1) at Klas‟ house. The children have just 

entered the playing room after a short visit to the kitchen, where the mothers 

remain. I (T) follow the children.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

236     [the boys are back at 

the railroad] ((Klas 

shoves Richard)) 

237 K:  dumma dej  you stupid [Directed at Richard, 

Klas looks up at me] 

238 K: får ja se nu vill ja se let me see, I wanna 

see now 

[Said to me]((Richard 

sits down and fiddles 

with two train carts)) 

 

Klas seems to utter “dumma dej” (“you dummy”) as a kind of explanation to 

the unprovoked pushing occurring seconds before. He then quickly glances 

up at me, maybe to check whether I got the justification he offered, and he 

changes the subject. 

 “Stupid poo” also stems from Klas in the same recording, but this time 

the target is his mother. 

Example 34 

Klas (K, 3;2) and Richard (R, 2;1) in the kitchen at Klas‟ home. Klas‟ 

mother (C) and Richard‟s mother (Å) are present, as well as their baby 

sisters Eva (1;0) and Petra (0;2).  

 

  Swedish English Context 

172 Å:   din pappa e ju polis 

också så behövs då 

kan ju klas få ha sin 

polisbil 

but your dad is a police 

man too so you need 

then Klas can have his 

police car 

 

173    ((Richard cries)) 

174 C: varsego  there you go ((Cecilia hands 

Richard the police car)) 

175 C: klas leker aldri me den 

dä de e bara om nån 

kommer näe klas vet 

du va du leker ju aldri 

med den om ja visste 

att de va din favoritbil 

då skulle du få ha den 

lyssna på mej nu 

Klas never plays with 

that, it's just if some-

one comes and, no 

Klas, y'know what, you 

never play with it, if I 

knew it was your 

favorite car I would've 

let you have it, listen to 

me now 
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176 K: dumma bajskorv stupid poo  

177 C: okej okay  

 

Klas‟ mother is disciplining him and he is angry and upset since she has just 

given his toy car to Richard. Faced with a supreme power, he turns to 

language in order to retaliate, thus uttering “dumma bajskorv” (“stupid 

poo”). The mother answers with a resigned “Okay.” 

 “Dumma” (“stupid”) here is used as an expletive, that is, as an 

emphasizer to the invective which in the first example is replaced with “du” 

(i.e., Richard). In the second example, there is an uttered invective “poo” 

that denotes the mother. Other invectives can be seen in ex. 43, line 254 

(“poop head”), ex. 95, line 178 (“you monkeyhead”), ex. 98, line 731 

(“..silly”), and expletives are found in ex. 93, line 231 (“stupid Samuel”), ex. 

99, line 152 (“stupid you”), and used to refer to an inanimate object (a chair) 

is seen in ex. 74, line 785.  

4.3.2 Accompanying utterances 

Accompanying utterances are a more unspecified group of emotive utter-

ances. What join them is that they co-occur with emotive expressions of a 

more transparent kind than the nonverbal manifestations already encoun-

tered. Going into the real depths of the notion of accompanying utterances is 

untenable given the space and time limits holding for this work. However, I 

believe it would be a fruitful task. For now I would say there are two kinds 

of accompanying utterances. One is mainly prosodic, in that intonational 

cues inform us that the child who is speaking is sad, happy, angry, etc. The 

actual phrasings in these cases are of less relevance. The other type 

comprises more conventional phrases that appear to co-occur with 

emotional-related acts such as apologizing, pleading, etc. In these cases, the 

prosodic pattern might not reveal any emotions, but the wordings as such 

affect the emotional tone of the interaction. To illustrate what I mean, we 

shall look at four examples where I would like to focus on the children‟s 

conjoining of verbal and nonverbal expressions. In the first example, we 

have conventional utterances of offering together with the actual giving. 

Thus, the child uses two channels to perform the same act. In the second 

example, the child comments on his own embodied action and do so in a 

voice loaded with feeling. Thus, the emotionality of the utterance lies in 

intonation rather than the words used. The third example is similar in these 

respects but stem from an older child, thus yielding far more elaborated 

accompanying language. The fourth example is in the future tense, 

grammatically speaking, but the emotion conveyed is a present one, as 

Richard informs Klas, his victim-to-be, of his intention to hit him – some-

thing he then instantly carries out with a directed action. 
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 Klas approaches Richard, who is sitting at the table, saying “du får låna 

den här” (“You can borrow this”), followed by him holding a scooper in 

front of him (line 293). The act is then repeated a few seconds later (line 

301). Prior to this act of giving, there has been a lot of arguing, crying and 

hard feelings between the children. At this point, Klas appears to want to set 

things straight again. 

Example 35 

Klas (K, 3;2) and Richard (R, 2;1) in the kitchen at Klas‟ place. Klas‟ 

mother (C) and Richard‟s mother (Å) are present and seated around the 

table.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

293 K:  du får låna den här  you can borrow this  ((Klas brings the 

other scooper)) 

294 Å: nämen titta va du e 

snäll 

oh look, wasn't that 

nice of you 

 

295 R:  näe ja vill inte no I don't wanna  

296 Å:  du ska få dricka lite 

mjölk nu först så orkar 

du leka mer 

you can have some 

milk now and then 

you‟ll feel up to playing 

some more 

 

297 R:  upp  up ((He stands like a baby 

next to the chair)) 

298 Å:  du kan komma upp 

själv 

you can get up yourself  

299 R:  mamma mommy  

300 C:  kom så hjälper ja dej 

åhej 

come here, I'll help you 

and... up! 

[She picks him up] 

301    ((Klas returns and 

puts a scooper on 

the table in front of 

Richard)) 

302 K: varsegod there you go  

303 Å:  tack fick du låna den 

nu? det var väl snällt 

av klas kom du på att 

du inte behövde den 

you can borrow it now? 

that was nice of Klas, 

you got to think that 

you didn't need it 

 

   

While young children, like Richard in the example, do not regularly 

comment on a giving act (nor actually give something), Klas, at just above 

three years old, does. It is a peace offering, and the action is emphasized by 

the verbalization. 
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 In the following example, Richard adds a somewhat puzzled verbal 

remark about his own nonverbal behavior (also discussed in connection to 

the throwing ex. 11, p. 121). The difference from the example above lies in 

the context and the interactional setting. In Klas‟ giving act, the words are as 

much a gift as the scooper is, since formulating the offer verbally is an 

emotionally-laboring task (as anyone knows who has ever been in conflict 

and ended up being the one to apologize). Richard however, comments on 

his own actions and seems rather shaken by what he has witnessed himself 

do. The event taking place is from the same recording as the previous one, 

and Richard and Klas are back in their arguing state. Klas has taken some 

figures from Richard, or has gotten them before Richard can reach them, and 

at some point Richard loses control and starts crying in a heartbreaking 

fashion. Richard‟s mother intervenes and asks Klas to give her a helping 

hand. Klas instantly complies and hands Richard a figure, which Richard 

then throws away, an act making him cry even more. This is where the 

verbalization comes as Richard exclaims, “ja kasta den” (“I threw it”). 

Example 36 

Klas (K, 3;2) and Richard (R, 2;1) in Klas‟ playroom. Richard‟s mother (Å) 

is present, holding his baby sister (0;2) in her lap. 

  

  Swedish English Context 

511 K:  ja vill sälja ja vill sälja 

min gubbe  

I wanna sell, I wanna 

sell my man 

((Klas grabs a figure 

from the pile. Richard 

tries to snatch it from 

him)) 

512 Å:  här finns en gubbe till 

ja hitta en gubbe geru 

den till richard? 

here's another man, I 

found another man will 

you give it to Richard? 

 

513 K:  här finns en gubbe till here's another man  

514 Å:  ja titta ( ) richard titta 

richard 

hey look ( ) Richard, 

look Richard 

((Richard has started 

crying)) 

515 R:  mina gubbe  mine man 

 

((He is trying to reach 

the play figures Klas is 

holding behind his 

back)) 

516 Å:  richard richard Richard Richard  

517 R:  en liten gubbe  a little man ((Richard cries)) 

518 Å:  klas kan inte du han få 

en av dom där så kan 

du ta den andra? 

Klas can't you, can't he 

have one of those and 

you can have the other 

one? 

 

519 K:  de de de de finns en 

dä borta 

the the the there's one 

over there 
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520 Å:  kan inte du hämta den 

fö han e så lessen nu 

så han komme inte 

förstå 

can't you go get it, coz 

he's so sad now, he 

won't understand 

[She points to a play 

figure on the floor] 

521 R:  dä dä dä  there there there  

522 Å:  titta där haru sett va 

klas hitta  

look at that, did you 

see what Klas found 

 

((Richard is given a 

play figure by Klas and 

immediately throws it 

away, crying harder)) 

523 R:  ja kasta den I threw it  

524 Å:  ja du kasta den ja du 

gör de när du blir arg 

hörru 

yeah, you threw it, you 

do that when you get 

angry right 

 

525 K:  här här  here here ((Klas tries to give 

Richard another 

figure)) 

526 R:  en liten gubbe en 

liten gubbe  

a little man a little 

man 

((Richard is incon-

solable)) 

527 Å: men richard gubben but Richard honey  

528 R: ja vill ha den dära  I want that one [He points up to the 

shelf by the window] 

529 Å: måste ni leka med 

precis samma saker 

do you have to play 

with the exact same 

things? 

 

 

Richard produces three utterances while crying affectionately. All name the 

little figure they want. I see these utterances as accompanying in that they 

are his attempts at verbalizing emotions that he previously would have 

expressed only through crying. What happens to the verbalization is that it 

captures the emotionality of the crying that occurs simultaneously. My 

suggestion is that the accompanying utterances have this emotive prosodic 

background in common. The words themselves could thus be more or less 

connected to the experience of the speaker, but the intonation coupled with 

concurrent nonverbal acts conveys to the listener that this is an emotive 

utterance of some sort. 

 Another accompanying utterance above is Richard‟s exclamation as he 

throws the figure he wanted away. His embodied action comes suddenly, 

whereas the utterance follows together with the insight and reaction to his 

own action. His mother aids him here by explaining why he did the throwing 

in her comment “Yes you do that when you get angry, right.” Her verbaliza-

tion thus clearly joins his nonverbal behavior to an emotion. Maybe that also 

helps him to realize what happened and adds to the fact that he thereafter 

exits from whatever went on inside him and, with a neutral tone of voice, 

turns towards another toy and asks for it. 
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 Accompanying utterances among the older children contain even more 

elaborated verbalizations relating to emotions. One such example is Samuel 

at the age of  4;9. In the illustration below, he gets sad and expresses this 

through nonverbal displays in the form of body posture (line 498), which I 

misinterpret. When this misunderstanding becomes apparent, Samuel 

switches to verbal expressions and describes in a vivid fashion how the 

experienced emotion came about. However, he does not label any emotion as 

such, which would have made this a descriptive emotive utterance. 

Example 37 

Samuel (S, 4;9), Disa (D; 4;9) and Molly (M, 4;9), together with the 

neighboring boys Ivar (I, 6;2) and Björn (B, 4;6). They are in the neighbors‟ 

garden and are currently choosing sides for soccer game. I am contributing 

as well (T). 

 

  Swedish English Context 

490 B: jo å du tjejerna mot 

tjejerna å killarna  

yeah, and you the girls 

against the girls and 

the boys 

((He grabs Samuel)) 

491 B: du e på mitt lag å du å 

ja e på mitt lag 

you're on my team and 

you and me are on my 

team 

 

492     [Björn, Ivar and 

Samuel leave] 

493 I: om du å samuel e 

tillsammans så e ja på 

( ) me molly å disa 

if you and Samuel go 

together than I'm on ( ) 

with Molly and Disa 

[Ivar lingers] 

494 S: ja joho yes yeah  

495 I: nä ja e me björn ja e 

me björn så e samuel 

de e orättvist  

no, but I'm with Björn, 

I'm with Björn and then 

Samuel, that's not fair 

((He pulls Björn away)) 

496 I: kom då björn  come on Björn ((He takes Björn by the 

hand and pulls him 

away)) 

497 I: kom vi e på lag å ni tre 

e på lag 

come on we're on a 

team and you three are 

on a team 

[He points] 

498  kom  come on ((Everyone runs off 

except Samuel, who 

stays behind. He 

slumps down to sitting 

and hides his face, 

glancing up at me 

sadly and looking after 
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the others)) 

499 S: ¤dom lämna mej¤ ¤they left me¤ [He mumbles] 

500 T: va ere? gjorde du illa 

dej? 

what's up? did you hurt 

yourself? 

 

501 S: näe dom där killarna 

lämnade mej 

noo, those guys they 

left me 

 

502 T: lämna dom dej? they left you?  

503 S: jaa ja vill då e nån 

annan på dens lag då 

xxxå då sa han till 

mej du e på mitt lag 

yeah I wanna, then 

someone else is on 

it's team, then xxx 

and then he said to 

me that you're on my 

team 

 

504 T: mm vill du va på 

samma lag som 

pojkarna? 

uhm you wanna be on 

the same team as the 

boys? 

 

505 S: mm men dom bara 

säjer att att att han e 

på mitt lag och dom 

andra e på mitt lag så 

bara säjer men ingen 

säjer att men ingen 

vill va me på mitt lag 

mm, but they just say 

that that he's on my 

team and the others 

are on my team, they 

just say like that but 

nobody says that, but 

nobody wants to be 

on my team 

 

[affected voice] 

 

[affected voice] 

506 T: men sa inte björn de? 

att samuel å ja e på ett 

lag 

but didn't Björn say 

that? that Samuel and 

me are on one team 

 

507 S: ingen sa de nobody said that  

508 T: ja tyckte björn sa att 

han ville va me dej  

I thought Björn said 

that he wanted to be 

with you 

[Samuel comes and 

stands next to me and 

looks into the camera, 

putting his hand in 

front of it] 

 

Choosing the soccer teams, Samuel at first seems happy enough when Björn 

states that the boys should play against the girls and then really happy when 

it turns out that Björn and himself are going to be the only ones on one team. 

However, as it turns out, Björn wants to be on a team with his brother Ivar, 

and Samuel is directed to form the opposing team with his sisters. Now 

Samuel is sad and does not follow the other kids as they prepare to play. He 

tries a pantomime and then verbalizes what is the matter and how this makes 

him feel. 

 Another form of accompanying utterances is when children inform others 

of their emotive intentions. In many ways, these utterances are similar to the 
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autonomous utterances (like “dummy” and expletives), but they are different 

in that they are connected to and describe actions the speaker intends to 

perform and they are not one- or two-word utterances. For example, a child 

who is angry with someone could utter “Stupid you,” which would be an 

autonomous utterance, and then might continue by saying “I‟m gonna hit 

you,” which would be an accompanying utterance. In the example below, we 

follow Richard and Klas at play. This time they are playing happily in the 

beginning when something occurs that results in Klas receiving a blow with 

a cooking pot after having been warned verbally of the event to come. 

Richard begins his utterance by denying that he is a poo, which implies that 

Klas previously (although not caught on tape) has used an autonomous utter-

ance when informing Richard of this state of affairs. 

Example 38 

Richard (R, 2;11) and Klas (K, 4;0) at Richard‟s house with both mothers. 

Klas‟ mother (C) is sitting on the floor while the boys are having a good 

time, running around singing “Emil-sången.”  

 

  Swedish English Context 

222 K: du mamma cecilia you mommy Cecilia  

223 R: ja e ingen bajs ja ska 

slå dej me kepsen 

I'm not a poo, I'm 

gonna hit you with the 

cap 

[The cap in question is 

a toy cooking pot] 

224 K: mamma richard ska slå 

mej 

mommy, Richard's 

gonna hit me 

((He runs to Cecilia)) 

225 C: näe noo  

226 K: joo yeah  

227 C: näe  noo ((Richard runs up to 

Klas and hits him 

with the pot)) 

228 C: näe ni e ju vänner näe 

richard inte slå richard 

så får man inte göra 

noo, you're friends, 

right? no Richard, don't 

hit Richard you don't 

do that 

 

229 K: ha  ha  

230 R: ha ha  

231 K: ha ha ha ha haa haa  ha ha ha ha haa haa [Sung in a taunting 

voice] 

232 C: näe de där e ju inge 

kul 

noo, that's no fun is it  

 

Not only does Richard hit Klas, he also tells him that he is intending to. The 

proximity of three adults does not influence either the verbal threat or the 

fulfilling of it.  
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 Potentially, there are many layers of emotionality conveyed in the accom-

panying utterances; however, having just come across them in my thinking, I 

am not in a position to be more specific for the time being. The point in 

including them here is to specify that they exist, and that they are likely to be 

valuable for future investigations. In my view, they hold the potential for 

being the bridge between emotional states and experiences and verbaliza-

tions of the same. Furthermore, they could help explain the connection 

between nonverbal emotive expressions and social restrictions holding for 

expressions of the same. For the children this could work in ways like first 

acting out (e.g., giving a gift), then accompanying the nonverbal act with 

language (e.g., “There you are” while giving) and finally, using the verbal 

phrase or phrases by themselves (see ex. 101, p. 296 where Ylva gives all 

her Barbies to Astrid verbally, but not actually in practice). In this latter 

case, the specific prosodic traits would not necessarily be emotive, as the 

phrasing does the job (e.g., ex. 69, line 257; 78, line 302; 86, line 285; 88, 

line 462; 89, line 538, 553; 99, line 161, etc.), but for the other kind of 

accompanying verbalizations, the prosodic pattern is what makes the utter-

ance emotive (e.g., ex. 48, line 151, 153, 158-9, 161, 168, 179; 52, line 34, 

36; 54, line 532; 66, line 269; 81, line 494, 496, 500, 503; 87, line 304; 90, 

line 250, etc.).  

4.3.3 Descriptive utterances 

Descriptive utterances contain descriptions and verbal elaborations of 

emotions and emotional experiences. They are produced either while still in 

an emotive state of some sort, that is, in proximity to an emotional event, or 

as explanations and descriptions relating to emotive events and experiences 

of the past or future. A prerequisite for these expressions is that they contain 

labels of emotions, such as “happy,” “sad,” etc., or phrases like “I feel…” 

Among the descriptive utterances, I would also count metaphorical 

expressions like “I‟m low/high/exploding,” etc. The linguistic level of these 

verbalizations places higher demands on the speaker than was the case with 

the autonomous utterances. This might also be a reason for descriptive utter-

ances being few in the material and metaphorical emotive expressions being 

nonexistent.  

 To illustrate what I mean, I turn to three examples. In the first two, girls 

of a similar age name, comment and describe their current and previous 

emotion, respectively. Both cases occur just after emotive manifestations of 

the nonverbal, vocal kind as the children have been crying in front of the 

camera and are well aware of me having witnessed this. The third example 

illustrates more elaborated descriptions of emotions as Nina works on a way 

to verbally describe and share her concurrent positive feelings of happiness 

and joy.  
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 Ylva at age 3;2 has had a quarrel with her older sister and is now left with 

me in the living room as her sister and mother have left for the bathroom. 

Both girls have been very upset and have cried extensively. Ylva, however, 

has now stopped crying but is still panting and sobbing while she tries to 

locate a new paper to draw on. Ylva herself brings the emotion to the surface 

and names it. On request, she also gives an explanation to the causes behind 

it. Her understanding of the connection between expression, tears, and 

emotions also surfaces verbally through her question “seru att ja e lessen 

nu?” (“You see that I‟m sad now,” line 498). 

Example 39 

Ylva (Y, 3;2) and myself (T) in the living room.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

497    [Astrid and the mother 

have gone to the 

bathroom, Ylva is 

piddling with some 

papers on the living-

room floor]((Ylva is 

sobbing after her cry)) 

498 Y:  seru att ja e lessen 

nu? 

you see that I'm sad 

now? 

[Said to me] 

499 T:  jaa vaför eru lessen? yeah, why are you 

sad? 

 

500 Y:  däför xxx astrid rita 

på min teckning 

coz xxx Astrid drew 

on my picture 

[She walks into the 

kitchen after the 

others] 

 

In the second example, there is also an instance of a child naming a recent 

emotional experience. In this case, however, the process seems to be more 

than just informative in that Eva labors on the experience and the feeling it 

has evoked. Prior to this sequence, Eva has been pushed into a door by 

Richard (see ex. 89, p. 263). The event is managed on the spot, and both 

children‟s mothers are involved. Nevertheless, Eva keeps returning to the 

subject, now turning to her older brother who was present when the action 

took place and is well aware of what happened. 
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Example 40 

Eva (E, 3;5), her brother Klas (K, 5;7), Petra (P, 2;8) and Richard (R, 4;6) 

in Eva and Klas‟ room. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

581 E: rakt i dörren å så 

slog ja mej i huvet 

visst ja va rädd då 

visst va ja rädd då 

klas 

right in the door and 

then I hurt my head, I 

was scared then, 

right, I was scared 

then, right, Klas 

[She sits by the 

railroad and tells Klas 

about what has 

happened] 

582 K: de va faktist 

JÄTTEDUMT å lägg 

förresten inte den där 

här 

that was really 

STUPID, actually, and 

by the way don't put 

that here 

[Said to Richard who is 

standing next to him 

holding a house] 

583    [Richard starts carrying 

the house away] 

584 K: ja den som kör in 

tågen kanske vill gå till 

den där   

yeah the one who 

drives the trains in 

maybe wants to go to 

that one 

[Directed at Richard] 

((Klas looks happy and 

smiles to Richard)) 

- -    

592 E: visst va ja rädd  I was scared alright 

 

[She goes and sits by 

the railroad again] 

593 E: visst va ja rädd när 

richard slog mej i huv 

rakt i dörren då va ja 

rädd ( ) då blev ja 

rädd  

I was scared alright, 

when Richard hit me  

the head right in the 

door, I was scared 

then ( ) I got scared 

((She rubs her head))  

[She points to the door, 

mainly addressing 

Klas, but the boys are 

ignoring her] 

594 P: eva  Eva [She calls from on top 

of the bed] 

595 E: ja  yeah [She stands up and 

walks over to the 

ladder] 

 

Focusing on the verbal utterances, it is noteworthy that Eva uses the term 

“scared” when describing her experience of hitting the door. Furthermore, 

she frames it as a question as if she is not entirely sure of what she felt and 

needs some confirmation. Klas reacts to Eva‟s first attempt to discuss the 

topic. She seeks approval and maybe wants to prolong the situation where 

she was the injured victim and in everyone‟s immediate focus. Klas turns to 

Richard and states in a loud voice that “det var faktiskt JÄTTEDUMT” 

(“That was really STUPID”), but following this he switches the subject, 

smiles towards Richard, and continues to talk about their ongoing construc-

tion work. Thus, Eva makes a second attempt to get Klas to speak for her, 
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but this time he is prepared and ignores her. She then drops the subject and 

starts playing with Petra. 

 As with the nonverbal expressions, the verbal utterances connected to 

negative emotions were easier to discern than the ones describing positive 

emotions. For instance, what part of an utterance conveys emotionality? An 

example with a bundle of emotive manifestations conjoined with several 

verbal utterances can be seen below in Nina‟s jumping session. Repeatedly 

during this sequence, Nina formulates what she perceives as funny: To jump. 

At first, the mother exhorts Nina to sing a song but she declines, maybe 

because she feels a bit shy. Perhaps she then realizes that she can get the 

positive attention through jumping as well, a task she excels in doing and 

one that her brother cannot manage. Her laughter is as clear as a bell ringing, 

and she seems excited and, at the same time, a bit shy and self-conscious. 

The laughter is largely recipient-sensitive in that she directs it at me and the 

camera, and she looks at me all the time, as if expecting praise and 

comments, which she receives. 

Example 41 

Nina (N, 2;6), Erik (E, 1;0), their mother (G), and myself (T) in the living 

room at their place. The mother sits with Erik on the sofa, and Nina is 

between activities.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

321 G:  sjung din sång sing your song  

322 N:  näe ( ) näej noo ( ) nooo ((She laughs a little as 

if embarrassed and 

looks at me)) 

323 G:  joo yeah  

324 N:  näe  no [She jumps from the 

sofa] 

325 N: de e kul å hoppa jumping's fun  

326 G:  mm mm  

327 N:  vi gör så å hoppar ner 

å hoppar upp 

we do this and jump 

down and jump up 

 

328    [Erik makes sounds, 

he's standing by the 

mother who is 

squatting on the floor 

in front of the sofa] 

329 G:  du kan inte hoppa erik Erik you can't jump  

330 N:  ja kan hoppa  I can jump [Said to me] 

331 T:  få serå ( ) hopp let me see then ( ) 

jump 

 

332 N:  de e jätt de e jättekul it's really, it's really [She jumps again] 
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å hoppa de e de aj 

AJE ja får ont i BENA 

fun to jump, it's its 

ow OUCH my LEGS 

hurt 

333 G:  nämen aww  

334 N: ja får ont i BENA my LEGS hurt  

335 G:  gu va jobbit vänta oh, that's rough hang 

on 

 

336 N: vicket långt that's long [Nina jumps. Her 

mother pulls her pants 

up] 

337 N:  nu kan ja hoppa 

jättelångt 

now I can jump really 

far 

 

338 G:  ett tu tre på det fjärde 

ska de ske på de femte 

gäller de på då  sjätte 

SMÄLLER DE 

one two three GO  

339    [Nina is jumping, Erik 

is sitting on the sofa 

again] 

340 N:  aje ouch ((She laughs and 

rolls around)) 

341    [Nina climbs back up 

on the sofa again] 

342 N:  igen again  

343 G:  ett  one [Nina jumps] 

344 N:  de e jätterolit å hoppa jumping's lots of fun  

345 G:  mm de tycker 

elefanten också woä 

mm the elephant thinks 

so too weee 

[She throws a little 

stuffed elephant at 

Nina] 

346 N:  mm elefanten vill 

hoppa ( ) vill du 

hoppa? ja de vill han 

påre fjäre skare ske  

yeah the elephant 

wants to jump ( ) you 

wanna jump? yeah he 

does, three go 

 

[Said to the elephant] 

347  T: oj oops [She jumps with the 

elephant] 

348 N:  han tycker re e 

jätterolit å hoppa ( ) 

tycke ru de? 

he thinks it's lots of 

fun jumping ( ) do 

you? 

 

[Said to me] 

349 T:  jaa yeah  

350 N:  mm  mmm [She jumps] 

- -    

373    ((Erik shrieks)) [He is 

dangling from the sofa] 

374 G:  oj nu hängde du lite oops you're hanging  
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löst där kände du erik  down there, did you 

feel that Erik 

((She picks him up and 

puts him on her lap)) 

375 E:  mama ma mama mummummum  

376 N:  nu ska hoppa tillbaka gonna jump back now  

377    [The mother lets Erik 

go down her legs like 

on a slide], ((Nina 

laughs excitedly and 

keeps jumping)) 

- -    

399 N:  ja tycker de e jättekul 

att hoppa 

I think it's really fun 

to jump 

 

400 T:  mm mm  

 

As I see it, language here has a sheltering function. It is a complex situation 

concerning both expressions and emotions, as Nina is in a state of exhila-

rated joy, while simultaneously shy and embarrassed about the attention she 

receives. Her solution is to use language to describe and to verbalize what 

she is doing. By putting words to the jumping, for example, “Jumping‟s 

fun,” she diverts attention from the joy she experiences but also places 

something – words – between her own experience and me like a bridge. As 

can be seen, she also alternates between labeling the experience (325, 332, 

344, 348, 399) and producing utterances of another kind where no emotion is 

described (apart from “hurt”) but that nevertheless relate to her emotional 

experience (330, 334, 337). These latter I would call accompanying utter-

ances, whereas the former are descriptive.  

 Summing up this section, we can ask the question whether there is a 

significant difference between the autonomous one-word utterances (like 

mommy, no, silly you) and the phrases and descriptions we have seen in the 

latter part. In matters of emotive content, I believe the answer is no, with the 

exception being the personal emotive utterances of “no” and “mommy.” The 

difference rather lies in the handling of the emotional content. Language 

makes the emotions both more distant and closer (to the self or body). 

Language creates distance in that the words can channel the experience in 

some particular direction, for example, away from the speaker by diminish-

ing their value or importance. On the other hand, language can create 

intimacy by naming emotional experiences, thereby making them explicit 

and, thus, visible and “real.”  

 Viewing the differences from a developmental perspective, the single 

verbal utterances typical of the younger children – and described as emotive 

here – add to the already present nonverbal emotive manifestations. The 

additional verbal fluency later enables the children to make use of descrip-

tive utterances, with which they can reflect on and verbally share, the 

emotions they experience as they happen (as with Nina, Ylva) and afterward 
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(as with Eva). This relation to the present appears to single out the utterances 

as well, since autonomous and accompanying utterances cannot be used in a 

tense other than the present, whereas descriptive utterances could be past and 

future, as well as present. 

4.3.4 Prosodic patterns 

One type of accompanying utterances described above was emotive mainly 

because of the presence of an intonational or prosodic pattern, which seemed 

to stem from and linger with the vocal emotive manifestations of crying. 

There are potentially a vast number of other prosodic contours in the 

material that have escaped my attention. For example, we know from 

previous studies that emphasis, tone of voice, whispering, etc. all have an 

emotive impact on utterances (2.4.6.3). However, I have restricted myself to 

explicitly noting only some of these traits in the transcription, such as whis-

pering, emphasis, and loud speech (3.3.6); however, I do not comment on 

them specifically.  

 What I did notice and comment on instead were three phenomena (apart 

from the accompanying utterances) that came to stand out as emotively 

specific and where I regarded the prosodic patterns as the main reason for 

this interpretation. These phenomena will be described and discussed further, 

and concern teasing mechanisms, code-switching, and baby-talk. 

4.3.4.1 Prosodic teasing 

Teasing in a verbal form is seen in the material from approximately age three 

or whenever the child is proficient enough to manage the prosodic patterns 

together with the characteristic malicious smile and gaze. Speakers are often 

less selective about the words they use in this context since greater 

importance is placed on other linguistic cues. 

 It might be awkward to put teasing among the emotive manifestations 

since it is not entirely clear if, in fact, the person doing the teasing expe-

riences any emotion in particular. On the other hand, the outcome of a teas-

ing session nearly always elicits emotive manifestations in the child 

subjected to the treatment (cf. Tholander & Aronsson, 2002). Although the 

intentions are unclear and there may well be exceptions to this generaliza-

tion, my belief is that a child teasing another child is not herself in a splendid 

mood and that the teasing is used as a way to project whatever emotion she 

is enduring herself onto the other child.  

 There are many instances of teasing in the material but as the common 

traits in them end with the form (where prosodic pattern and facial expres-

sions play the leading part), I will give but one example at this point, leaving 

some of the others for later occasions where the function of teasing is 

discussed further (see 6.3.3).  
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 The example here consists of Klas (3;2) and Richard (2;1) in the begin-

ning of a recording that turns out to be one of the most laden when it comes 

to displays of negative affect. The acting out on Klas‟ behalf lies in his 

constant grabbing of toys Richard is playing with. He seems to be obsessed 

with the task of relieving Richard of artifacts and then placing them outside 

of his reach. No other signs of emotive behavior or activity come from Klas. 

He is not obviously angry, sad or upset, but still there is something nagging 

him or otherwise his behavior would be difficult to comprehend. His verba-

lizations during the interaction are disciplining in nature. He is telling 

Richard that he cannot have this or that and that he is not allowed to do 

something or other. He subsequently turns to teasing as he starts scanning 

“nananana naanaaa,” etc. His verbal behavior then collides with his action 

and intonation patterns when, in line 59, he suddenly interrupts his teasing 

and gives Richard a toy figure, just to concurrently take up teasing him 

again.  

Example 42 

Klas (K, 3;2), Richard (R, 2;1) and me. We are in Klas‟ playroom.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

44    ((Richard produces 

shrieks of 

excitement/joy)) 

45 R: titta eva Eva look  

46    ((Klas comes and sits 

down by the toy and 

starts "showing" 

Richard how it is done. 

Richard backs up)) 

47 R:  pling pling pling pling  

48 K:  titta på de här look at these  

49 K: nä nä no no ((Richard pushes a 

button but Klas takes 

away his hand)) 

50 R:  pling pling  pling pling ((Richard stands up 

and shrieks excitedly)) 

((He shows his tummy, 

then goes to find 

another toy - a ball. 

Klas immediately spots 

it and takes it)) 

51 K:  nä mamma han får inte 

ha den 

no mommy, he can't 

have that 

((Richard finds a box of 

toys and leans over 

that instead, but Klas 
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takes these items 

away from him as well 

and puts them on the 

bed)) 

52 K:  nä nä så får man inte 

göra 

oh no, you don’t do 

that 

 

53    ((Richard stands back 

a little confused or 

hesitant. Klas glances 

at me. Richard goes to 

get a bucket of Lego. 

Klas rushes after him 

and grabs it)) 

54 K:  nej nej inte den ( ) ja 

kan hälla ut den så kan 

vi leka ett bygg 

nono not that one ( ) I'll 

empty it on the floor, 

we can play a build 

[Klas empties the 

bucket on the floor] 

55    [Richard takes the 

empty bucket. Klas is 

fiddling with the stuff 

on the floor] 

56 K:  å den å den å den  and that one and that 

one and that one 

 

57    [Richard is not entirely 

content with the situa-

tion. He looks into the 

empty bucket and then 

at all the stuff in front 

of Klas. Richard makes 

some sounds, but no 

distinct words] 

58 K:  aa blä blä blä blä 

mina gubbar mina 

gubbar blä blä blä jag 

fick alla e gubb 

ha nananananaanaaa 

my guys my guys 

nanana I got all of'em 

guy 

((He sings tauntingly)) 

59  K: varsegod ( ) blä blä 

blä blä 

here you go ( ) 

nanananana 

((Klas hands Richard a 

play figure)) 

 

I would say that this is an example where the teaser is in more of an emotive 

state than the one teased. Although Richard seems puzzled and a bit 

concerned (possibly frightened), he does not do the emotive uptake to Klas‟ 

activities. Instead, he continues to reach for new toys hoping he will find 

something that passes Klas‟ scrutinizing eyes. The teasing itself is 

accomplished through the singing contour as well as the “blä blä…” and the 

statement that Klas has all the figures, i.e., the teasing connects to the non-
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verbal acts preceding it. Possibly Richard‟s refusal to do the uptake on the 

nonverbal behavior “forces” Klas to add the teasing. If this is the case, the 

teasing here emphasizes to the other acts that occur.  

4.3.4.2 Code-switching and baby-talk 

Code-switching could mean both changes of prosodic patterns holding 

between different varieties of the same language (here Swedish) or switching 

between different languages (2.4.6.4). We could possibly stretch the 

description to also include prosodic characteristics holding between varieties 

inside the same regional variety, by this implying subvarieties connected to 

social domains like day nursery (speech patterns and behavior used by the 

children when interaction with fellow children in groups) in contrast to the 

speech patterns of the family (maybe more typical between individuals 

sharing everyday life as well as an emotional history). There are in all five 

children in the material who have the ability to switch between different 

regional varieties of Swedish or different languages, as two of the children 

are partly bilingual. Regional varieties were noted in one of the three child-

ren from a part of Sweden other than Stockholm, whereas there is only one 

instance in which a bilingual child utters a word in her second language 

(Greek).  

 I have used the label baby-talk
42

 in this thesis when referring to prosodic  

patterns like deletion of consonants, one- or two-word utterances, unclear 

speech, etc. that were used by otherwise highly verbal children. That is, the 

child alters her pronunciation and language proficiency to a lower level (i.e., 

regression). Baby-talk should not be confused with the way babies or 

toddlers actually speak, since their specific prosodic contours generally do 

not sound the same, even though they also use characteristic pronunciation 

patterns. As a toddler‟s pronunciation is shaped by the individual child‟s 

level and proficiency, there are no obvious vocal traits characteristics for this 

age group (apart from common problems with consonant clusters, etc.). 

Baby-talk, on the other hand, seems to be delivered in the same way by 

many older children or adults, implying that we have a common 

conceptualization of the traits present in young children‟s speech. To define 

something as baby-talk, I have been guided by the context in which it 

appears, as well as the nonverbal traits following it. These traits are typically 

of a facial and bodily composure that work to resemble a small child in 

terms of vulnerability, etc. 

 As the few code-switching episodes (within Swedish varieties), as well as 

all baby-talk episodes, occurred together with emotive manifestations, I 

included the labels. To illustrate, I chose an example in which both baby-talk 

                                                      
42 Baby-talk is also established as a term in child language literature, see for example, Foster 

(1990), and was previously the term used for Child-Directed Speech, Motherese, etc. (e.g., 

Fernald & Kuhl, 1987). 
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and code-switching is present. It is the triplets who are playing in their bed-

room, constructing a hut of the beds and coverings. The sisters are situated in 

the hut and Samuel, who has been filming with me, now wants to participate 

in the game. Earlier in the recording, there were some conflicts between the 

children, and Molly and Samuel seemed to clash in particular. 

Example 43 

Samuel (S, 4;6), Molly (M, 4;6) and Disa (D; 4;6) in their beds in the bed-

room.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

250 M:  gå ut get out  

251 S:  ska ja gå ut här? should I go out there?  

252 M:  näe gå ut här näe näe 

då blire förstört dumma 

( ) där seru dumma 

noo, get out here noo 

noo you'll mess it up 

stupid ( ) you see 

stupid 

((She is 

crying/whining)) 

253 D:  dumma samuel som 

tar ut alla saker  

stupid Samuel taking 

everything out 

[Spoken in another 

regional variety] 

254 M:  å din dumma skitskalle  you stupid poop head  

255 S:  dudda dudda dudda 

dudda mudda 

duddy duddy muddy 

muddy muddy 

[baby talk] 

256 D:  jaja ja ja yeah yeah  

257    [Molly comes out and 

starts fixing the 

blankets, which have 

fallen to the sides] 

258 D:  dudda sa han duddy he said  

259 S:  dudda dudda  dudda 

( ) dudda 

duddy duddy duddy  

( ) duddy 

[Samuel is looking out 

between the blankets] 

 

I want to note the vocal patterns used to mark some kind of emotive 

presence here. Disa is a bit unclear in her verbal attack on Samuel when she 

comments on him taking stuff out of the hut, since that is not happening (line 

253). Maybe she is just following suit by copying Molly, thus entering 

Molly‟s and Samuel‟s ongoing conflict. One explanation to her code-

switching in the utterance is her personal traits as she is a person who often 

avoids outright conflicts (cf. ex. 6). In this sequence, she alternates between 

being on Molly‟s side and being on Samuel‟s side. Here she sides with her 

sister but might feel awkward about it and thus uses a voice not entirely her 

own. Another possibility is that she code-switches to the dialect used in the 

town where she spent her first years of life because it is connected to her 

early childhood. As with “mommy” invocations, there could be a tendency 

to regress to earlier phases when sad or upset. One factor supporting this 
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view is that Samuel in the next line speaks baby-talk, possibly copying her 

intention and feelings of uncertainty (for further discussion on the conta-

gious nature of vocal traits see 6.3.4.1). The theme continues as Disa on line 

258 emphasizes to Molly that Samuel said “duddy,” which is considered 

baby-talk. Is she trying to mediate and make Molly less hostile toward the 

brother? I would say yes.  

4.3.5 Conclusions 

The study of emotive utterances is a field of study in and of itself. My 

contribution here is to point out the layers of linguistic awareness and/or use. 

Autonomous utterances create one such layer, and one that I regard as 

embodied in a literal sense. Accompanying and descriptive utterances are 

two additional layers that relate to emotions in different ways. 

 Autonomous utterances are in many ways similar to the nonverbal 

emotive manifestations. Using the same terminology I would say that 

“nej”/“no,” “mamma”/“mommy” and “dumma”/“silly” are unrestricted in 

that they are not consciously elaborated on but are rather direct verbal 

enactments of an emotion. This, however, is only one of the functions these 

words are put to – as the child turns wholeheartedly linguistic she will also 

use them for referential or descriptive purposes. By definition, invectives 

like “stupid x” keep an emotive connotation throughout. Probably the best 

way to describe them is as two kinds, where one turns into the conventional 

invectives, expletives, interjections, etc.
43

 The other form, labeled “personal” 

for now, contains utterances like “mommy” that can be used as an invocation 

throughout life. Some uses of rejection “no” probably belong here as well. 

However, there are likely to be other words used in similar emotive ways 

too, such as affectionate labels for significant others, exclamations, etc.   

 I believe descriptive emotive utterances to be our cognitive path to emo-

tional experiences in interaction. It is through labeling, descriptive and 

elaborated language, including emotion terms (like anger, sad, happy) and 

phrases (“I feel...”) that we manage to grasp, understand and handle our 

emotions in social interactions. Preverbal and young children cannot use 

language in this sense, but the autonomous utterances constitute the begin-

ning of a development. Descriptive utterances in general would be a 

straightforward way of relating and dealing with emotions experienced since 

they actually bring them to the fore by labeling them. By elaborating on the 

words, a process of distancing might further take place. Supporting this is 

the fact that when children in the material used descriptive utterances they 

afterwards left the emotive stance. At least this is the case in the negative 

emotive exchanges seen above (Ylva, Eva). Nina‟s case is different in that it 

                                                      
43 “Conventional” has been used in other framings of emotional language (Planalp & Knie, 

2002); however, their notion differs from the application of the term here. 
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is a descriptive utterance that connects to positive emotions. As I stated in 

the discussion of the example, she uses these words in order to handle her 

struggle with pride and self-consciousness. In other words, what she is doing 

is facework, which can be seen as a social tool for handling the transgression 

between emotions and social considerations (see 7.4.3.3 for further 

discussion). However, the descriptive emotive utterances of the material are 

few, implying either that the children have not yet started to use them 

regularly or that Swedish people in general do not topicalize (own) emotions 

and experiences by naming them. If the latter, children would not come 

across these utterances in their surrounding and would therefore not use 

them a lot themselves.  

 As for the accompanying utterances, they make up the path connecting 

autonomous with descriptive. By path I mean that as children go from self-

expressions of an autonomous character to descriptive uses of emotive 

language, they begin by using verbalizations in situations where they pre-

viously have acted only nonverbally. Children know the nonverbal expres-

sions, and as they also start to master language they will reach a point when 

these expressive means begin to merge. Recalling the discussion in 2.4.6.1 

(p. 77), Bloom (1993) claimed that children in the beginning of language 

acquisition tend to verbalize after emotive expressions of a nonverbal kind, 

rather than simultaneously. Bloom further concluded that children continue 

to express their emotions nonverbally and that their verbalizations addressed 

what the emotions were about rather than the emotions themselves. This was 

so, said Bloom, since the mothers‟ continued to interpret and respond to the 

children‟s nonverbal displays in an accurate manner, i.e., the child had no 

incentive to leave the nonverbal mode and become verbal. I believe Bloom 

was right in this interpretation; however, the age of the studied children were 

0;9 to 2;6. Older children and adults cannot rely on people interpreting them 

favorably as they throw objects, cry and scream. Instead they are required to 

verbalize not only the causes, needs and desires they have, but also the actual 

emotions. As I regard them now, I believe there are two sorts of 

accompanying utterances, where one is mainly unrestricted and the other a 

mainly recipient-sensitive pragmatic one. In the first case, the prosodic 

pattern is the fundamental structure that renders the specific wordings unim-

portant. This description would also explain adult utterances that come 

through as emotive although the words themselves state something else or 

even the opposite (“I‟m not irritated, but…”). My speculation regarding this 

kind of accompanying utterances is that as children enter the toddler phase, 

the demands from the parents move ahead concurrently as the child‟s own 

verbal fluency incites her to use language in situations where she previously 

did not. What will happen is that the nonverbal emotive manifestations will 

start to be accompanied by verbal utterances denoting the particular feeling 

and/or the nonverbal act conveying this feeling (e.g., seen in Richard‟s 

astonished comment accompanying his own nonverbal throwing act). 
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 As for the other kind of accompanying utterances, they are socialized 

ways of handling facework, as children start adding phrases to their non-

verbal actions. This can be done in an emotive sense and in accordance with 

one‟s feelings (like when Klas gives Richard a toy, or Ylva gives Astrid all 

her Barbie dolls). But it can also be done regardless of emotions, as people 

(and I believe we would have to turn to adults to see this in frequent 

practice) simply go through the motions of facework rituals and social 

considerations using specific phrasings, e.g., “be my guest,” “thank you,” 

etc. (see chapter 7). 

 Applying the same labels as for nonverbal manifestations, we could see 

verbal utterances as mainly unrestricted or recipient-sensitive too. This 

would mean that the utterances that I have called autonomous would belong 

to the unrestricted emotive, whereas many of the descriptive would be 

recipient-sensitive. That is they would follow the sociolinguistic rules of 

interaction where notions such as facework, politeness, settings, participants, 

etc. play a part for the actual phrasing of an utterance. Where the accompa-

nying utterances belong is more uncertain. The prosodic traits that character-

ize them like the autonomous utterances, are in present tense by definition. 

This probably means that they are more emotive than recipient-sensitive; 

however, further investigations would have to look into this. A working 

model could look like Fig.4-3. below.  
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Figure 4-3. Emotive utterances and their relations to „functions‟. 

 

Concerning prosodic patterns, previous studies report that children use loud 

speech when objecting and correcting others (see 2.4.6.3). This was also the 

case in this study, and the remaining chapters will show children whispering 

when feeling timid or turning away mumbling when uttering sentences 
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containing sensitive material of some sort (e.g., ex. 81). The use of baby-talk 

has previously been reported to occur when children speak about a baby 

(Weeks, 1971; Foster, 1990). I encountered no such examples in my 

material, but I have instead used the term “baby-talk” to cover children‟s use 

of specific prosodic traits as they act like babies. However, the two uses do 

not exclude one another.  

  

4.4 Concluding remarks 

The question posed in the introduction and relating to this chapter was 

“What types of emotive expressions do children use?” What I found in my 

attempts at answering this was that the intention of capturing the raw 

material of emotive expressions, i.e., the sheer expressions, for the most part, 

turned out to be impossible. There are not many expressions that in and of 

themselves express a particular emotion,
44

 although being clearly emotive in 

character. The context is needed for a useful interpretation. This means that 

this chapter, which was intended to be as clean as possible from contextual 

information and interpretations, nevertheless became rather full of them. 

However, some expressions were easier than others to read directly from the 

child‟s body or face than were others. These were the embodied and directed 

manifestations. This would be because these manifestations make use of the 

whole body as well as an interlocutor (and sometimes an object), that is the 

context is fixed. Emblems and locomotive acts were also obvious, but in 

these cases, the context was indispensable in order to understand what the 

intention behind the act was. Even tongue protrusion can be performed with-

out conveying mockery or anger. Facial displays depend on context even 

more, as evident in my attempt to explain what made some smiles different 

from others. Rephrasing the initial question for future research therefore 

renders the following question: When is an expression emotive? 

 As discussed in 2.4.1, there are divergent opinions in the field of emo-

tional studies. Some have the starting point of emotions being universal, 

innate entities that are slightly adaptable by the use of display rules (Ekman 

et al.); others argue that they are mainly social–cognitive appraisal-systems 

that, innate or not, are culturally defined and governed by cognition (Oatley, 

among others.) Lately an approach has been to move towards a synthesis, 

and a number of articles have been written on the subject (e.g., Johnson-

Laird & Oatley, 2000; Lewis, 2000). I believe this movement to be on the 

right track. In fact, it is quite possible to reconciliate the different 

perspectives of research. For example, emotional states are innate and 

                                                      
44 At least this is the case when basing them on ocular judgments. Ekman and Friesen (1978) 

and others have developed fine-tuned descriptions of facial muscles and their involvement in 

emotive expressions, and there are phonetic studies that can trace and describe details in a 

way not possible if unaided by technology. 
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neurological in their nature, and they are probably also endowed in humans 

and other vertebrates through evolutionary processes. They obviously serve 

a purpose, like attracting the attention of caregivers, etc., and I would place 

the unrestricted expressions in this compartment. However, there might also 

be other purposes the means are put to that could differ from those employed 

thousands of years ago. Allowing for this possibility opens up for 

constructivist views on social adaptation and socialization. Here we would 

find expressions that are used as means, i.e., the recipient-sensitive ones, like 

dry-crying and emblems. As these expressions are symbolic in another way, 

they relate in a direct way to the responses they get. Cultural differences in 

responses would thus bring forth different expressive means, although the 

unrestricted emotive expressions would constitute the common base. 

 That there exists such a common base is supported by the growing 

evidence for neurological states being connected in a very direct sense to 

emotional experiences and actions (e.g., LeDoux, 1998; Panksepp, 2001; 

Damasio, 1994). Emotions are built-in devices or routes of the human body 

and mind that influence all cognitive levels of consciousness. Emotional 

elicitors, the stimuli that cause emotional experiences, can further be of both 

a socialized, developmental, cognitive nature and a biological, evolutionary-

inherited one. Emotional experiences can be viewed as cognitive in some 

parts and automatically derived in other parts. Finally, in the area of emotive 

expressions where evolutionary oriented researchers have conducted many 

studies on facial expressions and their universality (Ekman, 1973; Ekman & 

Friesen, 1969), social constructivists have put a major research effort into 

studies on another area of emotional expressions: language. It is plausible 

that the uses of language open up new ways of transmitting and negotiating 

emotions in everyday life (see 2.2.1.3). Differences not noticeable when 

studying emotive expressions in faces might be enhanced when conducting 

language-oriented research connected to emotions. In the same way as we 

can have emotional experiences without actually lamenting upon them, we 

can display and interpret facial (and bodily) expressions without giving it 

much thought (see Fridlund, 1997). When asked about language meaning, 

and when scrutinizing speech patterns, another complexity become apparent. 

Language is not entailed at birth in the sense emotional states seem to be. 

We learn the language of our surrounding while interacting with it. Thus, I 

presume we are open to the possibility of learning different linguistic ways 

of expressing and handling the emotions that we face and experience in a 

way that is not possible for learning emotional states as such (e.g., Alvarado 

& Jameson, 2002).  

 Both universalists and cognitivists agree on the existence of display rules, 

and that these in some way influence how and when emotions are expressed. 

Relating unrestricted and recipient-sensitive expressions from this study to 

display rules, I have to conclude that some expressions appeared to be 

attempts to disguise some other expression (ambiguous smiles, ex. 3, 83; 
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attempts to inhibit smiling, ex. 1). However, these did not fully succeed as 

they came through as odd or inappropriate in some way. In the same way, 

what I have described as recipient-sensitive expressions would not have 

become apparent had I not interpreted something as missing in the emotive 

expressions. For example, what marks dry-crying and recipient-sensitive 

smiles is a lack of tears and lack of eye-muscle contractions, respectively. 

Display rules are thus present as attempts, or guides to how and when an 

expression is used, but for preschool children, at least, I would question the 

success rate of these attempts. Lewis, Stranger, and Sullivan (1989; 2.4.2) 

argued that children from the age of two-and-a-half could lie successfully 

through both verbal and nonverbal (facial) expressions. In naturalistic 

settings like mine, I would obviously not notice such events if they were 

successful; however, judging from the display attempts I did notice, one 

reason for fake expressions being apparent was the eye contact with the child 

in question. Voice qualities could be another potential decisive marker for 

verbal expressions. Expressions working on different layers of consciousness 

yield them more or less difficult to control. Eyes and prosody appear to be 

two areas harder to alter than others. 

  The assumption of Lewis and Michalson (1983) was that emotional states 

being as separate entities early in life, then later come to have a one-to-one 

correspondence and still later grow apart again and open up the possibility 

for faking emotive expressions. I could not detect anything in line with this 

in the children‟s expressions. There were both younger (Nina, 2;6) and older 

(Astrid, 4;11) children attempting to mask expressions, and neither their 

attempts nor their success appeared related to their age. As I regard this, the 

children of this study all belonged to the same phase – if there is such a thing 

– in that they both appeared to have a one-to-one correspondence between 

emotions and expressions, and they made attempts to alter these expressions 

in their interaction with onlooking adults. Presuming Lewis and Michalson 

were right, the children in this study have already left the first phase in 

which emotions and expressions are separated entities, and possibly also the 

second as, apart from using expressions as self-expressions, they use them as 

means to reach specific goals, which is the topic of next chapter. 
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5 Emotive expressions as goals and means 

5.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, I illustrated the more common emotive expressions 

in the material. In this chapter, the aim is to explore how and when emotive 

manifestations and utterances come into play in the interaction.  

 I found that the strategies used by children to achieve goals like attracting 

the parents‟ attention, getting help, etc. often occurred in the same sequences 

that contained emotive expressions. If not as a first choice, the emotive 

expression will come as reinforcement. For example, a child wanting to get 

ahold of something in the refrigerator might point to it and utter a word like 

“milk.” If the intended parent does not respond or responds with a rejection, 

a likely outcome will be that the child adds crying, whining, or shrieking, 

throws herself at the floor or simply protrudes her lower lip, thus attaining a 

sullen look of neglect and mistreatment. 

 In the first part of the chapter the focus is on the children in the study 

(5.2). I will illustrate how emotive manifestations and utterances are used as 

means enabling the child to reach goals such as aid-seeking (5.2.1); proxim-

ity/ contact/consolation (5.2.2); praise (5.2.3); and protest (5.2.4). The 

second part illustrates the expressions of the parents (5.3). These are not 

necessarily emotive utterances in themselves but have been chosen because 

they constitute the responses to emotive utterances and manifestations, i.e., 

the parents make up the feedback a child receives on her pragmatic acts. I 

have focused on, and as such have labeled, some of the more common 

forms, ending up with the following categories: reprimands (5.3.3), comforts 

(5.3.4), praise (5.3.5), and mediation (5.3.6). Preceding these is a section 

dealing with general tendencies (5.3.1-2) as speaking about or for children; 

effects of age; and multi-leveled interactional encounters (where more than 

one parent is involved). 

 A point already made but important to emphasize here is that the strategic 

uses of emotive manifestations do not interfere with genuine experiences of 

emotions in any way, and I will not try to disentangle whether a child 

experiences the emotion interpreted by the onlooker, or if she enacts the 

display without emotional experiences of exactly the same caliber – or none 

at all. 
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5.2 Child – adult interaction 

I have treated child–adult interaction separately from child–child interaction 

(see chapter 6), since responses from adults differ from those received from 

other children. It is likely that the pragmatic acts used by children differ as 

well, or will differ over time, as children come to realize the differences 

entailed in their interlocutors. One early such example is that young children 

do not turn to other children for help but seek out a parent.  

5.2.1 Aid-seeking 

By the term “aid-seeking” I refer to instances when children used emotive 

expressions of any kind (both verbal and nonverbal) in order to get the 

parent to help them. I have not made any distinctions as to what the child is 

seeking aid for as long as the means used were of an emotive kind. Aid-

seeking was a very common form of goal-directed behavior where emotive 

expressions were used by the children. This was particularly the case with 

the younger children, but even older children used emotive expressions when 

turning to their parents for aid in small as well as big matters. With the aim 

of giving some structure to the examples following, I have divided them 

according to the means employed by the child. Firstly, I turn to some pre-

dominantly nonverbal and vocal emotive-pragmatic acts, and then I continue 

to the verbal ones.  

5.2.1.1 Nonverbal and vocal means 

To illustrate the nonverbal and vocal means of seeking aid, I have chosen 

three examples from the same recording that also follow each other closely 

in time. We have already encountered dry-crying and have given the pheno-

menon some consideration (see 4.2.2.2). Here I explore this behavior more 

fully and ponder the relationship between vocalizations, verbalizations and 

nonverbal enactments with respect to their combined or separate effects on 

the environment around the child. 

 The sequences below show how the means used to seek aid vary even 

though the goal remains the same. In the first (ex. 44), there is dry-crying 

combined with a “mommy” utterance. In the second example (ex. 45), 

whining is used, followed by a verbal request, and in the third (ex. 46), all 

the previous manifestations is used, plus a gesture denoting helplessness.  

 Nina (2;3) and her mother have just had a period in which there have 

been some misunderstandings between them (see ex. 16, 55, 58). Nina has 

been sad and disappointed and is now sitting at the table reluctantly drawing 

in a magazine.  
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Example 44 

Nina (N, 2;3), Erik (0;9) and their mother (G) at their dinner table. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

286    ((Nina is chewing on 

Erik's spoon, Erik is 

tearing her stuff down 

on the floor)) 

287 G:  nu åkte din tidning now your magazine fell [She looks at the 

magazine] 

288 N:  mamma  mommy ((Nina starts dry- 

crying)) 

289 G: ska ja ta upp den? you want me to pick it 

up? 

[picks the magazine 

up] 

 

A common enough reaction to dry-crying children was that the adult did 

whatever was expected of her (for example, lifting the child up when she 

stands in front of the adult with arms stretched out dry-crying). That is, the 

setting was a familiar one and the parent interpreted the child‟s act as a 

pragmatic one, and thus performed the uptake part. The response act can be 

accompanied either by silence or by a verbalization connected to the 

performing act, as seen in the example where the mother asks, “ska ja ta upp 

den?” (“You want me to pick it up?” on line 289), while concurrently 

bending down and performing the required or expected aid. Other verbal 

possibilities are to respond as if the demand had been verbal itself and, for 

example, state, “No you have to pick it up yourself,” or to ask for a clarifi-

cation: “What do you want me to do?” A function accompanied by verbali-

zation of the response (other than illustrating that the nonverbal and vocal 

manifestations in adult–child interactions are treated on the same communic-

ative level as verbal ones) would be to incorporate the child in the verbal 

world of conduct (cf. training of negations 2.3.2.4). The goal from the 

perspective of the adult, even though it is probably taking place on a lower 

level of consciousness, could be to make the child understand that matters 

like these are to be handled verbally and that the era of dry-crying has to 

come to an end. Older children sometimes whine and grunt when frustrated 

but the type of dry-crying seen above is not present in the older children in 

the material. If an older child would want to have help picking up objects, 

they would probably verbalize the request. 

 The next example, following right after the first in time, illustrates how 

Nina reacts when the mother refuses to respond to her vocal complaints. It 

further illustrates the difficulty of connecting displays with specific emotions 

or intentions in the child. 
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Example 45  

Nina (N, 2;3), Erik (0;9) and their mother (G).  

 

  Swedish English Context 

300    ((Nina drops her spoon 

or something similar on 

the floor and whines)) 

301 G: va har du i håret erik? what's that in your hair 

Erik? 

 

302 N: mamma ta upp den mommy pick it up  

303 G: skeden? the spoon?  

304 N: mm mm  

305 G: varsego  there you go [She passes the spoon 

across the table to 

Nina] 

 

As Nina does not receive the expected response to her vocal whining (line 

300), she turns more explicit and verbal as she says, “mamma ta upp den” 

(“Mommy pick it up” on line 302). She is reformulating herself or switches 

channels from vocal to verbal. What is more, she changes her tone of voice 

and appearance from sullen and dissatisfied to more cooperative and content. 

  Another typical means in order to attract attention and aid is by using the 

“mommy” verbalization, discussed in the previous chapter. There I distin-

guished between three kinds of “mommy” use in which one was referential, 

another was used as an attention-attracter, and the third use was as an 

invocation. The middle one, but sometimes the others also, can be seen as a 

pragmatic act with the goal of summoning the mother, attracting her atten-

tion, and achieving her sympathy and help. Below, Nina is using “mommy” 

in two slightly different ways.   

 Nina is frustrated and whimpering having just received a magazine from 

her mother. The mother is occupied with feeding Nina‟s younger brother and 

concurrently talking on the phone. 

Example 46 

Nina (N, 2;3), Erik (0;9) and their mother (G) in the kitchen at their place.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

319 N: mamma mamma 

mamma mamma 

mommy mommy 

mommy mommy 

[The mother keeps 

talking and Nina 

continues with her 

magazine] 

320 G: det finns mer 

klistermärken på 

baksidan nina 

there are more stickers 

on the back Nina 

[The mother has now 

hung up the phone] 
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321 N: aa men var? yeah but where?  

322 G: här finns de här också 

( ) akta ta bort 

tidningen annars tar 

erik den av dej 

here are those ones 

over there too ( ) mind 

the paper or Erik'll take 

it from you 

 

323 N: mamma  mommy ((She starts dry- 

crying/whining, 

helplessly waving her 

hands as she cannot 

find the pictures)) 

324 G: här öh nä me men lägg 

ner den iställe 

her uh no bbut put it 

down instead 

((She takes the 

magazine and flips to 

the right page)) 

325    ((The magazine closes 

again and Nina starts 

dry-crying)) 

326 G: åh oh  

327 N: mamma mamma  mommy mommy [The magazine falls on 

the floor] 

328 G: jaa vet du var man kan 

sätta dom mer?  

yeah you know where 

else you can put'em? 

[She picks the 

magazine up] 

329 N: mm mm  

330 G: här kan man sätta dom you can put'em here  

331 N: men va e den andra but where's the other 

one 

((She whines)) 

332    [The mother sorts her 

out and then continues 

to feed Erik] 

 

Nina starts out with four repetitions of “mamma” (line 319), an utterance 

interpretable due to the participants‟ joint relation and past. Nina wants to 

attract her mother‟s attention and make her see that she is in need. The latter 

“mamma” (line 323) merges with vocal, as well as nonverbal acts of 

helplessness and despair. The second turn can be regarded as a fortification 

and emphasis of the first, which did not yield the wanted response. Her 

gesture with her hands resembles a baby waving its arms and creates an 

impression of someone little and helpless, an act I would regard as regressive 

had she been a bit older. The third “mamma” x 2 (line 327) resembles the 

second but without any nonverbal moves. 

5.2.1.2 Verbal means 

There are also verbal examples of eliciting aid, where a child utters her 

needs and wants explicitly. Ylva below gives an example. The incidents 

leading to this scene have been highly emotional, and Ylva and her sister 
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have been crying. In that encounter Ylva was the one receiving most support 

from the mother, and she now seems self-assured and content, although she 

continues sobbing for some time. 

Example 47 

Ylva (Y, 3;2), Astrid (A, 4;11), their father (V) and mother (H), and me (T). 

We are in the kitchen and the children are about to start painting again.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

502 Y: pappa jag vill göra en 

likadan ( ) nu gör ja en 

xx 

daddy, I wanna make 

another one like that ( ) 

I'm gonna make one 

now xx 

 

503 T: gör du ett nytt hjärta? you're making a new 

heart? 

 

504 Y: ja yeah  

505 V: nu vare bra å filma now's a good time to 

film 

 

506 T: mm mhm ((The father laughs a 

little)) 

507 Y: ja ska faktist ha ett 

rosa hjärta  

I'm gonna have a pink 

heart actually 

 

((She is no longer 

crying, but her voice 

is tearful/whiny)) 

508 T: jaa yeah  

509  Y: mamma måste hjälpa 

mej ( ) mamma 

mommy has to help 

me ( ) mommy 

[the mother enters the 

room] 

510 H: ska vi börja me å tvätta 

den här röda färgen då 

you wanna start by 

washing this red paint 

then 

 

 

After an argument between children, the one getting the upper hand after the 

intervention of at least one of the parents can subside on that victory for 

some time. All interactional moves after a “success” will be interpreted 

favorably. This can be seen in the favored child‟s appearance and also in the 

specific phrasing used. In the example above, Ylva is still sobbing a bit but 

her appearance is somewhat content and satisfied. The sobbing and 

whimpering can here be used to prolong or remind the others of what has 

just occurred and who is to be consoled. Ylva also indicates this by 

demanding that the mother has to help her, i.e., she appears secure in her 

interpretation that this is also what will happen. 

 An example of aid-seeking from an older child is Disa‟s below. The 

situation at hand is the following: Samuel, Molly and Disa have dressed up 

in masquerade costumes, and now Samuel and Molly have taken the 

mother‟s makeup in order to undergo a transformation. While the children 
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are in the bathroom the mother is sitting in a sofa in the adjacent room, 

reading a book and feeding the babies, Ulrika and Lina, off and on (0;10). At 

the children‟s first request to borrow the makeup the mother replies no. 

Samuel and Molly do not pay much attention to this, but Disa clearly 

expresses a wish to obey the mother while also wanting to join her siblings.  

Example 48 

Disa (D, 5;2), Samuel (S, 5;2), Molly (M, 5;2) and their mother (F). Their 

babysister Ulrika (0;10) is occasionally heard on the recording. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

128 S:  nä men ja måste måla i 

mitt ansikte för ja ska 

va nån annan 

noo, but I have to paint 

my face, coz  I'm 

gonna be somebody 

else 

[Samuel is pleading to 

his mother] 

129 F:  näe no  

130 S:  snälla please  

- -    

134    [The children are in the 

bathroom picking out 

colors] 

- -    

136 F:  näe ingen får måla sej 

näj näj 

noo nobody can paint 

themselves no no 

[the mother repeats 

her no] 

- -    

148 D:  va håller ni på me å 

målar nej NEJ NEJ 

what are you painting 

on, no NONO 

 

((She lifts Ulrika away)) 

149 S: vi målar oss nu så att 

vi ser ut som nån 

annan 

we paint ourselves 

now so that we look 

like somebody else 

 

150 M:  näe du får inte spilla nu 

ja 

no you can't spill it 

now, I 

 

151 D: nu håller molly å 

samuel på å målar sej 

Molly and Samuel are 

painting themselves 

now 

((She runs out to her 

mother)) 

152 F:  jaha ja tyckte ja sa nej really, I thought I 

told'em no 

 

153 D:  MAMMA SA NEJ att ni 

inte fick måla er 

MOMMY SAID NO 

mommy said you 

couldn't paint your-

selves 

((She runs back into 

the bathroom)) 

154 M:  jamen xx yeah but xxx  

- -    

157 T:  molly fick ni måla er? Molly, were you  
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allowed to paint 

yourselves? 

158 D:  näe de fick dom inte 

för mamma dom fick 

inte måla sej för sin 

mamma dom fick 

faktist inte måla sej för 

sin mamma de fick 

dom inte  

no mommy said they 

couldn't they couldn't 

paint themselves, coz 

their mommy said so, 

they really couldn't 

paint themselves, coz 

their mommy said so, 

they couldn't 

 

 

 

 

 

[The last words spoken 

are in another regional 

variety] 

159 D: nu börjar dom å måla 

å måla mamma om 

dom får vill ja också 

måla mej 

now they're starting 

to paint and paint, 

mommy if they’re 

allowed to I wanna 

paint myself too 

 

160 F:  men dom får ju inte 

måla 

but they aren‟t allowed 

to paint 

 

161 D:  ååå men dom gjorde 

ju de då vill ja 

OCKSÅ måla mej 

oooh, but they did it, 

then I wanna paint 

myself TOO 

 

162 F:  ja du får måla dej lika 

lite som dom får måla 

sej 

yeah you get to paint 

yourself just as little as 

they get to paint them-

selves 

 

163 D: lika just as  [disa runs to the bath-

room where she starts 

to pick among the 

makeup, without 

painting herself] 

164 D: ja måste ha svamp I need spunge  

- -    

167    ((disa runs out to the 

mother again, 

whimpering)) 

168 D:  samuel smörjer in sej 

på läpparna 

Samuel's smearing 

his lips 

 

169 F:  mm xx men de får han 

inte men de får dom ju 

inte eller hur 

mm xx he can't do that 

but they can't do that 

right 

 

- -    

179 D:  seru dom har målat 

sej  

see, they painted 

themselves 

((whining)) 

180 D: JA VILL INTE I DON'T WANNA ((She leaves the bath-

room,  goes into her 
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room and lies down 

on the bed))    

181 T:  va ere disa? what‟s the matter 

Disa? 

 

182 D:  ja vill inte  I don't wanna ((She pulls the 

blanket over her 

head)) 

183 T:  va vill du inte? ( ) you don't want what?( )   

184 T:  va vill du inte? ( ) hallå you don't want what?  

( ) hello 

 

 

Disa wants aid from her mother, as I interpret her behavior. She tries to 

achieve this through verbalizing to the mother and by explaining what is 

going on in the bathroom. Then come a few turns with Disa running back 

and forth between the mother and the siblings (153-179). The goal here is 

likely to be to put an end to the conflict Disa is experiencing, either by the 

siblings leaving the bathroom or by the mother giving Disa the permission to 

join them. As neither of this happens, Disa gets more and more upset, 

something that can be seen in that she starts to whimper (line 167, and 179), 

the state of agitation expressed through her running back and forth, as well 

as her final retreat under the covers.  At one point, she starts taking makeup 

and prepares to put it on, then drops it and returns to her mother. The reason 

for this apparent change probably lies in the difficult sentence construction 

the mother uses on line 162, an utterance that Disa at first interprets as “It is 

okay for you to use makeup,” and then, starting to do this, the correct parsing 

of the utterance becomes apparent to her, and she stops instantly. Finally, 

Disa seems to be in a position where she realizes that she is not going to get 

the help she needs, and she leaves, performs a locomotive act and takes 

shelter in her bed. On her way there, she verbalizes “ja vill inte” (“I don‟t 

want,” line 180), which at first seems uttered to herself, and then again as I 

pose my question “va era disa?” (line 182; cf. the discussion of the “no” 

utterance 4.3.1.2).  

 On line 158, Disa describes the sibling‟s activities as a response to my 

question to her sister, “molly fick ni måla er?” (“Did you get to paint your-

self?”), and she concludes that they were not, and then adds that if they do 

she wants to as well. The prosodic difference comes in the utterance‟s last 

clause, where, for the fourth time in that same utterance, she repeats “de fick 

dom inte” (“They couldn‟t”). It is an emphasis of the ban on the use of 

makeup, and it is delivered in the dialect her father was born into and which 

she herself had as her first spoken vernacular. However, at this point in time, 

they have been living in many different places, and it has been a number of 

years since she lived there herself. I do not pretend to have an answer to why 

the other dialect suddenly surfaces at this point, but I believe the answer 

would be found in the realm of emotionality. As is seen in other examples 
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(ex. 44), code-switching in this sibling group co-occurs with emotionally- 

intense activities. However, this is not a strategic use in the same sense as 

baby-talk can be argued to be (see below), since it is unclear how it would 

relate to any goal in particular. Studies on code-switching in general have 

been able to show different realms of reality to be connected to different 

linguistic varieties (2.4.6.4). The example here is probably illustrating 

something of this. 

 Disa is 5;2, and this is likely to be an explanation for her aid-seeking 

taking on other forms than that of a younger child. For example, even though 

she uses the same kind of emotive manifestations as means, she does not 

direct them straightforwardly to her mother. Or from another perspective: 

The mother does not do the uptake to the emotive manifestations in the same 

way as parents tend to respond to younger children‟s aid-seeking attempts. 

Comparing the situation in the examples with Nina (2;3) above, we see that 

her expressions were more nonverbal than verbal, and further, this was 

enough to bring about some help from the mother. Disa, on the other hand, is 

more verbal and possibly only verbal when turning to the mother, but the 

emotive nonverbal manifestations are present as well. This could mean that 

the vocalizations (whimpering and code-switching) and the nonverbal acts 

(locomotion and covering herself with a bedcover) remain as her expressions 

of an inner emotive state, but in order to get the needs across to the mother, 

she uses language. 

5.2.2 Proximity, contact, and consolation 

In this section I have gathered some examples where a child seems to be 

striving towards contact with a parent – or me – by the use of an emotive 

expression. It could be due to a need of physical closeness (ex. 49); an act 

soliciting contact and interaction (ex. 50); or a need of sympathy and 

consolation (ex. 51). Although there may be quite different emotional 

experiences or states connected to these examples, I have put them together 

due to the difficulty in stating the specific need the child tries to see to when 

conducting the emotive act. Another reason is that there are examples like 

these in the material that seem important in some way but that do not 

assemble nicely into given categories or clusters. Still wanting to include 

them, I have used wide-spectrum headings.   

5.2.2.1 Nonverbal means 

One way of framing to attain contact and sympathy is through physical 

closeness. Children of all ages need to be close to parents and often achieve 

this through cuddling up in a parent‟s lap while reading a book, watching 

TV, etc. Below we see Astrid approaching her mother, who is sitting on a 

chair. Astrid is a rather big girl for her age, but she manages to cuddle and 

hug her mother when placed in her lap. 
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Example 49 

Astrid (A, 5;10) and her mother (H) in their kitchen. Her younger sister Ylva 

(Y, 4;2) is present as well. They have been drawing at the table as Astrid 

leaves her chair and goes to sit in her mother‟s lap. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

237 A: ja då ska ja va breve 

dej? 

what about me, do I go 

next to you? 

[Referring to a drawing 

Ylva's making] 

238 Y: ja yes  

239 H: xx xx ((Astrid goes to her 

mother and hugs her, 

placing herself on 

her knees)) 

- -    

241 A: xx xx [Astrid leaves her 

mother knees but 

remains close to her] 

242: H: va skulle du leka me? what were you gonna 

play with? 

[Directed at Astrid] 

 

Astrid is fueling proximity and love, as well as expressing it, as she hugs her 

mother and climbs into her lap. The mother responds and hugs her back 

before ending that particular phase of the sequence by asking Astrid what 

she should do now (i.e., instead of what she is doing now). 

 Children, as well as adults, use emotive manifestations in order to make 

contact with people, and a first, friendly approach is often accompanied by a 

tentative smile. This is something relating to social events and meetings 

more than the previous and following examples, which instead are typical of 

the close, intimate sphere shared with family and close friends (se 2.4.6.4). 

The social dimensions in the recordings are therefore all connected to my 

person, being the only “stranger” present. Although children use different 

ways to make contact with me, and respond differently to my contact-

seeking, one commonality in both situations is the smile. 

 In the example below, a recording session has just started, the first one at 

that, and the mother and I have been sitting in the kitchen for some time 

chatting. Samuel is curious about my presence and keen to establish contact. 

This is done by nonverbal means mainly and succeeds after some persis-

tence. 
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Example 50 

Samuel (S, 4;6), Disa (D, 4;6), their mother (F) and me (T) at the dinner 

table in the kitchen. Samuel has a glass of lemonade in front of him. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

2 S:  se man ser inte botten look, you can't see the 

bottom 

((He looks at me and 

smiles)) 

3  S: man ser inte botten när 

man tittar ( ) näe man 

ser inte botten 

you can't see the 

bottom when you're 

looking ( ) no, you can't 

see the bottom 

[he looks into his glass 

of lemonade] 

4 F:  xxx ere säkert att du 

inte ska ha disa? 

xxx are you sure you 

don't want any Disa? 

 

5 D:  mm  mm [She comes walking 

towards the table from 

the kitchen counter] 

6 F:  för då äter ja upp din 

pizza 

coz then I'm gonna eat 

your pizza 

 

7 D:  nähä ( ) namnamanm  na'a ( ) yumyumyum [She eats a pizza] 

8 S:  mamm  yaaaum ((He is smiling and 

goofing around with 

his hands over his 

mouth while looking 

at me)) 

9 T:  vad brukar ni göra med 

filmerna har ni gjort nåt 

redigerat eller gjort nåt 

eller ni bara samlar in? 

what do you do with 

the films, have you 

edited anything or are 

you just collecting? 

[Said to the mother] 

10 F:  mm xx just nu ligger 

dom i bankfacket 

mm xx right now 

they're in the safe-

deposit box 

[The camera is on 

Samuel again, who is 

looking at me and 

drinking lemonade] 

11 S:  mm mm mm mm [The sound comes as I 

turn away the camera] 

12 T:  ja ser dej hörru hey, I can see you ((Said to Samuel, 

laughing)) 

 

Samuel is goofing around, making faces and all the while keeping track of 

me. I note him but continue for some time with my interaction with his 

mother. However, I eventually start to laugh and acknowledge his attempts, 

which I also verbalize (line 12).  
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5.2.2.2 Vocal and verbal means 

Consolation was one of the more frequent objectives seen in the material, at 

least with the younger children. It was also an objective where all kinds of 

emotive expressions were used. In the example below we encounter Klas in 

need of consolation, as well as his mother‟s attention and care, using a 

falling object as the triggering factor. The situation is this: The mothers are 

assembled around the dinner table at which Richard and Eva are seated as 

well. Klas remains on the floor and makes some attempts at getting the 

mother‟s attention. She does not respond and then the following happens.  

Example 51 

Klas (K, 3;2), his mother (C) and Richard‟s mother (Å) in the kitchen at 

Klas‟ home.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

351 K:  jag vill sitta där inne I wanna sit in there [He turns to Åsa] 

352 C:  eller också ere som 

östen hade en teori att 

det är ju vi som tittar å 

pekar 

or it could be like 

Östen's  theory that 

we're really the ones 

looking and pointing 

[The mothers are 

involved in a 

conversation with each 

other] 

353 K: ja vill sitta där där I wanna sit there there [He goes to Cecilia's 

side of the table] 

354 Å:  jaa yeah  

355 K: aow aow aow aow ((Klas starts crying)) 

356 C:  va hände nu rå? va 

hände berätta för mej 

vad hände? 

what happened now? 

what happened, tell me 

what happened? 

 

357 K:  flaskan kom på min 

tå 

the bottle came on 

my toe 

 

358 C:  kom flaskan på din tå? 

det e nog bäst att du 

sitter här hos mej en 

stund 

the bottle came on 

your toe? then you'd 

better come sit with me 

for a while 

 

[Cecilia picks Klas up 

and puts him on her 

lap] 

 

Klas has been displaying many negative emotive manifestations during this 

recording, and here he might be using the channel of physical pain in order 

to soothe some of the emotions causing these actions. The actual object 

landing on his toes is not a heavy one, objectively measured (an empty baby 

bottle); however, in the state Klas is in it seems to be heavy enough to make 

him cross the line into tears (line 355). He has had enough. His mother 

responds to this and offers him to come and sit on her lap. 

 For all three means mentioned here, age appears irrelevant: children seek 

proximity, contact and consolation regardless of being two or six years old. 
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Even when it comes to manners in which these acts are conducted, the 

similarities are bigger than the differences. The slight difference noted 

regards the proximity and consolation parts, where the majority of emotive 

acts used stem from younger children. As one reason for this entails the fact 

that the recording situations differ depending on the children‟s ages, it is 

hard to make any clear statements from this. One possible conclusion is, 

naturally, that the reason for the different recording situations with young 

and older children is a result of the children‟s needs having changed. In other 

words, as young children need more proximity and consolation, the parents 

remain nearby and involved in their activities, further yielding as a result that 

there are more recorded instances of proximity- and consolation-attraction in 

these recordings. Older children, to continue the argument, are not in need of 

the same amount of parental support and thus seek their company less, 

providing fewer examples of these emotive manners in the later recordings. 

As seen in the examples above, however, even older children seek and attain 

both proximity and consolation when actually asking for it. 

5.2.3 Praise  

Praise seems to be a common part of upbringing in the Swedish society, and 

most likely humans in general need and want praise and appreciation for 

their achievements. However, there was a noticeable difference connected to 

age in the area of praise-eliciting and emotive expressions. Assuming child-

ren all ages have the same need to be appreciated and praised for their 

achievements, the way they go about this differs. Where a young child 

(approximately below the age of one-and-a-half or two) was pleased and 

smiled as her parents uttered and/or showed verbal and nonverbal expres-

sions of astonishment and delight at her accomplishments, older children 

generally tried to mask their contentment. Further, the way they elicited the 

responses differed as well. Young children in the material did not make 

things, or show things, to the present parent in the same way as older child-

ren did. A young child may be constructing a block building and may appear 

quite content while doing this. When the parent thus utters some words of 

praise, the child will light up and be pleased – and possibly surprised – with 

the remark. An older child would go about the matter in a determined way 

that more closely resembled an eliciting act. Thus, a child of three or older 

would ask the parent to watch, or go and fetch the parent if necessary. Typi-

cally, the child would appear pleased with the achievement and also verbal-

ize or in some other way point this out to the adult (for example saying “Isn‟t 

it nice?” or “Look what a big tower I made”). Following this, the child most 

likely received some praise and settled with this. Older children (in the 

material from roughly 3 ½ years with the tendency growing with age) might 

still fetch the parent or comment on the activity or product in mind but may 

not say something nice about it herself. On the contrary, the typical words 
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uttered in these circumstances were denying the outcome of the achieve-

ment. For instance, a child appearing happy about some drawing might say 

to the present parent: “Look what a dumb and ugly drawing I made.”  

5.2.3.1 Verbal means 

Turning to some examples from the material I will illustrate how the child-

ren use emotive manifestations to accomplish the goal praise. At first there is 

an example of a young child of 3;2 (belonging to the middle phase as 

described above) that elicits praise. Following that I turn to another child of 

that age group (also 3;2) who uses a different strategy resulting in a similar 

response. The third example is from an older child (4;11) who utters some-

thing resembling the child of three, but that yields a different response from 

the parent. (See 7.4.3.2 for further discussion). 

Example 52 

Nina (N, 3;2) and Erik (E, 1;8) in Erik‟s room together with me.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

31 E: dädädä dadada ((Erik leans forward 

again and pokes Nina's 

blocks)) 

32 N: näe  noo ((she protest)) 

33 N: bort me re   go away ((Erik sits up and looks 

at me)) 

34 N: titta nu rå  c'mon look [Said to me] 

35 T: oj wow  

36 N: titta look  

37 T: titta va högt du kan 

bygga 

look you can build it 

really tall 

 

38 N: ja  yeah ((She puts the blocks 

back into the box 

again)) 

39 N: får ja titta ( ) titta där 

sitter erik 

let me see ( ) look 

there's Erik 

[She comes up to me] 

 

Nina seeks attention and acknowledgement as she requests me to look at the 

tower she is constructing and I obey. She replies in affirmative, as she is 

aware of being able to build nice towers. Now I know this, too. My first 

compliment, uttered with the astonished “wow,” is not good enough and I 

am urged to elaborate it. Possibly Nina‟s activities directly after this is 

connected to the act of praise as well, as after being given the praise, she 

instantly turns to something else, as if wanting to divert my – and her own – 

attention from what has just taken place. A child at her age is often well 

aware of the face acts connected to some of these emotive manifestations, 
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and receiving praise often makes people feel the need to save face due to 

self-disclosure and embarrassment (2.3.2.2; also 7.4.3.3).  

 In the second example, we have the use of a self-deprecatory technique, 

where the child diminishes her own achievement.  

Example 53 

Ylva (Y, 3;2) and Astrid (A, 4;11) at the kitchen table. Their mother (H) is 

sitting next to them as they are painting with watercolors.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

467 Y: de går inte å göra ett 

hjärta 

I can’t make a heart ((She holds her 

drawing up, looking 

quite content)) 

468 H: joorå de blir jättefint 

¤när man blandar¤ 

sure you can, it's really 

pretty ¤when you mix¤ 

 

469 A: jättefint ( ) jättefin ylva really pretty  ( ) really 

pretty Ylva 

 

470 Y: så ( ) ja ska också ha 

lite svart så kan man 

xx 

then ( ) I'm gonna have 

some black too, then 

you can xx 

 

 

Ylva is making a painting and wants us to see it. Judging from her appear-

ance, she is content with the achievement herself. In order to get feedback of 

a desired quality she states the opposing view – “This is no good” – while 

concurrently showing us the piece of work. As expected, her mother praises 

the painted heart, and as a bonus, she gets her sister to add that, indeed, it is a 

nice heart she has drawn. 

 The technique of depreciating one‟s own product in order to achieve a 

reassurance of the contrary does not always work. It seems that as children 

grow older they have to face adults who treat their utterances at face value, 

i.e., they do not do the required uptake part. From the same recording as 

above, where the younger sister achieves praise after having stated that she 

cannot draw, the elder sister gets this response after a similar utterance. 

Example 54 

Astrid (A, 4;11), Ylva (Y, 3;2) and their mother (H) in the kitchen some time 

after the previous example. The children are drawing. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

526 Y: oj nu gjorde ja så igen  oops, I did it again [Referring to the mixed 

colors] 

527 A: häre ett hål ( ) ett hål here's a hole ( ) a hole [She picks a cheese 

doodle out of the bowl] 

528 H: rött å vitt red n white [Helping Ylva] 
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529 Y: mm mhm  

530 H: så nu ere rosa ska ja 

hjälpa dej? 

so now it's pink, you 

want me to help you? 

 

531 Y: aa ( ) jag xx siffror yeah ( ) I xx numbers  

532 A: du gör mycket finare 

hjärtan än mej 

you draw much 

prettier hearts than 

me 

[said to the mother] 

533 H: gör ja? I do?  

534 A: mm mhm  

535 H: du får öva lite då you'll have to practice 

then 

 

536    ((Astrid is eating 

cheese doodles and 

watching me)) 

 

One difference possibly having to be taken into account here is prosodic 

patterns. Astrid does not utter her line 532 in an eliciting manner (i.e., with a 

voice signaling something metalinguistic being transferred, combined with 

pleading, expectant eyes, etc.), but more as a simple statement. She has 

noticed that her mother‟s hearts look more like “real” drawn hearts than the 

ones she draws. However, as her voice, as well as her expression in general, 

is rather sad (due to the problems connected to the drawing sessions taking 

place during this recording), this seems like a point where she really would 

have needed some praise. Astrid does not respond to her mother‟s comment 

“You‟ll have to practice then” but instead looks at me.  

 There are no examples here of a child below the age of three eliciting 

praise from a parent or me, and the reason for this is that the youngest child-

ren of the material did not use emotive expressions in order to achieve 

praise. This does not mean that they did not receive praise, and as I will 

show in section 5.3.5 (Praise), adults do praise young children. I would pre-

sume that adults by this also teach children that they can achieve something 

favorable and self-building by performing the acts they notice yield praise. 

At the age of three all children here seem capable of eliciting praise-behavior 

in the adults. As they grow they then face the next line in parental develop-

ment as their praise-eliciting acts once favored and rewarded no longer give 

the same results (as seen in the example with Astrid above). Parental beha-

vior thus changes the child‟s behavior at least in this area. As for the child-

ren, there is also the notion of face acts to be taken into account. Where a 

child at two could be pleased and gleaming when praised in public, a child at 

three or older might find the experience two-folded. The praise continues 

being pleasant and self-building, but the awareness of public displays and 

the attention one receives in these situations might be similar to those one 

would experience had the attention been connected to something negative.  
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5.2.4 Protest 

Children are regularly protesting against their parents‟ suggestions and 

schedules, and this is particularly so during the toddler phase (approximately 

between the ages 2 and 3). As there are so many protests throughout the 

recordings, the reader will encounter them in close to every example given 

(for examples, see ex. 70, 91, 92, etc.). Given this, I will here only have two 

short illustrations, one of a vocal nonverbal kind and the other a verbal 

protest. 

5.2.4.1 Vocal and nonverbal means 

In the first three examples in the aid section, we saw Nina wanting to attract 

her mother‟s attention and aid. From the same recording, some minutes prior 

to the other examples, Nina makes her first attempt with an emotive manife-

station. This time she uses whining, like she did in ex. 45-46 above, but the 

goal here seems to be more of a protest than aid-seeking.   

Example 55 

Nina (N, 2;3) and Erik (0;9) and their mother (G). 

 

  Swedish English Context 

208 G:  sätt dej i stolen å titta i 

den då du kanske kan 

rita i den också  

sit on the chair and 

look at it and then 

maybe you can draw in 

it too 

 

209    ((Nina whines a little 

and gives the 

magazine back to her 

mother)) 

210 G:  ska jag lägga den där should I put it there  

 

Nina uses a gesture of disapproval/rejection as she gives the magazine back 

to her mother, simultaneously whining. The mother does not respond to the 

rejection and the whines but instead treats the matter as something non-

emotive as she asks “Should I put it there?” By ignoring the emotive aspects 

of Nina‟s enactments, she might try to help Nina turn into another mood, 

leaving some space for her to leave the dismay she is in and use other 

expressions and alternatives. This is, furthermore, an illustration of the role 

of uptake. In this example, the setting seems all right, but the mother refuses 

to do the uptake part, probably not because she misunderstands Nina, but for 

reasons connected to upbringing. Parents generally do not promote whining 

and moodiness. Nina might have understood this as she neither answers 

affirmative or negative. What seems apparent is that Nina wants something 

from her mother and is not content with the magazine offered. Putting this 
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example in relation to the others from the same recording this scene could be 

the starting point for the later ones. Here she shows her disapproval and 

disappointment with her mother, rejecting and vocally complaining about the 

turn of events. As the mother does not respond favorably to this, Nina later 

continues with more aid-seeking emotive acts as she goes from rejection/ 

protest to helplessness in trying to get her message across. 

5.2.4.2 Verbal means 

I argued above for different forms of “no” used by the children. One of these 

was the pragmatic protest “no.” This “no” occurs repeatedly from the age of 

two and up, i.e., as soon as children master the “no” they will use it. Below 

we see Petra (2;8) verbally protesting against her mother‟s plan to change 

diaper. Petra uses “no” as a protest, and then elaborates it by negating the 

unwanted activity twice, the last time uttering the whole unwanted phrase. 

Example 56 

Petra (P, 2;8) with her mother (Å) at Klas and Eva‟s playroom.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

382    ((Petra is dry-crying in 

an affected manner)) 

383 Å: kom ska vi byta blöja 

på dej petra 

c'mon Petra, let's 

change your diaper 

 

384 P: näe inte inte byta 

blöja 

no, not not change 

diapes 

 

 

Depending on age, the protest form changes. While the youngest children 

scream, cry, or crawl/run away from the parent (who might want to change a 

diaper, etc.), the verbal responses they give would be of a simple “no” type 

in that they only give that word in response. The older ones seem to prefer 

the verbal responses, including “no,” as well as more elaborated answers or 

arguments (see for example 48, Samuel, line 128, p. 191), silent head shakes, 

or no response at all but just ignoring the suggestion, demand, etc.  

5.2.5 Specific objectives and means 

All examples provided above, apart from the protests, work towards the end 

goal of attracting a parent‟s attention and/or sympathy and help by the use of 

some emotive manifestation or utterance. Sometimes the connection is clear, 

as when a crying child achieves something without further acts than the 

crying. Other times it is harder to grasp the connection between the emotive 

act used and the response (ex. 49), and still other times the utterance or 

manifestations used might not seem emotive at all, although the situation and 

further interaction connected to it has an emotive character. In this section, 
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we will see two examples where in the first, an emotive act is followed by a 

typically non-emotive utterance, but where the outcome make it apparent 

that the goal the child is focusing on needed an emotive act to be effective. 

In the first example, the goal gives a clue to the use of the emotive manifes-

tation and utterance. In the second example on the other hand, it is the means 

used that make us aware of some goal being in the vicinity, but to understand 

which goal, we have to turn to the context. The second example, further-

more, has a heading of its own, since it is a strategy generally used, highly 

emotive in character, and present in many other examples throughout this 

thesis: baby-talk.  

5.2.5.1 Nonverbal and verbal means 

Turning to the first example, it is noticeably similar to example 51 (p. 197), 

where Klas (3;2) has an object fall on his toe. When this happened above, he 

started crying and ended up in his mother‟s lap. In this example, Klas (now 

3;9) wants some chewing gum and uses language to persuade his father of 

the best thing to do. Initially, however, it is an emotive expression Klas uses, 

but even then, it is done linguistically with the interjection “aj” (“Ouch”). As 

the presumed pain he claims to experience comes again from a very light 

object falling (or being dropped) on his foot, he might not have had any 

alternative but to convey the message verbally. Nonverbal pain reactions are 

hard to copy accurately, and Klas is in an age where dry-crying is rare. 

Example 57 

Klas (K, 3;9) in the playroom together with his father (O) and me (T). 

 

  Swedish English Context 

425 K:  aj ouch  

426 T:  oj fick du den på tån?  oh, did it fall on your 

toe? 

[Referring to a small 

toy] 

427 O:  kom ska jag blåsa come here, I'll blow on 

it 

 

428 K:  tuggummi kanske e 

bra? 

maybe some chewing 

gum would be good? 

 

429 O:  tuggummi? näe de tror 

ja inte det brukar inte 

hjälpa 

chewing gum? noo I 

don't think so, that 

usually doesn't  help 

 

430 K:  kan vi inte prova kan 

vi inte prova 

can't we try it, can't 

we try it 

 

431 O:  nä de hjälper inte noo, it doesn't help  

- -    

433    [Klas gets some 

chewing gum that 

seems to have been 
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lying in his pant 

pocket] 

434 K:  joho det hjälpte yeah, it did help  

435 O:  hjälpte de hur känns 

de nu då? 

it helped did it, now 

how do you feel? 

 

436 K:  de känns bra i foten my foot feels good  

 

Klas uses the frame of an adult reasoning in order to obtain the chewing 

gum. His interlocutor is his father, Ola, and the sequence starts with an emo-

tive utterance of the acquired type: “Ouch.” Klas then skillfully uses his 

knowledge of reasoning when arguing for the reasons his father should give 

him some chewing gum. He knows what he wants and takes his father along 

the path leading there. The father remains skeptical to the soothing effects of 

chewing gum, but this does not seem to inflict negatively on Klas. He 

probably also senses that the father finds the situation a bit amusing and thus 

might be reluctant to interfere with the charming trick. Or, he might be 

uncertain how the father would have reacted had he only taken the gum 

without asking. By disguising the want of candy to a necessary physical 

treatment he finds a way to solve the dilemma and also avoids the risk of 

receiving a “no” to his request. The fact that he uses an emotive utterance as 

a starting point also illustrates that the linkage between being hurt or in pain 

and consolation in form of candy, buns, a new toy, or attention and sympa-

thy, for that matter, is well established.  

5.2.5.2 Vocal and verbal means: baby-talk  

There are a number of examples of baby-talk in the material and all occur in 

situations that are emotively burdened in some way. A likely explanation to 

the common use of baby-talk among (Swedish) children is that they use it 

when they either want to be perceived as very small and young, which 

should entitle them the treatment usually restricted to infants or relieve them 

from the responsibility and demands put on older children, or they use it 

when feeling very small and young. The two reasons can naturally be 

combined.  

 Below is a typical example of baby-talk. Nina wants her mother‟s atten-

tion and intervenes as the mother is interacting with her baby brother. As 

Nina‟s attempts to gain the scene ends with her mother obstructing her, 

giving her some mild verbal reprimands, Nina turns to baby-talk. Although 

she is only 2;3 years old herself, she is a verbally-skilled girl and does not 

normally use language in this fashion. 
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Example 58 

Nina (N, 2;3), Erik (0;9) and their mother (G), in their kitchen. 

  

  Swedish English Context 

152 G: här kan du hålla i 

kanske 

maybe you can hold on 

here 

((The mother leads 

Erik to a toy rack so he 

can stand on his own, 

but Nina rushes over 

there and starts prying 

his fingers off and 

putting her hands over 

his. The mother stands 

behind Erik holding 

him up)) 

153 N: mamma håll inte i mommy don't hold it  

154 G: jo ja måste de för den 

kan åka iväg 

yeah I have to, coz it 

can slide away 

 

155 G: nej du kan inte klättra 

på den nina då går den 

sönder 

no you can't climb on 

it, Nina, it'll break 

((Nina starts climbing 

on the rack)) 

156 N: ja jöra jagi jagi klättja 

däj å xxx däj 

I do it, I I I climb there 

and xx there 

((She looks at her 

mother and talks 

baby-talk, then she 

walks around the rack 

to Erik but the mother 

moves him)) 

157 G: nej nina inte hänga på 

den NINA inte hänga  

( ) inte hänga inte 

hänga nej 

no Nina don't lean on 

it, NINA don't lean on it 

( ) don't lean on it don't 

no 

((The mother pulls 

Nina away from the 

rack. Erik is on the 

floor, whining a little)) 

158    ((Nina throws herself 

on the floor and cries, 

Erik sits next to her)) 

  

Nina switches to baby-talk in an emotive situation where she cannot really 

handle her little brother and her mother. To understand the baby-talk in line 

156 we have to read the activities taking place in the previous lines (and 

possibly events prior to this transcript could confirm this further, see ex. 82). 

The mother is preoccupied with Erik, and Nina is trying to get attention 

diverted to herself – or at least, away from the brother. This comes through 

clearly, as Nina is trying to remove Erik physically from the objects he leans 

toward. The scene continues in the same spirit even after the baby-talk, as 

Nina throws herself on the floor, cries and screams, etc. Baby-talk is thus 

one of a number of means Nina uses in her attempts to gain control of the 
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happenings, particularly her mother. It is difficult to pinpoint Nina‟s specific 

objectives in this scene. She might want aid, or she could be protesting.  

5.2.6 Conclusions 

Apart from some protests, all examples above are basically about getting the 

parents‟ attention plus something more specific. The reason for this is that 

the parents/adults throughout are preoccupied with other matters, not directly 

concerning themselves with the child. As discussed in 2.3.1, there are 

focused and unfocused interactional settings, and those yielding most atten-

tion-seeking manifestations are clearly the unfocused ones. Once a parent‟s 

attention is present – focused interaction – and the specific need taken care 

of, the children can start engaging in interaction and possibly give evidence 

for other kinds of pragmatic acts not directly connected to getting and keep-

ing the adult‟s attention. These potential pragmatic acts would further not 

include emotive expressions of a goal-directed type. When children in the 

material use emotive manifestations and utterances in order to obtain some-

thing from their parents or me, the goals they reached were to attract atten-

tion in the specific areas of aid; proximity, contact, and consolation, as well 

as praise. These are goals all children reached in one recording or another 

and the label covers common interactional areas of all children and families. 

All children, in one recording or another, also used emotive expressions as 

protests. In these cases I believe we have to turn the tables and see the 

protest response from the child as a refusal to do the required uptake the 

parent expects. This type of protest differs from the others, as the parent is 

the initiating part.  

 As the children express emotions through means in place from the begin-

ning, they will come to realize that these expressions are received in specific 

ways by the parents. This enables the child to separate the expressions from 

the source (in line with the assumption of Lewis and Michaelson, 1983; see 

2.4.2 and 4.4). However, as this is often apparent to the parents (cf. failed 

display-rule attempts), they will (at least as the child reaches the third or 

fourth year) refuse to do the uptake in cases where they believe the child is 

using mock expressions (i.e., emotive expressions in a recipient-sensitive, 

emphasizing way). The parents can also refuse the uptake in situations where 

they for some reason or other believe that the child is overreacting or in situ-

ations when they just do not have the energy and will to do the intended 

uptake (which often demands focused interaction and close attendance to the 

child).  

 It can further be noted that children attempting to get attention in the form 

of, for example, aid will emphasize their attempts as they go along. In infant 

studies, interference with the usual sucking-jiggling pattern of infants and 

mothers often led the infant to drop the nipple and vocalize in order to get 

the wanted response (Masataka, 2003; 2.3.1.1). Presuming that this is a type 
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of behavior that remains, its counterpart can be traced a few years ahead as 

well. This time it is not feeding routines that constitute the dialogic turns of 

interaction but instead wider social encounters where the emotive manifesta-

tions are used to nudge the parent back into focused interaction.  

 

5.3 Adult – child interaction 

In the previous part of the chapter, I focused on the different ways a child 

can influence and alter an interaction with her parents and it ought to be 

clear that children affect ongoing interactions with adults in various ways by 

the use of emotive expressions. I referred to these different means as 

strategic, implying by that term a goal-directed behavior on behalf of the 

child, even though the strategy used may not be one consciously chosen. 

Experience and personality simply work their way through in shaping our 

actions and behaviors. In this part of the chapter, I turn to the parents 

involved in the study and I will use a similar approach when analyzing their 

participation and their responses to their children‟s emotive manifestations.  

 The question I posed in regard to parents‟ participation was “What 

parental responses are there to children‟s emotive expressions, and how do 

these affect the child?” In order to set the stage for this I will first turn to 

some aspects that singles adult–child interaction out from the general adult–

adult interaction (5.3.1-2). In this first subsection I will also discuss aspects 

relating to „setting‟ and „participants‟ that turned out important in order to 

understand adult–child interactions and the responses children meet. The 

particular responses from parents will then be discussed (5.3.3-6), and the 

potential impact on children will be commented on throughout.  

5.3.1 Speaking about or for children 

There were two phenomena that occurred in interactions containing adults 

and children that might be valuable to highlight. One was that adults some-

times described and commented on present and overhearing children 

(5.3.1.1), and the other was that adults occasionally spoke on behalf of a 

present child (5.3.1.2). These two aspects will be discussed below. 

 Included in these aspects are also a difference in tone of voice, and verbal 

patterns of address. Although a relatively small sample, the traits seen here 

are likely to be of a general kind, as Swedish society goes. At least there are 

no particularly marked sequences entailed in the recording, in the sense that I 

have not regarded any of them as peculiar in any way when watching or 

recording them.  

5.3.1.1 Descriptions and judgments of children 

One major difference between the way adults treat their children and their 

treatment of adults is that it seems possible to discuss and comment upon the 
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behaviors of one‟s child when she is present and overhears in a way that 

would be considered rude in most adult–adult interactions. For example, 

judgments on personal characteristics of a negative nature are not normally 

included in group discussions among adults if the person commented is 

present, but these turn out to be common in the proximity of discussed child-

ren. Rather than placing any moral judgments on this I believe in describing 

the phenomena and its potential impact on children‟s behavior and 

apprehension of self. Clearly it is one of many experiences children endure 

and deal with, and it could be seen as part of contemporary (Swedish) 

upbringing. One potential function these utterances have is that through them 

children will become aware of which traits are regarded as positive and 

negative respectively in the society/family at hand, and further which of 

these (not) valuable characteristics they possess themselves. I will illustrate 

with three examples, the first two being of a kind where a parent and I speak 

about a child in third person, as if she was indeed not present. The third 

example comes from three adults discussing a present child, partly involving 

him in the discussion.  

 In the first example, Eva‟s mother and I are commenting on Eva and her 

tolerance for rough play relating this to her position as second of two 

siblings.  

Example 59 

We are at Klas (3;9) and Eva‟s (1;7) house, and Klas‟ activities makes Eva 

fall, potentially causing a slight injury. Their mother (C) and I (T). 

  

  Swedish English Context 

476 C: hur gick de vännen? are you okay sweetie? [Eva falls] 

478 T: slagtålig durable  

- - -   

480 C: ja vet inte hon har 

alltid klarat sej själv 

xxx med klas va man 

honom räddade man 

innan han ens hann 

falla man såg ju till de 

fanns ju aldri nån 

chans för honom å 

falla med nummer två 

så å så börja hon på 

dagis när hon va xxx 

( ) hon kom in i den 

tuffa världen direkt 

I don't know, she's 

always managed on 

her own xxx with Klas 

you saved him before 

he even fell, you made 

sure there was no 

chance he'd  fall, but 

with number two then 

and then she started 

the nursery when she 

was xxx ( ) so she 

entered the tough 

world right away 
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I give the description “durable” and Cecilia elaborates this by adding, “She 

entered the tough world right away.” The notion displayed here is that the 

first child is often protected in a different way from later children. Second 

children, as well as other siblings entering afterwards, will be subjected to 

some rougher treatments as older siblings are present and the parents‟ atten-

tion is divided. The expression “durable” that I use shows up every now and 

then and is always connected to a second child. Eva is right beside us and 

hears herself being described as durable, as well as the reasons for this.  

 Turning to another constellation of involved persons, we see Nina‟s 

mother describing Nina (2;3) as a “lens louse.”  

Example 60 

Nina (2;3), her mother Gilda (G) and I (T) at their place.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

30 T: nu finns du me  now you're in on it [Said to Nina, referring 

to her being on film] 

31 G: hon e värsta 

linslusen  

she's a real lens 

louse 

((the mother laughs)) 

 

In both examples above the child in question is relatively young (1;7 vs. 

2;3), and the significant aspect might be relating to age. Even though there 

probably are adults discussing children all ages, in the material most cases 

come together with young children. Further, the examples connected to the 

older children look a bit different, as is shown below where we are three 

adults all engaging in descriptions and verbal comments connected to one 

child who wants to have more buns.  

Example 61 

Klas (K, 4;0), Richard (2;11), Klas‟ mother (C), Richard‟s father (Ö) and I 

(T). We are seated at the dinner table at Richard and Östen‟s home and are 

about to finish a coffee break.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

406 C: ja ha ringt pappa idag 

de va ingen som svara  

I called dad today but 

there was no answer 

 

407 C: den sista last one [Klas takes a bun] 

408  C: ¤snälla kan vi plocka 

bort de som är¤ 

¤please, could we 

remove the ones that 

are¤ 

[Directed at Östen, 

referring to the remain-

ing buns on the table] 

409 Ö: mm mhm  

410 C: för att han äter i 

princip helt rent asså 

å sen äter han inte ett 

because he'll eat 

pretty much every-

thing there is and 
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smack sen then he won't eat at 

all later 

411 Ö: de e inte nyttit att äta 

så mycket bullar 

it's not healthy eating 

all those buns 

[Said to Klas] 

412 K: joo yeah it is  

413 Ö: nä man får xxx man får 

ont i magen 

no, you get xxx you get 

a stomache ache 

 

414      K: näe noo  

415 Ö: åjo yeah you do  

416 C: man ska ta klas 

sockervärden då 

skulle världen vara 

chockad 

you should measure 

Klas blood sugar, the 

world would be 

shocked 

 

417 T: men han e ju inte 

tjock 

but he's not fat  

418 C: nä men han kan kan 

han en helg om han 

vet att de e fika 

nånstans så kan han 

helt bara strunta i ja 

frukt äter han så kan 

han helt avstå från 

lunch å avstå från 

kvällsmat 

no but he can can he 

can on a weekend if 

he knows we'll go for 

coffee somewhere he 

just won't, well he'll 

eat fruit, he just won't 

have lunch or dinner 

 

 

We have been eating buns and Klas gathers some extra on his plate which 

causes his mother‟s muffled question to Östen. She then resorts to normal 

conversational tone of voice as she describes why it is a good idea to remove 

the buns from the table. It is hard to tell how Klas interprets this and there is 

no obvious reaction, but imagining this conversation being held with a 

present adult as topic is difficult, at least without some face-saving humor 

added. Östen‟s answer is addressed directly to Klas, which shows an aware-

ness of him being present and listening. My own response might be a 

defensive one on Klas‟ behalf as I state that although he eats a lot he is not a 

child with weight problems. On the other hand, it is a comment focusing on 

his appearance, thus adding an aspect to the discussion of his habits. Like the 

mother, I also direct my comment to the adults, excluding Klas. 

 Having seen some examples on how adults verbalize about and comment 

upon children in the material the difference entailed in the adult–adult inter-

action in comparison to the child–adult interaction should be clearer. There 

is a difference and some of the ways adults comment on children is not 

present in adult–adult interactions, or if present, it is regarded as disturbing 

and face-threatening. One potential reason that the conduct prevails is that 

children are not regarded as own individuals in all contexts, but instead more 
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as appendices to their parents. Viewing the scenarios in this way, we can get 

an understanding of a practice where a parent can use the child in order to 

achieve goals in the adult world. For example, a mother wanting to save 

another child‟s face (or extended: the other family‟s face) can use her own 

child in doing this by stating something in line with “well, your child may be 

bad but you should see mine.” As the examples indicated, however, there 

could be a further notion entailed here as younger children in the material are 

more likely to overhear these discussions and comments than are older child-

ren. Older children could possibly be perceived as more alert and hearing, 

making adults pay more attention to their presence.  

5.3.1.2 Speaking on behalf of children 

As adults in the material discuss present children, it can be done in different 

ways and be used in different functions. For instance, in the first example 

below the discussion starts out with a question from an adult to a child (age 

2;5), but as the child does not answer his mother enters in his place and tells 

the story herself. In the second example, we instead have a parent who 

exhorts her child (age 3;2) to tell something and when the child declines, the 

mother does the telling.  

Example 62 

Cecilia, mother to Klas, turns to Richard (R, 2;5) with a question. As he is 

engaged in playing, he does not respond and his mother, Åsa, takes his turn.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

175 Å:  kommeru ihåg när filip 

och hanna va här då 

lekte ni ju tillsammans 

de va kul att leka 

tillsammans med 

dina leksaker 

you remember when 

Filip and Hanna were 

here, then you played 

together, that was fun 

playing together with 

your toys 

[Said to Richard] 

176 C:  hade ni filip å hanna 

här igår va lekte ni bra 

tillsammans? 

you had Filip and 

Hanna over yesterday? 

you were playing nicely 

together? 

[Directed at Richard] 

177    [Richard points to 

some things he wants] 

178 Å:  spring å hämta den då 

innan eva tar den 

go get it before Eva 

takes it 

 

179 C: det va väl kul richard 

hade ni rolit? 

but that was fun wasn't 

it, Richard, did you 

have fun? 

 

180 R:  ja  yeah [Richard does not hear 

Cecilia, but goes after 
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Eva to fetch the toy] 

181 Å:  ja de hade de faktist yeah they did 

actually 

 

182 C: skoj fun  

183 Å:  richard satt å läste 

sina böcker för filip 

hära å så vände filip 

blad å sa va hände 

här å så berättade 

richard för han kan ju 

alla berättelser å så 

vände filip blad va 

hände här bla bla bla 

så satt dom liksom å 

skratta å hade 

jätterolit 

Richard was sitting 

reading his books to 

Filip like this and 

then Filip turned the 

pages and Richard 

told the story, coz he 

knows all the stories 

by heart, and then 

Filip turned the page 

'what happened here 

blahblahblah' then 

they were kind of 

laughing and had a 

great time 

 

184    [Richard points again 

to something Klas has 

that he wants] 

 

During this particular recording, the mothers discuss something occurring 

the previous night where Richard‟s family had visitors with children in 

suitable age. The fact that the mothers turn to Richard with a question could 

be seen as a passage in their interaction, maybe caused by the close 

proximity of the children being discussed. Richard himself does not seem 

interested in joining the conversation, which is not to say that he does not 

notice it. 

 One variant on the theme „addressing children‟ is the one where parents 

exhort the child to tell a specific tale or to show some particular skill. Some-

times this is used in order to distract a child who is close to some negative 

emotional fit, and other times it is more a matter of using the child in the 

adult interaction. I do not know the agenda below but we can see that Klas 

(3;2) does not want to tell the tale and thus his mother does it herself. 

Example 63 

Klas (K, 3;2) and his mother, Cecilia (C), together with Richard (R, 2;1) and 

his mother, Åsa (Å), in the kitchen of Cecilia and Klas‟ home.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

396 C:  klas kan inte du Klas won't you  

397 R:  akta look out  

398 C:  kan inte du berätta va won't you tell us what  
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ni gjorde igår på 

utflykten? 

you did yesterday at 

the field trip? 

399 K:  vi gjorde ingenting we did nothing  

400 C:  gjorde du ingenting? you did nothing?  

401 Å:  var var ni nånstans på 

utflykt då? 

where did you go on 

the field trip then? 

 

402 K:  xx xx [He mumbles 

something inaudible] 

403 C:  det här tänker ja inte 

berätta för dej sa han 

de e en hemlis va ere 

för en hemlis då sa ja  

de e mellan ulrika å 

mej jaha sa ja vare 

bara ulrika å du som 

va på utflykten näe 

xxx det e det enda ja 

har hört men enligt 

xx hade de haft  

jätteskoj 

I wont tell you this, 

he said, it's a secret, 

what secret is that, I 

said, that's between 

Ulrika and me, uhuh, 

I said, was it just 

Ulrika and you on the 

field trip no xxx, 

that's like all I've 

heard but according 

to xxx they had a 

great time 

[Said to Åsa]  

 

 

[Ulrika is the name of 

one of the nursery 

staff] 

404 Å:  ja det sa ulrika också yeah, that's what 

Ulrika said too 

 

405 C:  dom hade liksom 

tjoat omkring å busat  

they'd been running 

around and playing 

 

 

It is unclear yet to what extent children pay attention to their parents‟ tales 

about them. However, it is part of the daily interactional routine of children 

to hear themselves being discussed and commented upon. When parents 

leave and fetch their children at day nursery, for example, the typical chat 

between the adults of the day nursery and the parents circles around the 

child‟s activities of the day, good and bad, as well as typical characteristics 

of the child. It would be good to know how children experience these 

conversations, and in what way (if any) they are influenced in their own self-

descriptions and interpretations by phrasings and prosodic patterns they pick 

up through overhearing. 

5.3.2 General issues 

One part of the question framing the chapter read: What parental responses 

are there to children‟s emotive expressions? 

 In the Swedish homes where I have been a guest/researcher, the amount 

of time used to deal with emotive manifestations has mostly been spent on 

negative displays. When these negative expressions are at play they are 

treated verbally by their parents. Parents more than their children are likely 
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to remember my presence potentially using other expressions than when not 

accompanied by an “outsider” armed with a camera. My intention has not 

been to make a study of the parents themselves, and thus this does not 

constitute a problem. In general, a big part of a family‟s time is conducted in 

company with others, and thus their interactions with me are likely to 

include the same kinds of expressions that they normally use on these occa-

sions regardless of there potentially existing other expressions as well. The 

parents have interacted with and responded to their children and this is what 

we will see. When it comes to positive manifestations, they are not regularly 

treated with as much verbalizations by the parents but seem to smoothly 

enter the interaction when it works at its best.  

 Before going into the strategies used by all parents in the material, some 

brief remarks on general tendencies in the response area will be addressed. 

One factor playing a great part is the age of the child as this affects the way 

in which parents interpret and respond to emotive manifestations (5.3.2.1). 

Following that I will illustrate some additional aspects that need be taken 

into consideration when more than one family is represented (5.3.2.2).  

5.3.2.1 Effects of age 

Children tend to hit each other, as we have seen, and they occasionally give 

their parents a slap as well. In two of the recordings, we find a mother being 

smacked by her two children, one at a time. In the first one, the child is 4;0 

and in the second, the child is 1;4. My interpretation is that the age differ-

ences are the basic component for the different reactions yielded. 

Example 64 

Klas (K, 4;0), Richard (R, 2;11), and Eva (E, 1;10) in the living room at 

Richard‟s place. Klas and Eva‟s mother (C) is present and when the 

sequence starts Klas and Richard are jumping into the sofa from a table as 

Eva is sitting in an armchair. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

249 K: mamma JA ska sitta 

där 

mommy I'M gonna sit 

there 

 

250 C: nej klas nu satt eva där no Klas, Eva's sitting 

there now 

((Klas climbs into the 

chair where Eva is)) 

251 K: men ja ska sitta där but I'm gonna sit there  

252 C: nej no  

253 K: ja satt där I sat there  

254 C: näe då får ni sitta där 

båda två 

no, then you sit there, 

both of you 

 

255 K: men ja satt där före 

henne 

but I was there before 

her 

 

256 C: men du gick därifrån but you left Klas you sit [She gets up from her 
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klas du får sitta där  there chair and points for 

Klas] 

257    ((Eva shrieks. The 

mother lifts Klas off 

from the chair)) 

258 K: näe mamma ja vill sitta  noo mommy, I wanna 

sit 

((He swings at his 

mother)) 

259 C: NÄ DU så där gör 

man inte så där gör 

man absolut inte 

OH NO you don't, you 

absolutely don't do 

that 

((klas glances at me)) 

260 T: oopps  oops 

 

((Klas throws himself 

on the sofa, on top of 

Richard)) 

 

The conflict evolves around the armchair and the younger sister. Klas has 

been sitting in the armchair previously but has subsequently moved on to 

playing with Richard in the sofa. As Eva takes possession of the armchair 

Klas becomes interested in it again. His mother proposes that he can sit there 

together with Eva and when this is not to his satisfaction, she offers him the 

armchair she has been sitting in herself. Klas refuses to compromise and 

repeats loudly a phrase that would probably have ended in “där” (“there,”  

line 258: “noo mommy I wanna sit...”). The smacking fills the prepositions 

place. Maybe Klas realizes that his protests are futile and gets even more 

frustrated and angry as the mother does not lose her temper but instead 

suggests one solution after the other without giving in on the main point. The 

smack is delivered suddenly and with force, and he seems a bit puzzled him-

self when he gazes at me seconds later. His mother gives him a scolding, but 

he does not appear to be listening, as he is a bit taken aback with the turn of 

events. Directly after, he enters the game with Richard again and the arm-

chair, the mother and the smacking seem distant. 

 During an earlier recording, the same mother receives a blow from her 

youngest child, Eva.    

Example 65 

Klas (3;6), Richard (R, 2;5) and Eva (1;4) together with their mothers, Åsa 

and Cecilia (C). We are at Richard‟s place and the boys are seated on the 

floor browsing through a book. Eva is circling around them engaged in 

other tasks.  

   

  Swedish English Context 

272    [The camera follows 

Eva for a while, as she 

is looking into it, then 

turns back to the boys] 
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273 R: de e senapsbil 

senpasbil 

it's mustard car, 

mustard car 

 

274 C: aj aj så får näe så får 

man inte göra aj aj aj 

ow ow no, you don't 

do that owowow 

((Eva hits her 

mother)) 

- -    

276 C: gumman näe då tar 

mamma den 

honey, no, then 

mommy takes it away 

((Eva hits Cecilia 

over the head with a 

stick)) 

 

This is a different kind of smack than the one we saw previously, as Eva‟s 

appears more explorative than angry. The mother exclaims an “aj aj” (“ow 

ow no”) and then delivers a verbal reprimand followed by an explanation 

that this is not okay behavior and that the consequence could be the mother 

removing the toy used as weapon. The tone of voice used by the mother is 

soft and the disciplining lies more in the words than in the nonvocal displays 

that go with them. This I interpreted in the way that the mother is aware of 

the difference, as well, and one reason for her doing that is the daughter‟s 

age. While Klas‟ smacking in the first example was due to anger and 

resistance to his mother‟s negotiation, as well as her reluctance to give in to 

his demand, Eva‟s smack is not an emotive act in the same sense. She is 

smacking her mother in the same way she might be smacking others 

happening to pass her way as she strolls around exploring the world and the 

creatures and objects populating it. In both examples, however, the mother 

remains calm and firm in her reactions.  

5.3.2.2 Multi-leveled interactional encounters 

In the following two examples, I focus on the interaction between two boys 

and their mothers and the difficulties involved when parents negotiate in 

children‟s disputes when they are not aware of all the events having taken 

place. Nevertheless, this is a task many parents are confronted with on a 

daily basis since children tend to play together without adult interference 

until something goes wrong.  

 Richard, being the youngest boy, locates his mother in order to get 

support and possibly comfort. The mother tries, aided by Klas‟ mother, to 

solve the situation at hand but lacks specific knowledge about what has 

taken place prior to Richard‟s crying appearance in the kitchen. As when 

children try to engage reluctant parents in play, the children here end up with 

the tiresome task of introducing the parent into the child-world in which the 

conflict has its roots. The difficulties connected to this particular setting are 

of three kinds, one being linguistic as Richard‟s verbal abilities to explain is 

limited, and another – which is connected to the first – is that the mother has 

to guess about the reasons for the emotive displays. A third difficulty is that 

the mother‟s attention is divided as she is in for a multitude of tasks simulta-

neously as she has to console her child, find out what is at stake and also 
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interact with the other mother and the constant camera-supervisor. She is 

also engaged in feeding her baby. All in all this makes it a toilsome situation 

for adults and children alike. 

Example 66 

Richard (R, 2;1) and Klas (K, 3;2). As the sequence begins, Richard is alone 

in the children‟s room where I (T) soon enter from the kitchen, subsequently 

followed by Klas. Richard‟s mother (Å) and Klas‟ mother (C) remain in the 

kitchen with the baby sisters. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

259 R:  mamma mamma 

mamma  

mommy mommy 

mommy 

[Sounds are coming 

from the children's 

room] 

260 Å:  jaa richard yes Richard [She remains in the 

kitchen] 

261 T:  va ere? what is it? [I go to Richard] 

262 R:  ja ha fastnat I'm stuck  

263 T:  oj satt du fast med 

fingret där så 

ow, you were stuck 

with your finger there, 

there we go 

 

264 K:  ja vill ha nånting ja vill 

ha xx 

I want something, I 

wanna xx 

 

265 T:  ska ja öppna så I'll open it, there  

266 K:  va skaru ha för nåt? what do you want? 

 

[Said to Richard, who 

is trying to get some-

thing out from the 

cupboard] 

267     ((Klas holds the item 

Richard wanted away 

from him. Richard 

looks at me and takes 

something else. Klas 

immediatly takes it 

away from him. 

Richard goes out to 

the kitchen and starts 

crying)) 

268 Å:  va ere nu rå gubben what is it now hon'?  

269 R:  skopan the scoop  

270 Å:  ja skopan kan du inte 

leka med den då? 

yeah the scoop, can't 

you play with it? 

 

271 R:  näe  noo ((He points and 

cries)) 
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272 Å:  va säger ru?  what are you saying?  

273 C: klas Klas [reproachfully] 

274 Å:  klas har så mycke 

roliga leksaker som 

du kan leka me 

Klas has so many fun 

toys you can play 

with 

 

275 C: å förlåt lilla vännen 

förlåt jag såg inte dej 

gubben 

oh I'm sorry sweetie, 

I'm sorry honey, I didn't 

see you 

[Said to Richard, who 

she accidently bumped 

into] 

276 Å:  det gick bra vad hände 

då? ska jag blåsa 

nånstans? på magen? 

titta däre skopan va 

snäll klas e 

you're ok, what 

happened? should I 

blow on it? on your 

tummy? look there's 

the scoop, isn't Klas 

nice? 

 

 

((Klas comes up and 

gives Richard a 

scoop)) 

277 R:  näe  noo ((He starts crying 

again)) 

278 C: det va den andra 

grävskopan han ville 

ha ( ) klas kan inte du 

va en snäll pojke å 

it was the other 

scooper he wanted ( ) 

Klas, be a good boy 

and.... 

 

279 K:  jag jag I I  

280    ((Richard is bawling)) 

281 Å:  richard richard kom ja 

jag vet att du vill ha 

just den därför att du 

inte fick den men hur 

blev det med den 

andra då? sådär 

Richard, Richard, 

come here, yeah I 

know you wanted that 

one just because you 

couldn't have it, but 

what about the other 

one? there 

 

282 R: skopan scoop  

283  Å: var e den andra 

grävskopan då 

where's the other 

scooper then? 

((She wipes his face)) 

 

Klas is throughout this sequence taking whatever Richard finds. Following 

one such incident Richard does a locomotive act and finds his mother in the 

kitchen where he also starts crying. Åsa says, “what is it now hon‟” (it has 

been a recording with many upset children but the mother‟s line is more tired 

than irritated in quality). Richard answers “skopan” (“the scoop”) and his 

mother wonders why he cannot play with it. Richard replies “näe” (“noo”) 

and points towards the playroom, crying all along. The mother seeks a 

clarification with her “what are you saying?” and Richard makes a few 

attempts to explain why he is sad but it does not proceed beyond “no,” 

“klas” and “scoop.” What Richard is actually trying to convey is most likely 

connected to the injustice he has been subdued to when the mothers where 
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not present, and he points and cries but the mother does not show any recog-

nition although she might have an approximate clue to what could have 

happened (reasons for ignoring this might be connected to facework regard-

ing Klas‟ mother). Klas, on the other hand, does have the verbal ability to 

clarify matters but has no personal reason to contribute to this particular 

interaction being explored further. Thus, he remains silent but watching and 

then attempts to solve the guilt problem by handing Richard a scooper 

(which happens to be a different one from the one Richard wanted). Klas 

also starts with some kind of defense talk or explanation as, in line 279, he 

says “jag jag” (“I I”). Klas‟ mother seems to recognize some of the proble-

matic issues being negotiated by the children as she utters “klas” (line 273) 

as a reprimand, although she neither has witnessed what took place. How-

ever, if we regard the facework aspects between the mothers, she is the one 

able to act here since it is her son that potentially has been behaving badly 

(since Richard is the one crying). Richard‟s mother continues the mediating 

or diverting task by pointing out that Klas has so many toys and Richard 

might play with something else. As Klas then gives Richard the scooper she 

exclaims, “titta där e skopan va snäll Klas e” (“look there's the scoop, isn't 

Klas nice?”), an utterance bringing Richard to more tears and a contradictory 

remark. In Richard‟s view, this is likely to be another injustice since he is 

now misunderstood by the mother as she claims that Klas is nice when he 

returns something other than the toy he previously took. Cecilia on the other 

hand captures Richard‟s comment more correctly, or at least she 

acknowledges this as she says, “det va den andra grävskopan han ville ha” 

(line 278). 

  It is clear that there are many different relations being negotiated in 

parallel. Events have taken place involving Richard and Klas and which only 

they know (the fact that I am aware of them too might be a complicating 

situation for the children since I remain passive). Klas has taken a scooper 

from Richard and the mothers are involved without having a clue what set 

the children off. The result in this case are further misunderstandings but 

what is more interesting is that the children themselves seem to be aware of 

what‟s what as they, when faced with the mothers‟ inability to deal with the 

task, start to solve the problem themselves, using both verbal and nonverbal 

means in accomplishing this. Below we see this in the direct continuation of 

the previous extract. 

Example 67 

Klas (K, 3,2) and Richard (R, 2;1) continuing the example above. 

  

  Swedish English Context 

289 R:  aa ( ) stolen aa ( ) the chair  

290 Å:  stolen? the chair?  

291 R:  ja låna av klas I borrow from Klas  
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292 C:  ja de får du göra  yeah, you can do that ((She lifts out Klas' 

chair)) 

293 K:  du får låna den här you can borrow this 

one 

((Klas brings the 

other scooper)) 

294 Å: nämen titta va du e 

snäll 

oh look, wasn't that 

nice of you 

 

295 R:  näe ja vill inte no I don't wanna  

296 Å:  du ska få dricka lite 

mjölk nu först så orkar 

du leka mer 

you can have some 

milk now and then 

you‟ll feel up to playing 

some more 

 

297 R:  upp  up ((He stands like a baby 

next to the chair)) 

298 Å:  du kan komma upp 

själv 

you can get up yourself  

299 R:  mamma mommy  

300 C:  kom så hjälper ja dej 

åhej 

come here, I'll help you 

and... up! 

[She picks him up] 

301    ((Klas returns and 

puts a scooper on 

the table in front of 

Richard)) 

302 K:  varsegod  there you go  

303 Å:  tack fick du låna den 

nu? det var väl snällt 

av klas kom du på att 

du inte behövde den 

you can borrow it 

now? that was nice 

of Klas, you 

discovered that you 

didn't need it 

 

304 C:  nu varu snäll gubben 

jättesnäll varu när du 

kommer hem till 

richard då brukar ju 

du låna hans saker  

that was really really 

nice honey, when 

you go over to 

Richard you borrow 

his stuff 

 

305 K:  jaa yeah  

306 C:  hans barnvagn 

brukar du låna å den 

här bil-grejerna gör 

inte sådär gör inte 

sådär de låter inte nåt 

rolit 

you borrow his 

buggy and this car 

stuff, don't do that, 

don't, that's not a nice 

sound 

[Klas turns over a box 

of toys he has been 

carrying and every-

thing falls on the floor] 

307 K:  hallå hello [He holds the empty 

box to his ear] 

308 Å:  va ere ere en telefon? what's that, a phone? [Said to Klas] 

309 K:  de e en låda it's a box  
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310 Å:  jaha ere en låda oh it's a box  

311    ((Klas rattles 

Richard's chair)) 

312 C:  nej klas klas ( ) kom vill 

du sitta i mitt knä en 

stund 

no Klas, Klas ( ) come 

here, you wanna sit on 

my lap a little while 

 

313 K:  jaa  yeah  

314 C:  kom å sätt dej i mitt 

knä en stund det e 

kanske de du 

behöver du kanske 

behöver lite kramar 

come sit on my lap a 

little while, maybe 

that's what you need, 

you need some 

cuddles 

 

   

As Klas approaches with the trouble-starting scooper and gives it to Richard, 

I regard this as a clear sign of peacemaking. Maybe it is also an appreciation 

in front of Richard that he is aware of their joint knowledge of previous acts 

as well as an apology. The sequence at large can be seen as two parallel 

courses of events where Richard and Klas make up one (which also includes 

me in a way having witnessed it all), and the other line being the mothers‟ 

involvement. However, peace does not come easily and when Richard‟s 

mother repeats that Klas is being nice (line 294), Richard replies “no.” He is 

not ready to forgive yet, but the following statements from the mothers with 

the same content (line 303-304) he leaves without protest possibly indicating 

that he is favorable disposed towards Klas due to the gift. Furthermore, he is 

to borrow Klas chair, which then leads straight away to the next major clash. 

On line 292 Klas‟ mother says to Richard “Yeah, you can do that” [borrow 

Klas‟ chair] concurrently as Klas is giving Richard the scooper. Possibly due 

to Klas being occupied with the scooper he does not seem to realize, at first, 

what is happening with his chair. On line 311, however, events are catching 

up with him and when he sees Richard on his chair, he grabs it and starts 

rattling it. Maybe he reckons the pampering with Richard has been going a 

bit too far; not only did Klas give the scooper to Richard, he also had to 

endure a lecture from his mother in which she listed various things he some-

times borrows when visiting Richard and now she has also given his chair 

away. His mother seems to realize that this is too much to handle and offers 

him to come and sit in her lap, which he agrees to. Cecilia also offers a 

summary of his potential experiences and feelings as she says (line 314) “det 

e kanske de du behöver du kanske behöver lite kramar.” 

 Summing up this section I argued that parents‟ responses to their child-

ren‟s emotive manifestations depend on many existing factors, one being the 

age of the child and another, working on a somewhat different level, 

concerns relational matters including the other adult present. Other factors 

probably playing a part in all types of parental responses but not illustrated 
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here are individual traits like temperament, previous experiences of similar 

situations, and the parents‟ mood of the day. 

 When it comes to negative displays, they are often handled in two moves 

following each other. The first reaction from the parent tends to be a speech 

act with the function of either giving comfort to, reprimanding or threatening 

the child misbehaving. The purpose of these acts is to put an end to the 

negative act. The next step is to alter the negative turn of events and direct 

the child to something more positive. The usual move here would not 

normally be considered speech acts, as they include interactive strategies like 

mediation, explanations and diversion, that is, practices needing more than a  

few turns in order to be established. In the examples above there are some 

examples of single-turn speech acts where a mother reprimands a child either 

by voice qualities (ex. 66, line 273) or by a single turn (ex. 67, line 306 and 

312; ex. 9, line 250; ex. 68, line 274, 276) and word choice combines with 

voice qualities to convey the message. There are also examples of elaborated 

utterances that can constitute the pragmatic act of mediation (ex. 66, line 

270, 274, 276, 281), including speech acts of consolation, explanation and 

praise, areas I turn to in the following sections. 

5.3.3 Reprimands 

Reprimands can be delivered in a wide variety of fashions and they can be 

more or less harsh, shifting from subtle reminders carried out in normal 

conversational tone of voice to roars at the child, all kinds coming with or 

without accompanying nonverbal manifestations – everything from wagging 

a warning finger to holding the child. The act of someone holding on to a 

struggling child is however, not present in the material.  

 I will illustrate with three examples of reprimands directed at children of 

the ages 1;4 to 3;6. The most common reprimand, regardless of the child‟s 

age, is “no” with prosodic traits of escalating nature in that the first “no” 

often is said less stressed than the following ones (except in severe cases of 

misbehaving where a firm “no” would be uttered directly). Viewing the 

examples in chronological order, I start with Eva (1;4) being reprimanded 

for hitting her mother. Some lines further down in the same example we 

have a reprimand directed at Eva‟s older brother Klas (3;6), which also 

concerns a smacking incident. In both cases we have a “no” expression but 

in the first case we also find the expression “aj” which can both mean “It 

hurts” and “Don‟t do that.” Furthermore, we see an elaboration of the “no” 

in both instances. 
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Example 68 

Richard (R, 2;5), Klas (3;6), Eva (1;4) and the later two‟s mother (C) at 

Richard‟s place.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

274 C: aj aj så får näe så får 

man inte göra aj aj aj 

ow ow no, you don't 

do that owowow 

((Eva hits her)) 

275 R: aj aj aj  owowow ((He laughs sharply)) 

276 C: gumman näe då tar 

mamma den 

honey, no, then 

mommy will take it 

away 

((Eva hits Cecilia over 

the head with a stick)) 

277 C: ¤nä nä nä då tar vi bort 

den¤ 

¤nonono, then we'll 

take it away¤ 

((Cecilia takes Eva in 

her arm. Eva keeps 

waving the stick and 

her mother takes it 

away from her)) 

- -    

282 C: nej klas inte slå eva 

ja du får inte slå det 

spelar ingen roll du 

får inte slå henne 

no Klas, don't hit 

Eva, you can't hit, 

that doesn't matter, 

you can't hit her 

((Eva starts messing 

up Klas' train carts and 

Klas pushes her in the 

stomach. The mother 

sits her down in her 

lap)) 

 

Eva smacks her mother (discussed, ex. 65 above) and receives a reprimand. 

Eva is still regarded as “little” as can be seen in her mother‟s use of a 

diminutive (“honey”) and that the tone of voice is tender. Reprimands 

directed to older children will normally be carried out with a notably sharper 

voice, which can be seen in line 282 when the mother reprimands Klas. The 

voice is not raised but the impression is grave and distinct. Further, it is not 

accompanied by any mitigating marker like “honey,” “sweetheart,” etc. 

(labels often used in other situations by this particular mother). The elabora-

tions of “no” are in both cases directed at the act performed and reinforces 

that it is the smacking business that is reprimanded. 

 In the next example, we see Gilda, mother of Nina and Erik, trying to 

prevent Nina from being too rough on her younger brother. 
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Example 69 

Nina (N, 2;6), Erik (E, 1;0) and their mother, Gilda (G). They are seated 

around a sofa from which Nina jumps. Erik lies on the sofa and Nina tries to 

drape a sweater over his head and face in order to play peek-a-boo with him 

in the way the mother has previously been playing with Erik. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

248    ((Nina throws the 

sweater at Erik)) 

249 G:  oj försiktit oops, careful there  

250 N:  igen på erik again on Erik  

251 G:  mm mhm  

252    [Erik climbs down from 

the sofa] 

253 N:  håll i honom mamma 

ska ja göra såhär  

hold him mommy I'm 

gonna do like this 

[She tangles up the 

sweater and tries to 

put it on Erik, who is 

now crawling on the 

floor] 

254 G:  du får inte sätta på 

han den då blir han 

arg 

you can't put it on 

him, he'll get mad 

 

255 N:  var e erik   where's Erik ((she drapes the 

sweater over erik and 

laughs)) 

256 G: åså ta bort tröjan and then take off the 

sweater 

 

257 N: TITTUT PEEK-A-BOO ((She pulls the sweater 

off again and laughs)) 

258 G:  kan inte du sjunga din 

sång nina?  

Nina, why don‟t you 

sing your song? 

 

259 N:  vicken which one  

260 G:  en liten låda  a little box  

261    ((Nina jumps and 

waves the sweater 

around)) 

262  N:  näe de kan ja inte noo I can't  

263 G:  snälla please  

264 N:  näe no  

265    ((Nina reassumes 

trying to push the 

sweater against Erik's 

face)) 

266 G:  öj nä tryck inte ( ) åså uhh, no don't push ( )  
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ta bort den and now take it off 

267 N:  titttut peek-a-boo  

268    ((Erik laughs)) 

269 N:  hallå hallå tittut hello, hello peek-a-boo  

270 E:  ääää aaaeeh [Erik makes sounds 

and seems content 

with the attention] 

271    ((Nina pushes the 

sweater against his 

face again)) 

272 G:  oj akta han ramla oj oj 

oj 

oops, look out he fell 

ouch ouch 

 

273    ((The children are 

laughing, mainly Nina, 

who is excited)) 

274 G:  försiktit nina han gör 

illa sej 

careful Nina he’ll get 

hurt  

 

275    ((Erik is lying on his 

back while Nina 

pushes the sweater 

against his face)) 

276 G:  NÄ TA BORT DEN 

DÄR NU 

NO TAKE IT OFF 

NOW 

((The mother raises 

her voice)) 

   

Gilda is playing peek-a-boo with Erik and Nina wants to do the same. Her 

way of peek-a-boo is a bit rough, however, leading to the mother‟s inter-

vention in different steps. At first Gilda (line 249) verbalizes an interjection 

as she sees Erik receive a blow with the sweater. Instead of stopping, Nina 

continues wanting Gilda to hold Erik while she agitates him with the 

sweater. The mother declines and states that Nina cannot do that because it 

will make Erik angry (line 254), that is, she uses an explanation in addition 

to “no.” Gilda then tries to divert Nina‟s attention from Erik by urging her to 

sing a song, which does not succeed. Twice Gilda tries verbalized repri-

mands in a normal tone of voice (line 266 and 274, the latter with emphasis) 

before she raises her voice and in line 276 explicitly demands Nina to stop 

the sweater business. In line 274 we also see an elaboration in the form of an 

explanation to why Nina must stop her activities with her brother. This 

remark is phrased as reflexive (“He will hurt himself”) which could be 

regarded as mitigating and face-saving on Nina‟s behalf. Uttering “You hurt 

him” would more clearly have placed the focus on Nina‟s actions and their 

consequences. 

 Voice qualities seem to be the trick used when wanting children to under-

stand the importance of something stated. There are many examples of first 

names uttered in a reproachful manner. Below is an illustration with two 
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mothers using voice qualities and their respective son‟s first name in this 

way. 

Example 70 

Klas (K, 3;2), Richard (R, 2;1) and their mothers, Cecilia (C) and Åsa (Å), 

in the kitchen, seated around the table, at Klas and Cecilia‟s home. 

  

  Swedish English Context 

545 Å:  va säger du ere den 

här du vill ha den får 

han låna den klas? 

what's that, is that what 

you want, can he 

borrow this Klas? 

[She takes down a 

tape recorder] 

546 K:  näe noo  

547 R:  ja men jaa yeah, but I  

548 Å:  får han låna den en 

liten stund? 

can he borrow it a little 

while? 

 

549 C:  men klas klas  oh, but Klas Klas [reproachfully] 

550    ((Richard shoves Klas 

in the stomach. Klas 

gets sad and goes to 

Cecilia)) 

551 Å:  richard Richard [reproachfully] 

552 C:  men klas klas när du 

å ja e hemma hos 

richard 

but Klas, Klas when 

you and me are at 

richard's 

 

 

Richard wants a tape recorder and his mother gives it to him. As the owner, 

Klas, stands right beside them, Åsa turns to him and asks if Richard can 

borrow it. Here trouble begins since Klas says no. Åsa tries to persuade Klas 

to lend it to Richard for only a short while (line 548) and Klas‟ mother enters 

the negotiation and utters as a reproach “men klas klas.” Richard seems to 

feel strengthened by this massive adult support because he now gets physical 

and shoves Klas in the stomach (i.e., a directed action). This renders him a 

reprimand from his mother, Åsa, also delivered through a reprimanding tone 

of voice (line 551). This example further illustrates that in situations with 

children and mothers from two families, the regular agenda of reprimands is 

that an adult gives reprimands to her own child, but not to the other. 

 Tone of voice and “no” are the most common forms of reprimands found 

in the material. Sometimes the “no” is elaborated with specification of what 

is negated. Whereas the youngest children seem to receive reprimands 

softened by either tone of voice or added diminutives, this is not seen in any 

examples with older children.  
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5.3.3.1 “If not...then…”  

One way of carrying out reprimands is to use a consequence description, or 

threat, as they also are called. The term “threat” constitutes a problematic 

label as it has a negative ring to it and is connected to punishments and 

retaliations. Directed at children threats are very common and usually of a 

light model. At least this is the case in the material. The threats (as I continue 

calling them for simplicity reasons) often have the shape of “if you do (not 

do) x, you will (not) receive y” where y is something valuable to the child as 

weekly pocket money, a favorite toy, etc. However, threats in the material 

are not often carried out, which presumably would yield the children less 

sensitive to them over time. This might also be the case, and parents‟ 

continued use of them is possibly best understood from the perspective of 

the parent‟s emotional stance. For example, having told a child repeatedly 

that she is not to do something or other, without her being compliant, the 

options at hand can appear few. In these cases adults might turn to threats in 

order to gain control of the situation. Whether this actually works or not is 

beside the point; instead the parent‟s need to express own frustration and 

irritation constitutes the goal of the act (cf. unrestricted expressions).  

 Children in the material, however, seem to comply when faced with a 

threat, even when it comes in a light form. One possible explanation for this 

is that threats work figuratively in the sense that they can be seen as 

connected to the parents love, which is the one thing children are most truly 

afraid of losing. The threatening act could thus be regarded as having 

become performative in itself, making the different objects named irrelevant. 

It is the tone of voice, together with the stern face of the parent uttering the 

threat that appears to be the effective ingredient. Something speaking in 

favor of this is research conducted on conditionals (as “if x, then…”) which 

have been argued to appear late in children‟s comprehensive development 

(see 2.3.1.2). If, indeed, it is true that children below the age of three (some 

putting the age limit even higher, and only one earlier, at 2 ½) do not under-

stand constructions with conditionals, it is a puzzle how they could react to 

anything but the suprasegmental emotive information of the threat utterance. 

In the material we have examples of threats directed at children all ages, the 

youngest being 1;4 (ex. 65, p. 216; which I have not interpreted as a threat, 

as will be discussed shortly). As will be illustrated in the following, Klas 

(3;2) complies with threats, and so does Nina (2;3). What could be an expla-

nation is that the conditionals used to the children often omit the “if...” line 

of the utterance, and simply verbalize the “...then” part. However, the 

semantics of these utterances remain the same. In order to grasp the “then,” 

the child would have to make a mental representation of the “if,” or the utter-

ance will be unintelligible.  

 Klas‟ mother and Klas are having a dispute about the police car as well as 

about Klas‟ behavior in general since he has acted out in one way or another 
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for quite some time. Finally, Cecilia threatens to take the car and place it 

among the other stuff (presumably having been displaced on previous occa-

sions). At this Klas instantly claims he will not “whatever-acting-out-he-is-

doing” and then turns more reasonable. 

Example 71 

Klas (K, 3;2), Richard (2;1) and their mothers, Cecilia (C) and Åsa (Å), at 

Klas‟ place.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

184 K:  ja vill ha den ja vill ha 

den 

I want it I want it  

185 C: du vet du va då åker 

den här upp i lådan 

bland dom andra 

grejerna näe näe vi 

ska inte 

look you know what, 

then this one goes up 

in the box with the 

other stuff no, no 

we're not gonna 

((Said to Klas, who is 

crying in the back-

ground)) 

186 K:  ja ska inte xx I'm not gonna xx  

 

Continuing with Klas during this difficult day of his, we now find him 

throwing cutlery from a cupboard drawer which renders him another „if not‟-

act in line with the previous. (Also seen in ex. 9). 

Example 72 

Klas (K, 3;2) and his mother (C) in their kitchen. The mother is sitting at the 

table feeding Klas‟ younger sister Eva (1;4).  

 

  Swedish English Context 

250 C: nej klas nej klas jaha 

då försvinner tåget 

också tänk va lite 

leksaker du får om du 

håller på å slänger 

NU SLUTAR DU  

annars får du gå å 

lägga dej 

no Klas, no Klas, well 

then the train goes 

away too, think about 

how few toys you'll 

have left if you keep 

throwing, STOP IT 

NOW or you're going 

to bed 

((Klas throws things on 

the kitchen floor while 

looking at the mother)) 

251 K: jaa yeah  

 

Just like the previous example we have a linkage to earlier events and verbal 

explanations of consequences connected to different acts. It appears to be an 

effective move since Klas in this case, as he also did above, changes his 

approach and starts to pick up some of the things he has thrown. 
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 In the last example in this section Nina receives a reproach from her 

mother. The threat is a light one, as has been the case throughout, but seems 

to have the desired outcome.  

Example 73 

Gilda (G), mother to Nina (N, 2;3) and Erik (0;9), is giving Nina a repri-

mand in the form of a threat as Nina is leaving her pen caps around, making 

it easy for Erik to grab them and stuff them into his mouth. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

307 N:  ska ja ska ja ja ska 

skriva i den  

should I, should I, I'm 

gonna write in it 

[She holds the spoon 

up] 

308 G: näej de går inte näe 

näj näj näj näj nina 

lek inte med pennan 

då tar ja bort den å va 

har du i munnen då 

noo, you can't, noo 

nononono nina, don't 

play with the pen, I'll 

take it away and what 

is that in your mouth? 

 

 

((She takes a pen cap 

out of Erik's mouth and 

he becomes upset)) 

309 T: va vare för nåt?  what was it?  

310 G: oj jäv ( ) nu höll han på 

å äta upp ditt lock du 

måste sätta på locket 

nina då sätter han i 

halsen de e jättefarlit  

( ) NEJ nina RITA 

INTE där ( ) håll i din 

tidning ska ja ta fram 

den där sidan som du 

har ritat på? här har ju 

du ritat å klistrat 

klistermärke på 

oh damn...( ) he almost 

ate your cap, you have 

to put the cap on Nina, 

he'll choke and that's 

really dangerous ( ) 

NO Nina DON'T 

DRAW there ( ) hold 

your magazine, you 

want me to find the 

page you were drawing  

on? here you drew on 

it and put a sticker on it 

[The mother continues 

to feed Erik] 

 

 

In the examples the mothers use the verbal form of “då…” (“then…”) 

followed with a description of what is going to be removed. In one case 

Cecilia in her second attempt at getting through adds “annars får du gå å 

lägga dej” (“or you're going to bed”), which can be seen as a stronger form 

of threat. There is only one instance in the material where a parent actually 

fulfills a verbalization like “if then…,” and we saw that example above (ex. 

68), where Cecilia takes a stick from Eva after having been hit with it. I have 

not regarded that instance as a threat, however, since the mother‟s tone of 

voice and appearance does not give the impression of a threat. Neither does 

the child respond to it as such, as she instantly turns to other matters. 

Continuing the line of though about children‟s comprehension of condition-

als, Eva‟s lack of response could be due to not having understood the utter-

ance. On the other hand, as the mother neither uses the characteristic 
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reproachful tone of voice, nor the stern face, we cannot know whether this, 

in fact, is the reason for Eva not complying. There are no other examples 

where this kind of action (taking something from a child) is carried out 

together with a threatening verbalization, but when objects are removed, it is 

always away from a very young child. Noticing this, threats seems to be the 

wrong terminology for these act, and they might better be seen as scaffolding 

where a parent sees potential danger not obvious to the child. With the older 

children, on the other hand, the dangers involved are of a less direct nature 

and the threats are uttered more as potential punishments than acts of 

protection.  

5.3.4 Comforts 

Comforts and consolations appeared in different shapes throughout the 

material. Sometimes they were of a physical nature, as when a mother lifts a 

sad child up hugging her, and other times it was a verbal line aiming at 

giving the child an opening in, or way out of, a difficult situation. Consola-

tions seem to be rather uncomplicated when they concerned young children 

or children all ages having hurt themselves. However, older children who 

sought consolation did not always receive the wanted response. When this 

happened, the asking was often performed in an indirect, nonverbal manner, 

making it plausible that it was the means used by the child the parent reacted 

against, rather than the need itself. For example, children dry-crying or 

whining were not as likely to receive comfort if they had passed some age 

limit, not yet clarified, as a young child dry-crying was. Even young children 

are more likely to be dismissed and neglected if believed to fake an emotive 

expression. I believe that it is a cultural matter when adults start to alter their 

behavior towards their children‟s comfort-eliciting devices, even though 

there probably are individual differences as well. Some parents have an 

easier time dealing with crying children than do others. In this specific 

material, all parents comfort their children when crying, but not when dry-

crying or whining. 

 The cases when parents enroll in comforts were of three kinds. Either the 

child was physically hurt in which case the typical response from the parent 

was to pick her up and soothe her (illustrated in example 74 below). Alterna-

tively, the child was crying for other reasons than pain, at which the parent 

typically said something comforting and then tried to distract the child (see 

ex. 75 and 76 below). The third kind of comfort emanated from situations 

where the child sought the parents‟ comfort but without showing any 

specific emotive display, a typical example being a child cuddling up in her 

mother‟s lap or, if young, raising her arms up wanting to be carried around. 

We cannot know if it is comfort the child seeks in these particular cases, but 

it is not a far-fetched guess. These cases, however, differed in that the adult‟s 

response was passive and accepting rather than actively performing a 
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consolation. Since these instances have been discussed in section 5.2.2. I will 

not include any illustration here (see ex. 49 and ex. 51). 

 Ylva (3;7), her sister and I are in the kitchen and their father is in an 

adjacent room. Ylva is standing on a chair making it rock back and forth 

while we engage in a discussion. Suddenly she falls backwards and hits her 

head in the sink. She starts crying/screaming loudly and calls for mommy (in 

an invocative way). Her older sister calls out for daddy, and he enters the 

room, picks Ylva up, hugs her and carries her away to another room, where 

the crying shortly subsides.  

Example 74 

Ylva (Y, 3;7), Astrid (A, 5;3) and me (T). We are in the kitchen, discussing 

some piece of art they have made.  

 

  Swedish English Context  

778    [Ylva falls down from 

the chair] 

779 T: woops hur gick det? 

slog du dej? 

oops, are you OK? did 

you hurt yourself? 

 

780 A: pappa ylva ramla bakåt 

på stolen 

daddy, Ylva fell 

backwards on the chair 

 

781 T: oj oj oj slog du dej där? owowow, is that where 

it hurts? 

((Ylva is crying)) 

782 V: slog hon i där did she hit herself 

there? 

 

783 T: näe hon slog i stolen 

vicken tokig stol som 

rasa 

no she hit the chair, 

what a naughty chair to 

fall down like that 

 

784 Y: mamma  mommy ((Victor carries Ylva 

away)) 

785 A: dumma stol de e min 

stol dumma dumma nu 

ska du få smisk rätt åt 

dej vet du att en gång 

hade ja gjort hela den 

men ylva hon förstörde 

bad chair, that‟s my 

chair, bad bad, I‟m 

gonna spank you, that 

serves you right, you 

know, once I made the 

whole thing but Ylva 

ruined it 

 

 

Turning to the second kind of consolation provided by parents I have chosen 

two examples illustrating the same kind of verbalization. Since there are 

many like these in the material I believe we have a pattern used in situations 

where sadness occurs. The form of the utterance goes: first confirm the 

child‟s feelings by stating that you understand she is sad and that this is 

troublesome, then move on by the phrase “men du...” (“but look...”) 
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followed by some distraction (as in ex. 75 below) or by stating an opposing 

perspective (ex. 76). This was used with young and older children alike.  

Example 75 

Richard (R, 2;1) and his mother (Å) in the kitchen at Klas‟ place.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

368    ((Richard enters the 

picture crying)) 

369 Å: men richard du hade ju 

en traktor nyss men 

lilla vännen gubben 

ja usch va hemskt 

men du 

but Richard didn't you 

have a tractor just now, 

oh sweetie, honey, 

yeah that's terrible 

but look 

((Richard cries and 

points in the direction 

of Klas and the 

tractor)) 

370 R: pappa daddy  

371 Å: pappa? men va e 

pappa nånstans? du 

va e pappa nånstan e 

han på jobbet? 

daddy? but where's 

daddy? where's daddy 

is he at work? 

 

372 R: näe  noo ((He is still bawling)) 

373 Å: nä han skulle ju gå på 

kurs idag han skulle gå 

i skolan ida ju 

no he had a class to go 

to, he's in school today 

 

374 R: kaka xx cookie xx  

 

Åsa starts by asking about the tractor but soon realizes that the matter at 

hand demands some serious diverting and comforting devices rather than 

solving any problem of a concrete nature. At first, she confirms Richard‟s 

emotive stance by stating, “ja usch va hemskt” (“Yeah that's terrible”), after 

which she precedes with the father topic Richard himself introduces by an 

invocation. Åsa elaborates some on this notion by verbalizing the fathers 

schedule for the day, an act used as diversion and distraction for Richard. As 

it happens it seems to be an effective one as Richard realizes that there is 

something other than daddy that would indeed console him: a cookie.   

 In the next example, Ylva is together with her mother, older sister and 

me. She cannot find her stuffed animal, the dog Klukanoff, and is sad and 

resigned. We all engage in the searching.  
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Example 76 

Astrid (A, 4;11) and Ylva (Y, 3;2). At their place with their mother (H) and 

me (T).  

 

  Swedish English Context 

52 T: aa brukaru ha med den 

på dagis? 

do you take it to the 

daycare? 

[Said to Ylva] 

53 Y: ah yeah  

54 T: då eren väl kanske där 

å leker 

well maybe it's over 

there playing 

 

55 A: nä för hon hade den 

hemma ida så tog hon 

inte meren 

no, coz she had it at 

home today so she 

didn't bring it 

 

56 T: då kanske pappa har 

lånat den 

well, maybe daddy 

borrowed it then 

 

57 H: han kanske e ute å 

cyklar me hunden 

maybe he's out on the 

bike with the dog 

 

58 A: näj  no ((Astrid laughs)) 

59 T: här i astrids säng här 

låg den inte ( ) å inte i 

ylvas 

well it's not here in 

Astrid's bed ( ) and not 

in Ylva's bed 

 

60 Y: ingenting  nothing 

 

((Said with a still tearful 

voice)) 

61 H: va besvärligt de blir 

ju lite besvärlit men 

du vet han har rolit på 

dagis 

what a nuisance, it’ll 

be a bit of a nuisance 

but you know he's 

having a good time at 

daycare 

[She leaves the room] 

62 Y: ingenting e här nothing is here  

 

The mother and I are engaged in comforting Ylva by inventing one explana-

tion after the other to where the dog could be, emphasizing that wherever it 

is Klukanoff is having a good time. This does not have the desired effect and 

Ylva persists in her feeling, contradicting our suggestions. One reason for 

this could be that we try to avoid her present emotional state as we direct our 

efforts on getting her out of it. Had we recognized and accepted her sadness 

and comforted her with the acceptance as base, the outcome might have been 

different. Her mother at one point says something in line with a confirmation 

(line 61) but ends the utterance with a reinforcement of our prior tries: the 

dog is having fun. Notable, too, is that Astrid is keeping a more rational 

position to the disappearance of the dog as she corrects us twice when she 

seems to feel that we are totally out of line (line 55 and 58). 

 Possibly the lingering in a feeling is prolonged with older children 

compared to similar instances with younger ones. As the sadness episodes 
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with the younger children are more frequent but also shorter, one reason 

could be that the parents know that tiredness, boredom, hunger, etc. can be 

the actual cause of tears and that diversion is an easy and fast way out of the 

current feeling. With children like Ylva, however, the endurance to remain 

in the emotion is harder to alter – even if, obviously, other matters could lie 

at the core of the experiences in these cases, too. The attempts on the adults‟ 

behalf are then more directed at taking the edge of the feeling, in the case 

above by stating an opposing view and belief than that held by Ylva.  

5.3.5 Praise 

Another form of speech act is praise. Praise differs from the two acts 

discussed above as it often elicits an emotive display in the child, rather than 

follows upon an emotive display. As was illustrated above (5.2.3) praise is 

often called for by more or less explicit questions and imperatives from the 

child herself. The regular case of praise comes as a reply-turn to a child 

showing a drawing, a construction, or some talent of hers. In short, praise in 

the material (and I believe elsewhere, too, in the Swedish society) is strongly 

connected to performances of a child and, preferably, performances that 

adults approve of. Possibly praise is something like a ritual which a child has 

to learn how to elicit. As I have already discussed the child‟s part of these 

acts I shall only illustrate with two short examples here. In neither of these 

cases the child himself explicitly elicits the praise, rather they are spontane-

ous praise acts to a young child (ex. 77), as well as a reinforcement of 

behavior the adult wants to see more of (ex. 78). For further discussion of 

praise-eliciting in children see 7.4.3.2. 

 In the first illustration Nina (3;2) shows her younger brother Erik (1;8) 

how he is to climb in order to reach her bed. Erik does not himself call for 

praise by showing something or making us reply to something, but I praise 

him for managing so well and he agrees with this being an act well done. As 

bonus he also receives a short compliment from Nina. Erik is very pleased 

and beams and laughs happily, possibly also remembering for the future that 

climbing ladders is a good way to achieve this nice sensation.  

Example 77 

Nina (N, 3;2) and Erik (E, 1;8) climbing up to Nina‟s bed with me (T) as 

witness and participating adult.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

60    [I am going into Nina's 

room, where she and 

Erik are playing] 

61 N: först här nere å sen 

här uppe å sen här nu 

first down here and 

then up here and then 

[Nina is instructing Erik 

on how to get into her 
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kommer u upp  here, now you can get 

up 

bunk bed, she has 

already climbed up] 

62 T: titta va du kan klättra 

erik 

look at you Erik, what 

a climber 

 

63 E: aaa  aa ((He looks at me)) 

64 N: erik va duktit titta 

vilken xx grävling de e 

min bebi 

Erik, you're good, 

look what xx badger, 

that's my baby 

 

((She hugs a badger)) 

65    ((Erik laughs and lies 

down on the bed)) 

 

Praise also seemed to have the function of enforcing acts and achievements 

that adults want children to notify as good and worthwhile. Below there is an 

example of that where two mothers gives Klas praise for giving a scooper to 

Richard (discussed above ex. 67, p. 220). Since generosity is something 

good the mothers can praise the act, and possibly reinforce a positive stance 

towards repeating these kinds of acts in the future.  

Example 78 

Klas (K, 3;2) and Richard (R, 2;1) together with their mothers, Åsa (Å) and 

Cecilia (C), in the kitchen at Klas and Cecilia‟s place. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

301    ((Klas returns and puts 

a scooper on the table 

in front of Richard)) 

302 K:  varsegod  there you go  

303 Å:  tack fick du låna den 

nu? det var väl snällt 

av klas kom du på att 

du inte behövde den 

you can borrow it now? 

that was nice of Klas, 

you discovered that 

you didn't need it 

 

304 C:  nu varu snäll gubben 

jättesnäll varu när du 

kommer hem till 

richard då brukar ju du 

låna hans saker  

that was really really 

nice honey, when you 

go over to Richard you 

borrow his stuff 

 

 

Praise was also discussed as a children‟s strategy (5.2.3) and, more than 

many of the other goal-directed acts described, praise is a dynamic system. It 

also seems to be a system developing in accordance with the adults‟ direc-

tives. Adults choose what to praise or not in children, and as children pick 

this up they start to perform eliciting acts in situations where they believe a 

praising is in place. So, while the first experiences of praise are uncalled for 

by the child, the adults‟ responses could be argued to create a need in situa-
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tions resembling these first instances. As the child grows, the adults start to 

praise new areas and activities and possibly also stop praising activities 

earlier praised. Linking this to the discussion on scaffolding (see 2.2.1), there 

is a clear resemblance. I would say that praising is used as a scaffolding act 

in the material, in such way that (wanted) activities accomplished and per-

ceived as difficult for the child, are praised, whereas activities the child 

already master well will not receive praise unless the child explicitly asks for 

it. By deciding which areas are praiseworthy in the first place, the parents 

also guide the child in a specific direction.
45

 

5.3.6 Mediation 

Adults engaging in verbal interactions with children can do this in a multi-

tude of ways. I have already discussed some speech acts (see 3.3.4) when 

addressing reprimands and praise above. Consolations could possibly be 

included in the original scheme as well; however, they are not explicitly 

mentioned in prior literature. When turning to mediation, I leave the classical 

definition of speech acts even more. By mediation I here mean verbal 

attempts by the parents to alter an ongoing interaction between children in 

conflict. Mediation cannot easily be done by a single utterance or illocutio-

nary act. Another difference from proper speech acts is that mediation, more 

than delivering a message, is performed with the intent of enabling the child-

ren to deal with reality through verbal and nonverbal strategies. These 

differences stated, I nevertheless, perceive the goal of the verbal interaction, 

as related to those of the original speech act theorist as mediation shares 

some characteristics of speech acts by being a way of accomplishing some-

thing by the use of verbal acts. In some sense this is naturally true of all 

verbalizations but in adult–child interactions the goal is part of an upbringing 

strategy where mediation is used with the hope of teaching children how to 

manage aspects like face in the interaction with others. How the parents 

deliver their mediating acts differ, both between different parents and 

between the same parents on different occasions. Perhaps, then, mediation is 

best described as a perishable. Sometimes one has the strength and ability, 

and sometimes one does not. We will look at some examples where the 

parents had the capacity required. Occasions that could have been examples 

of mediation but are not will probably instead be found under the label 

reprimands or threats, as well as consolations. 

                                                      
45 This is likely to cause some problems for parents in areas where it is difficult to know 

whether the activities are good or bad, for example, an average parent wants their child to be 

able to protect herself, but at the same time violence is not praised; on the contrary, it is 

typically discouraged. My guess is that in situations residing in the gray zone between good 

and bad, parents sometimes praise and sometimes punish the activities of the child (cf. Miller 

& Sperry, 1987).   
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 The three examples here are dyads where a mother is facing a child just 

after a throw-oneself-on-the-floor act (Nina, 2;3, ex. 79); a child trying to 

engage in play with a friend and being turned down (Richard, 2;5, ex. 80); 

and finally a mother playing with two children in a situation that is about to 

turn into a conflict (Nina, 4;9, ex. 81). In all cases verbalizations are used as 

the main medium, although nonverbal acts are performed and in some cases 

having a major impact on the turn of events. 

 Nina is lying on the floor after having performed an emotive manifesta-

tion by throwing herself on the floor (see ex. 58, p. 206). The mother first 

leaves her on the floor for some time and then decides to make a move to 

alter the situation.  

Example 79 

Nina (N, 2;3) and Erik (E, 0;9) with their mother (G) and me (T).  

 

  Swedish English Context 

171 T:  hej hur haru de med 

syrran därborta 

hey, how's it going with 

your sis' over there? 

[Said to Erik, who is 

crawling up to us] 

172 G:  nina ska du ligga där 

länge? nu kommer ja 

å killar dej  

Nina, are you gonna 

be lying there long? 

I'm gonna come 

tickle you 

((Nina puts her arm up 

and her mother pulls 

her to her feet and 

then picks her up)) 

173 T: hej nina hi Nina  

174 G:  vart tog humöret vägen 

de va bara borta titta 

där e bilen som vi 

bodde i nina i helgen 

den sov vi i kommeru 

ihåg de? 

what happened to your 

good mood, it was just 

gone, look there's the 

car we lived in, this 

weekend Nina, we 

slept in it remember? 

((laughter)) 

 

[points out through the 

window] 

175 N:  jaa yeah  

176 G:  xx husbil xx trailer  

177 N:  ja trodde du hade gömt 

dej i bilen 

I thought you were 

hiding in the car 

 

178 G:  du trodde att ja hade 

gömt mej 

you thought I was 

hiding 

 

179 N:  xx xx  

180 G:  åå å då så hittade ja 

de 

and and then I found 

it 

 

181 N:  xx inte xx not  

182 G:  nu kommer erik kolla here comes Erik, look  

183 N:  hej erik  hi Erik [She sits on her 

mother's lap] 

184 N: kom kom till mej ( ) 

kom xxxx aj aaaj 

come come to me ( ) 

come xxx ow ouch 

((She puts her arms 

out to Erik)) 
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185 G:  hörru ska vi hjälpa 

honom så att han kan 

stå upp så kan han 

sitta brevid vill du 

de? mm han har 

fastnat i sina byxor 

de måste vi fixa dom 

e för långa 

hey, should we help 

him so he can stand 

up, so he can sit 

down next to us, you 

wanna do that? mm, 

he's stuck in his 

pants, we have to fix 

that, they're too long 

 

 

 

 

((She puts Nina down 

and leans over to Erik)) 

186 N:  dom e för långa they're too long  

 

The mother uses language as she directs Nina‟s attention to prior, happy 

episodes, and by this turns the focus away from the current conflict and 

emotional stance. After having succeeded in altering the mood, she contin-

ues by trying to engage Nina in a more positive way with her younger 

brother (being the cause of the previous conflict). This is accomplished 

through the inclusive use of “we” (line 185) by which the mother makes 

herself a team with Nina.  

 Consolation often took the form of explanation. We have seen it above in 

the example with the missing dog as well as with the missing father (see 

comforts). Below there is an example where a mother tries to mediate and 

alter a brewing conflict by suggesting specific activities her son can do 

instead, here treating the other children to a fantasy dinner. However, as they 

decline the offer, the example ends with a consolation act also mediated 

through verbal explanations. 

Example 80  

Richard (R, 2;5), Klas (K, 3;6), Eva (E, 1;4) with their mothers, Åsa (Å) and 

Cecilia (C), at Richard‟s home.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

124 R:  ja ska sitta där nä ja 

ska äta näe dom där e 

dom ligga där 

I'm gonna sit there, no 

I'm gonna eat, no 

those are they lie there 

[Richard comes 

walking with pots and 

pans, talking to Eva] 

125 Å:  du kan ju hämta såt 

eva också får lite mat 

å klas kanske också 

vill ha köttbullar å 

makaroner 

why don't you get 

some for Eva to eat 

too and maybe Klas 

would lika some 

meatballs and 

macaroni 

 

126 R:  å men hä en tallrik en 

tallrik  

here, a plate a plate 

 

((He hands Klas the 

plate but he backs off)) 

127 K:  ja vill inte ja vill inte ja 

VILL inte 

I don't wanna, I don't 

wanna, I don't WANNA 

((Klas fends off 

Richard's attempts to 

give him the plate)) 
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128 C:  du behöver inte du 

behöver inte 

you don't have to, you 

don't have to 

 

129 R:  mamma mommy ((Richard goes to Åsa 

and starts crying)) 

130 Å:  ja men du det va inge 

farlit du frågade om 

han ville ha å han 

ville inte ha men de 

va inge mer me de 

eller hur eva kanske 

vill ha? det ser ut 

som hon ville ha hon 

leker ju med din gryta 

( ) hon vill nog ha 

makaroner å 

köttbullar ska ru se 

klas va mätt 

antagligen 

oh, but that wasn't so 

bad, you asked him if 

he wanted some and 

he didn't and that 

was it, wasn't it? 

maybe Eva wants 

some? it looks like 

she wants some, see 

she's playing with 

your pot ( ) she 

probably wants 

meatballs and 

macaroni Klas was 

probably not hungry 

 

131 R:  mm mm  

132 Å:  jaa yeah  

 

The first mediation comes as Richard is turning mad when Eva is taking a 

seat on the chair he was intending to have. At this point, his mother tries to 

include Eva in the game and diverts Richard‟s attention from the chair-

business (line 125). Richard appears content with this and sets off to make 

plates for everyone. As he turns to Klas, who is sitting on the floor some 

distance away tending to his own business, he is received with a rejection. 

Klas does not want a plate and turns to his mother in order to get help. 

Richard gets the message and starts to cry, doing a locomotive act to his 

mother (line 129). Åsa now gives Richard a plausible explanation to Klas 

rejection of his food offer and Richard seems to accept this. He can relate to 

matters like being bloated. The mother further directs Richard towards 

another possible dinner guest when she says ”( ) hon [Eva] vill nog ha 

makaroner å köttbullar…” (line 130). 

 In both examples the mother has a cheerful tone of voice and is smiling. I 

believe this is an important ingredient parallel to the words uttered. The 

mothers are actively showing that this is not a troublesome matter but is 

instead something joyful. They also show confidence in the children‟s ability 

to engage in positive interaction and do not linger with the potential troubles 

the children perceive or are occupied with. In the last example this is 

illustrated even more clearly, as humor now is the main means in order to 

turn events in another direction.  

 Nina and Erik are playing on the floor with small, plastic animals and a 

bus. The mother is present, and Nina has placed all animals in a line when 
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Erik decides to drive right at them resulting in some animals falling. Nina is 

annoyed at this, and even more so as Erik starts placing animals on top of the 

bus. 

Example 81 

Nina (N, 4;9) and Erik (E, 3;3) in Erik‟s room together with their mother 

(G).  

 

  Swedish English Context 

490    ((Erik drives the bus 

towards the animals 

and Nina puts her 

hand out to stop it)) 

491 N: men erik ja vill inte att 

du ska   

but Erik I don't want 

you to 

((Erik knocks one of 

the animals over)) 

492 N: nu får du ställa upp 

den där 

now put that one back 

up 

 

493 E: näj ja vill inte de va inte 

mitt fel 

no, I don't wanna, it 

wasn't my fault 

 

494 N: bussen e inte me än the bus isn't in yet  

495 E: å den har ner nån and it pushes someone 

down 

((He drives the bus 

between the animals)) 

496 N: ja men sen kan den 

inte köra mer här för 

då ¤xxx ja faktist xxx¤  

yeah, but then it can't 

drive here anymore, 

coz then ¤xxx yeah, 

really xxx¤ 

((She turns away and 

the end of the utter-

ance is inaudible)) 

497 E: å här ska mamma sitta  and mommy goes here ((He takes the bus and 

goes to sit down next 

to his mother)) 

498 N: inga inga kor i bussen 

mer i bussen 

no no more cows in the 

bus, go in the bus 

 

499 E: xxx där xx there [Said to the mother] 

500 N: annars får den inte 

köra igenom 

or it can't drive through 

 

 

501 G: va saru? what was that? [Said to Erik] 

502 E: han får åka xxx får åka he can go xxx can go  

503 N: INGA KOR i bussen NO COWS in the bus  

504 G: nä inga kor i bussen nope no cows in the 

bus 

((She laughs a little 

and wags her finger)) 

505    ((Nina laughs)) 

506 G: de e viktit that's important  

507 E: inga kor i bussen  no cows in the bus [unclear speech] 

508 N: lite mat åt grisarna some food for the pigs  

509 G: inga zebror på no zebras on the bus ((She puts a zebra on 
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bussen  the roof)) 

510    ((Nina laughs)) 

 

What could have evolved into a conflict is solved by the mother‟s interven-

tion and mediation. Erik wants to drive with the bus and also makes it drive 

right into the animals Nina has placed in a row. As Nina is past the phase 

were she reacts promptly and nonverbally on Erik‟s actions, she handles the 

trespassing verbally saying “men erik ja vill inte att du ska” (“But Erik I 

don't want you to,” line 491) and “nu får du ställa upp den där” (“Now put 

that one back up”), etc. On line 496 she is close to saying something that 

could be a threat (judging by the intonation and the “coz then..”), but she 

seems aware of this being somehow incorrect as she turns away and 

mumbles the end of the utterance. Her body posture and facial appearance, 

however, clearly conveys that she is not pleased with her brother‟s driving 

abilities. On line 503 Nina raises her voice and is close to an embodied act or 

some other angry turn when the mother sees fit to interrupt. This is achieved 

through humor as she continues with Nina‟s line and repeats it jokingly but 

not mockingly. Her voice is artificial and she looks happy and wags her 

finger in disapproval to the cow. Nina thinks this is hilarious and quickly 

exits the confrontational stance she had taken up. Erik, as well, likes this and 

goes along with the mother echoing her phrase. Just to be sure, the mother 

repeats the act once more, now adding a gesture where she places a zebra on 

the roof of the bus as she says “no zebras on the bus.” Nina laughs. It is a 

smooth way to handle a potential conflict since the source of conflict is used 

but with an altered framing and interpretation. The children are not diverted 

by actively making them focus on something else; instead, they can continue 

the game but in an altogether different mood. None of the children are 

disciplined either as the door is left open for them to make a nice and quiet 

retreat from the hostility phase starting the scene. Efforts like these are quite 

nice, and truly effective, but they demand a parent in the right mood and 

with the antenna out for what is at stake. 

 There are no clear age-related differences in the mediation used with 

children in conflict, but just as in consolation the verbalizations are often 

aiming at changing the child‟s focus of attention. With the younger children 

this happens very often in the recordings, and the parents‟ efforts are often 

repetitive and functional. As the children get older the parents‟ efforts get 

more demanding and if counting words used by the mediating adults, the 

amount would probably show an increase. It takes more to divert the atten-

tion of an older child than it does with a younger one.  

5.3.7 Conclusions 

Adults‟ speech to children can be addressed either to them directly, or to 

another adult in the child‟s vicinity, which she overhears. I regard these 
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instances as typical of the experiences of children in general; they are simply 

used to being talked of in the third person. I have not found any correspond-

ing studies from the adult world, but I would assume that the phenomenon is 

not as common there. This is thus a behavior children see, and experience, 

which they do not perform themselves as adults, except when speaking of 

children. If this is so, it would mean that children pick up the sociolinguistic 

code for categories (Rice, 1984; 2.2.2), i.e., there are different forms of 

speech for different categories of people, children and adults being two such 

categories. We will have to await further research in this area to settle 

whether this holds empirically.   

 Turning to speech directed to children, I described it in terms of speech 

acts. Reprimands are frequent and mostly come in the “no” shape, with or 

without elaborations on what is rejected. There are a few cases where a child 

actually asks permission for something and is turned down and reprimanded. 

More common is the adults‟ spontaneous intervention as they note the child-

ren‟s activities. This is also the case with the other speech acts discussed 

here. Emotive expressions in children appear when the parent is not involved 

in the child‟s activities directly, and the immediate consequence is that the 

adult will be involved – for longer or shorter periods.  

 Threats are scarce in the material, and when they do occur, they come in 

the light mode. There are no parents abusing their children, either verbally or 

physically. Most of the “if…then” utterances are further not carried out other 

than in the verbal form. The cases where it is performed in practice, the child 

is very young. This could indicate that young children have yet to learn the 

actual meaning of the phrase. When they have mastered it, they work out for 

themselves that this is a phrase connected to potential loss, where the 

appreciation and love from the parent is the most valued possession. 

 As for comfort, these acts are sometimes performed in proximity to 

threats and reprimands. Besides the cases where the comfort is conducted 

due to some accident (as with a physically hurt child), comforts can also be 

seen as the continuation of a threat or reprimand. As the child gets scared, or 

sad, from the threat, the parent reassures the child of the continued affec-

tionate bond and love by performing a consoling act. Other events leading to 

comfort are seen as children encounter general difficulties (like losing 

valuable toys or being rejected by friends) in which cases the consolation 

also strengthens the bond between parent and child.  

 Praise from adults is tightly woven to the eliciting behavior of children 

and will be discussed more in the concluding remarks below and in chapter 

7. However, from the adult‟s point of view praise is a way to shove a child 

along a chosen route – apart from an opportunity to show affection and love. 

 Mediation is among the most common forms of reaction to children‟s 

emotive manifestations. A reason for this is, naturally, that the most common 

forms of emotive manifestations conducted by the children are ones of 

conflict. The amount of mediation is also big since mediation follows speech 
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acts like reprimands and consolations. After having reproached or consoled a 

child, the parent will turn to a mediating act. 

 Recalling the discussion in 2.4.5.2. on laughter, it was stated that the 

behavioral state an infant was in determined whether she would be amused 

by being bounced in the lap, tossed in the air, etc., i.e., a fussy and sad child 

would not laugh or smile when subjected to treatments she in other circum-

stances would have appreciated (Wolff, 1987). Looking at the parental 

responses to older children‟s emotional manifestations, we see that what 

parents tend to do in order to divert or alter the mood of an upset child, 

seldom or never is to engage in amusing activities (such as hide and seek 

etc.). Instead, they use language in order to turn the attention from the bad to 

the good. In section 2.4.5.2., we also saw that infants grew accustomed to 

treatments they in the beginning reacted to with crying or agony (such as 

being tossed in the air). If this adaptation continues, we can also hypothesize 

that children past the infant stage will grow accustomed to the ways in which 

they are responded to by parents in different situations. Whether this would 

yield a child who does not pay attention to the response given when used to 

it, or pays attention only when it did not appear as expected, is hard to tell at 

this stage. This is an area in need of further research.  

 

5.4 Concluding remarks 

The questions posed in chapter 5 were “How and when do children use 

emotive expressions?” and “What parental responses are there to children‟s 

emotive expressions, and how do these affect the child?” 

 Addressing the first, the notions unfocused and focused interaction 

(Goffman, 1963; 2.3.1) becomes important. When children engage in 

focused interactions with their parents (i.e., have the attention required for 

such interactions to take place), the need to make use of emotive 

manifestations in order to obtain attention is low. Thus, there are not many 

instances of these behaviors in focused encounters. When the situation is 

characterized by nonfocused interaction, on the other hand, the child 

typically makes use of these means in order to achieve a focused interaction. 

The means used in order to attain the focused parent differs according to age 

and emotional status. A young child is, obviously, more likely to use 

nonverbal and vocal means, whereas older children use these as well as 

verbal ones to attract attention. Among the verbal means used when a child 

wants to engage the parent (or adult) in focused interaction is praise-

eliciting. In young children aid-seeking is frequent. Sometimes this is due to 

acute problems and the parent‟s role is to enter quickly and fix whatever has 

to be fixed, i.e., the child needs the adult as a helping hand. On other 

occasions the aid- seeking can be seen as attention-attracting devices. The 

problem to be tended to in these instances is not of a practical nature but of 

an interactional. The child strives for focused interaction and uses aid-
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seeking in order to attain, or restore, this. Older children on the other hand, 

would rather use praise-eliciting devices for this interactionally oriented 

goal. Eliciting praise is a way to catch the adult‟s attention, make her look at 

or take a stand on something, which can then be further elaborated. By 

making a parent counter state an opinion or statement, the child will make 

sure that the adult will have to engage in at least some more turns than if she, 

for example, only had to respond to “Isn‟t this drawing nice?”  

 Focused and unfocused interaction is also a useful distinction when 

addressing the question of parental coping. The mere fact that a parent 

engage in focused interaction will lead to an altering of the conflict between 

children. It appears that parents either act as judges and try to sort out some 

interactional mess they only have second-hand information about (Åsa and 

Cecilia, ex. 66), or they are themselves involved in the interaction in which 

case the focused interaction is easily achieved (Gilda, ex. 81). 

 Previous research has pointed out the importance of considering parental 

perception of their children‟s abilities, when describing and explaining 

changes in interactional behavior (LeVine et al., 1991; Kindermann & 

Skinner, 1988; Rogoff, 1990; Bruner et al., 1982; Bellinger, 1979; Ervin-

Tripp, 1977; Gordon & Ervin-Tripp, 1984; Heckhausen, 1987). One area 

where this can be seen in the material was in connection with reprimands 

and praise. When reprimanding a younger child parents soften the deliver-

ance with prosodic contours and diminutives, which were not seen in repri-

mands to older children. As for praise, differences came through both in 

regard to what accomplishments a child was praised for and when praise was 

given. I have related this to scaffolding practices. 

 As was described in 2.2.1 and 2.5, scaffolding is a term that captures the 

parental involvement in transactional development. As it is generally used as 

a theoretical concept there is not much knowledge on how this scaffolding 

comes about in practice. By using the label for my purposes here such a 

practice is suggested. An advantage with an overarching label is that prag-

matic acts of parents (described here as well as under different labels in prior 

literature, 2.2.1.3) such as praise, mediation, reprimands can be explained 

and placed in a higher hierarchy of environmental input. Consolation, on the 

other hand, is not scaffolding in the same sense – at least it does not focus on 

the child‟s behavior in the same way. Instead, consolations are focused on 

the retreats the child makes after having run into something above her 

abilities. Thus, reprimands, praise, and mediation I would regard as setting 

the standards for what the child is encouraged to strive towards, at the far 

end of the scaffolding brackets where the ground might still be unsteady. 

Consolations and comforts are the safe grounds, the left side of the brackets 

of scaffolding, where the child retreats after having slipped literally or 

figuratively in her attempts.  
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[Comforts, consolation, proximity Reprimands, praise, mediation]

Scaffolding

 
Figure 5-1. Scaffolding. 

 

This scaffolding is age-sensitive, which is seen in how parents reprimand 

children of different ages. It is also sensitive to the kind of act the child 

performed as well as the intensity of it. The exact timing of the changes 

taking place in parental responses cannot be stated from my material, larger 

scale studies would be needed; however, a guess would be that the toddler 

phase (two to three years old) constitutes such a transitional phase.  

 Reward and punishment techniques have been reported on before 

(Grusec, 1982; Eisenberg & Mussen, 1989; 2.2.1.3). My addition to these 

findings would be that by placing them in a bigger picture of scaffolding, 

where age is included as well as social considerations such as facework, 

number of adults present, etc. give us a more fine-tuned understanding of 

these acts and the traits that influence whether a parent turns to explanations 

or threats in a specific setting. What can be determined from this material is 

further that adults transmit opinions and evaluations of children to others as 

well as to the child herself. As this is potentially face-threatening, the child 

would probably have to deal with it in one way or another. From the 

material, I would say that most children do nothing directly connected to 

face-savings in these instances, unless silence should be regarded as a coping 

act. If children experience shame in these situations (which we do not 

know), silence might be the best, and only, way to handle it. 

 The children‟s part of the transactional development has been described 

as falling under three principles: reacting interaction, response-triggering 

interaction, and proactive interaction (Smith, 1996). The first of these applies 

to child-internal differences such as temperament, mood, etc. both between 

children and (in my interpretation) in the same child on different occasions. 

In the interaction with parents this was seen in the preference different child-

ren had for specific emotive expressions (Nina and Petra using body posture; 

Klas favoring nonverbal actions; Disa using crying laughter as well as being 

more affected by the mother‟s disapproval than what was apparent in her 

siblings, etc). Response-triggering interaction related to this as parents‟ 

responses is to some degree a function of the child‟s. For example, parents 

facing noncompliant children would sometimes turn to threats. Presumably 

one prediction of when the threats appear is found in the degree and 

frequency of misbehaving in the specific history of a child–parent dyad. The 

last of these concern the child‟s ability to leave the environment of their 

parents and create their own. As I interpreted Smith, this applied to later 

stages of childhood, where children set off with friends, etc. However, even 
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in children of four and five you find that they increasingly seek their own 

interactional frames and also start to solve and handle episodes without 

turning to parents for help (e.g., Klas and Richard defending their sisters, ex. 

87; see further discussion chapter 7). 

 Zahn-Waxler et al. (1979), Hoffman (1975), Kuczynski (1982) argued 

that emotionally driven explanations had a greater impact on children‟s 

behavior (15 to 29 months old) than prohibitions without verbal elaborations 

on the consequences. The mediating acts in the present material were not 

emotionally driven in this respect, rather the explanations and mediations 

following upon some transgression focused on the child‟s own experiences 

and emotions. For example, parents often phrased explanations from the 

transgressing child‟s perspective “when you are at his house, you…” 

However, when referring to preverbal children the explanations often 

included aspects like “he will hurt himself.” As Zahn-Waxler further 

claimed, it was the emotional tone of responses that carried the load of the 

message. I believe this is what is seen in the threat acts of the material, as 

well, and might be yet another working ingredient of these acts. The 

mother‟s own emotive expressions in these instances gives the child an 

understanding of the severity of the situation and this comes across better 

than calmly dispensed explanations. Possibly this personal emotive tone also 

aids children in acquiring person-knowledge (Rice 1984; cf. Shields, 1979; 

2.2.2) and enables them to develop an understanding of other people‟s states, 

needs, and desires. This further constitutes one part of the construction of a 

theory of mind (Sigman, 1994; 2.2.2.1).  

 One puzzling finding was the potentially face-threatening acts adults per-

form in front of children, while they discuss and comment upon them. As 

children are not meant to use this third person form themselves (for instance 

when talking of parents) they will have to understand the concept of social 

categories (2.2.2). Children is one group of people and adults another, and 

although parents go to great lengths to implant consideration and facework 

practices in child–child interactions (as seen, e.g., in mediation acts), they do 

not always apply these rules in their own conduct. Possibly this is one 

explanation for the manners of address being so difficult to implant in child-

ren (Schieffelin, 1979; Clancy, 1986; Foster, 1990). Children face many 

interactional settings that demand different kinds of knowledge. In order to 

grasp what is required it is not enough to watch how others act, the child 

would further have to be able to change perspectives in ways demanding a 

full-blown theory of mind. Future research would be needed where the focus 

is turned to the difference between public and private spheres and adult–

child interactions in these different settings. 
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6 Interactional emotive processes  

6.1 Introduction 

The relationship between children and their parents is a vertical one, imply-

ing that parents are in a position where they among other things can impose 

rules and demand compliance (Camaioni, 1979; Sinclair & Coulthard, 1992). 

In chapter 5, I argued that parental scaffolding – through the use of prag-

matic acts – shuffles the child ahead. While the parents scaffold and keep the 

frames in place, children explore and practice in the realm of their own 

activities, together with siblings and friends. I will use this chapter to 

encircle the processes where children put emotive expressions to use among 

each other.  

 The overall structure of the chapter is made of a division into three areas: 

the sibling relationship (6.2); the process of conflict (6.3); and harmonious 

interactional processes (6.4). Under these headings I have assembled various 

instances where the emotive expressions used, together with an interpreta-

tion of the interactional context, have made me regard the sequence as either 

connected to emotions such as ambivalence (6.2.1), loyalty (6.2.2), and 

anger (6.3.1); objectives like defense (6.3.2), teasing (6.3.3), reconciliations 

(6.3.4), and making contact (6.4.1); or the vaguer concept play (6.4.2). As in 

the previous two chapters, matters connected to age will be dealt with in 

consecutive order. Furthermore, in the summary ending each subsection I 

have made an overview of each of the child constellations in which devel-

opment over time, as well as similarities and differences among the groups 

will be discussed. 

 

6.2 The sibling relationship 

Two aspects singling the sibling constellation out from other types of 

constellations are ambivalence on the one hand and loyalty on the other 

(2.2.1.4). These emotions, or emotional concepts, are not particular for 

children or siblings, but the sibling relationship is centered in the core of 

these emotions. Experiencing ambivalence is to experience emotions of 

different valences simultaneously. Loyalty could be one of these feelings, 

and anger or rivalry could be others. The sibling relation does not have to 

include these different emotions, but it is likely to. This is so since both 

children have similar needs and the same adults who are supposed to see to 
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them. Naming the emotive expressions of these potential feelings “ambiva-

lence” instead of, for example, “anger,” is due to the fact that the child 

conducting the acts seem to experience loyalty or tenderness, as well, or 

there is another possibility: the child is aware of the taboo connected to 

expressing hostility towards the sibling and therefore masks the expressions 

as acts of care although the impact on the other child is negative (cf. display 

rules). Loyalty is easier to describe since it does not include emotive acts of 

a mixed nature. Connected to loyalty is also the notion of defense and 

shelter. In the same way as acts of ambivalence are mostly found in the 

direction older sibling to younger one, the acts of loyalty comes through in 

this direction, too. Older siblings shelter and defend their younger ones when 

they are facing potential harm from another child or a parent.  

6.2.1 Ambivalence 

I have regarded emotive expressions that fluctuate during a sequence as 

ambivalent if the expressions clash so that some emotive acts are of a nega-

tive nature, while others taking place simultaneously or directly following 

are of a positive ditto. However, fast transitions by themselves do not imply 

that the emotive experiences in the sequence are ambivalent. Children play-

ing together tend in general to be fast in altering between joy and anger. 

However, a qualitative difference remains. To demonstrate some of this I 

will show some excerpts from two recordings with Nina and Erik at the ages 

2;3/0;9 and 2;6/1;0 respectively. I then turn to an example of a sibling pair 

with a greater age span, Disa at 5;2 with her younger sister Lina, 0;10.  

 Nina and Erik are in their living room that is connected to the kitchen. 

The mother is sitting on a chair, which is pulled back from the table, and 

Erik stands holding on to another chair. Nina is running to and from and 

spends quite a lot of time trying to adjust Erik‟s position by straightening 

him up or moving him in some direction. Sometimes this seems to be meant 

to aid him when he is about to slide down but other times the reasons are 

unclear. As the sequence goes on the aid Nina assists with turns rougher and 

rougher and her grip around Erik‟s neck finally makes the mother intervene.  

 

Example 82 

Nina (N, 2;3), Erik (0;9), their mother (G) and me (T) in the kitchen at their 

place. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

121    [Nina and Erik are 

playing peek-a-boo at 

the table. Nina runs to 

pick up Erik, who is 

sliding down the leg 
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of a chair] 

122 G:  vänta mamma ställer 

upp honom ojojojoj så 

wait, mommy will get 

him up on his feet, 

oops there 

 

123 N: tittut ( ) tittut ( ) tittut ( ) 

tittut 

peek-a-boo ( ) peek-a-

boo ( ) peek-a-boo ( ) 

peek-a-boo  

((Erik laughs after each 

"peek-a-boo," Nina 

tries to pick him up 

and their mother 

intervenes)) 

124 N:  det där tycker du e rolit you think that’s funny  

125 G:  han tycker de e jättekul he think's that's a lot of 

fun 

 

126 N: tittut peek-a-boo ((Erik laughs)) 

127 G: så oj nuu there, oops, now ((Nina goes up to him 

again and grabs him 

around his head and 

under his arms and 

lifts him. The mother 

intervenes)) 

128 G:  så så så så akta akta 

stolen åker ojojoj de e 

inte lätt å va lillebror 

there there there there 

careful careful, the 

chair's going oh, it's not 

easy being the little 

brother 

((Nina does the same 

thing again and 

almost knocks Erik 

over with her 

embrace)) 

129 N: tittut ( ) tittut 

 

peek-a-boo ( ) peek-a-

boo 

((Nina keeps inter-

rupting the game to 

run up to Erik and lift 

or pull him. He falls 

over)) 

130 N:  åhej å åhå here we go  

131 G:  oj så här kan han hålla 

nu 

oh, he can hold on like 

this now 

 

132    ((Nina pulls on his 

arm)) 

133 G:  nej du kan inte hålla  no, you can't hold ((She laughs)) 

134 G: längtar du tills han ska 

bli stor så att ni kan 

busa nina å dansa å  

de 

do you long for him to 

grow older so you can 

play around and dance 

and everything 

 

135 G:  oj vänta nu nu nu tror 

ja att han tycker att de 

e lite jobbit tror ja han 

kan han få stå här så 

kan du göra mer tittut 

oh, wait now, now now 

I don‟t think he likes it 

so much, maybe he 

can stand over here 

and you can do more 

((Nina pulls and 

jumps with Erik, the 

mother intercedes)) 
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peek-a-boo 

136    ((Nina resumes playing 

peek-a-boo and then 

returns to Erik and 

starts patting/hitting 

him on the back. The 

mother stops her)) 

137 G:  så mm there hmh  

138 N: tittut ( ) tittut peek-a-boo ( ) peek-a-

boo 

 

139 N:  ja ja busar me erik I'm playing around with 

Erik 

[Directed at me] 

140 T:  jaa yeah  

 

Nina‟s activities are carried out as nonverbal nonvocal manifestations except 

for three verbal utterances, which further seem to have a contradictory 

meaning to that of the nonverbal actions. Two utterances being statements 

confirming that Erik likes this, one directed at Erik himself (line 124) and 

the other to me (line 139), and the third being a joyful vocalization under-

lining the strength she has to use in order to move him/make him fall over 

(line 130). The mother intervenes on a regular basis (line 122, 127, 128, 131, 

133, 135), but she seems to avoid unmistakable reproaches. A reason for this 

is the ambivalent nature, as I see it, since Nina is also playing with her 

brother (something that is appreciated and generally encouraged by parents) 

and seems to be in a happy, or possibly frenetic, state of mind. Nina is also 

still very young and it is unclear how parents perceive the acts of children of 

this age, from approximately one/two to three years old. In situations with 

older children, there seems to be a less tentative handling of similar 

encounters; older siblings are just not allowed to hurt the younger ones and 

are blamed if they do. Nevertheless, as we have seen previously (ex. 65, p. 

216), parents differ in their interactional moves when addressing their 

youngest ones. The above illustration could be such between-phases 

situation (cf., 5.4). 

 Between Nina and Erik, much remains the same three months later. How-

ever, the situation is different and possibly also Nina‟s awareness of what is 

a legitimate conduct. Nina no longer makes any open attempts at attacking 

Erik but seems to make some concealed moves behind the mother‟s back. 

Possibly this is a sign of conscious awareness of proper behavior towards a 

younger sibling having been established? What can be seen is that she obeys 

the command “thou shall not hit your baby brother,” possibly with a personal 

adding “at least not when being observed.”  
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Example 83 

Nina (N, 2;6) and Erik (E, 1;0) together with their mother (G) at their place. 

The children have eaten “Mums-Mums” (a pastry) and have gotten them-

selves all sticky. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

130 E:  mam  mum [Erik is sat down on a 

walking-car and talks a 

little to himself] 

131 G:  jag ska tvätta dej 

också ( ) du e inte alls 

lika smutsi som erik va 

I'm gonna wash you 

too ( ) you're not nearly 

as dirty as Erik was 

[She picks Nina up and 

carries her over to the 

kitchen sink] 

132    [Erik is playing with a 

walking-car on the floor 

"talking"]((Nina goes 

up to Erik and does 

something behind his 

back. He starts 

crying and Nina 

almost pushes him 

off the car. She 

glances at me and 

her mother and gives 

a crooked ambiguous 

smile)) 

133 G:  va gör du? what are you doing?  

134    ((The mother walks up 

and lifts Erik away)) 

135 G:  å du blir så sur kom  and you get so cranky, 

come on 

[Said to erik] ((She 

leads him away by the 

hand. Nina takes over 

the walking-car but 

gets bored immediatly 

and follows her mother 

and Erik. She grabs 

Erik and pulls his 

arm)) 

136 N:  titta erik vill du gå ut vill 

du gå ut hära 

look Erik, you wanna 

go outside, you wanna 

go out here 

[She opens the door 

leading to the porch] 

 

In the sequence, Nina approaches Erik and makes some move behind his 

back, which leaves him crying. Simultaneously, she gazes up smiling at her 

mother and me (cf. ambiguous smiles). Apart from crying, Erik seems to 
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have received a push since he almost falls off the car he is sitting on. The 

mother says “what are you doing?” but it is hard to tell to whom she directs 

the question. However, she goes up to the children and lifts Erik away from 

Nina and the car. Her comment is then directed to Erik as she says “and you 

get so cranky.” Nina now has the car to herself but is not content as she 

leaves it and follows her mother and Erik. She now appears preoccupied 

with the task of getting Erik away from their mother and she starts to pull his 

arm and tells him to play outside. As a strategy of getting him away from the 

mother, playing with him herself works fine. 

 In the last illustration from this sibling pair, Nina is once again interacting 

with her brother in an ambiguous fashion. It starts out with Nina playing 

with her mother, but as Erik approaches Nina turns her attention to him, 

continuing the game with him in a rather harsh way (the precursor to this 

example was seen in ex. 70 where she also interacted with the brother). 

Example 84 

Nina (N, 2;6), Erik (E, 1;0), and their mother, Gilda (G). Situated in the 

living room around a sofa, Nina and her mother are playing peek-a-boo with 

a sweater, as Erik comes crawling to join them.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

291    ((Nina laughs and tries 

to do something to her 

mother with the 

sweater, possibly 

pulling it over her 

head)) 

292 G: nej noo  

293 N: bara göra en sak just do one thing ((Nina drapes the 

sweater over her 

mother)) 

294 N:  var e mamma vare 

mamma 

where's mommy, 

where's mommy 

 

295 G:  här e mamma  here's mommy [She pulls the sweater 

off] ((laughing)) 

296    ((Erik crawls over to 

them and Nina puts 

the sweater over him 

again. The mother 

puts her hand out but 

does not stop her)) 

297 N:  vänta vänta erik ja 

måste 

wait wait Erik, I gotta 

 

((Nina manages to 

get the sweater over 

his face)) 
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298  N: vare erik vare erik where's Erik, where's 

Erik 

((She pulls the 

sweater and Erik falls 

over)) 

299 G:  vänta ojojoj de gick bra wait, oops, you're ok  

300 N:  erik Erik ((She throws the 

sweater over Erik and 

knocks him over 

again)) 

301 G:  du får inte trycka nina Nina you can't push  

302    ((Erik falls and hits 

his head, whereby 

Nina takes the 

sweater and whacks 

him with it)) 

303 G:  nämen tare lugnt c'mon, take it easy [She goes up to Erik to 

check on him. Nina 

runs off temporarily] 

304    ((The mother goes into 

another room. Nina 

follows Erik, who is 

climbing the sofa 

again)) 

305 N:  erik erik erik erik inte 

erik inte 

Erik Erik Erik Erik not 

Erik not 

((She sings)) 

306 E:  aah aah ((She pulls the 

blanket over his face 

from behind)) 

307 G:  nina försiktit om du ska 

göra så 

Nina be careful if 

you're gonna do that 

((The mother has 

returned and inter-

venes)) 

308 N:  jaa yeah  

309 G:  mm mm  

310 N:  eller får ja ja får klättra 

upp 

or can I, I can climb up ((She climbs up on 

the sofa after Erik 

and pushes the 

blanket over him)) 

311 G:  INTE TRYCK inte 

trycka nina 

DON'T PUSH Nina 

don't push 

 

 

Nina is agitating Erik with the sweater. The mother intervenes verbally (line 

299, 301, 303, 307, 311) but only makes one active attempt at stopping Nina 

(line 307). The other times she remains passive, although she supervises the 

activities. At one point she leaves the room as Nina concurrently hits Erik 

with the sweater. It is not easy to interpret Nina‟s acts in situations like 
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these. She is playing with her mother and apparently happy (judging from 

her facial appearance and tone of voice), but her preoccupation with Erik is 

something other, as well. She knows that she is not supposed to place the 

sweater on his face and still she pursues with this task repeatedly. As in 

previous sequences I interpreted this in the light of ambivalent feelings 

towards her brother. The excitement visible in Nina‟s appearance (glance in 

the eyes) and behavior (vocal traits and jumpiness) could in fact be 

connected to the awareness of crossing a border to forbidden activities.  

  Turning to another constellation the age difference between the involved 

siblings is greater: Disa is 5;2 years and her baby sister only 10 months old. 

Example 85 

Disa (D, 5;2) and her baby sister Lina (0;10) at their house in the playroom 

together with me (T). Disa is seated on the floor as Lina comes crawling into 

the room.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

48    [Lina crawls into the 

room, Disa sits down in 

front of her] 

49 D:  den där va min de får 

du inte leka med  

that one's mine, you 

can't play with that 

 

((She speaks very 

clearly and wags her 

finger at Lina, then she 

drives a car across 

her face)) 

50 D: ja lägger bilen här 

ingen får leka med den 

ja ja läger den här 

kanske lägger den här  

I‟ll put the car here, 

nobody can play with 

it, I I‟ll put it here, 

maybe put it here 

((She puts the car 

down in front of Lina 

and hides her face 

behind her hands, but 

peeks through so that 

she can see when Lina 

grabs the car)) 

51 D: nej nej nej ja gjorde fel nonono I did it wrong ((She hugs and 

kisses Lina, then 

takes the car back)) 

52 T:  ere rolit me ulrika å lina 

disa? 

is it fun to have Ulrika 

and Lina, Disa? 

 

53    ((Disa does not reply)) 

 

Disa does not appear to be angry with her sister, but she admonishes her 

kindly but firmly. The trait here making the sequence a bit odd is her driving 

with the car in Lina‟s face. As if Disa herself realizes the problematic twist 

of this action, she starts kissing and cuddling Lina just seconds later. Disa‟s 

verbalization “nej nej nej ja gjorde fel” (line 51) is directed to herself. Lina 
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keeps her composure as the car travels over her nose and seems to be content 

with the kissing as well.  

 Common to the sequences above is the fact that the younger sibling is 

very young. The differences between Nina and Disa are related to age as 

well. In later recordings with Nina and Erik there is not the same amount of 

apparent ambivalent behavior. Something can be argued to have changed 

either with Nina‟s control of impulses or with her emotional stance towards 

her brother.  

 Disa, on the other hand, is a big girl and she was already more than four 

years old when the sisters were born. Another fact is that she has never had 

the experience of being the only child, as she is a triplet. Her ability to deal 

with new intruders is therefore likely to be different than Nina‟s. It is 

apparent in her behavior towards her younger sisters that she gets angry with 

them, etc., but also that she consoles them and cares for them. Comparing 

her to Nina, much of the difference throughout the recordings lies in Disa‟s 

consoling attitude, as she both gets angry and attempts to repair the angry 

actions when conducted. Nina, on the other hand, seems to act out only the 

angry part in the early recordings, but as she matures there is a change taking 

place in her behavior towards Erik as well.  

 What seemed to be in common for all examples of ambivalence in the 

material was that it was conducted by emotive manifestations rather than 

utterances. The children acted out the negative emotion by doing things to 

their younger sibling. Furthermore, when there were verbalizations these 

stated the opposite emotional stance than the nonverbal acts. Presumably this 

was also what made the situations stand out from other negative enactments. 

Even the nonvocal acts were mixed in that the older sibling blended the 

negative acts with positive acts like smiling, although these were mainly 

directed at the nearby adults and not the younger sibling. Turning to age, the 

older the conducting child was, the more likely it was that she would also 

console the younger one in some way. Presumably this was connected to a 

heightened awareness of the faulty aspect of doing bad things to younger 

ones, but it could also be explained from the feelings of tenderness and love 

the sibling has towards the other.  

6.2.2 Loyalty 

The sibling relationship has a distinguishable quality of loyalty attached to it 

(Bigelow et al., 1996; 2.2.1.4). No matter how much the siblings fight, tease 

each other, and compete, when matters get serious they stick to one another, 

and the older ones tend to protect and shelter the ones younger. This could 

also be seen in the recordings with mixed sibling groups where we have Klas 

defending his younger sister Eva against Richard, and Richard doing the 

same for his sister Petra against Klas or Eva (ex. 86). Furthermore, in the one 
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recording where the triplets interact with the neighboring boys, there was 

also an instance of sibling loyalty (ex. 87).  

 In the first example Petra wants the same teddy bear as Eva has (see ex.7, 

p. 115, where this part is discussed). At first trying to make Eva‟s father help 

her in this quest, she then turns to Klas with the command (line 272) “Klas ta 

den åt mej” (“Klas get it for me”).  

Example 86 
Klas (K, 5;7), Richard (R, 4;6), Eva (E, 3;5) and Petra (P, 2;8) in the play-

room at Klas and Eva‟s place. Klas and Eva‟s father (O) is present and 

sporadically involved, as I also am (T).  

 

  Swedish English Context 

267 O: vill du ha samma nalle 

som eva har?  

you want the same 

teddy that Eva's got? 

[He walks towards the 

playroom] 

268 P: aaa  yeaa [Petra gets up and 

follows him] 

269 O: men då får du ju vänta 

till eva inte vill ha den 

nå mer 

but then you‟ll have to 

wait until Eva doesn't 

want it anymore 

 

270 E: men den här e min  but this is mine [She is sitting on the 

floor reading a 

magazine. The teddy 

bear is next to her] 

271 O: men klas släng inte 

omkring me sakerna 

c'mon Klas don't throw 

that stuff around 

 

272 P: klas ta den åt mej ta 

den klas KLAS KLAS 

KLAAS 

Klas get it for me, get it 

for me Klas KLAS 

KLAS KLAAS 

[She points to the 

teddy bear next to Eva, 

calling louder and 

louder] 

273  P: klas ta den hos eva ( ) 

där där där där där där 

Klas get it from Eva ( ) 

there there there there 

there there 

[She runs up and 

points to the teddy 

bear] 

274    ((Klas crawls in and 

grabs the teddy bear 

and throws it in Petra's 

direction. At the same 

time Richard hits Eva 

in the back with a 

pillow)) 

275 E: näe näe  nooo no [She turns around 

quickly trying to get to 

the teddy bear] 

276 R: petra  Petra ((Richard throws 
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himself over the 

teddy bear and Eva 

and tries to pull it 

away from her)) 

277 E: NÄE NOO ((Eva protests loudly)) 

278 T: nämen richard de e ju 

eva som har nallen 

but Richard, Eva's got 

the teddy 

 

279    ((Richard and Eva 

wrestle on the floor)) 

280 R: men petra ville ha 

den 

but Petra wanted it  

281 T: men eva hade den but Eva had it  

282 E: det gjorde ont på mej  ouch, that hurt me 

 

((She almost 

manages to get back 

up, but Richard grabs 

her from behind)) 

283 K: RICHARD  RICHARD ((Klas rushes up to 

help his sister and 

ends up on his knees 

in front of Richard, 

who lets Eva go)) 

284  K: låt henne va  leave her alone [Klas' voice is calm and 

gentle] 

285 R: petra vill ju ha ren  but Petra wants it ((Richard starts 

wrestling Klas)) 

286 K: där e ren there it is [Klas crawls away to 

fetch something] 

287 O: men vems nalle ere 

då? 

but who's teddy is it 

then? 

 

288 P: xx ja vill ha den andra 

nallen 

xx I want the other 

teddy 

 

289 O: vill du ha den? do you want it?  

299 P: jaa yeah  

 

When Klas throws Petra the teddy (line 274) Eva instantly files a complaint. 

Richard, who now begins to show interest in the drama, throws himself on 

top of both Eva and the teddy as she attempts to take it back from Petra. 

They tumble about on the floor with the bear for some time and I intervene 

verbally (line 278). Richard then tries to explain why he has to have the bear 

by saying “men petra ville ha den” (“but Petra wanted it”). Eva concurrently 

attempts to get to her feet but Richard holds onto her from behind, an act 

which catches Klas attention and makes him enter the conflict taking stands 

for his sister. However, Klas does not seem to be upset when he calmly and 

firmly puts himself in Richard‟s way, hindering him from following Eva, 
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saying “låt henne va” (line 284). Richard does not give in but persists in his 

explanation “petra vill ju ha ren” (line 285), concurrently starting to wrestle 

with Klas. Klas then seems to localize another teddy bear and fetches it and 

as everything seems to settle Petra concludes that she wants this other teddy. 

 The recording where the triplets have joined the neighboring boys Ivar 

and Björn in their garden is a recording full of emotive acts, side takings and 

frustration on all involved parts. Below they have a running contest with 

fluctuating rules. Disa and Molly (4;9) are not participating but they cheer on 

and seem to be the ones actually deciding who is to win: the one they name 

as winner. The one chosen is repeatedly the younger sibling of the neighbor 

boys, Björn (4;6). Samuel (4;9) and the older neighbor brother, Ivar (6;2), 

have handled this in some way, which seems easier for Ivar than for Samuel. 

When we encounter them now, Disa appears to have noticed Samuel‟s 

vulnerability and when she continues her sister‟s chanting “björn vann björn 

vann” (“Björn won..”), she includes Samuel as well “samuel å björn vann 

samuel å björn vann” (line 306). 

Example 87 

Disa (D, 4;9), Molly (M, 4;9), Samuel (S, 4;9) and the neighbor boys Ivar (I, 

6;2) and Björn (B, 4;6).  

 

  Swedish English Context 

297 B: klara färdia gå  ready, set go 

 

[Samuel, Björn and 

Ivar run off, Disa and 

Molly stay put] 

298 M: HEJA BJÖRN  GO BJÖRN  

299 D: HEJA BJÖRN GO BJÖRN  

300 M: HEJA BJÖRN GO BJÖRN  

301    [Samuel finishes first, 

followed by Ivar and 

then Björn] 

302 M: björn vann Björn won  

303 S: nä ja no I did  

304 M: nä björn vann björn 

vann björn vann 

no, Björn won, Björn 

won, Björn won 

 

 

305 S:  näe  noo ((Björn shakes his fist 

in a victory gesture)) 

306 D: samuel å björn vann 

samuel å björn vann  

Samuel and Björn 

won, Samuel and 

Björn won 

((Samuel makes the 

same gesture as 

Björn)) 

307 I: kom igen  come on [Ivar starts running 

again and the other 

boys follow suit] 
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308 D: OCH IVAR FÖRLORA  AND IVAR LOST [She yells after the 

boys] 

 

The fact that Molly begins with “björn vann” (line 302) has to be seen in 

connection to Ivar‟s presence and participation. Molly does not approve of 

anything Ivar does during this part of the recording, and her cheering on 

Björn I see as directed towards Ivar and not particularly against Samuel.  

 In the two above examples the child showing loyalty was among the 

older in the material. This was also the more common case. However, as was 

also noted by, e.g., Dunn (1983) even young children care for and show 

empathy with their younger siblings. Although often requested to by their 

parents (see 2.2.1.4), the tendencies are present even in situations where they 

are “on their own.” In the example below, Richard and Petra‟s mother has 

left the apartment where the recording is taking place to get some food for 

Petra from a nearby place. The children remain together with Klas and Eva 

as well as their parents Cecilia and Ola.  

Example 88 

Richard (R, 2;8) and Petra (1;1) together with Klas and Eva‟s father, Ola 

(O). 

 

  Swedish English Context 

461    ((Petra starts crying)) 

462 R:  petra petra mamma 

kommer snart petra 

mamma kommer 

snart 

Petra Petra, 

mommy’s coming 

soon, Petra 

mommy’s coming 

soon 

((Richard pats Petra 

soflty)) 

463 O:  såja there now  

 

Petra is placed in Ola‟s lap, and as he moves she gets scared or hurt and 

starts to cry. Richard, who does not witness the event, hears her crying and 

comes running, sits down beside her and caresses her. He also tries to soothe 

her by informing her that mommy is soon to reappear. Possibly Richard 

misses the mother and interprets Petra‟s tear from his own emotional 

position (see ex. 132, p. 349). Nevertheless, his utterance has to be seen as 

an empathic and caring one. He also acknowledges the fact that they have a 

mother in common and that she is the one to console them when crying or 

sad. The adult nearby is not turned to. 

6.2.3 Conclusions 

Concluding this section I found that there mainly seemed to exist ambivalent 

displays between siblings. Or in a weaker formulation – which might be 
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preferred as the material mainly consists of siblings – the ambivalence 

between siblings centers around the complex relational stand that hold 

between children who both are each other‟s closest family and each other‟s 

strongest rivals. The most apparent ambivalent expressions was seen in pairs 

where the youngest sibling was very young and the older not so very old 

either. As the older sibling matured a change occurred in how overt the 

negative manifestations were displayed, which can be connected to the 

cognitive growth and acknowledgment of rules of conduct. 

 From the age of 2;6 there were also amendment attempts from an older to 

a younger sibling, and this progress was elucidated the older the child got. I 

found no ambivalence displays from a younger child directed to the older 

sibling, but this is not to say they are not there.
46

 However, it seems plausi-

ble that the frequency of ambivalent displays from older siblings is higher 

since the younger one does not have the same physical possibilities while 

very young. They also seemed to have an idealized impression of the older 

sibling entailing more feelings of positive character than negative – a state 

naturally open to change over time. A further point to make is that parents 

were involved in close to all ambivalent expression (the exception being 

Disa above), which renders it likely to conclude that it was the theme of 

triangle-drama that was highlighted in these cases.  

 Loyalty is seen between siblings as well, and when there was a choice 

situation the older one would stand up for the younger. As was seen in the 

example with Richard and Petra, even a very young older brother would try 

to console his sibling making himself an interpreter of her needs and desires. 

The clear situations of loyalty in the material came from the recordings 

where there were two sibling groups participating. The possible explanation 

for this is that it is in situations with another – “an outsider” – that the feel-

ings of loyalty are brought to the fore. One may argue and fight among each 

other in a family but when threatened from outside, the ranks are closed.  

 

6.3 The process of conflict 

As should be clear by now there are many angry children in the recordings. 

This was seen in sections like 4.2, as well as in chapter 5 where I discussed 

the parental responses. Viewing the conflicts as a process, rather than as the 

distinct vignettes seen up to now, some recurring traits appeared. A situation 

revolving around a conflict often had the ingredients: expression of anger 

(6.3.1), defensive acts (6.3.2), and acts of reconciliations (6.3.4). These will 

be illustrated in turn below. Expounding the notion of anger expressions as 

                                                      
46 There are instances when the young children Lina and Ulrika smack their older sister Disa. 

However, these are hard to interpret since children of one also hit objects, parents, pets in the 

same fashion. For now there is simply no knowledge as to if these acts should be regarded as 

intentional and/or emotive or not. 
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well as the defensive acts, I have added a section dealing with the concept 

teasing (6.3.3). Teasing seemed to be the only clearly defined pragmatic act 

used in these situations, almost like a script. However, the uses it was put to 

varied, sometimes teasing was used as an aggressive act towards someone, 

sometimes as a defensive act against someone else‟s aggression and at other 

times for no apparent reason at all. Teasing can thus be argued to be a 

process of conflict by itself, and the different forms it takes on will be illu-

strated. 

6.3.1 Expressions of anger 

In situations of conflict there was often one part propelling the actions. 

Another noticeable trait was that there were different kinds of conflicts 

between the children. Either the conflict emanated from a neutral playing 

mood, where a wish or suggestion from one of the children was turned 

down, an event in itself leading to the conflict (see the triplets below); or one 

or more of the involved children were in some kind of affect and then acted 

out in ways involving the other children in a conflict (see Richard, Astrid, 

below, as well as Molly and Samuel in ex. 15). In the latter case, one or 

more events, in themselves innocent enough, lead to the building up of anger 

and hostility. Alternatively, there could be internal causes that insisted on 

being acted upon of which I cannot say much here. 

 In the sections 4.2.1.4 – 4.2.1.7 above, I described actions of different 

kinds, i.e., where a child‟s body and the acts she conducts with it conveyed 

some emotional content. The majority of these were expressions of anger 

(throwing objects, pushing someone, protruding one‟s tongue, and leave the 

room in protest). Common to these examples was also the age of the acting 

child being relatively low. Having covered the younger children‟s anger 

expressions I will therefore use this part to discuss the older children‟s 

expressions of anger, as they come through when they are interacting mainly 

with each other. Common to the older children‟s expressions was that 

although a nonverbal aspect still was part of the expression, there was 

always a verbal component as well. If in no other way, it would follow the 

anger expressions as the child explained or elaborated on what had occurred. 

As it seems, this would happen whether there were any adults involved or 

not. I have indicated the order of expressive means by the arrows in the 

headings. As the constellations of children differ among them in how often, 

and by which means, they engaged in conflicts, the conclusions closing this 

section contains brief accounts of the constellations and their expressions of 

anger as these evolved over time. 

6.3.1.1 Vocal and nonverbal  verbal  

There were few examples of uncontrollable rage involved in the material, 

but one such is seen in the following. Although there were many conflicts in 
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the material as a whole, many of the expressions related to anger were of a 

character hard to determine whether of an interactional or a primarily 

emotional nature. When it comes to expressions of pain, for example, one 

clearly hears – and sees – the difference between a child actually hurt and 

one not that much hurt. With sadness and crying, there is also a difference in 

the intensity of the crying, which gives a hint to the extent of sorrow or sad-

ness experienced. To generalize one could say that vocalizations tend to be 

the clue to how we interpret the intensity and accurateness of an emotive 

expression. At least it appears to help us in this interpretation. What, in the 

following, struck me as the pure rage in the act was thus the vocalization 

coming together with the directed action in the form of violent pushing.  

 Richard and Eva are in conflict but as it turn out Klas gets partly involved 

as well, whereas Petra keeps herself at a distance. The children are at this 

point ranging from 2;8 to 5;7 years old, Richard (4;6) and Eva (3;5) being in 

the middle. The conflict revolves around cucumbers and in the end both 

sibling groups‟ mothers are involved. The sequence starts out happily 

enough as Eva enters with some cucumbers offering everybody to get a part, 

as she has been instructed to by her mother. Richard wants some, as does 

Petra, but now Eva changes her mind and tries to withdraw the offer. 

Richard wrestles with her and tries to bend away her fingers from the bowl. 

Eva struggles and resists and gazes intensively at me. When Richard does 

not manage to get hold of the cucumbers he seems to be struck by sudden, 

acute and overwhelming rage as he cries out a sound like “ååhhh” 

concurrently taking hold of Eva‟s head and pushing her backwards into the 

door. The act is a violent one as he uses all his strength and she tumbles back 

and hits her head. 

Example 89 
Klas (K, 5;7), Richard (R, 4;6), Eva (E, 3;5) and Petra (P, 2;8) at Klas and 

Eva‟s place. The mothers, Åsa (Å) and Cecilia (C), as well as myself (T), get 

involved.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

538 E: killar vill ni ha gurka?  guys, do you want 

some cucumber? 

[Eva comes in the 

room with a  bowl of 

cucumber] 

539 R: jaa yeah  

540 E: näe  noo 

 

((she is covering the 

cucumber with her 

hands. Petra is 

squatting next to her 

and Richard in front of 

her, both of them trying 

to get to the bowl)) 
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541 P: får ja smaka  let me taste it ((Petra gets up and 

leaves when nothing 

happens)) 

542    ((Richard starts 

prying Eva's fingers 

off the bowl. She is 

looking into the camera 

and struggling with 

him)) 

543 E: ja men evas ska  yeah but Eva will  

544 R: ÅÅHH OOOHH ((He makes a noise 

while standing up 

and grabbing Eva's 

head, subsequently 

throwing her back 

against the door)) 

545 T: NÄJ NÄJ NÄJ NÄJ  NO NO NO NOOO [loudly] 

546    ((Eva starts crying. 

She hits her head 

against the wall and 

covers her head with 

her hands)) 

547 C: va hände? what happened?  

548 T: richard knuffa in henne 

i dörrn 

Richard pushed her 

into the door 

 

549 C: kom kom kom va gör e 

ont nånstans? 

come here, come here 

where does it hurt? 

((Cecilia kneels and 

picks up Eva, who is 

crying)) 

550 P: de va faktist mina 

gurkor 

those were my 

cucumbers actually 

[Petra holds the 

cucumbers out to 

Cecilia] 

551 C: ja du kan hålla dom  

så sätt dej ner göre ont 

här? 

yeah you hold them,  

sit down now, does it 

hurt over here? 

 

[Said to Eva] 

552    [Image of Klas and 

Richard sitting by the 

rail road] 

553 R: men ja sa så här till 

eva  

but I told Eva [Richard walks around 

the room] 

554 C: mm mhm  

555 R: får vi lite gurka får vi 

lite gurka också ( ) å 

då sa hon nej 

can we have some 

cucumber, can we 

have some cucumber 

too ( ) and then she 

((He speaks unclearly 

and paces around))  

 

[turning to Cecilia] 
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said no 

556 C: jaha sa du så? yeah? is that what you 

said? 

[Said to Eva off-

camera] 

557 E: mm mm  

558 Å: mm de asså de va ju 

klart att du vill ha gurka 

richard men de betyder 

ju inte att du får knuffa 

in eva i väggen ( ) de 

vet ju du också 

mm, I mean, of course 

you wanted some 

cucumber Richard, but 

that doesn't give you 

the right to push Eva 

into the wall ( ) you 

know that too 

 

 

 

[Åsa is sitting on the 

bed] 

559    ((Eva resumes her 

crying in the back-

ground)) 

560 K: de va ju i dörren but it was into the door  

561 Å: ja i dörren de va ju 

dumt gjort de också 

yeah into the door, that 

was a bad thing to do 

as well 

 

562 C: så kom  there, come here ((She kisses Eva and 

puts her down on the 

floor)) 

563    ((Eva is still sobbing a 

little)) 

564 Å: du ja ser på dej att du 

vet att du har gjort 

nånting dumt 

look, I can tell that you 

know you did some-

thing bad 

[Said to Richard who is 

still wandering around 

the room] 

565     ((Richard stands in 

front of her with his 

arms crossed and 

then rubs his eyes)) 

566 Å: ska du bråka me mej 

nu bara för att ja säger 

åt dej 

are you gonna fight 

with me now just 

because I told you off 

 

567 R: näe noo  

 

As the mothers get involved, all children engage in the narrative reconstruc-

tion of what has happened: Klas by adjusting factual mistakes (“but it was 

the door”), Richard by describing how Eva at first offered and then changed 

her mind and Eva by admitting, when her mother asks her (line 556), that 

this was indeed what happened. Eva also accompanies the story by wailing 

when Richard‟s activities are described, thus emphasizing the result of his 

wrongdoings. (In the remaining part of this recording Eva keeps coming 

back to this event as is discussed in 4.3.3). 
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 This is the same recording as one of the loyalty sequences described in 

the previous section. Richard was involved there, too, and it is likely that this 

scene should be seen as a continuation, if not in other ways so at least as 

when it comes to his mood. There has been some time since the fight over 

the teddy bear and Richard and Klas have in the meantime been occupied 

with the train set. Richard‟s mother has been engaged, too, and everything 

has been running smoothly until the cucumber entered the picture. The fact 

that Richard gets mad at Eva is not strange in itself, but he gets very mad. 

His sister Petra also wanted some cucumbers but when Eva hesitated she 

simply turned away and continued with what she was doing, which illu-

strates one possible alternative to Richard‟s violent reaction. Eva does not 

attempt to avoid responsibility for what has happened and when they jointly 

retell the event she agrees to that she did not want to share the cucumbers. 

However, she does not seem prone to connect this action of hers to the 

violent result but instead focuses on Richard‟s behavior. This is also what 

the mothers do as they discuss the pushing with him. Richard here shows 

that he understands what he has done and that it was wrong and he inhibits 

the visible impulses to strike out at his mother (line 565) and also answers 

that he is not going to argue with her because of her questions. In this sense 

this anger-illustration differs from many conflicts seen previously between 

the children in this constellation. Richard is himself troubled about what 

happened as he walks about the room verbalizing at first to himself, and then 

turning to Eva‟s mother, what took place and made him strike out. As he is 

4;6 he fully understands the interpretation of this act of his, and, comparing 

this to earlier recordings (e.g., ex. 126, p. 338; ex. 38, p. 167), I conclude 

that something has happened and changed his way of perceiving and reacting 

to his own expressions of anger. He still expresses anger through nonverbal 

and vocal acts, but he turns verbal as he contemplates and interprets these 

acts. Recalling Sigman (1994; 2.2.2.1) and the different insights a child will 

have to have in order for a theory of mind to be in place, Richard at 4;6 

appears to fill all criteria (p. 35). Eva (3;5), on the other hand, refers to her 

own emotions and admits what she has done, but does not appear to see the 

connection between her own emotive actions and the consequences they 

have, nor the emotions they evoke in others. As the parental focus also rest 

with Richard‟s act, she is not aided or admonished to ponder this relationship 

further. 

6.3.1.2 Verbal  vocal and nonverbal 

Disa, Samuel and Molly (5;2) are building with Lego. Disa has built a 

helicopter house and Samuel has for some time been trying to interact with 

her by adding or subtracting pieces to and from her house. This is not appre-

ciated. Disa‟s dealing with anger expressions goes the other way compared 

to the previous example in that she starts out with verbal complaints and 

protests and starts crying and acting out by throwing objects at a point where 
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she realizes that the verbal negotiations do not work. Although there are 

individual differences here as in other areas, it appears to be a tendency that 

the older children react more verbally in beginning of fights and then turn to 

embodied actions, whereas the younger children tend to their conflicts using 

the means in the opposite order.
47

  

Example 90 

Disa (D, 5;2), Samuel (S, 5;2) and Molly (M, 5;2) together with me (T) in 

their playroom. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

238    [Molly pours out all the 

Lego on the floor] 

239 M:  de här e ju min hey, this is mine [She finds a fabric 

thing on the floor and 

shows it to Disa] 

240 S:  åå fint disa ( ) får ja 

hjälpa dej å bygga disa 

får ja hjälpa dej 

ooh, nice Disa ( ) can I 

help you build disa can 

I help you 

 

241 D:  xxx å stå ( ) neje den e 

färdi ( ) nej nån har 

tagit bort min bit molly 

tog du bort den där inte 

DEN inte den inte den 

( ) nu ska kalle å katten 

åka på promenad 

xxx and stand ( ) noo, 

it's done ( ) no some-

one took off my piece, 

Molly, did you take it 

off? not THAT ONE, 

not that one, not that 

one ( ) now Kalle and 

the cat are going on a 

walk 

((She glares at 

Samuel)) 

 

[Said to Samuel who is 

holding various pieces 

up to her] 

242 S: får ja va me can I play?  

243 D: nej NEJE ( ) nu åker 

dom iväg 

no NOO ( ) now they're 

leaving 

 

244 S:  vicket långt that's long  

245 D:  ska du inte ha den här 

som de e mat på ( ) de 

får stå härute samuel 

gör inget inte sätt på 

nåt bara xx 

don't you wanna have 

this one with the food 

on it ( ) it can stand out 

here, Samuel don't do 

anything, just don't 

put anything on 

[the first line said to the 

Lego characters, then 

addressing Samuel]  

246 S:  den här får du  you can have this one  

247 D:  ja vill inte ha den de e I don't want it, it's  

                                                      
47 A qualified guess is that when directed actions are involved in adults‟ conflicts they appear 

after verbal interaction in the same way as for the older children here (cf. Miller & Sperry, 

1987). 
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skrot gammal 

gubbjäkel 

trash, goddamn stupid 

toy 

248 S:  nähä  naa [He holds a tower up to 

me] 

249 T:  vicken fin that's pretty  

250 D:  ge den till tove give it to Tove [sarcastic tone] 

251 D:  ja vill inte ha  I don't want it ((Samuel puts the 

tower on top of her 

building)) 

252  D: neje samuel de e en 

helikopter samuel 

den kan inte snurra 

SAMUEL ( ) nu har 

haru FÖRSTÖRT hela 

den de e faktist MIN 

no Samuel, it's a 

helicopter, Samuel it 

can't spin, SAMUEL  

( ) now you MESSED 

it all up, it's MINE 

actually 

 

 

((She starts crying)) 

253 S:  kan de inte gå en 

trappa dit upp 

can't there be stairs up 

there 

 

254 D:  NÄE inte alls  NO not at all ((She throws 

Samuel's tower on 

the floor)) 

255 M: VAFÖR GJORDE DU 

SÅ den hade ja 

WHY DID YOU DO 

THAT, I had that one 

((Crying/screaming, 

Samuel takes 

something from Molly)) 

256 S:  den hade ja me I had that one too [He grabs another 

piece] 

 

Samuel and Disa‟s conflict continues with a few pauses in between. Disa is 

withdrawing more and more and starts after a while to play under the bed 

where they have made a hut. Samuel wants to play with her and offers her 

various pieces of Lego. Disa declines all such attempts and says, as Samuel 

passes her his Lego-tower, “de e skrot” (line 247). Samuel does not give in 

that easily but instead attaches his tower on her helicopter house, an act 

resulting in Disa starting to cry. Samuel persists and says helpfully “kan de 

inte gå en trappa dit upp” (line 253). Disa does not appreciate the flight of 

stairs and she throws the tower to the floor. Samuel leaves Disa and instead 

rips something from Molly with whom he continues the fight. 

 Distinguishing these anger-related sequences from the previous ones with 

younger children is that the main part of the conflict is handled verbally, 

both the initiation and its subsequent development. Disa throws Samuel‟s 

tower and Samuel in his turn takes something from Molly‟s, but compared to 

the younger children‟s instant and frequent emotive outbreaks, the nonverbal 

acts here are distinct and integrated in the interactional verbal frame. This is 

not to say that children past the age of three/four do not engage in vigorous 

emotional fights, but they are sparser – and possibly more damaging to the 
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involved parties when taking place. Partly the acting out is replaced by 

verbal conflicts. Vocal displays like Disa‟s crying are still present and quite 

frequent. Molly and Samuel on the other hand do not cry often, and when 

they do, it seems to be connected to physical pain. Looking at Molly‟s crying 

in line 255, it has the intonation and voice quality resembling crying, but the 

utterance comes in the form of a shriek. However, there are no tears and the 

outburst diminishes abruptly once the utterance is made. Something close to 

dry-crying, but with no apparent receiving end – as is the case with the 

younger children‟s strategic dry-crying. Possibly this is the remains of the 

preverbal child‟s anger-related crying, now attached to a verbal utterance 

and delivered through the same channel, so to speak. In other words, the 

little child getting upset manifests this through crying and shrieks, means 

that themselves have a tendency to “take over” the child for some period (cf. 

unrestricted expressions). The older child, on the other hand, uses the same 

reactions as complements and emphasizers to the verbal reaction occurring 

concurrently (in the above example, “Why did you do that?” which is an 

accompanying utterance). Molly still gets upset, angry, sad, etc. but does not 

enter the emotions in the same wholehearted fashion as a younger child 

might have done. One reason for not being encapsulated by the emotive 

displays themselves could be the possibility to verbalize the matters causing 

the reaction.   

6.3.1.3 Conclusions 

Focusing on the child constellations in turn, we get a notion of their respec-

tive similarities as well as their differences and how these matters change 

during the recording period as for conflicts. 

 In the recordings with Klas and Richard, who span in age from 3;2/2;1 to 

5;7/4;6 years old, there are many conflicts. Their sisters Eva and Petra are 

involved in some but have only one conflict in between themselves (see ex. 

7, p. 115). The emotive manifestations used when the boys get into a fight 

are everything from directed emotive acts like smacking (see ex. 38 with the 

pot) and pushing (see ex. 30 where Klas pushes Richard and ex. 31 where 

Richard pushes Klas) to verbal insults and instances of teasing (e.g., ex. 94). 

In the first recordings the parents are constantly involved in these disputes 

but as the boys grow older they start to handle them more by themselves. In 

fact, illustrations like ex.14/129 (where they are having a pillow fight) Klas 

and Richard themselves do not necessarily regard the interaction as one of 

conflict, whereas parents at this point do. Possibly this depends on matters 

like the children having found strategies to handle the want of physical play 

and interaction, with some notion of what is acceptable behavior. As with 

the other recordings where there are more than two children involved, the 

conflicts are frequent even though the number of children fighting often 

stays at two (except in the situation with the teddy bear, described above). A 

possible explanation to the frequent fights can nevertheless be found in the 
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number of children since this has an impact on the parental involvement. 

During the recordings where Eva and Petra where very young, the mother‟s 

had to spend lot of time with them and therefore the older boys were left to 

handle their interactions more by themselves. Another explanation is that the 

boys, besides spending the afternoon or weekend together, see each other in 

daycare and there might be conflicts starting there that are carried on at 

home as well. A gender issue cannot be ruled out either, although the scope 

of the material is too small to generate any conclusions in this area.
48

 Age is 

another potential cause to take into consideration. The age difference 

between Klas and Richard is one year and one month. This in combination 

with Klas being a tall boy for his age makes his advantage over Richard 

striking in the first recordings. It is also in these recordings we find the 

majority of conflicts. As Richard catches up in all aspects, like physical 

strength, verbal competence, as well as other cognitive abilities, they also 

spend more time playing and less time fighting. The fights in the later 

recordings are also of a different character as they like the other constella-

tions turn more to verbal conflicts and resolutions.  

 The rest of the constellations consist of sibling pairs, and the changes 

taking place during the recording period regards somewhat different aspects. 

Nina and Erik, were recorded from 2;3/0;9 to 4;9/3;3. Nina, who in the first 

recordings used many directed emotive acts towards Erik (see ex. 13, where 

she pushes him; ex. 83, pinches him; and ex. 69, 82 suffocates/strangles him) 

as well as locomotive acts of protest in conflict situations (see ex. 18), alter 

this behavior and in the later recordings there were no such instances. 

Instead the children seem to play peacefully together, at least when I am 

there. Also notable is that as Erik matures Nina starts to negotiate with him 

instead of reacting nonverbally to his sometimes disturbing behavior (see ex. 

5 with the Lego construction, ex. 81 with the animals). This verbal dealing 

with conflicts was, however, apparent even in the earliest recordings with 

these siblings, although the verbalizations at that point was often dramatized 

by intense nonverbal displays like body posture and locomotion (see ex. 41 

jumping session as well as the locomotive examples).  

 In many respects the recordings with Nina and Erik resemble the ones 

with Astrid and Ylva, when it comes to conflicts but also in other matters. 

There are no instances of directed emotive manifestations in the recordings 

with Astrid and Ylva spanning from the ages 4;11/3;2 to 5;10/4;1. What we 

can see, in terms of potential conflict, is a teasing behavior (see below). 

Notable for the recordings with this sibling pair is also that they seldom, if 

ever, interact mainly with each other. Instead they are always tuning in on 

their mother or me, which could explain the difference from the other 

groups. Children‟s conflicts appear to increase when they are left to them-

                                                      
48 See Baillargeon et al., 2007, for a recent account on gender differences and physical 

aggression. 
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selves and decrease when the parents actively engage them in different 

activities (discussed in 5.4). When Astrid and Ylva end up in conflict it is 

when they have been left in an activity, and the adults turn unfocused. With 

Astrid and Ylva this happens a couple of times as they are drawing, which at 

each time result in either teasing, nagging verbal behavior, or tears (see ex. 

100, p. 292). In these drawing sessions there are conflicts as both children 

are sad and possibly angry. Noteworthy, however, is that they both verbalize 

the events taking place, and from these verbalizations, we also can conclude 

that there have been nonverbal emotive manifestations taking place as they 

refer to the other one having drawn on their painting, etc. Both sisters also 

turn to their mother with the conflict, rather than interacting with each other. 

She is the one chosen to solve it. Having so few sibling groups to look at, it 

is dangerous to make generalizations, but I have noted that this sibling pair, 

besides being the only one where there is no smacking, pushing and hitting 

(in front of the camera, n.b.) is the only pair with just girls. Having said this, 

I continue to a constellation containing fighting girls, the triplets. 

 The recordings with the triplet siblings differ from the other constella-

tions in that the siblings are of equal age, strength and size. As with the 

younger siblings in the other groups they also lack the experience of once 

having been the only, chosen one, as there is no Garden of Eden in the past 

where there were no siblings. Their equality in all physical capacities makes 

the conflicts between them more depending on other factors like emotional 

level, personality traits and degree of involvement. There is no apparent 

difference in the kinds of fights and conflicts the triplets engage in during the 

recording time, spanning from the age 4;6 to 5;5. As they are verbally 

mature even in the first recording this is no surprise; however, their amount 

of physical nonverbal directed acts is more apparent in the first recording 

compared to the later ones. Similar in all recordings with the triplets is that 

adults are not much involved. The children neither turn to them explicitly 

when in trouble except for a few times (when Samuel turns to me), and the 

parents (or adult sister) seldom enter the room when there are apparent 

conflict noises. Being five children in the family, and triplets and twins at 

that, possibly give them experiences not comparable to the other children of 

the material. The parent‟s physical ability to supervise all children at all 

times is also limited, and my presence could be regarded as “instead of” their 

own participation.  

6.3.2 Defense  

Defense is connected to autonomy, which concerns aspects like self-

preservation, integrity and control and maintenance of one‟s personal 

borders. These traits always play a part in personal relations. Even infants 

regard aspects of autonomy and self as they turn their gaze away when 

feeling intimidated or invaded (see 2.3.1.1; 2.3.3.3). Still, there are likely to 
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be differences between adults and children‟s possibilities to ensure auton-

omy, as well as differences in how this self-preservation is conducted and 

maintained.  

 A child can mark out her borders and preserve an intact sense of auton-

omy, through nonverbal, vocal and verbal means. To illustrate this I have 

chosen three examples: one being an emotive action of the directed kind 

(pushing); the other being a physical withdrawal; and the third a verbal and 

vocal display of resistance/defense. In all three acts, I regard the enacting 

child as subdued to some threat and reacting on this by conducting a defen-

sive act connectable to autonomy. The most obvious defensive acts were 

instances where a defense was also a counter-attack on the interlocutor (see 

ex. 91 below). Possibly every child involved in a conflict will in some sense 

regard her actions as defensive, since a typical verbal reply to parental inter-

vention goes in line with “she started it,” pointing towards the other child. 

The first example below illustrates something of this and further highlights a 

specific trait that appeared in the recordings: children receiving support by a 

parent, reacts to this by reinforcing a counterattack on the reproached child 

rather than interpreting the parental intervention as “instead of.”  

6.3.2.1 Nonverbal means 

Richard is pushing Klas. Before this there has been a number of conflicts 

between the children, mostly consisting of Klas using emotive actions on 

Richard, by pushing him (see ex. 33), take his toys (see ex. 42), throw things 

at him (see ex.10), etc. At this point Klas has just said that Richard may not 

borrow a tape recorder. The mothers are involved and reproach Klas, and 

this seems to make Richard safe enough to use a directed action against him. 

Example 91 

Klas (K, 3;2), Richard (R, 2;1) and their mothers, Cecilia (C) and Åsa (Å), 

in the kitchen, seated around the table, at Klas and Cecilia‟s home. 

  

  Swedish English Context 

545 Å:  va säger du ere den 

här du vill ha den får 

han låna den klas? 

what's that, is that what 

you want, can he 

borrow this Klas? 

[She takes down a 

tape recorder] 

546 K:  näe noo  

547 R:  ja men jaa yeah, but I  

548 Å:  får han låna den en 

liten stund? 

can he borrow it for a 

little while? 

 

549 C:  men klas klas  oh, but Klas Klas [reproachfully] 

550    ((Richard shoves 

Klas in the stomach. 

Klas gets sad and 

goes to Cecilia, who is 
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entering the room)) 

551 Å:  richard Richard [reproachfully] 

 

As similar encounters appeared throughout the material when parents got 

involved, I interpreted this as the child being protected by the parent did not 

get the point that the parent acts on the child‟s behalf, thus conducting the 

reproach instead of the child. Instead the child being hurt in the first place 

seemed to interpret the parents‟ involvement as an okay sign meaning “x has 

done wrong, you are in the right, and now x is going to get it from all of us.”  

6.3.2.2 Nonverbal and vocal means 

If children do not defend themselves by using emotive manifestations of a 

direct kind, they tend to use their body posture and physical movements as 

defense. Since young children do not have all other means at their disposal 

their body attitude comes out louder and somewhat more apparent than if it 

is accompanied – or overtaken by – verbalizations.  

 To illustrate with Richard at age 2;1, he manages to keep others out of 

reach as he retreats into a corner with a valued tape recorder.  

Example 92 

Richard (R, 2;1) and Eva (E, 1;0) in Eva‟s room with Richard‟s mother, (Å). 

 

  Swedish English Context 

559    [Richard is sitting 

making sounds into the 

tape-recorder micro-

phone] 

560 Å: va har richard för nåt 

eva? 

what‟s Richard got 

there, Eva? 

 

561    ((Eva reaches for the 

tape-recorder, where-

upon Richard shrieks 

and walks off with it)) 

562 Å: men richard kan inte 

eva också få leka med 

den där? 

but Richard, can‟t Eva 

play with that too? 

 

563    [Richard makes 

sounds into the micro-

phone, Eva crawls 

over] 

564 Å: eva e snäll gubben Eva‟s nice, honey  

-     

569    [eva has crawled all 

the way up to the tape-
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recorder and pokes at 

it] 

570 R: NEEJ NOOO ((Richard turns 

away)) 

571 Å: richard ( )  Richard ( )  

572 R: jag I  

573 Å: tror du att eva kan 

sjunga i den där? 

do you think Eva can 

sing into that? 

 

574 R: nä no  

575 Å: tror du att eva kan 

sjunga i den dära? ska 

vi se om hon kan de? 

do you think Eva can 

sing into that? should 

we let her try? 

 

576 R: jag uhuh uhuh  I uhuhuh [he makes sounds in 

the microphone] 

577 E: mamma  mommy  

578 R: neej nooo ((Eva crawls up to 

Richard again and 

reaches for the tape 

recorder. Richard 

pushes her away)) 

 

Eva is invading Richard‟s space (invited to by Richard‟s mother Åsa, line 

560) wanting to join him in playing with the tape recorder. Richard shrieks 

and moves away. As Eva makes a second attempt he yells “NEEJ” (“NOO”) 

and moves away by turning half his back towards her and keeping the 

recorder out of reach. He emphasizes his move by uttering “jag” (“I” line 

572, 576). He is then left alone for a while before Eva approaches him and 

the recorder again, now reaching out for it. Richard pushes her away (mostly 

in the air without actual physical contact) and utters “no.” Eva thus leaves 

him be, as does his mother.  

6.3.2.3 Verbal means 

There are many ways to verbally accomplish tasks related to autonomy but 

one of the earliest eminent in children would probably be “no” (see above). 

“No” can be used in various ways as was discussed in previous chapters and 

some of the uses are more connected to self-preservation and autonomy than 

others (4.3.1.2). A child starting to use one-word utterances and being in her 

second year excels in the autonomy-use of “no.” To everything said, asked 

or requested, the child will utter “no,” shaking her head. The autonomy 

striving during this period does not end with verbalizations with no-content 

but can be seen in activities like dressing, eating, walking, etc. 

 Disa is illustrating the autonomy use as she is crying out a “no” as 

Samuel tries to invade her play space and wants to have some of her 

construction pieces.  
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Example 93 

Disa (D, 5;2), Samuel (S, 5;2) and Molly (M, 5;2) in their playroom where 

they are making constructions with Lego.  

    

  Swedish English Context 

224    [The children build 

quietly] 

225 D:  NÄJE  NOO ((Molly bumps Disas 

building)) 

226 M: ¤men ja ska bygga 

me¤ 

¤but I'm gonna build 

too¤ 

 

227  D: du kan flytta dej lite 

förut va du längre bort 

( ) flytta då molly 

FLYTTA FRAMÅT 

bygg ett xx 

you can move a bit, 

you were further away 

before ( ) come on 

move molly, MOVE 

FORWARD, build a xx 

 

228 S:  får ja den här som e 

längst ner på ditt  

can I have this one at 

the bottom of your 

((He points to a piece 

of lego in Disa's 

house)) 

229 D:  NÄHE NOO ((She is close to 

tears)) 

230 S:  JO JA BEHÖVER DEN YES I NEED IT  

231 D:  nähe dumma samuel noo stupid Samuel ((crying)) 

232 S:  MEN JA BEHÖVER 

DEN 

BUT I NEED IT  

233 D:  NÄE DE E MITT HUS  NO THAT'S MY 

HOUSE 

((crying)) 

234 S:  okej va ska ja få göra 

sönder rå tycker du att 

de e alldeles för  fint va 

okay what do I get to 

break then, you think 

it's too nice right? 

 

235 D:  vicket då  which one [Said in a normal tone 

of voice, looking at 

Samuel's building] 

236 S:  det där som du gör ( ) 

det där alldeles finast 

i värden va  

that one you're 

making ( ) you think 

it's the nicest thing in 

the world, right 

[scornfully] 

237 D:  ¤tycker ja inte¤ tycker 

du att ditt e finast i 

värden näe va tycker 

du xx sitta här bakom å 

så trampa ja 

¤I do not¤ do you  

think yours  is the 

nicest in the world, no, 

what do you think  xx 

sit here behind and 

then I‟ll step 

 

 

 

[She talks to herself a 

little] 
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Samuel wants a piece of Lego placed in the bottom level of Disa‟s newly 

finished helicopter-house. Disa gets angry/sad/upset and cries. Her initial 

“no” is defensive and astonished (How can he do this?). She has problems 

protecting her building and her rights but she maintains her refusal to give in 

and elaborates on the next “no” by adding “stupid Samuel” and in her next 

turn the explanation, “no that‟s my house.” At this Samuel stops being 

persistent and the quarrel continues in some nearby direction. Disa‟s sense of 

self is no longer threatened and she does not seem to hold any grudge, as she 

does not interpret Samuel correctly, as he continues by saying, “Okay what 

do I get to break then, you think it's too nice right?” While her first “no” can 

be seen as a reply to the proposition “The speaker (Disa) does not want to 

listener to do P” (an A in Volterra & Antinucci‟s frame, p. 51), as Samuel 

poses a question (line 228), the other two “no” lines are more expressing and 

emphasizing notions regarding autonomy. Samuel claims that he needs 

something, regardless of this being her property, and she reacts with 

exclaiming “no,” defending her autonomy and rights. These last “no‟s” I 

would thus call personal-emotive (4.3.1.2) and the emotionality is further 

underlined by her crying. 

6.3.2.4 Conclusions 

Defensive acts were used as children were harassed by another child, or 

when their playspace was invaded. There are likely to be other acts of defen-

sive nature in the material, but as these are the ones recurring, I have men-

tioned them here. There were no clear differences between the sibling groups 

concerning defensive acts. The types of acts noted were of three kinds, 

where the first is the nonverbal action as seen in the pushing above. In cases 

like these, it was hard to distinguish the pushing from a general act of anger, 

and I would say the interpretation of the context determined how a nearby 

child or parent evaluated the act. When regarded as defensive, parents‟ might 

be less prone to intervene and scold but this has to be investigated further. 

 The other form of defensive act seen was the body posture, where a child 

simply retreated from an unwanted, potential harmful situation. This was 

seen in Richard‟s retreat with the tape recorder above. It can be conducted 

either by a locomotive act, or a body posture, where the child do not actually 

leave the dangerous area but huddles together, turns her back towards the 

intruder, etc.   

 The third kind of act was the “no” uttered as someone invaded a child‟s 

space, or made unwanted moves against her. Disa was using this “no” above, 

and Richard used it together with his locomotions in the example before that 

one. “no” is also what prevailed throughout the recordings and were the most 

frequent expression used by the older children. Body posture, as well as 

pushing, was – when found in the recordings among the older children – 

always accompanied by verbalizations, including a “no” combined with 

elaborations to the why‟s of that “no.” 
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 Other verbal acts of defense were the older children‟s elaborations of 

reasons behind their different moves. In these cases, language was used to 

justify something or other, and was in the material, always directed at an 

intervening parent (e.g., Astrid to her mother with the blackboard; Richard 

with the cucumbers, etc.). A special form of defense was also visible in the 

teasing act, which will be discussed in the following. 

6.3.3 The acts of teasing 

Most parents are familiar with the scenario: two children cozily cuddled up 

in the sofa‟s two corners watching TV as one of them starts touching the 

other one‟s foot with her own until the second one gets angry, calls for 

mommy, throws a pillow at the first, starts crying, and so on and so forth. 

Furthermore, it is a behavior early in development even though the fashion 

with which it is conducted changes over time. Younger siblings soon learn 

how to get older ones to enter a tantrum fit by snatching their favorite Lego 

piece or by flushing down valuable toys in the toilet.  

 Viewed as a structural endeavour teasing regularly came through due to 

prosodic and gestural expressions and even when language was used in 

teasing the actual words did not seem to be the carrier of the teasing 

message. If, for example, you utter “you silly Lars” with a tired, whiny voice 

this is something altogether different than if you utter the same phrase with 

happy, chanting/scanning voice: “si-lly si-lly La-ars.” One possibility is that 

teasing, at least in part, is effective because the teasing person herself claims 

to be not affected with a negative emotion but instead ascribes an emotional 

state to the person teased. 

 A common form of teasing intonation used by children is “skvallerbytta 

bing bång” (“tattle tale, tattle tale…”). The nursery rhyme itself (skvaller-

bytta bing-bång, går i alla gårdar, slickar alla skålar…) is seldom used at this 

day and age but the intonation pattern and melody is borrowed. What 

substitutes the rhyme often seemed to be the laughing sounds of “ha ha ha ha 

haa haa.” This is no coincidence since it clearly focuses the action taking 

place, with the characteristics of the laugh conveying an attitude of the target 

being a laughing stock. The emotion induced through lending the 

connotation from laughter would be shame which also is the likely active 

ingredient in the phenomenon “descriptions and judgments of children” (see 

5.3.1.1), when this is done in a disparaging manner. 

 There was no obvious emotion that connects to teasing acts, in my inter-

pretation. In the material there was a lot of teasing and sometimes the use 

seemed to be provocative (possibly due to frustration in the teaser which 

could be hoped to disappear once projected onto someone else), and other 

times the teasing more had the function of a defensive act. I will illustrate 

with two examples, one of the former kind and one of the latter. In matters 
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connected to teasing there are few examples from the two sibling constella-

tions containing only two children.   

6.3.3.1  “is too” – “is not”  

During the first recording with Klas and Richard there was much hostility 

between the children. In this example from the second recording they are 3;9 

and 2;8, and the emotive theme is different. In the illustration below we are 

in the kitchen and the recording is drawing close to its end. Klas and Richard 

have been a bit high spirited and I have just announced that the recording 

can be regarded as finished for the day and that we can start with the coffee 

and cake. 

Example 94 

Klas (K, 3;9), Richard (R, 2;8), Klas‟ mother (C) and father (O), as well as 

Richard‟s mother (Å).  

 

  Swedish English Context 

531 C:  nämen hörrni men klas 

å richard kan ni gå å 

hämta pappa ola å eva 

å så säjer ni välkomna 

till bordet 

hey c'mon you guys, 

Klas and Richard, go 

get daddy Ola and Eva 

and tell them welcome 

to the table 

 

532 K:  välkomna till bordet welcome to the table ((Klas runs to Ola and 

Eva in the playroom)) 

- -    

537 K:  ja å dricka å ja sitta här yeah and drink and I sit 

here 

 

538 R:  här ska ja sitta breve 

dej 

I’ll sit here, I’ll sit 

next to you 

 

539 K:  men ja vill inte sitta 

breve dej  

but I don't wanna sit 

next to  you 

 

540 R:  jo ja vill visst sitta 

breve dej 

yes I do wanna sit 

next to you 

 

541 K:  men ja sitta här så så 

sitter eva breve dej 

but I sit here and and 

Eva sits next to you 

((He moves the chairs 

around)) 

542 R:  ja yes [cheerfully] 

543 K:  nej ja vill sitta breve 

dej å eva sitter breve 

pappa 

no I wanna sit next to  

you and Eva sits next 

to daddy 

 

544 R:  va nej men what but no  

545 C:  klas nu räcker de du 

om du gör så att de blir 

spill på hela bordet då 

har vi ingenting å fika 

Klas that's enough, if 

you make a mess all 

over the table we won't 

have anything to eat 

 

 

((Klas laughs and 

points at the table)) 
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me hörru sätt dej nu and drink, c'mon sit 

down now 

546 K: hiii iiih ((Klas puts his face 

close to Richard and 

makes sounds and 

laughs. Richard 

fends him off with his 

hand)) 

- -    

548 K: hihi iihaha ((He puts his face up 

to Richard and 

grins)) 

549 R: nej no  

550 K: hihi haha  

551 R: nej inte no not  

552 K: hiihi haha  

553 R:  nä no ((Richard swings at 

Klas)) 

554 K:  jo yeah  

555 R:  no no  

556    ((Klas hits Richard's 

arm)) 

557 R: nej gör inte så ja e 

snäll 

no don't, I'm good  

558    ((Klas puts his 

grinning face up to 

Richard again. 

Richard raises his 

hand to hit him, but 

Klas backs up and 

Richard swings in the 

air a few times and 

hits the table)) 

559 R: dumma DU E DUM stupid YOU'RE 

STUPID 

 

560 K:  HIIHI ja vill sitta breve 

dej 

HAHA I wanna sit 

next to you 

 

561 R:  nä du får sitta no you sit ((He points around the 

table and appears to 

be looking for a good 

place for Klas to sit. 

Meanwhile Klas gets 

up beside Richard)) 

562 R: mamma cecilia ola mommy Cecilia Ola  
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563 K: nä no  

564 R: jo yeah  

565 K: NÄÄJ NOOO ((Richard tries to 

push Klas off the 

chair. Klas makes 

some crying sounds)) 

566 K: han putta mej he pushed me ((Klas turns to the 

mothers who are 

standing behind him 

talking)) 

567 K: han får inte sitta här ja 

vill sitta här 

he can't sit here, I 

wanna sit here 

 

568 R: nej no  

569 K:  jo AJ AJ aj yeah, OW OW ouch ((Richard hits Klas in 

the face as well as on 

his body)) 

570 Å:  men va gör ru du sa ju 

just att klas e din 

kompis då får man inte 

slå sin kompis för då 

vill inte klas va din 

kompis eller hur? 

but what are you doing 

you just said that Klas 

is your friend, and you 

can't hit your friend 

because then Klas 

doesn't wanna be your 

friend, right? 

 

571 K:  ja vill inte va din 

kompis 

I don't wanna be your 

friend 

 

572 Å:  nä fast om klas richard 

inte slår dej vill du va 

hans kompis då? 

no, but if Klas, Richard 

doesn't hit you, you 

wanna be his friend 

then? 

 

573 K:  näe noo  

574 Å:  men om ni e snälla mot 

varandra båda två då 

kan ni ju va kompisar 

båda två e inte de 

roligare? 

but if you're nice to 

each other, both of 

you, then both of you 

can be friends, isn't 

that more fun? 

 

575 K:  nä no  

576 R:  jo is too  

577 K:  nä is not  

578 R:  jo is too  

579  (OSV NÅGRA TURER 

TILL) 

(ETC. A WHILE 

LONGER) 

 

((Finally Richard hits 

Klas in the face, 

which he continuous-

ly puts up close to 

Richard. Klas turns to 
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the mothers again, this 

time without saying 

anything)) 

580 Å:  va gör du what are you doing?  

581 R:  ja slåss I‟m fighting  

582 Å:  ja det får man inte göra 

ingen får putta på 

varann eller hur men 

hörrni RICHARD så får 

du inte göra 

well, you can't do that, 

no pushing each other, 

right? but c'mon guys, 

RICHARD you don't do 

that 

 

 

 

((Richard hits Klas 

again)) 

583 K:  ja vill faktist inte sitta 

breve 

I really don't wanna sit 

next to 

 

584 C:  ja tror vi gör så här att 

vi sätter eva mitte-

mellan hon får va 

fredsmäklare 

I think we'll do it like  

this; we‟ll put Eva in 

the middle and she can 

be the peace-maker 

 

585 R:  ja yeah  

586 K:  ja men ja vill sitta 

breve richard 

yeah, but I wanna sit 

next to Richard 

 

587 Å:  men om ni bara slåss e 

de nåt rolit då? 

but if you're only fight-

ing that's no fun, is it? 

 

588 C:  men du kan inte sitta 

där eva för där sitter 

richard 

but you can't sit there 

Eva, coz Richard's sits 

there 

((Cecilia puts Eva 

down next to Richard)) 

589 K:  men ja vill sitta breve 

richard 

but I wanna sit next 

to Richard 

 

590 C:  nä men klas ni har ju 

visat att ni inte kan de  

no, but Klas, you've 

already proven that 

you can't do that 

 

591 K: men ja vill faktist 

sitta breve 

but I really do wanna 

sit beside 

((He moves Eva's chair 

to the side and puts his 

own in its place)) 

592 C: ola nu känner ja att ja 

vill ha lite stöd här 

Ola, I feel like I need 

some support here 

[Cecilia calls to Ola 

who is still in the 

playroom with Petra] 

593 K:  men ja vill faktist 

sitta breve richard 

but I wanna sit next 

to Richard 

 

- -    

597 R: men då får du inte xxx but then you can't xxx  

598 K: nä nä nä nä 

nänänänänänänänä 

no no no no  

nononononononono 

((Klas starts rocking 

back and forth with 

his head towards 

Richard, following 

the rhythm of his 
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"no's")) 

599    ((Richard is sitting with 

his hands on his lap, 

shaking his head and 

miming or whispering 

"no")) 

- -    

606    ((Klas and Richard 

continue their 

fighting)) 

 

The nonverbal aspect adding to the context seen above, and important for the 

interpretation of the teasing conduct is that Klas concurrently with the verbal 

conflict with Richard protrudes his face close to Richard‟s, which ultimately 

results in Richard slapping Klas‟ face. Klas‟ intention seems provocative, 

but guessing about the emotion behind it is difficult. Possibly he is 

experiencing frustration, irritability, boredom or some combination of these.  

 How are we to understand teasing? On a formal level the above example 

contains a clear touch of regularity similar to the one found in adjacency 

pairs.
49

 This can be seen, for example, when Klas “no”/“is not” has to be 

followed or replied to with Richard‟s “yes”/“is too” and vice versa. When 

this adjacency-pattern developed between children it appeared that the 

initiator always got the upper hand (cf. Partington, 2006; Tholander & 

Aronsson, 2002). In the example above it was Richard who got the worst of 

it. As his mother intervenes Richard appears pleased and relieved but Klas 

rejects her mediating attempt (“but if you are nice to one another the two of 

you can be friends...”). Klas‟ provocative face-protrusion escapes the 

parents‟ attention as they have other tasks at hand at this particular point in 

time and possibly also due to the tiresome effect teasing children have on 

parents. However, as Richard finally slaps Klas‟ face, his mother seems alert 

and gives him a verbal reprimand. On an interpretational level, or as a 

pragmatic act, teasing is complex. It is clearly emotive as one of the involved 

will use emotive expressions. Often it is the teased part, like Richard above, 

but other times it was the one teasing (see below). In both these cases one 

function of the act is to project one‟s own emotional state onto someone else.  

6.3.3.2 Prosodic teasing  

Teasing can be achieved through nonverbal and verbal acts alike, but 

prosodic patterns play a significant part in both verbal and vocal moves. In 

                                                      
49 A term used in Conversational Analysis connected to turn-taking pairs like “hello” – 

“hello”, “there you are” – “thank you” etc., i.e., a first line is followed by, and has to be 

followed by if you are to obey the implicit rules of conduct, a given second line (Schegloff & 

Sacks, 1973; Goodwin & Heritage, 1990).  
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the next example, the teasing has a function of defense. It is nothing new in 

the belief that you, once turning to find reasons behind many negative or 

threatening emotive manifestations, sooner or later will run into defensive 

mechanisms on behalf of the agent herself (e.g., Freud, 1936/67; Miller & 

Sperry, 1987). This comes through every now and then in the material, too, 

as in the example below. The teasing in the sequence starts in the end of a 

situation where Disa appears to feel threatened or jostled and also angry. My 

interpretation here is that she uses teasing to heave herself up and change a 

vulnerable position to one of advantage – even though the opponent here 

seems rather abash and uncommitted to both the conflict and the teasing – 

i.e., he does not do his uptake part.  

Example 95 

Disa (D, 4;6), Samuel (S, 4;6) and Molly (M, 4;6) in their playroom sliding 

from the top bunk.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

162 D:  här kan du inte åka ner  you can't go down here ((She tries to stop 

Samuel, who is going 

down again, she is 

lying on the slide going 

up)) 

163  D: näe  noo [tearful voice] 

164 S:  släpp ner let go  

165 D:  näe no  

166 S:  varför då? why not?  

167    ((Disa puts the blanket 

over Samuel's legs, he 

stays where he is)) 

168 D:  näj samuel  Samuel, no ((She throws her head 

back)) 

169 D: gå av samuel lägga av 

kliv av kliv av  

Samuel get off, step 

off, get off, get off 

((She is close to tears, 

looking at me)) 

170 S:  neje hjälp noo, help ((He starts sliding 

down and is stopped 

by the blanket Disa is 

holding, looks at her)) 

171 D:  kliv av samuel kliv av 

kliv av din dumskalle 

get off, Samuel, get off, 

get off, you stupid 

((laughing/crying 

voice)) 

172 S:  åhh ooh ((Samuel climbs up 

and falls over)) 

173 D:  nu va du en dumskalle you were stupid now ((She laughs)) 

174 S:  hoho hoo hoho hoo  

175 D:  nu blev du sååå arg  now you got thiiis mad ((laughing)) 
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176 D: du blir så arge du blir 

så arge  

you get so ma-ad, 

you get so ma-ad 

((She crawls under the 

slide, singing 

tauntingly)) 

177  S:  hoho hoho hohoho 

hohoho 

hoho hoho hohoho 

hohoho 

[He is sitting in the top 

bunk flipping through a 

book while ho-ing. He 

throws the book down 

the slide] 

178 D: näe din apskalle no you monkeyhead [Samuel goes down 

the slide] 

179 D:  näe du får inte ja ha 

sagt att du inte får  

no you can't, I told you 

you can’t 

[She comes out from 

underneath the slide, 

tearful voice] 

180 S:  hoho hoho  hoho hoho [Samuel has come 

down and turned the 

slide over. He runs up 

along the slide while 

Disa tries to drape the 

blanket around it] 

181 D:  näe du får nu får du 

lyssna på mej  

noo, you you listen to 

me now 

[tearful voice] 

182 D: nähehej  nooo ((crying-laughing)) 

183 S: aooo aoww [Samuel is hanging 

from the top of the 

slide, Disa is pounding 

her arms on his feet. 

Throughout this entire 

episode Molly is quietly 

fiddling with covers 

and blankets in the 

other bunkbed, some-

times she looks at me] 

184 D:  nej du får inte du får 

inte du får inte 

annars annars tar ja 

din herr nilsson 

no you can't, you 

can't you can't or I'll 

take your mr nilsson 

 

185 S:  hohoh hohoh  

186 D:  ihihihihih ihihihihi ((She is laughing and 

running around with 

Mr Nilsson, teasing 

Samuel)) 

187 S:  va e min ena haru tagit 

min ( ) ena  

where's mine did you 

take my ( ) one of mine 

((Disa is waving mr 

Nilsson in front of 

him and then climbs 
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up into the top bunk)) 

188 S:  då får ja ta din xx then I'll take your xxx  

189 D:  nä de har ja inte 

näehe ja hitta den i 

sängen ja hitta den i 

sängen 

no I didn't na'a, I 

found it in the bed, I 

found it in the bed 

((She has now got a 

hold of another mr 

Nilsson and is 

standing in the top 

bunk waving them 

both at Samuel, who 

is on the floor)) 

190 D: ja hitta den i sängen 

ja hitta den i sängen 

du hann int du hann 

int 

I found it in the bed, I 

found it in the bed, 

you didn't get there, 

you didn't get there 

 

((scanned teasing)) 

 

This is Disa‟s scene. She is the one who verbalizes, directs and produces the 

major part of the nonverbal interactive manifestations. Molly is minding her 

own business and Samuel is oscillating between engagement in Disa‟s show 

and tending to his own matters. Disa changes between crying and laughter in 

a way typical of her (4.2.2.3). Whether she is frustrated, sad or angry is hard 

to tell, possibly all of them. Nothing turns out as she has planned and Samuel 

does not obey her instructions, instead making matters worse by acting in 

ways that make the properties she uses disordered. Although Disa uses 

laughter, everything else points towards emotions of a negative fashion, as 

for example her verbal utterances to Samuel by which she directs him and 

tells him not to do something or other (cf. accompanying utterances). Not 

completely getting through to him she finally threatens him that she will take 

his “Mr. Nilsson,” something she subsequently does. Once she has found 

this way out of the unwanted subordinate position she turns to teasing 

Samuel. Disa starts the teasing by using the “skvallerbytta bing-bång” 

(“tattle tale”) intonation (line 176) and then continues with the same intona-

tion as she repeats the verbal phrases “nej du får inte du får inte annars tar 

jag din herr nilsson” (line 184). As the simple intonational pattern does not 

appear to have the wanted effect (either on Samuel and his behavior or for 

Disa own emotional state) she reinforces the teasing by taking Samuel‟s 

stuffed monkey. Samuel seems a bit cross at this, but more than that he 

appears puzzled – maybe he does not even understand why she is upset – as 

the scene continues with him sitting down on the floor minding his own 

business and leaving his previous attempts at joining Disa in her game.  

6.3.3.3 Conclusions 

Here, as well as in the section on expressions of anger, teasing expressions 

differed between the child constellations. There I found that expressions of 

anger were similar in the group with Klas and Richard on the one hand, and 

Disa, Molly and Samuel, on the other. These constellations differed in the 
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sense that there were nonverbal directed actions with smacking, hitting, 

pushing, etc., whereas the other two constellations had anger expressions of 

a more subtle, or only verbal, kind. Having closed the section on teasing 

behavior I found the same pattern. Klas and Richard teased each other on 

many occasions throughout the recording period. In none of these record-

ings, however, did they direct the teasing towards their younger sisters. Disa, 

Molly, and Samuel also engaged in quite a few teasing sessions, and we saw 

one example above. While Disa in the anger-related business did not use any 

physical actions towards her siblings, she did use teasing acts. So did Molly 

and Samuel. In the other two constellations it was harder to tell to what 

amount they teased each other. There was no scanned teasing in either 

recording with Nina/Erik or Astrid/Elsa. This is not to say that these children 

do not tease. Personal communication with their parents as well as own 

experiences from other occasions gives the information that teasing is a 

familiar phenomenon in these sibling pairs as well. One reason for this not 

coming through in the recordings could, as I see it, be connected to their 

interactions mainly being carried out with a parent actively involved. 

Furthermore, when they were not interacting with a parent, they tended to 

turn to me as a playmate, in ways that the two other groups did not, i.e., 

craving my active and focused participation. Yet another explanation was 

that these two constellations differed from the others by containing only two 

children. This means that the parents had two instead of three, four, or five 

children to tend to and supervise.  

6.3.4 Reconciliations 

We have seen conflicts and how children end up in them, i.e., the beginnings 

of conflict situations. As discussed in chapter 5 we also know that parents 

put a lot of effort into solving these situations through consolations, media-

tion, reprimands, etc. With the younger children, parents‟ involvement 

further appeared crucial, or at least there were very few attempts of children 

trying to sort things out themselves (see however, Klas and Richard ex. 66-

67, p. 218ff) as they instead turned to parents for help.
50

 What could be 

noted in the recordings with the younger children attempting to reconcile 

was that they mainly used nonverbal devices through which they showed 

compliance with the older, angered sibling. These means were also used by 

the older children, where an example could be baby-talk, thus taking on the 

role of a younger child as an attempt to make peace. There were no verbal 

reconciliations in the forms of “I‟m sorry, let‟s be friends” or similar explicit 

amendments. The verbal acts instead used intonation and tone of voice in 

transmitting a change of attitude. This further seemed contagious in that a 

                                                      
50 This is also what young children do when faced with noncompliant peers, as discussed in 

2.4.6.3, p. 79. 
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child, however angry and upset, at this would follow suit and alter her tone 

of voice. This was so even if the conflict then carried on in some other direc-

tion. 

6.3.4.1 Vocal, verbal, and nonverbal means  

Both examples here come from the recordings with more than two partici-

pating children, starting with Klas and Richard, and then continuing with the 

triplets. As was often the case in the recordings with Klas, Richard and their 

sisters, the older two take the lead in conflicts yielding as result that the need 

of reconciliations was more frequent here. With a few exceptions, one or two 

parents (or me) were involved in solving the conflicts emanating from Klas 

and Richard‟s interactions. However, one of the children often supported the 

attempts from the adults, and most likely, the one that was least upset at the 

moment (see for example, ex. 66, Klas giving Richard who is crying a toy, 

or ex. 31, where Klas is trying to console him after the imagined coffee 

break session). When the children were left to themselves, there were a few 

instances of intonational attempts at altering the conflict, and in the first 

example below we see how Richard at age 2;1 almost succeeds in something 

similar when he uses a pointing act directed at Klas who is in the midst of a 

conflict attempt (directed at Richard). 

Example 96 

Klas (K, 3;2), Richard (R, 2;1) and I (T) in Klas‟ room. Their mothers and 

sisters are in the adjacent kitchen and Klas is throwing objects toward 

Richard. The situation is tense and hostile. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

474    [The mothers are 

talking in the kitchen. I 

follow Klas and 

Richard into the 

playroom, ((Klas 

corners Richard, they 

are both quiet, and 

then starts throwing 

things at him. Richard  

looks at Klas and 

me)) 

475    ((Richard makes 

some sounds and 

points to a shelf)) 

476 T: akta richard klas careful with Richard, 

Klas 

 

477 K: trasi den där lyftkranen broken that crane  
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478 R: mamma  mommy ((Richard starts 

walking towards the 

door, but Klas stops 

him by head-butting 

him in the stomach)) 

479  R: nej  no ((Richard begins to 

cry)) 

480 T:  klas låt richard gå förbi 

om han vill gå förbi 

Klas, let Richard pass 

by if he wants to pass 

by 

 

 

As Klas starts throwing objects, Richard, at first, does not understand that 

this has anything to do with him. It appears that it is after the look at me and 

Klas that he realizes that Klas is out for him. Richard appears scared and 

realizes that he is cut off. At this point, he turns to a scooper placed high on a 

shelf and turns to Klas making some sound with normal, rising intonation, as 

if posing a question. By this act, he also disregards the concurrent happen-

ings as well as his position as threatened. How to understand Richard‟s 

pointing, which follows this? Has he taken in the potential danger at hand, 

and does he have this in mind when pointing, or does he just conduct the old 

ostrich trick, and continue with his own agenda, disregarding Klas behavior? 

If the former the pointing is a distracting gesture – in which case he must 

have some understanding of how he can change the ways of Klas attention 

by diverting him, i.e., there has to be some theory of mind in place (see 

2.2.2.1). In the latter case, he might, just because the lacking of this implicit 

reasoning, continue with his own agenda, probably hoping that Klas 

aggressiveness will disappear in some way.  

 Whether intended as a coping strategy or not, Richard‟s pointing reaches 

one goal as it makes Klas pause and state some facts about the crane. He 

seems to catch the normality of Richard‟s voice and question, as he in the 

midst of an aggressive attack utters with a perfectly calm and neutral tone of 

voice (line 477) “trasi den där lyftkranen” (“broken that crane”). His 

previous expression of anger is gone and his tone is rather informative. 

However, the break is not to last for long as Klas abruptly seems to 

remember what he was about to do and continues where he left off. As his 

eyes are the part of him that first changes back to anger, Richard seems to 

react on them and realizes that he once again is in Klas‟ focus, thus starting 

his fleeing attempt in a locomotive act.  

 In the following illustration, Samuel is the mitigating body seemingly 

trying to end a conflict using the same kind of means: a change of voice and 

intonation combined with a question, working to the end of diverting the 

attention of the angered child, in this case Molly. Samuel and Molly have 

been fighting and now Samuel has hidden partly behind the slide to the bed. 

Molly are throwing objects at him when he suddenly stretches out his foot, 
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calls for her attention in a neutral tone of voice, and asks whether she can 

reach his foot. As the question is posed without any insinuating undertone, 

like that of sarcasm or scorn, it changes the events temporarily. 

Example 97 

Molly (M, 4;6) and Samuel (S, 4;6) in their room engaged in a conflict. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

283 M:  nä nä nänänä du 

missa du pissa du kan 

ju ha prissa 

no no nonono you 

missed you pissed  

you can have prissed 

 

284 S: hörru du ( ) kan du ta 

min fot? kan du ta 

min fot? 

hey you ( ) can you 

take my foot? can 

you take my foot? 

((He sticks his foot 

out from under the 

slide))[Said in a 

neutral tone of voice] 

285    ((Molly throws some-

thing at his foot)) 

286 S:  du träffade inte mej you didn't hit me  

287    ((Molly takes some-

thing out from the 

drawer under the bed 

and at first she 

appears to want to 

throw it at Samuel, 

but she puts it back)) 

288 M:  kan du ta dom här?  can you take these? [Said in a neutral tone 

of voice] 

289 S:  mm mm  

 

Molly and Samuel have been arguing for some time and there has been some 

kicking and throwing of objects. Molly has especially been very angry, while 

Samuel has been trying more-or-less to ward off her attacks. However, there 

are no actual attempts on his part to end the conflict until line 284, where he 

in a normal, neutral tone of voice suddenly asks Molly, “hörru du ( ) kan du 

ta min fot?” At this Molly throws an object at Samuel‟s foot but then seems 

to take in the peace attempt as she stops midway in the next throwing action 

she begins (line 287). Instead of throwing, she follows Samuel‟s change of 

voice and asks in a likewise neutral manner “kan du ta dom här?” (line 288). 

The hostility from the previous minutes has vanished, at least temporarily. 

6.3.4.2 Nonverbal means 

The reconciliations taking place between Nina and Erik are always carried 

out with the aid of the mother. Since the conflicts between these two child-

ren are rare, the attempts and needs to reconciliate are sparse as well. The 
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one instance were the children negotiate a difficult position themselves is 

seen above in 4.2.1.3 (ex. 8, p. 117) but a shorter extract is duplicated here. 

The children are jumping over a box and the conflict starts as Nina wants to 

jump twice before it is Erik‟s turn. The mother takes sides with Erik and he 

further places himself in front of the box. Nina tries to take the box from him 

and they drag at it for a short while before Nina leaves the scene and cuddles 

up in the nearby sofa, apparently dissatisfied and possibly both angry and 

sad. 

Example 98 

Nina (N, 4;9) and Erik (E, 3;3). We are in the kitchen and both the mother 

(G) and I (T) are present.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

730 E: men ja ska ja ska göra  but I'm gonna I'm 

gonna do 

((He cries and whines)) 

731 N: gör de rå fjant well do it then silly ((She lets the box go 

and backs up)) 

732    ((She goes to sit on the 

sofa, Erik jumps, then 

he goes to stand next 

to Nina by the sofa 

soffan)) [Nobody does 

or says anything for a 

while] 

733 T: ska du göra då nina? are you gonna go now, 

Nina? 

 

734 G: ¤xxx¤ ¤xxx¤ [Unclear who it is 

directed at] 

735 E: ja ska göra I‟m gonna go [he jumps over again] 

 

Erik is not happy with the turn of events and places himself beside Nina, 

silently standing there for some time. He also leaves the box on the floor, 

and it seems that by this act, he offers her the space and means to jump. As 

the seconds pass and nothing happens (at least not anything visible), I 

reinforce his offer (line 733). She does not respond, and the mother says 

something to the effect of “Leave her be” (judging by the intonation, she 

utters it in a muffled voice). Erik then leaves Nina‟s side and continues 

jumping. A short while later Nina enters the game again and the conflict is 

forgotten. This instance is also an example of sibling loyalty as it has 

surfaced through the recordings.  
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6.3.4.3 Verbal means 

In the next illustration the conflict evolves around Richard (2;11) wanting to 

play with me alone in his room. He shuts the door and gives me some direc-

tions what to do. I am reluctant, which makes Richard irritated or annoyed, 

and adding to this Klas enters the room wanting to join us. The situation is a 

triangle-drama and I try to alter it by claiming that we can play together. 

Richard does not see this favorably and shoves Klas. However, Klas 

manages to solve the problem by offering a solution in the form of another 

activity, and one that I do not participate in (see ex. 126, p. 338 for a lengthy 

transcription).  

Example 99 

Richard (R, 2;11), Klas (K, 4;0) and I (T). We are at Richard‟s home where 

he has closed the door to his room, locking the two of us in.  

 
  Swedish English Context 

152 R: dumma dej stupid you [Said to Klas] 

153 T: ska vi gå ut i vardags-

rummet då så alla får 

plats ( ) kom richard 

let's go into the living-

room then, so there's 

room for everyone ( ) 

c'mon Richard 

[Klas and myself start 

walking out of the 

room] 

154 R: nä kom då no, you come [Said to me] 

155 T: vill du inte? men de e 

väl roligare om alla kan 

va me å leka du å ja 

kan ju sitta inne på ditt 

rum sen 

you don't want to? but 

isn't it more fun if 

everybody can play, 

you and me we can 

play in your room later 

 

156 R: mm mm  

157 K: ja ska titta på nalle 

pu 

I'm gonna watch 

winnie the pooh 

((looking at Richard in 

a friendly way)) 

158 R: ja vill också titta på 

nalle pu 

I wanna watch winnie 

the pooh too 

 

159 K: aa du får de yeah, you can  

160 T: näe noo  

161 K: kom å sitt här come sit here [said to Richard, 

pointing him to a chair 

close to his own] 

 

By the mediating act, I try to introduce a theme and goal that are obviously 

not seen as positive by all the children: joint play is more fun (line 153 and 

155). Neither Richard nor Klas seem to agree with me and the one excluded 

as the scene continues is me. Richard wants to play with me by himself and 

if that is not possible he prefers playing with Klas. Klas is doing something 
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in line with Richard‟s attempt in ex. 104 above. He pretends and acts like the 

hitting, verbal insult and further aggressions from Richard had not occurred. 

First he takes sides with me in starting to leave the room where Richard is, 

but then he turns to Richard and offers him to participate but without me, 

i.e., he changes sides. This is seen in the comment (line 157), the way it is 

pronounced in an inviting fashion and not excluding. He utters “I” in an 

inclusive sense. This interpretation comes through his facial display of 

interest, friendliness and attention. This is further confirmed by Klas‟ next 

utterances in which he first states “aa du får det” (“Yeah, you can” [do that 

with me]), and then offers Richard a chair.   

 Another verbal means of handling reconciliation is seen with Astrid and 

Ylva below. It is a situation in which a conflict is drawing closer but where 

Ylva‟s change of attitude from opposing to compliant manages to resolve the 

problem. Astrid and Ylva are drawing on the same blackboard and Astrid 

has been invading Ylva‟s part of the board on some occasions. Astrid is out 

for Ylva in various ways as she criticize her for her verbal comments (“in 

that case”), seeking the mothers aid in this. Maybe she feels rejected as the 

mother, instead of supporting her, criticizes her with a questioning remark. 

Astrid gets physical (light) when she prevents Ylva from reaching the eraser 

she aims for. Astrid then abruptly gives in, maybe realizing that she other-

wise is in for more criticism, and she allows Ylva to have the eraser. 

Concurrently she glances at her mother and me, trying to interpret what we 

are focusing on and understanding from their interaction. 

Example 100 

Astrid (A, 4;11) and Ylva (Y, 3;2) in their kitchen with a blackboard. Their 

mother (H) is present. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

183 Y: i så fall ska du in that case you  

184 A: man säger inte i så fall  you don't say in that 

case 

 

((She pokes Ylva in the 

face; looks at us and 

smiles)) 

185 Y: joo det gör man yeah you do  

186 A: visst säger man inte i 

så fall  

you don't say in that 

case, right? 

[Directed at her 

mother] 

187 H: varför skulle man inte 

kunna göra det för? 

why not?  

188 A: däför för hon gjorde 

det igår hela tiden 

coz she did it yester-

day all the time 

 

189 H: ja men hon ville väl det yeah but I guess she 

felt like it 

((dry laughter)) 

190 A: hela tiden såhär isåfall 

isåfall isåfall 

all the time like this, in 

that case in that case 
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in that case 

191 H: mm ( ) det kan man väl 

säga då menar man att 

om det är så om det är 

på det här viset då 

tänker ja göra så här 

mm ( ) you can say 

that when you mean 

that if it's like this, if it's 

this way then I'm 

gonna do this 

 

192 Y: då gör ja  ( ) då gör 

faktist ja en annan 

gubbe ( ) ja gör en 

annan gubbe istället 

then I'm gonna ( ) then 

I'm gonna make  an-

other man ( ) I'll make 

another man instead 

 

 

193    ((Astrid pushes away 

Ylva's arm as she 

reaches for the 

eraser)) 

194 A: okej taren då  okay, take it [A piece of chalk falls 

on the floor, Ylva is 

erasing] ((Astrid looks 

at me and her mother)) 

195 A: släng inte den på 

golvet gå upp å 

hämta den 

don't throw it on the 

floor, get up and go 

get it 

[harsh voice] 

196 Y: nä de gör ja inte no I will not  

197 A: jo de va du som 

slängde neren 

yeah coz you're the 

one who threw it down 

 

198 Y: okej då okay then  

199 A: ge mej den  give it to me ((She grabs the eraser 

from Ylva)) 

200 Y: nä  no ((Ylva lets go and 

climbs down to the 

floor)) 

201 A: kan du ta mer vatten can you get more 

water 

[They are now by the 

kitchen sink] 

202 Y: jag ska faktist göra en 

ny gubbe ( ) näj näj 

I‟m actually gonna 

make another man ( ) 

no no 

[She starts drawing, 

utters the “no” to her-

self] 

203 A:  blev de fel? ska ja 

sudda bort den?  

is it wrong? should I 

erase it? 

((friendly voice)) 

[erasing] 

204 Y: ja ( ) fel yeah ( ) wrong  

 

As some chalk falls down to the floor, Astrid starts anew in her subtle 

attacks on Ylva. Astrid wants Ylva to pick up the chalk claiming that Ylva 

was the one causing it to fall. Ylva protests at first verbally (line 196) but 

then seems to accept the responsibility (line 198). Astrid appears encouraged 

by this and grabs the eraser rather violently uttering “ge mej den” (“give it to 
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me”). Ylva protests verbally again but then lets go of the eraser and climbs 

down to fetch the chalk. The conflict now subsides as the interaction 

continues in another tone of voice and character. Ylva criticizes her own 

drawing (line 202) at which Astrid generously offers to wipe it out for her 

(“Is it wrong? Should I erase it?”). They are allies again. As I see it, Ylva 

mitigated Astrid‟s frustration and agitation by being cooperative and non-

confrontational. As Ylva was the one having previously received the 

mother‟s verbal support, she might feel indebted to Astrid. She is also a loyal 

little sister, which is apparent in her acceptance in matters like erasers, 

chalks and so on. She is repaid by Astrid‟s change of mood as well as her 

forthcoming helpfulness and appreciation.  

6.3.4.4 Conclusions 

Klas and Richard reconcile their common conflicts and this is done as well 

with the help of the parents as by themselves. The way they solve the con-

flicts themselves alter as they grow older, beginning with nonverbal peace 

offerings through acts like giving toys to one another, diverting the other‟s 

attention, or by simply leaving the room. The parents‟ interventions in these 

early recordings are frequent and sometimes counterproductive, which 

should be seen in connection to the many children involved as well as the 

presence of at least two other adults. When Klas and Richard are older, they 

tend to their own matters in a different way and even when they turned to the 

parents and informed them of wrongdoings the other child had committed, 

the actual reconciliation are handled by themselves. It appears that the child 

most emotionally involved also is the one receiving a peace act, and I would 

say that this is seen even in the earliest recordings. Eva and Petra are not 

involved in many conflicts among only the two of them. The older brothers 

taking up much space and energy, the fights Eva and Petra are engaged in 

are together with one or both of the boys. Throughout the recordings, Eva 

was once and again used as an adapter between the boys, in such a way that 

the parents made one of the boys attentive on her presence and told him to 

go and play with Eva instead. Petra, the youngest, did not seem to fill this 

function. Possibly this was due to personal traits as well, since Eva often was 

more easy going than the determined Petra. 

 Nina and Erik did not end up in conflicts of the kind where directed 

actions, throwings, etc. were used. Apart from the first recordings where 

there were many ambivalent acts from Nina, there were few conflict 

episodes. Therefore, there were few reconciliations as well. When there 

appeared to be tension and irritation, the mother was often there soothing, or 

Nina solved the problem by leaving the room. Upon returning, it appeared 

the children started a new chapter and the potential conflict was thus gone. 

As Erik grew older he took another part in the interaction, and Nina further 

gave him another part in that they seemed to negotiate their mutual actions 
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verbally. As in the other recording containing only two children, the con-

flicts were smaller and easier to handle. 

 The recordings with Astrid and Ylva were similar to those of Nina and 

Erik in that there were few conflicts and therefore also few reconciliations. 

When there were troubles the children turned to the mother, and her most 

likely intervention was to discuss the happenings with the oldest one. Using 

a wider notion of conflict, however, there were scenes in this sibling-group 

that could be illustrative. For example, there were many sections where 

Astrid and Ylva were drawing at the kitchen table and where Astrid mainly 

interacted with the mother or me. In these instances, she made many poten-

tially condescending and/or indulgent comments regarding Ylva and her 

abilities to understand the world and matters like being in love, knowing 

how to fold papers, etc. These are potential conflict episodes but Ylva never 

commented on this. However, since they attach to matters as shame, Ylva‟s 

silence could well be interpreted as a response. The mediations, if this is a 

suitable term, in these situations consisted of the mother or me trying to tune 

Astrid‟s statements down, turn to Ylva with questions on other matters, etc. 

 In the constellation with the triplets, there were plenty of conflicts and 

three individuals of the same age able to negotiate and solve them. As it 

turned out, they were more or less likely to actually venture on the peace 

path, and when they did, they went about the business in different ways. In 

situations where Disa was angry and Samuel said something funny, she 

generally started to laugh. If Molly was angry and fighting with Disa, and 

Disa started to laugh this turned out contagious, as Molly would also smile 

(potentially inhibiting laughter). Fights between Molly and Samuel, on the 

other hand, had another character and none of them seemed able – or willing 

– to switch to laughter as an escape route. As I saw it, Disa had a mediating 

role, much like an adapter as well, which enabled her to alter her siblings‟ 

emotive direction. This was presumably a tiring and emotionally demanding 

task, which might explain her more frequent emotive displays. She laughed 

when happy but also when she was intimidated, about to cry, or between 

verbalizations themselves expressing hostility and irritation. Samuel and 

Molly did not shift expressive forms in the same way. 

 

6.4 Harmonious interactional processes 

Conflicts are easily discernible no matter whom the participating people are. 

We know when matters get out of hand due to traits like tone of voice, 

appearance and actual utterances made. When it comes to harmonious 

encounters, it is harder to pinpoint wherein it lies. Is it the utterances child-

ren make to one another? Or their gazes and nonverbal behavior? Not being 

able to answer questions like these, I instead organized the section according 

to some processes that appeared to recur and that involved harmonious 

interaction of a mutual character. As with conflicts, harmonic interplay can 
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be seen a process fluctuating over time in intensity as well as in activities. I 

have divided the parts I noted into making contact (6.4.1) and play (6.4.2), 

the first of these more neatly fitting in with distinct emotive acts than the 

latter.  

6.4.1 Making contact 

Siblings living together and spending the whole days together do not, at first, 

appear to have many reasons for establishing new contact. But in their daily 

activities there were many short breaks between activities or time slots in 

which they were preoccupied with different tasks, and then needed to 

reconnect. However, contact seeking was not only performed in the 

beginning of sessions, or when the children had been parted for some time, it 

also occurred inside ongoing interactions, when a child wanted to change the 

attitude or stance of the other by showing her willingness to participate in 

something. Using the notions of unfocused and focused interaction (intro-

duced in 2.3.1, and discussed in 5.4) the contact seeking in children‟s play 

occurred as they wanted to shift from unfocused to focused.  

6.4.1.1 Verbal means  

Establishing friendship is not only an activity emanating from conflicts and 

struggles but also something interwoven in children‟s everyday activities. In 

the illustration below Astrid and Ylva are playing with Barbies. Ylva seems 

to be in a very friendly and generous mood and expresses her fondness of 

her sister through acts of giving as well as by imitating her. 

Example 101 

Astrid (A, 5;7) and Ylva (Y, 3;10). They are about to play with Barbies in 

their room and their mother (H) is present. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

40 Y: va tänker din docka 

heta? 

what's your doll 

gonna be called? 

[Said to Astrid] 

41 A: å hon e åtta and she's eight 

 

[Said to me, while 

holding up a Barbie 

doll] 

42 Y: vem va tänker din 

sån här dom tjejen 

heta? 

who, what are you 

gonna call your this, 

them, the girl? 

 

43 A: ja ska välja ja ska 

bestämma det nu hade 

ja tänkt 

I'm gonna choose, I 

was going to decide 

that now 

 

44 Y: men pojken då va ska 

den heta säj det 

but the boy then, 

what's he gonna be 
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called, tell me 

45 A: den ska nog heta 

nicklas 

his name's gonna be 

Nicklas I think 

 

46 Y: inte patrik? not Patrik?  

47 A: näe de e fö fult namn  no that name's too ugly   

48 Y: ja tycker han ska heta  

( ) patrik men då tycker 

ja att min lilla som ska 

var en pojke 

I think he should be 

called ( ) Patrik, but 

then I think my little 

one, who's gonna be a 

boy 

 

49 A: å hon ska nog heta and I think she's gonna 

be called 

 

50 Y: så här ser min lilla ut 

får ja den 

this is what my little 

one looks like, give it 

here 

 

51 H: ¤ja vet inte xx ¤ ¤I don't know¤ [Said quietly to Ylva, 

who has walked up to 

her outside the picture] 

52 A: hon ska heta anja hon 

ska heta anja 

she's gonna be called 

Anja she's gonna be 

called Anja 

 

53 Y: min ska också heta 

anja 

mine's gonna be 

called Anja too 

 

54 A: nämen ylva but Ylva... ((astrid smiles)) 

55 Y: du kan få alla 

barbisar i din säng 

you can have all the 

barbies in your bed 

 

56 A: oj tack ( ) å sen så är 

det en till liten 

wow thanks ( ) and 

then there's another 

little one 

 

57 Y: ja vill nästan se  I almost wanna see  

58 A: jo den här yeah this one [She goes to get 

another Barbie] 

59 Y: du kan du kan inte 

innan du får mer 

barbisar du kan du 

kan få ha dom här 

också fast ( ) mm de 

e gullit när vi har två 

små tycker ja 

you can, you cannot 

before you have 

more barbies, you 

can, you can have 

this too but ( ) mm 

it's cute when we 

have two small ones, 

I think 

 

60 A: jaa  yeah  

 

Ylva starts here by asking her sister what her doll is going to be called. After 

some comments on naming, etc. Astrid states that her Barbie is called Anja. 
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Ylva instantly replies that her Barbie is to be called Anja as well. Astrid 

seems to appreciate the reason for this (her younger sisters admiration of 

her) and smiles as she says “men ylva” (“but ylva…” line 54). There is no 

disapproval in that utterance. Ylva follows up by verbally giving all her 

Barbies to Astrid (line 55). We do not know why Ylva is so sharing and 

loving towards Astrid here, but it is clear to the participants as well as to me 

that Ylva is in positive affect and wants to convey her love for her sister. 

Ylva uses language in conducting these contact-seeking acts, and even her 

giving is done verbally – and as it turns out only verbally. Had it been 

younger children these acts, if performed, would have been carried out non-

verbally in actual giving gestures (as we have seen with Klas and Richard, 

ex. 121). Language facilitate these moves in that they do not actually have to 

be performed, the message is clear enough by verbally stating the giving. 

 Another example of language put to use is the triplets establishing and 

expressing their friendship and/or unity through mentioning their mutual 

past, further joining that to their language proficiency.  

Example 102 

Samuel (S, 5;5), Disa (D, 5;5), and Molly (M, 5;5) together with their adult 

sister (J) in the kitchen eating sandwiches. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

27 S: molly Molly  

28 M: jaa yeah  

29 S: när vi va liten då sa vi 

smör gås 

when we was little 

then we said sand 

wich 

 

30 M: xxx xxx  

31 S: iställe för fö fö instead of of  

32 M: riskaka rice cake  

33 S: näe noo  

34 J: ska ru bre själv? you're gonna butter it 

yourself? 

[Said to Disa] 

35 D: vi kalla de riskaka we called it rice cake  

36 S: å smörgås smörgås 

kalla vi för smör gås 

and sandwich sand-

wich we called sand 

wich 

 

37 M: å då sa vi såhär gås 

gås 

and than we said like 

this wich wich 

 

38 S: smörgås sandwich  

39 M: gås å de sa disa me wich and Disa said 

so too 

 

40 D: smör gås  sand wich ((She smiles at Molly 

who smiles back, 
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they laugh)) 

41 D: ja ha allti sägit 

smörgås 

I always said sandwich  

42 M: ja me me too  

43 D: kanske allti maybe always  

44 M: smörgås sandwich  

 

Samuel is the one initiating the sandwich-talk. Molly joins him and seems to 

appreciate their old way of pronouncing the word “smörgås” as “smör” and 

“gås” (“butter” and “goose”). Disa, on the other hand, does not really want 

to admit to this childish past but states that she always has said the word 

correctly. Molly has, too, she decides, but Disa then adds “maybe always” as 

a cautious remark. However, it is a calm and joyful moment they share 

around the table, and Samuels‟s initial comment is completely in line with 

this.  

6.4.1.2 Vocal, verbal and nonverbal 

The examples above illustrated some older children establishing contact but 

this is easily seen in young children‟s interactions as well. Below it is 

Richard (2;5) trying to involve Klas (3;6) in playing. He has been doing this 

in various ways earlier in the recording (see ex. 80, where he offers a plate 

and is rejected) but with no success. Klas has not been up to playing. How-

ever, after some quite persistent rhyme-chanting at the table, Klas finally 

joins him and they continue together. 

Example 103 

Klas (K, 3;6), Richard (R, 2;5) and Eva (1;4) are seated around the table at 

Richard‟s place. They are eating sandwiches and both mothers Åsa (Å) and 

Cecilia (C) are there. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

425 R: doktorn svara xxx inga 

apor i sängen få vara 

and the doctor said xxx 

no monkeys allowed 

on the bed 

 

426 Å: doktorn svara inga 

apor i sängen få vara 

ere så men vem gjorde 

så gör ni så på dagis? 

the doctor said no 

monkeys allowed on 

the bed, is that right? 

who does that, do you 

do that at the daycare? 

 

427 R: jumpan gym class  

428 Å: på jumpan hmm oh the gym class  

429 R: doktorna svara xxx 

INGA APOR I 

SÄNGEN FÅR VARA  

the doctors said xxx 

NO MONKEYS 

ALLOWED ON THE 

((gazing at Klas)) 
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BED  

 -    

431 R: doktorn svara inga 

apor i sängen få vara 

the doctor said no 

monkeys allowed on 

the bed 

 

 -    

434 R: doktorn svara inga 

apor i sängen få vara 

the doctor said no 

monkeys allowed on 

the bed 

((gazing at klas)) 

 -    

436 R: oj ( ) doktorn svara 

kan vara inga apor i 

sängen få vara  

oops ( ) the doctor 

said allowed no 

monkeys allowed on 

the bed 

((shrieks)) 

 

((shrieks)) 

437 C: mm men du hur e den 

där me lilla hur hur går 

den dära  

mhm, but that one with 

the little, how does that 

go 

[To klas] 

438 K: igelkotten the hedgehog  

439 C: ja igelkotten hur e 

den? 

yeah, the hedgehog, 

what about that? 

 

440 K: igelkotten kryper ut i 

lilla bot xxx 

the hedgehog crawls in 

the nest xxx 

 

441 C: det va en kortversion 

va? 

that was the short 

version huh? 

 

442 R: oj ( ) xxx oops ( ) xxx ((shrieks)) 

443 C: hur e hur e den klas 

igelkotten xxx ur sitt 

lilla bo 

how does that go Klas, 

the hedgehog xxx out 

of its nest 

 

444 R: doktorn svara xx inga 

apor i sängen få vara 

the doctor said xx no 

monkeys allowed on 

the bed 

 

445 K: xxx xxx  

446 C: såå imse vimse spindel 

... hörru du klas ja vill 

inte att du håller på å 

slänger ner saker de 

räcker me de på bordet  

aaand ipsy dipsy 

spider.... hey Klas, I 

don‟t want you to throw 

stuff around, there‟s 

enough of it on the 

table xx 

[the mother is crawling 

under the table picking 

things up] 

447 R: doktorn svara inga 

apor i sängen få vara 

hallå hallå hallå 

the doctor said no 

monkeys allowed on 

the bed hello hello 

hello 

((gazing at Klas)) 

 

((skrieks)) 

448 K: hallå hallå hello hello  

449 R: hallå  hello [coughs] 
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 -    

451 R: hallå hello  

452    ((All three kids are 

hitting themselves in 

the head and 

hollering)) 

453 C: klas du får sitta ner du 

får sitta ner vid bordet 

Klas you sit down you 

sit down at the table 

 

454 K: mm mhm  

 -    

456    ((Klas and Richard 

are making faces at 

each other and 

laughing)) 

 

Richard expects Klas to join him and the chanting rhyme is an invitation. 

This can be seen in Richard repeatedly gazing at Klas, and that he does not 

proceed with the full length rhyme, but quits after the first lines in order for 

Klas to join in. The mother also seems to understand that Klas would be 

better off joining the game as she tries to make him take up another tune 

(possibly a favorite) on a hedgehog. Klas declines. Directly following this, 

however, Klas answers Richard‟s hello (line 447) – which can be seen as an 

emphasis of the previous attempts. Once Klas replies, they are off. Eva is 

participating silently, as she watches them and does the movements they do, 

as when they start banging their hand against their heads.  

6.4.1.3 Conclusions 

The contact seeking was similar in all four constellations of children in that 

verbal, vocal, and nonverbal means were used. However, in the group with 

the two sibling pairs where most activities took place between Klas and 

Richard, the contact-seeking was mainly found between them as well. Eva 

and Petra established contact with one another too, but less frequently (and 

not at all in the first recordings). When one child was preverbal (as Eva and 

Petra in the beginning) one of the mothers would do the verbal lines of 

conduct in the child‟s place (see Åsa, Richard and Eva with the tape-

recorder, ex. 25; also 7.3.1). Even with the older children, the mothers often 

got involved as they helped them in reconnecting or tried to change their 

interpretation of the other child‟s moves and intentions (Åsa with Richard 

and the offering of food, ex. 80). In general, the needs to reconnect were 

greater when more children were involved. At least the attempts were easier 

to discern. 

 Nina and Erik used mostly nonverbal means of contact-seeking. This was 

also mostly done by one child (typically the younger Erik) seating himself 

down by Nina and start playing as she did. In the first recordings when Erik 
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was preverbal, the mother did his lines in the interaction just as was the case 

with the group discussed above. The mother would in these recordings also 

direct Nina‟s actions towards Erik as she requested her to play with Erik or 

help him in some way. As was also the case above, Nina and Erik‟s mother 

verbally adjusted their interpretations of one another‟s acts in cases where 

the original interpretation seemed to be heading towards a quarrel.     

 Astrid and Ylva did the main part of connection by themselves. They 

were also the most verbal children in the material in that there were few out-

right nonverbal fights and quarrels. Instead, they handled many light verbal 

conflicts either with the aid of the mother or me, or by themselves. Through-

out the recordings, they were connected in joint activities and stuck together. 

 Disa, Molly and Samuel were making contact repeatedly and often two 

and two. That is, one of the children tried to connect to one of the other. The 

difference between them might be that Samuel made more outright attempts 

at joining the others in play, whereas the two girls started out from a more 

common base. Molly did not make many attempts at connecting to the others 

but instead carried out her activities close by, which often made Disa come 

and join her. As with the group with four children, the amount of contact 

seeking came through more clearly. With more than one other child around 

the need to establish bonds and contact is needed, whereas the two-child 

groups are stuck with one another yielding no rivalry as who is to play with 

whom. In these constellations, we also had more contact seeking with the 

parent and me, especially from the older child (Nina and Astrid). In the 

groups with many children, the child finding himself without a playmate (or 

one that was too young) turned their contact-seeking to me as well (Klas and 

Samuel).  

6.4.2 Play  

Children play for many reasons and there are reasons to be worried if they 

do not (see 2.2.1 on universal behavior). Through playing the child 

maneuvers through the arsenal of experiences and observations, she has gone 

through and/or witnessed. Play also helps a child to perceive her own posi-

tion in a context and to elaborate with the various roles people play in the 

child‟s life (Eyberg, 1988). One common way to do this is through role-

playing activities like playing doctor, family, police and thief, or playing 

games focusing more on activities than roles, like in playing shop, riding a 

bus or train, etc. 

 The positive play might be seen as unfairly treated in this thesis and this 

is due to the characteristics of the emotive manifestations in these games 

being rare or hard to grasp. When they appeared they were often of a nega-

tive type and connected to the termination of the play as the emotive manife-

stations came in the games place, returning the children to the immediate 

reality with mothers and fathers interrupting, trying to solve whatever 
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happened. What makes a harmonic play typical might be that the children 

disappear into it, leaving other concerns and the rules regulating “normal-

ity.” Returning is often abrupt as someone might have gotten hurt, has begun 

to feel dissatisfied with her part in the game or because other more mundane 

needs make themselves apparent (like eating, etc.).  

 Another apparent reason for the lacking harmony in the material is the 

old observational paradox. The children do not play in the same way when 

observed by me and the camera and even though this might not have 

afflicted the general behavior and interactions it certainly has affected the 

free, unbounded and spontaneous play in an inhibiting way. In sibling pairs 

where one child was very young, the older one typically preferred to interact 

with their mother or with me. Among the older children, however, I believe 

there were some examples of genuine play. I will illustrate with what I have 

called verbal play (6.4.2.1) and singing (6.4.2.2). 

6.4.2.1 Verbal play 

One of the more common forms of verbal play is role-playing. In fact, I 

believe it would be difficult conducting these games without language. It is 

through the children‟s comments that they brief each other on what part to 

play, and what they are representing themselves. Through language, they 

also negotiate changes taking place in the game. This means, that it is also 

language that mess these games up, as someone suddenly decides to change 

some part, be someone else, etc. – matters other participants would not be 

aware of did the child not tell.  

Example 104 

Disa (D, 5;5), Samuel (S, 5;5) and Molly (M, 5;5) in their baby sisters‟ 

room.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

395 S: nu kommer e nu 

kommer e en pappa 

här dadadadada 

here comes a, here 

comes a daddy now 

dadadadada 

((He comes back to 

Molly with a play 

figure)) 

396  S: hej hello ((Said in a singing 

voice)) 

397 M: hej   hello ((Her figure says hello 

to Samuel's)) 

398 M: vet du en sak pappa 

de har hänt nåt 

förskräckligt att 

storebror har tappat 

händerna å armarna 

you know what 

daddy, something 

terrible has 

happened that big 

brother lost his 

hands and arms 

((Her play figure 

jumps on the daddy's 

head)) 

399 S: spelar ingen roll spelar doesn't matter, doesn't ((Said in a "daddy-
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ingen roll de spelar 

ingen roll de spelar 

ingen roll  

matter, that doesn't 

matter, that doesn't 

matter 

voice")) 

400 S: de spelar ingen roll 

va haru sönder mej 

va haru sönder mej  

that doesn't matter 

what! are you 

breaking me? what! 

are you breaking me? 

((Molly and Samuel 

start laughing)) 

401 M: nä no  

402 S: kan vi inte skiljas då? can't we get a divorce 

then? 

 

403 M: näe ursäkta men ja e 

en äckelströmme  

noo, excuse me, but 

I'm a yucki fish 

((laughing)) 

404 S: kom nu kom nu när u 

vill 

come on, come on, 

when you wanna 

 

405 D: mjau ( ) får ja va me? 

fåren här 

meeeow ( ) can I 

play? can this 

[Disa has approached 

her siblings, she is 

also holding a play 

figure/cat] 

406 S: jaa de får ru  yeah you can  

407 D: va bra vem ere härå? 

krokström  

great who's this 

then? mr crooky 

 

408 S: å ja e  and I'm  

409 M: å vem gillar ren här? and who likes this 

one here? 

 

410 S: de e storebrorsan that's big brother  

411 M: nä de e storasyster 

de här storasyster 

no that's big sister, 

this big sister 

 

412 D: de här e lillasyster this is baby sister  

413 S: woiiii woiiii woiiii woiiii 

woiiii woiiii 

woiiii woiiii woiiii woiiii 

woiiii woiiii 

[He is flying his figure 

around, drowning out 

his sisters' talking in 

the background] 

414 M: mamma mommy  

415 D: pappa wooää  daddy waaah [disa is flying hers 

around as well] 

416 S: aj aj aj nu dog du ouch, now you died  

417 M: pappa pappa xxx 

pappa 

daddy daddy xxx 

daddy 

[She puts her figure 

facing Samuel's] 

418    ((Something happens 

to Molly's figure and 

all three of them start 

laughing)) 
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The children are role-playing and using their Lego figures to make various 

things. They are having a good time and laugh about both the utterances of 

the figures and the events they are encountering. With older children like 

these, language was both a cause and a means of laughter. The figures are 

used to enact different parts in the game and borrow known identities like 

“daddy,” “sister,” “brother,” etc. The daddy also has a voice of his own. This 

voice also sets off the first joint laughter (line 399): “spelar ingen roll…,” 

etc. Another laughter is due to Molly‟s figure meeting with some accident 

and falling to pieces while talking (line 418). Although younger children 

also find breaking toys funny, there has to be a cognitive maturity present in 

order to grasp and use the abilities entailed in language as a comedic media. 

The triplets have clearly these abilities in place, and their play is spontaneous 

and mutual. 

6.4.2.2 Singing  

In the verbal role-playing above, language was the actual libretto of the 

interaction. When it comes to vocal manifestations like singing, I would say 

it constituted the frame for playing, signaling that the singing child was in 

the right mood. As was seen in the previous examples (line 396, see also ex. 

43), older children often accompany their games with a tune. This was also 

seen in the young children of the material. Singing was conducted both in 

solitude, as when a child sat playing on the floor singing to herself, and in 

joint play situations. A hypothesis is that singing is a means of connecting to 

others. A child singing to herself will often find some other child nearby 

taking up the tune. Singing could thus be contagious. It further informs the 

surrounding of the emotive stance of the child humming which with no 

exception in the material was harmonious and happy (the taunting songs are 

of a completely different character and are not regarded as singing in the 

same sense).  

 Below there are two illustrations with singing children. In the first the 

children are among the older, and in the second the singing child is young.  

Example 105 
Klas (K, 5;7) and Richard (R, 4;6) in Klas‟ playroom. They are building a 

train track and their younger sisters, Eva (3;5) and Petra (P, 2;8), are 

present but occupied with business of their own. Richard‟s mother (Å) is 

assisting the boys, and Klas‟ mother (C) is present as well.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

421 Å: ni kan ju bygga också 

kom å bygg 

you can build too, 

come here and build 

 

422 R: mamma vet du va så 

gör man så såhär  

mommy you know 

what, then you do like 

this 

[Richard shows how 

you can open the 

bridge] 
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423 K: ja så gör man ( ) å så 

måste vi ta fram bilar ja 

tar fram bilar  

yeah, you do like that  

( ) and then we gotta 

have cars, I'll get some 

cars 

[Klas pokes at the 

bridge]  

 

424 K: tingelingelinge tåget 

går ut i vida världen  

dingelingeling the 

train goes out into 

the world 

[He gets up to fetch the 

cars] ((starts to sing)) 

425 R: den som femti öre 

har får följa me på 

färden 

whoever has a penny 

can come along 

((Richard sings 

along)) 

426 K: kommer ru ihåg va 

tuffe tuffe tåget va xxx 

do you remember what 

the choo-choo train 

was xxx 

 

- -    

428 K: tuffe tuffe tuffe tåget 

går 

choo-choo-choo train 

goes 

((singing)) 

429 R: ut i vida världen out into the world ((singing)) 

430 K: tuffe tuffe tuffe tåget 

går 

choo-choo-choo train 

goes 

((singing)) 

431 R: den som femti öre 

har får 

whoever has a penny 

can 

((singing)) 

- -    

433 R: så kör tåget såhär  then the train goes like 

this 

[Richard shows Åsa 

something concerning 

the rail road] 

434 K: tuffe tuffe choo-choo ((singing)) 

435 R: tuffe tuffe tåget går choo-choo train goes ((singing)) 

436    ((The children are 

singing in unison 

with each other while 

building on the rail 

road)) 

437 K: till richard till richard så 

köper dom biljetter 

for Richard, for Richard 

then they buy tickets 

((Klas hums a little 

while pushing some 

stuff in Richard's 

direction. Åsa picks 

them up since Richard 

is crawling around 

elsewhere)) 

438 K: så kliver man på och 

vinkar glatt hejdå 

then you get on and 

wave merrily 

goodbye 

((Klas sings again)) 

439 R: hejdå hejdå 

hejhejhejhej 

goodbye goodbye 

bye bye bye bye 

((Richard sings 

along)) 
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440 P: va e bussen? where's the bus?  

441 K: tingelingelinge inget 

tåg  

dingelingeling no 

train 

((Klas keeps singing 

his own anti-version 

of the song)) 

442 K: för nu ÄRE NATT å 

alla snarkar då 

because IT'S NIGHT 

and everyone is 

snoring  

 

((Klas snores)) 

443    ((Richard laughs)) 

444 K: å alla snarkar då  and then everyone 

snores 

((Klas snores again 

and laughs)) 

445 K: tingelingelinge inget 

tåg eva är en xxx 

dingelingeling no 

train, Eva is a xxx 

((singing)) 

 

Klas and Richard play together with the same railway track but are 

constructing different parts of it. They are occupied with this concurrently 

involved in a mutual play where the singing seems to keep them together as 

they sing alternately joint or one at a time the train song. When Klas thus 

starts changing the lines in the song and improvises a new version this 

creates great pleasure and both children laugh. 

 Singing, or humming, was present already in the very young children and 

always in connection to joy. They accompany their actions with a tune, and 

this connects the children‟s activities even though they might be preoccupied 

with different tasks. Possibly singing is one of the first means used to join 

participants, well before the child has reached an age where they actually 

create games together (as the triplets or Klas and Richard do above). In the 

illustration below it is Erik that takes up a humming tune as Nina and he are 

seated at the table drawing. The mother is present and interacts with the 

children, and I get partly involved as well. Besides humming there are many 

small traits of harmony, like smiling, gazes, gift-giving and so on. 

Example 106 

Nina (N, 3;2) and Erik (E, 1;8) at the dinner table at their house; their 

mother (G) is present.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

94 G: mm ska du ha 

tuschpennor nina? 

mm, Nina you want felt 

pens? 

 

95 N: näej noo  

96 E: lalalalala  lalalalala ((He sings)) 

97 N: ja ska rita dej I'm gonna draw you [Said to me] 

98 T: ska ru rita mej? you're gonna draw 

me? 

 

99 G: ja yeah  

100 E: lalalala lalalala ((still singing)) 
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101 T: de e bara å rita en boll 

( ) me en liten boll 

högst uppepå 

you just make a ball ( ) 

with a little ball on top 

((I laugh)) 

102 G: ere där huvet nina? is that the head Nina? ((She laughs)) 

103 E: dädä  dada [He draws] 

- -    

110 N: xxx xxx ((She looks at her 

mother)) 

111 G: så kommer klumpen  and then the lump  

112 N: nä halsband noo, necklace  

- -    

114 E: vavavava wawawawa ((humming)) 

115 G: oj  oh [Reffering to something 

Nina drew] 

116    ((Nina smiles and 

looks up)) 

 

It is a calm and happy sequence. Nina smiles repeatedly and Erik is also in a 

good mood. The mother and I seem to be content and happy too and laugh 

every now and then. All in all, we are having a good time and the content 

and joyful emotion stems from us all. Erik‟s more direct expression captur-

ing this is his warbling.  

6.4.2.3 Conclusions 

All four constellations engaged in mutual play. When there was a young 

sibling/child this child was often directed by the older sibling/child – as in 

the first recordings with Nina and Erik as well as Klas and Richard. As age 

differences were altered and all involved had put language to use, the games 

would be conducted more jointly. Still, older children set the agenda of most 

games. They also used language rather than force to put the younger one in 

place in case of rebellion.  

 For the older children the games are conducted both by language and 

nonverbally, as they construct, build, paint, thus actively engage in some 

activity while they also comment on what is taking place, how one is 

supposed to act, etc. If these games were conducted in a harmonious fashion, 

it sometimes happened that the game was accompanied by singing. This was 

so even with the younger children, who gladly hum along or start by them-

selves at times of peace and good spirit. Although most games involved 

nonverbal activities it was verbal and vocal means that connected the child-

ren‟s separate activities and made them mutual and shared.  
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6.5 Concluding remarks 

The scenes I reacted on as ambivalent were mostly from sibling pairs where 

the older sibling used nonverbal manifestations of a negative nature, 

concurrently – or shortly after – performing some positive act, verbally or 

nonverbally. If a parent was present, it also appeared that the verbalizations 

were directed to this adult, in acts that can be seen as explanatory or justifi-

cations (claiming the opposing emotional stance towards the sibling). My 

interpretation of these situations has been that the older child has experi-

enced emotions of a mixed character and acted them out.  

 One reason for me interpreting the mixed acts as ambivalent was that 

there were also many scenes expressing loyalty between siblings. These 

scenes would be difficult to explain in another light than an emotional. As 

there was only one constellation where two sibling groups met repeatedly it 

is difficult to draw any conclusions on friend-constellation and their poten-

tial difference to siblings from this material. For now I can state that 

although Klas and Richard made up regularly after fights, they did not 

protect each other nor defend each other when one of them was facing 

reproaches from an adult. My hypothesis would be that interactions taking 

place between siblings on the one hand and friends on the other differ in 

some respects where ambivalence might be one example and loyalty another.  

 When turning to expressions of anger, the children‟s acting and reacting 

varied from verbal reprimands and complaints to kicks and blows. Age, 

individual characteristics, as well as mood of the day, would have to be 

considered if we were to find out what makes a specific child use her fists on 

one occasion and her voice in another. However, the likelihood of keeping a 

conflict on a verbal level improved with age. Blows and kicking were still in 

use as the child got older but I have no example of an older child hitting a 

younger sibling (for example the triplets with their baby sisters), and the 

relation between nonverbal and verbal acts changed in favor of the verbal 

ones. The children are socialized into a normative system where one of the 

pillars is the notion “thou shall not hit anyone, and especially not someone 

younger/smaller than you – or someone wearing glasses.” What socialization 

and/or development seemed to succeed in most, if my material is to be seen 

as representative, was the diminishing of emotive manifestations of a physi-

cal, tactile nature. 

 A further point to make regarding expressions of anger and the conflict 

process is that the vocal shrieks that were present throughout the material 

were accompanied by verbal utterances in the older children. My interpreta-

tion of this was that whereas the shrieks, as many other vocal traits, 

remained very much the same during the toddler and preschool ages, verbal 

explanations and explorations were added. While they shriek as before, they 

also comment on the reasons for this. This is further in line with Bloom‟s 
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(1993) interpretation of verbalizations as adding to nonverbal emotive 

displays (2.4.6.1; and 4.3.5). 

 The defensive acts were nonverbal (directed actions and body postures) 

or vocal (shrieks and crying) in the beginning. The only verbal defense in the 

youngest children was “No” and “Mine” (i.e., autonomous utterances). The 

older children, on the other hand, had a vast number of phrases or words to 

use in these situations (e.g., “that‟s not fair,” ex. 38; “noo, but I have to paint 

in my face, coz I'm gonna be someone else,” ex. 48 – accompanying 

conventional utterances). What appeared as common to all instances where 

there was a conflict between children and the parents intervened was that the 

child protected did not grasp that the adult acted instead of the child. Rather 

they seemed to interpret adult protection as in addition to or legitimating 

their own. Whether this was cognitively or interactionally related is hart to 

tell. However, explanations and naturalistic illustrations have been 

successful in transferring lasting understandings of specific interactional 

encounters, and the preferred behavior in these (2.2.1.2, and 2.3.2.4). Thus, 

an experimental setting where two cohorts of children are tested with or 

without added verbal explanations and illustrations of how adults view these 

occasions, could give an answer to whether parental teaching could alter this 

misunderstanding on children‟s part. This would be an important 

achievement as other scenarios where children stick together against one 

“bad” child could be influenced by this misconception as well.  

 The younger children often needed parental support and guiding in order 

to reconcile. There were some cases, however, where the children appeared 

to handle it on their own with good results. The means used were of vocal, 

verbal and nonverbal kinds, but the one apparently yielding the best result 

was the vocal. The kind of vocal reconciliation I am thinking of consisted of 

intonational contours rather than some particular sound. One child suddenly 

changed tone of voice, which also brought about another facial appearance 

and body posture – leaving the order of their occurrence out. Even if this did 

not always lead to rapid termination of a fight as such, it nearly instantly 

changed the other child‟s approach. 

 Play situations were harder to describe as a whole. From what could be 

seen in the material Camaioni and others findings (2.2.1.5) of children‟s 

interactional patterns, held for these children as well. Younger children copy 

each other and play side-by-side (e.g., Erik and Nina, ex. 18), whereas older 

children play and create games jointly (Disa, Molly, Samuel, ex. 1; Klas and 

Richard, ex. 105). The two concepts I focused on that also had emotive 

expressions in them were role-playing and singing. The first only occurred 

with older children, whereas the latter was found in young, preverbal child-

ren as well. Obviously, role-playing can occur without emotive expressions 

too, but in the material, there are few if any such. Possibly this is related to 

the fact that children role-play areas they think about and want to figure out 

and practice. Many of these areas are related to emotive experiences and 
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expressions (like playing house, doctor, etc.) even though they do not have 

to be emotive in themselves. A child doing the mother part in role-playing 

might scold a doll or other child but will probably not be angry herself. What 

she does is to practice and elaborate the expressions of anger and scolding in 

the way she has deciphered them. That is, she would use emotive expres-

sions in a recipient-sensitive way, rather than an unrestricted way (chapter 

4). This being the case I would claim it to be a fruitful area of research to 

focus on role-play and the language that is used in these settings.  

 Singing is another unexplored area, at least when it comes to linguistics.  

Like the prosodic envelope discussed in 2.4.6.3, where children pick up 

prosodic contours building specific interactional turns (like rising intonation 

for questions; emotive content through stern, high, or whispering voices, 

etc.), singing can be seen as the vocal frame for play invitations. In all four 

constellations, there were singing or humming involved at some occasions, 

and the other characteristic of these situations was that they were good-

humored. Singing is probably best counted among the emotive expressions 

even if it is more of a frame than an emotive expression “proper.” Future 

research would have to consider the role between language and singing and 

if singing is an area, where siblings differ from single children. As I have 

come to regard singing in the material, it is unfortunate that I did not have 

material with single children to compare with. The children here are never 

alone, thus their always singing in company and jointly was hard to evaluate. 

My guess would nevertheless be that children preferably would sing in 

company and jointly. Alternatively, in a weaker formulation: A singing child 

will set off a chain of singing, signaling a mood and a willingness to engage 

in joint actions. Singing in solitude signals joy as well and there was 

frequent humming as children set about doing something in a good spirit, 

other children being near by.  
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7 Socialization 

7.1 Introduction 

In chapter 4, I discussed the emotive expressions present in the material. 

These expressions were then regarded as functional in various settings as 

children interacted with their parents in chapter 5. In that chapter, I also illu-

strated and described some typical responses parents give when facing child-

ren‟s emotive expressions. I described these acts – consolation, reprimands, 

praise, etc. – as explicable through the concept of scaffolding. In chapter 6, 

the discussion turned to child–child interactional encounters and how child-

ren negotiate, respond and react to one another in settings by using emotive 

expressions to express both positive and negative emotions.   

 In this last chapter of results, I will focus on overarching developmental 

aspects and illustrate and discuss how seemingly minor interactional 

encounters can be seen to influence child development. This comes through 

in the adult–child direction, where adults prompt, superintend, and explain 

different aspects of reality and the preferable way to handle these events. It 

also is evident in child–child encounters where children apply, evaluate and 

ponder on different ways to speak and behave. Adopting a higher degree of 

abstraction here than in previous parts, I will include interactional settings 

even when these in themselves are not directly linked to emotive expres-

sions. The purpose is to point out the infrastructure used as children go from 

social-but-not-socialized to social-and-socialized interactional beings.   

 The first part of the chapter (7.2) addresses two qualitatively different 

modes of expression and behavior which I, for now, call unrestricted moves 

(7.2.1) and norm-sensitive moves (7.2.2). The second part of the chapter 

covers the different aspects of scaffolding (7.3), a concept I have divided 

into adults‟ prompting (7.3.1); adults‟ superintending (7.3.2); and fixed 

phrases and the transmission of moral (7.3.3). Having focused on the 

parental side of the socialization process, I then turn to internalization (7.4), 

divided into behavioral patterns (7.4.1); putting adulthood to practice 

(7.4.2); and norm-sensitive scripts (7.4.3).  

 While the first and the last sections cover the child‟s part of the 

internalization process, the middle one is devoted to the parental framing of 

the same process. Together they make up an important part of socialization.  
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7.2 “Unrestricted moves” vs. “norm-sensitive moves” 

To start with, children have a limited repertoire with which to express them-

selves as well as to discuss their emotions. The means at their command I 

call “unrestricted moves.” The unrestricted expressions discussed in chapter 

4 belong here by definition; however, the label also includes other aspects 

than the communicative, e.g., the young child‟s typical bodily movements, 

the searching for faces and contact, the straightforwardness of gaze, etc. As 

children mature cognitively, socially, and emotionally, they will start to 

adapt these unrestricted behavioral patterns in different ways. Exactly what 

is changed, and how, might differ depending on the environment the child is 

brought up in. At some point these differences will be discernible from the 

acts, the verbal language used, etc.; however, I am unable to set a specific 

time for this (tentatively, during the child‟s second year). These new types of 

acts will be more consciously elaborated enactments, ways of language use, 

etc., including further facework practices, cultural norms of dressing, eating 

and so on. I have clustered all these socially-connected expressions and 

behaviors under the label norm-sensitive moves. Recalling the recipient-

sensitive expressions of chapter 4, the term norm-sensitive differs in that it is 

a wider concept, describing the internalized patterns of behavior that are the 

product of socialization. Whereas recipient-sensitive expressions indicated 

that the child took the interlocutor into account when formulating a specific 

utterance or act, to be in the norm-sensitive move indicate that there are 

other aspects than a specific interlocutor in the here-and-now present that 

frames the behavior. It is framed by the child-internal cognitive and social 

infrastructure and will thus be employed in situations regardless of the 

present interaction with an interlocutor. For example, a child having entered 

the norm-sensitive move will still be able to use unrestricted emotive expres-

sions; however, there will be an awareness of breaking a norm present. In the 

same way, a child still in an unrestricted move will be able to use expres-

sions, formulations and acts that could be regarded as recipient-sensitive; 

however, they might not yet have expanded from recipient-sensitive to 

norm-sensitive.  

 I believe these different moves fill a conceptual function when we strive 

toward an understanding of development that can include many areas that 

all, in one way or another, rely on factors such as cognitive development, 

interactional patterns, changes in emotive expressions, etc. Below I will illu-

strate the moves one at the time. 

7.2.1 Unrestricted moves 

In the following, I will illustrate some typical unrestricted moves, i.e., young 

children expressing themselves no matter what. By this, I mean that their 
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expressions are direct in a way that makes it appear as if there were no inter-

mediate stages between the emotion – or desire – and the acting on it.
51

 I have divided them according to the nonverbal, vocal, verbal distinction; 

however, as has been the case before, they blend into one another. Although 

unrestricted moves might be the only choice for preverbal and young child-

ren, they stay in our behavioral repertoire regardless of age. However, when 

seen in adults or older children, many of them would be accompanied by 

verbalizations, disguise attempts and the like, at least in cases where the 

expression stem from an emotion that is not regarded as socially legitimate. 

7.2.1.1 Nonverbal unrestricted moves 

Erik (1;5) is thrilled as he plays ball together with the entire family (and me). 

He willingly runs here and there to the ball and in between stamps his feet in 

excitement. 

Example 107 

Erik (E, 1;5), Nina (N, 2;11), their mother, Gilda (G), and father, William 

(W). They are playing with a ball in the kitchen. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

245 G:  hämta den ( ) va ere 

erik? 

go get it ( ) where is it 

Erik? 

 

246 N: den e där inne i köket i 

köket 

it‟s in there in the 

kitchen, in the kitchen 

 

247 G: visa honom då go show him  

248 N:  här kom kom here, come, come  

249 W:  här e den here it is  

250    ((Erik stomps his 

feet, excited)) 

251 W: ta bollen då den ligger 

ju där 

go get the ball, there it 

is 

 

252 N:  mamma mommy  

253 G:  får ja den give it to me  

254 T: xx till dej då erik xx to you then Erik  

255 G:  ta ren då ( ) ska du 

kasta den till tove  

get it ( ) you wanna 

throw it to Tove 

 

((laughter)) 

256    [erik throws the ball] 

257 T: ja kunde inte fånga 

den 

I couldn‟t catch it  

                                                      
51 Phenomena that, in theory, could be placed in between an external or internal cause and an 

expression, besides cognitive aspects like reasoning, categorization etc., are physiological 

constraints, such as development of the vocal apparatus, muscle control and so on.  
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258 E: där  there [gives me the ball] 

259 T: oj inte ens då gick de 

men de va mitt fel 

oops, not even then, 

but that was my fault 

[I drop the ball 

because of the 

camera] 

 

Erik is delighted with the activity and the attention he is getting. The whole 

family and a visitor are engaged in a ball game. He expresses his emotional 

stance both by fetching the ball wherever it rolls and also by stamping his 

feet while staying at the same spot. Stamping one‟s feet is not often seen in 

adults, but it is quite frequent in preverbal children (pre-emblem?). We also 

see that the older sister Nina answers in Erik‟s place (line 246). Erik, how-

ever, is mute throughout the sequence, except for saying “där” (“there”) 

while handing me the ball. 

 Another kind of nonverbal unrestricted move would be Richard‟s 

behavior below. As Eva loses a toy by mistake, Richard is instantly there 

taking it. Her brother Klas seems to protect her as he throws a ball at 

Richard‟s back. His mother intervenes. 

Example 108 

Klas (K, 3;2), Richard (R, 2;1) and Eva (1;0) at Klas and Eva‟s place 

together with their mother, Cecilia (C). 

 

  Swedish English Context 

109    ((Eva pushes 

something down and 

Richard immediately 

takes it)) 

110 R: men nej nej  but no, no  

111    ((Klas takes a ball 

and throws it at 

Richard’s back)) 

112 C: nej nej klas kommeru 

ihåg vare där e för en 

boll? kommeru ihåg 

de? 

no, no, Klas, you 

remember what kind of 

ball that is? you 

remember? 

 

113 K: uteboll outdoor ball  

114 C: en uteboll ja ska vi 

lägga den ska vi lägga 

den häruppe så 

an outdoor ball, right, 

let‟s put it up here like 

that 

 

 

The reactions are instant and are not prevented by any second thoughts or the 

fact that Klas – according to his own statement in line 113 – is aware of the 

prohibitions connected to the particular ball. Something happens and the 

children react to it. What can be noted, further, is that there is some kind of 
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planning and sorting of the events, although this might be on a more sub-

conscious level. In some way Klas interprets Richard as the bad guy, as he is 

the one Klas is aiming at when throwing the ball. Since this is a recording 

with many incidents between the boys, it is still hard to know whether this 

particular throwing has anything to do with the incident between Eva and 

Richard, or if Klas is following an agenda of his own, not paying attention to 

Eva. 

7.2.1.2 Vocal unrestricted moves 

Vocal expressions tend to be the same regardless of age, i.e., they are 

expressed the same way whether one is two or fifty years old. However, the 

situations that lead people to cry, laugh, etc. changes. In other words, there 

might not be any moves in particular that are unrestricted or norm-sensitive; 

rather, the frequency and situations where these vocal manifestations occur 

changes. For example, during the first years of life very many events cause 

tears, as below where Erik starts to cry as Nina runs into him with her bike. 

Example 109 

Nina (2;6) and Erik (1;0) with their mother, Gilda (G), and me (T). 

 

  Swedish English Context 

147    [They are each on a 

bike/car, Erik gets off 

and Nina is looking at 

me and runs into him 

by mistake](( He starts 

crying)) 

148 T:  oj hur gick det erik? ow, are you OK there 

Erik? 

 

149    ((Erik is crying)) 

150 T:  ja tror han fick handen 

under hjulet 

I think he got his hand 

under the wheel 

 

151    ((His mother picks him 

up, he is still crying)) 

152 G:  du får passa dej för 

syrran 

you better look out for 

your sister 

 

 

Being run over with a vehicle, even if a light one, would probably cause 

tears in an older child as well. What differs is the way they regard their own 

crying. An older child could, for example, try to hide her face, leave the 

room, or explain the reasons for the tears (“it was he who…”) and by this 

justify their own vocal expressions. Preverbal and young children, on the 

other hand, just cry, and there are no visible traits indicating that they would 
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rather not. On the contrary, and as we have seen with respect to dry-crying, 

young children often prolong the crying episode. 

7.2.1.3 Verbal unrestricted moves 

The verbal utterances connected to the unrestricted moves are the ones 

discussed under emotive verbalizations (4.3.1), i.e., “mommy,” “no,” and 

“stupid,” and they will not be discussed at length here. A short illustration of 

an unrestricted “no” in combination with nonverbal acts will do, followed by 

an example of verbal children adding traits from the unrestricted repertoire 

when situations get rough. 

Example 110 

Richard (R, 2;8), Klas (K, 3;9) and Eva (1;7). Their mothers Åsa (Å) and 

Cecilia (C) are present in Klas and Eva‟s room. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

133 R: xx akta min gubbe nej 

nej nej  

xx careful with my 

guy no no no 

((Richard hits the car 

and Klas)) 

134 Å: vare en krock? krocka 

dom? 

was there a crash? did 

they crash? 

 

135 C: lyssna på mej lyssna 

på mej 

listen to me, listen to 

me 

[said to Klas] 

136 K: nej nej nej nej nononono  

137 R: mamma nu står 

brandbilen nu xx 

brandbilen 

mommy, now the fire 

truck stands xx the fire 

truck 

 

138    ((Klas takes one of 

the cars away from 

Eva, she protests)) 

139 C: men nu tar jag den ska 

ni bråka om grejerna 

då tar ja bara bort den 

well, if you‟re just 

gonna fight over this 

stuff then I‟ll take it 

away 

 

 

In the scene there are two upset children: Richard is angry with Klas and hits 

him as well as the toy car in front of him. Klas on the other hand is pre-

occupied with a quarrel with his mother, and directs his no‟s to her. Involved 

in the turmoil are the two mothers, of which one is at a loss at what has 

happened, whereas the other is trying to reason with Klas. Whether Klas‟ 

“nej nej nej nej” (“no...”) is meant as an “I do not want to listen to you” – 

which would be a reply to the mother‟s utterance (line 135) – or if it is a 

rejecting “no” à la “I do not subscribe to the turn of events here,” we cannot 

know. The reason for this is that the verbalizations are unrestricted and thus 

not elaborated in a discourse-related manner. 
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 Although children get older, and add new behavioral patterns to the ones 

used earlier on, the unrestricted moves remains as an option. With the 

triplets below we see that as they start handling the conflict verbally, Molly 

gets upset and adds a whining to the voice. However, it does not go further 

than that, no nonverbal smacking, outright crying, etc. The children have just 

come across three dinosaurs, and there is a conflict as to who is going to 

have which one. 

Example 111 

Disa (D, 4;6), Molly (M, 4;6) and Samuel (S, 4;6) in the stairs at their place. 

Their mother, Frida (F), and adult sister Jenny (J) are present.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

52 S:  har vi fått dom? did we get‟em?  

53 F:  jaa men vi ska tala om 

sen vicken som e 

vilkens 

yeah, but then we have 

to say which one 

belongs to who 

 

54 M:  jaa men ja vill ha den 

här 

yeah, but I want this 

one 

[Molly takes one of the 

stuffed animals] 

55 S:  ja vill ha den där ( ) ja 

vill ha den där 

I want that ( ) I want 

that 

[Samuel takes one of 

the remaining two] 

56 F:  näj näj vänta vicken vill 

disa  ha då? ( ) titta på 

den här då 

no, no wait, which one 

does Disa want? ( ) 

look at this one 

 

57 M:  kan man ta av dom här 

å öppna dom här kan 

man de? 

can you take these off 

and open these, can 

you? 

 

58 F:  vicken vill disa ha? which one does Disa 

want? 

 

59    [Disa touches the 

animals and holds off, 

there is one left that 

the others do not want] 

60 F:  inte rycka bort don‟t yank it  

61 J:  ska ja hjälpa dej då 

samuel ska du ha den 

där? 

should I help you? 

Samuel, you want that 

one? 

 

62 S:  ja vill ha den där I want that  

63 F:  vi ska höra vicken disa 

vill ha 

let‟s hear which one 

Disa wants 

 

64    ((Disa points to the one 

Molly is holding)) 

65 F:  den där då får vi dra 

lott om den 

then we‟ll have to flip 

for it 
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66 M:  ja vill ha den där I want that one  

67 F:  vet ni va vi tar bort 

dom här nu så får vi 

dra lott sen 

you know what, let‟s 

take‟em away and we‟ll 

flip for them later 

 

68 M:  neje ja vill ha den där noo, I want that one ((whining)) 

69 D:  den e min it’s mine  

70 M:  nej no ((whining/crying 

voice)) 

71 F:  molly Molly [reproachfully] 

 

The scene reveals more than the apparent conflict about the dinosaurs. For 

one thing, the animals are very similar, and the question Disa has to decide 

on is probably whether she is going to have an argument with Molly or with 

Samuel. To pick the one no one has chosen is not an option, in general. 

Furthermore, from not knowing which one to chose, Disa becomes 

absolutely certain that one of them is hers (line 69). Molly – and Samuel as 

well – handles the fact that they have to await Disa‟s choice before they get 

the animals without arguing. As Disa makes her choice, Molly (re)turns to 

vocal whining and is close to tears. The incident resolves quickly, the child-

ren leave, and the dinosaurs are not mentioned any further in the recording. 

7.2.2 Norm-sensitive moves 

Norm-sensitive moves are emotive reactions, among other things, but ones 

that are handled in a way differing from the unrestricted moves in that they 

follow – or attempt to follow – the socially-coded rules of expression. 

Fighting is not an accepted behavior in most societies. Children – or adults – 

using their fists would thus be classified as performing an unrestricted move. 

An angry person inhibiting the urge to fight would, on the other hand, be 

using a norm-sensitive move. 

 A difference between norm-sensitive and unrestricted moves is that the 

former cannot occur in preverbal children. By this I mean that unrestricted 

moves are what they have at their command. This further implies that a one-

year-old not reacting with, for instance, directed actions of an aggressive 

nature in a situation where an older child might use her fists, would not be 

regarded as acting “norm-sensitive.” Rather, as I see it, she does not react at 

all. I shall illustrate with some examples in order to clarify my intentions 

with the label. 

7.2.2.1 Nonverbal norm-sensitive moves 

It is hard to find purely nonverbal expressions in the norm-sensitive genre, as 

what distinguishes prototypical norm-sensitive moves is probably the 

presence of language. This is also the case below, where we see Astrid being 

scared of a toy kitten, moving about with batteries. From the transcript alone 
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there is no indication of fear; however, the mother – as well as me in my 

notes – reacts to some expression on Astrid‟s face as the kitten approaches 

her. Possibly the fear is there already in Astrid‟s line 66 and 68, but at this 

point we do not react verbally to the emotional tone. 

Example 112 

Ylva (Y, 3;10) has put a battery-driven kitten on the floor where it walks 

around meowing. Astrid (A, 5;7), their mother, Hanna (H), and me (T) are 

standing close to it. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

65 T: oj vilken xx  wow, what a xx [referring to the cat] 

66 A: ska ni sätta den på 

golvet? 

you gonna put it down 

on the floor? 

 

67 Y: här går den den går så 

här akta fötterna hon 

ser glad ut när jag ser 

på den 

here it comes, it goes 

like this, watch your feet, 

she looks happy when I 

look at it 

 

68 A: oj nu råkade den oops, now it...  

69 T: titta ja blir anfallen look I‟m being attacked  

70 Y: nu kommer den till dej 

oj ska den komma till 

astrid 

now it‟s coming to you, 

oops, is it going to come 

to Astrid 

 

71 T: har du köpt dom? did you buy them?  

72 Y: ja vill också komma till 

astrid 

I wanna come to Astrid 

too 

 

73 H: jaa dom ville de xxx yeah, they wanted me to 

xxx 

 

74 Y: oj oj oj så många som 

kommer till xx här 

kommer en ja tror den 

heter kanin 

wow, wow there are so 

many coming to xx here 

comes one, I think it‟s 

called bunny 

 

75 H: e du rädd för kissen 

astrid?  

are you afraid of the 

kitty, Astrid? 

((Astrid looks 

scared and backs 

away from the cat)) 

76 Y: den vill ju bara xx dej 

lite 

it just wants to xx you 

some 

 

77 A: nä men xx sen får du 

ta in den igen när den 

här xx 

no, but xx then you’ll 

have to take it back in 

when this xx 

 

78 Y: katten vill komma till 

lilla mamma 

the cat wants to go to 

little mommy 
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We do not know why Astrid gets scared. Maybe my phrasing in line 69 and 

Ylva‟s in line 70 adds to it, but my impression is that the fear is there right 

from the moment the kitten starts moving around on the floor. It is odd as the 

scene otherwise is a friendly and happy one. Nevertheless, we react to 

Astrid‟s silent expression. It is a norm-sensitive move in that Astrid does not 

express her fear. On the contrary, she denies it in a way typical of adults “nä 

men xx sen får du ta in den igen…” (line 77). Being scared of a toy kitten is 

not an accepted fear for a girl almost six years old; at least I presume this is 

Astrid‟s opinion. Especially as her younger sister handles the kitten without 

a problem. Thus, the expression remains, and comes through to us despite 

her own verbal rejection of it.  

 We also find examples in the material where the child is in an inter-

mediate stage between the unrestricted moves and the norm-sensitive ones. 

At 3;6, Klas below is aware of the inappropriateness of rejecting food 

offered when a guest in someone else‟s home (and maybe at his own home 

as well). However, he appears to nurture an omnipotent idea that his own 

actions will not be apparent to others. He also seems to believe that 

smuggling the unwanted object out of sight is the best choice. 

Example 113 

Klas (3;6), Richard (R, 2;5) and their mothers, Cecilia (C) and Åsa (Å), at 

Richard‟s place, seated at the table eating cheese sandwiches. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

346 R: ostmacka cheese sandwich  

347 C: ostmacka ja vicken fest 

va va snäll mamma åsa 

va klas haru sagt tack så 

mycke näe inte så där 

klas om du inte tycker 

om osten så lägg den 

på bordet istället du 

hörde du va ja sa ta 

upp osten sitt inte å 

droppa den här på 

golvet du det märks 

cheese sandwich, what a 

party, ins‟t mommy Åsa 

nice, huh Klas, did you 

say thank you? no, not 

like that Klas, if you 

don’t like the cheese 

then put it on the table 

instead, you heard me, 

don’t drop it on the 

floor, I noticed 

 

 

348 Å: de går inte att lura 

mamma 

you can‟t fool mommy 

 

 

 

The illustration further reveals that Klas must have some awareness of face 

rules, as he does not state “I don‟t like cheese” or “yucky cheese,” which for 

a younger child would be a perfectly good phrasing. Another aspect noted is 

that the mother uses the situation to direct or inform Klas (and Richard‟s 

mother) that it would be in place to say the “thank you” line.  
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 One final example illustrates the negotiation going on in a verbal fashion 

as the child is trying to sort things out for himself, restraining himself from 

acing out nonverbally. It is the cucumber scene (the lengthy transcript was 

shown in ex. 89, p. 263), and here I focus on Richard‟s own elaborations as 

well as his mother‟s verbalizations.  

Example 114 
Klas (5;7), Richard (R, 4;6), Eva (E, 3;5) and Petra (2;8) at Klas and Eva‟s 

place. The mothers, Åsa (Å) and Cecilia (C), as well as I (T), are also 

involved.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

553 R: men ja sa så här till 

eva  

but I said this to Eva [Richard walks around 

the room] 

554 C: mm mhm  

555 R: får vi lite gurka får vi 

lite gurka också ( ) å 

då sa hon nej 

can we have some 

cucumber, can we 

have some cucumber 

too ( ) and then she 

said no 

((He speaks unclearly 

and paces around)) 

[turning to Cecilia] 

556 C: jaha sa du så? yeah? is that what you 

said? 

[Said to Eva off-

camera] 

557 E: mm mm  

558 Å: mm de asså de va ju 

klart att du vill ha gurka 

richard men de betyder 

ju inte att du får knuffa 

in eva i väggen ( ) de 

vet ju du också 

mm, I mean, of course 

you wanted cucmber 

Richard, but that 

doesn't mean you can 

push Eva into the wall  

( ) you know that too 

 

 

 

[Åsa is sitting on the 

bed] 

- -    

564 Å: du ja ser på dej att du 

vet att du har gjort 

nånting dumt 

look, I can tell that you 

know you did 

something bad 

[Said to Richard who is 

still wandering around 

the room] 

565     ((Richard stands in 

front of her with his 

arms crossed and 

then rubs his eyes)) 

566 Å: ska du bråka me mej 

nu bara för att ja säger 

åt dej 

are you gonna fight 

with me now just 

because I told you off 

 

567 R: näe noo  

 

Richard is upset after the fight about the cucumbers. While the others are 

engaged in consoling Eva (who was pushed into the door by Richard) and 
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sorting out what took place and why, Richard paces around the room talking 

to himself. As he reaches a point in his monologue where he realizes the 

cause of his action – Eva saying “no” – he turns to Eva‟s mother. The main 

part of his behavior appears to be solely concerned with his own mental 

elaboration of the event. As his mother starts addressing him, he finally stops 

pacing and stands in front of her. He takes hold of his arms as if trying to 

prevent them from doing something. This is also what the mother reacts to as 

she says, “Are you gonna fight with me now just because I told you off.” He 

replies “no” also rubbing his eyes.  

 I believe this scene captures the essence of the process involved in 

abandoning unrestricted moves and instead choosing norm-sensitive ones. It 

also reveals that language plays a part in this process. It is through verbaliz-

ing the events to himself, justifying his previous anger by stating the reasons 

– Eva‟s wrongdoings – that he manages to handle the situation. The emotive 

content however, lingers in his nonverbal moves: the pacing about, holding 

on to his arms, and rubbing his eyes.  

7.2.2.2 Vocal norm-sensitive moves 

As I stated when discussing vocal unrestricted moves above, there is no clear 

distinction between vocal manifestations in the two forms of moves, the 

exceptions possibly being dry-crying and the form of attention-attracting 

cries found in preverbal children and infants. What could be regarded as 

purely norm-sensitive is the recipient-sensitive giggling, although even very 

young children giggle. Although not possible to prove from a project the size 

of the present one, preverbal children do not appear to giggle. The earliest 

giggling I have in the material is produced by Nina at 2;11. She is a highly 

verbal child at this age, and the giggling further materializes in a social situ-

ation where facework and other emotive interactional aspects like praise are 

present. 

Example 115 

Nina (N, 2;11) is sitting with her father (W) and me (T). She throws a toy to 

me, and the toy says “I love you,” which we then discuss. She is giggling 

and a bit self-conscious.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

109 N:  pappa titta hära daddy, looky here ((She smiles at the 

camera and laughs. 

She throws me a toy)) 

110 T:  titta look  

111    The toy says ”I love 

you” 

112 T: va sa den för nåt? what did it say?  

113 N: aj lov you  I luv yoo ((nina laughs)) 
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114 T: aham vet du va de 

betyder? 

uhum, do you know 

what that means? 

 

115    ((nina giggles)) 

116 W:  va skulle du säja till siv 

på dagis? 

what did you wanna 

say to Siv at the 

daycare? 

 

117 N:  ja skulle säja aj lov you I wanted to say I luv 

yoo 

 

118 W:  va skulle hon säja till 

dej då? 

and what was she 

gonna say to you 

then? 

 

119 N:  hon skulle säja aj lov 

you too 

she was gonna say I 

luv yoo too 

 

120 T:  va du kan you‟re so clever  

121 N:  nä no  

 

Nina addresses her directive to her father (line 109), but she faces me and the 

camera. She enjoys the situation and is praised for her linguistic knowledge. 

Her giggling appears to be a way to muffle the previous laughter, and it also 

indicates that she is shy and self-conscious due to the meaning of the toy‟s 

utterance. I cannot tell whether she anticipated the toy speaking as I caught 

it, and if the message thus was directed to me, but I would say her giggling is 

a norm-sensitive vocalization. 

 A vocalization that is clearly norm-sensitive is the whistling. There is 

only one such incident in the material, and it appears in a peaceful and 

playful situation where Disa and Molly are building with Lego on the floor 

of their room. 

Example 116 

Disa (D, 5;2) and Molly (5;2) building with Lego in their room. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

201 T: bygger du ett hus? are you building a 

house? 

[said to Disa] 

202    [Disa and Molly are 

building in silence] 

((Disa whistles)) 

203 D: här e ingen ingång till 

vänster 

there‟s no way in on 

the left 

 

[Disa sneezes] 

204    ((Disa and Molly are 

humming a tune)) 

 

I cannot say much on whistling as it is so infrequent, but a qualified guess is 

that it occurs in harmonious settings. What I can say is that it takes some 
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practice in order to produce a controlled whistle, and this ability is generally 

not present in preverbal or young children. In the illustration above it comes 

as an accompanying tune to the girls‟ otherwise silent play, and it can be 

seen as a connecting vocalization. That this in fact appears to be the result is 

that, seconds later, both girls start humming together (cf. singing 6.4.2.2). 

7.2.2.3 Verbal norm-sensitive moves 

Verbal norm-sensitive moves would be to describe the emotions at hand 

rather than acting them out. The children in the material get better at this as 

they grow older, as we saw in the example with Richard at 4;6 above. Disa, 

for one, masters it well in the example below, which also includes a mis-

understanding. 

Example 117 

Disa (D, 5;2), Molly (M, 5;2), their baby sister Ulrika (0;10), and me (T). 

Disa and Molly are sitting on the floor building with Lego as Ulrika crawls 

into the room.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

207 D:  näj näj näj ( ) näj näj  

ja e arg på dej arg på 

dej när du puttar 

no no no ( ) no no I’m 

angry at you angry at 

you when you shove 

((Ulrika has crawled 

inside and starts 

messing up Disa‟s 

house. Disa tries to 

stop her)) 

208 M:  näe ja har inte alls 

puttat 

no, I didn‟t shove at all 

 

[angry voice] 

209 D:  nä ja sa till lillan hon 

förstör nä hon får gå ut 

gå ut nu så stänger ja 

dörren  

no, I said to the baby, 

she ruins it, she has to 

leave leave now, I‟m 

gonna close the door 

 

 

[Lifts Ulrika out] 

 

Disa gets mad at her younger sister as she ruins Disa‟s construction. She 

handles it verbally through a descriptive emotive utterance. Her sister Molly 

interprets the verbalization as directed to her, and answers angrily “Nä ja har 

inte alls puttat” (line 208) which Disa also replies to verbally, and without 

aggression. 

 Individuality is obviously a part of the choice of moves as well, as 

linguistic capacity does not in itself tell us how a person is going to respond 

to emotionally arousing events. Disa, for example, is throughout not using 

directed actions like pushing and hitting in dealing with her surroundings. 

This does not mean that she was born into the norm-sensitive moves; rather, 

I would say she had a talent for picking them up. She also has a large 

repertoire of nonverbal and vocal unrestricted moves that occur repeatedly in 

the recordings (cf. 2.4.3 and the evidence for emotional expressions always 
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finding a way out, i.e., blocking one channel increases the flow through 

another).  

 Below we have Klas at 3;9. He asks his mother about some animals of his 

while he sits playing with them. The scene is calm and Klas does not appear 

to address the mother for any other reason than what comes through in his 

words. 

Example 118 

Klas (K, 3;9), and his parents, Cecilia (C) and Ola (O), in the playroom.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

404 K: men så här kan man ju 

rida kolla galopp pappa 

har du köpt dom här 

djuren eller mamma? 

but look, you can ride 

like this, look, whoa! 

daddy did you buy 

these animals or did  

mommy? 

 

405 O: ja vet inte I don‟t know  

406 K: mamma har du köpt 

dom här djuren eller? 

mommy did you buy 

these animals or what? 

 

407 C: vilka djur? what animals?  

408 K: dom här har du köpt 

dom? 

these, did you by 

them? 

 

409 C: ja dom har ja köpt yeah, I bought those  

410 K: mamma ja tycker om 

dina djur 

mommy, I like your 

animals 

 

411 C: tycker u det va rolit att 

höra 

you do? that‟s nice to 

hear 

 

 

Klas has an intention here which can be seen in him having to go through 

three conversational turns before he receives the answer he requires. He is 

probably focusing on his animals, his feelings for them, and then turns to 

find out who the giver was. 

7.2.3 Conclusions 

Unrestricted and norm-sensitive moves are not absolutely fixed patterns of 

behavior. Rather they should be seen as fluctuating and continuous, captur-

ing outlines by which socialization and internalization processes can be 

encircled and described.  

 If relating these moves to some previous findings in studies on behavior 

and development, I would say that unrestricted moves are universal beha-

vioral components, whereas norm-sensitive moves belong to the non-

universal traits (2.2.1). In order to test this empirically, cross-cultural studies 

are needed. In the material that already exists of children and childrearing 
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techniques (see Kaluli, Samoan, Japan, etc., 2.3.2.4), there is nothing 

revealed that contradicts this assumption. On the contrary, many descriptions 

focus on how children are taught and exhorted not to behave in what I here 

have labeled unrestricted moves.  

 Prosocial acts (2.2.1.1) are relevant to the discussion of norms as well. 

There are likely to be such acts among both the unrestricted and the norm-

sensitive ones. An unrestricted prosocial act would be calling for parental aid 

as a sibling is hurt or sad (Astrid calling for daddy when Ylva falls off the 

chair, ex. 74), or when a child gives something to someone as a gift (Klas to 

Richard, ex. 78). The norm-sensitive prosocial acts would probably consist 

of many verbalizations where face-rules are considered, but also acts of 

soothing and helping, for example, not calling for adult aid when a sibling is 

hurt but instead providing that help yourself. According to previous findings, 

prosocial acts are contagious (2.2.1.5). This can be neither confirmed nor 

overruled from my material, but seems likely, as nonverbal and verbal acts 

more generally speaking turned out to be contagious (Erik copies Nina, ex. 

18; Ylva copies Astrid, ex. 101). I would assume that this contagious nature 

also reveals that children acquire their norm-sensitive behaviors from their 

siblings as well as from adults. 

 One question that needs to be explored is also what exactly norm-

sensitive behavior is. Should we regard personal norms as norm-sensitive, as 

for example, growing up believing that fighting, bad language, stealing from 

elders and children is alright? That is, do different individuals have to have 

the same norm-sensitive behavior? My position, for now, is that norm-sensi-

tive moves ought to be seen as general societal patterns, rather than the 

extreme cases of deviant norms present in some subcultures or individuals of 

society. One reason for this is the explicit laws and regulations that govern a 

society. Following a self- or family-chosen set of rules and norms is quite 

possible, and one would still have been socialized and matured cognitively, 

etc.; however, one would have to take the consequences. Probably it is the 

same mechanisms as in facework practices. It is quite easy to break rules of 

facework, and thus inflict shame or harm to the interlocutor‟s sense of self, 

dignity and so on. However, the cost for this would be own loss of face, too. 

People not sticking to the general norms of conduct are treated differently 

and in severe cases they will be prosecuted in the legal system. However, 

when discussing children in the preschool ages, we do not have to follow the 

argument to the extreme, what we see in young children is that they adapt to 

the environment at hand, with the rules and regulations that hold in the 

family. If they at a later time in life will realize that these patterns were not 

valid outside the family – or in another country or society – they would face 

the choice of readapting or pay the price of social exclusion.  

 In the remaining part of the chapter, I will illustrate some different paths, 

or tools, used in order to achieve the transformation from unrestricted moves 

to norm-sensitive ones. As we in the interaction only can see what goes on in 
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the outside world, we will have to assume that the cognitive maturation 

proceeds along lines following the apparent changes, leaving the question of 

what comes first to the future. 

 

7.3 Scaffolding  

The child‟s journey from unrestricted to norm-sensitive moves is aided and 

guided by the parents. I believe there are two ways children pick up norm-

sensitive moves from parents. One comes through watching parents, other 

adults and older children in action. This action could very well be an 

unfocused one (2.3.1; and 5.4). The other path leading to norm-sensitive 

moves comes through the focused interactions where parents shove children 

ahead through scaffolding (2.2.1; 2.5) and explicit teaching (2.3.2.4). The 

parts of scaffolding discussed below are labeled adults‟ prompting (7.3.1), 

adults‟ superintending (7.3.2) and fixed phrases and the transmission of 

moral (7.3.3). 

7.3.1 Adults‟ prompting 

The very young children in the material, i.e., approximately up to the second 

birthday, are interpreted continuously by their parents. This is illustrated in 

the way parents use their own voices in speaking for the child, stating the 

child‟s presumed intentions, states, etc. Like below where Gilda claims that 

Erik is going to get mad if Nina continues her sweater game (lengthy tran-

script seen on p. 225, ex. 69).  

Example 119 

Nina (N,2;6), Erik (1;0) and their mother, Gilda (G). They are situated 

around a sofa from which Nina jumps. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

252    [Erik climbs down from 

the sofa] 

253 N:  håll i honom mamma 

ska ja göra såhär  

hold him mommy I'm 

gonna do like this 

((She tangles up the 

sweater and tries to 

put it on Erik, who is 

now crawling on the 

floor)) 

254 G:  du får inte sätta på han 

den då blir han arg 

you can't put it on him, 

he'll get mad 

 

 
Sometimes the parent‟s utterance is clearly in accordance with the young 

child‟s own nonverbal expressions (see ex. 82, p. 249 with the same children 

where Erik laughs and his mother states “He thinks that‟s a lot of fun”), and 
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other times, like above, the child himself does not seem worried (quite the 

contrary) but the parent, who understands the potential consequences, starts 

from these and allot one emotion or other to the child verbally.  

 We have seen that parents aid their children in how to develop an accept-

able interactional frame as they tell them to “Say „Thank you‟”, “Say 

„You‟re welcome‟” and the like. Parents also take on the role of the younger 

children‟s interpreters by explaining what other children could have meant 

with a specific act (see Richard offering Klas a plate, ex. 80, p. 239), as well 

as what they might be feeling (see above) when experiencing something. 

When both participating children are young and preverbal, the parents take 

on both children‟s roles and try to guide them to one another, as is seen in 

the following example. 

Example 120  

Eva (E, 1;10) and Petra (1;1) together with Eva‟s mother, Cecilia (C), and 

Petra‟s father, Östen, at Petra‟s place. They are sitting on the floor; the 

older brothers are running around singing. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

212 E: ajajaj ow ow ow  

213 C: ajajaj ge den här till 

östen ge den här till 

östen  

ow ow, give this to 

Östen, give this to 

Östen 

[She refers to 

something Eva has in 

her hand] 

214 C: heej ska du å ja leka? 

mm 

hi, you wanna play 

with me, uhm? 

[Said to Petra who is 

crawling up to Eva 

and her] 

- -    

216 C: hej hej gumman va re 

inge kul sist när vi 

åkte ruschkanan nä 

de va lite tråkit  

hi there sweetie, you 

didn’t like it last time 

when we went down 

the slide, did you? 

that was boring 

[Petra is on her lap] 

- - -   

220    [Eva comes into the 

living room and 

starts fiddling with 

the Lego blocks] 

221 C: eva eva kom kom 

härute titta va grejer 

kan inte du va här ute 

å leka me petra petra 

undrar nog var du e 

Eva, Eva, come, 

come here and look 

at all this stuff, don’t 

you wanna be out 

here and play with 

Petra? Petra’s 

probably wondering 
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where you are 

 

The mother above changes perspectives online and sometimes addresses a 

child from her own position (line 213, 216, 221) and sometimes takes on the 

voice of one of the children addressing the other (214, 221). 

 In an earlier recording with the same constellation, Richard‟s language is 

haltering in many ways in his interaction with Klas, although he does speak. 

Richard‟s mother interprets his intention and lends him her own voice as she 

says “varsegod säger richard” (“Richard says there you go”), using a direct 

speech act of offering as he gives a tractor to Klas. 

Example 121 

Klas (K, 3;2) and Richard (R, 2;1) with their mothers, Cecilia (C) and Åsa 

(Å), at Klas‟ place. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

359 R:  titta bil tut tuut tut tuut look car toot toot toot [He holds the tractor 

up] 

360 K:  de e ingen polisbil de e 

en traktor 

that‟s not a police car, 

it‟s a tractor 

 

362 R:  näe  naa ((Richard throws the 

tractor on the floor)) 

363 Å:  richard man slänger 

inte saker eller hur näe 

vi leker me den men kl 

klas kan ju tro att de e 

en traktor så kan ju du 

tro att de e en polisbil 

ni kan leka varsina 

saker 

Richard, you don‟t 

throw things, do you? 

we play with‟em but 

Klas can think it‟s a 

tractor and you‟ll think 

it‟s a police car and 

you can play your own 

way 

((The mother puts the 

tractor back up and 

Richard starts banging 

it on the table)) 

364 C:  de kanske e en 

polistraktor  

maybe it‟s a police 

tractor 

 

365    ((Richard holds the 

tractor out)) 

366 Å:  ska klas få den? 

varsegod säger 

richard 

you want Klas to have 

it? Richard says there 

you go 

 

 

7.3.2 Adults‟ superintending 

While the prompting catches the first steps towards handling interactional 

encounters single-handily, adults‟ superintending covers how the verbal 

children are guided and scaffolded. There are many sequences illustrating 

what could be the verbal gateway to the norm-sensitive moves. We can start 
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by looking at one of them, a girl age 2;3 letting herself be led into a norm-

sensitive way of acting. One of the skills a child has to conquer is to be able 

to handle personal emotions. One such ability is to soothe oneself. Below a 

mother helps her daughter find a way of doing this, although the outcome is 

not what the girl herself had expected. The precursor to this excerpt is seen 

in ex.79, p. 238, where we saw Nina feeling low, sad and rather helpless. 

Example 122 

We are in the kitchen at Nina (N, 2;3) and Erik‟s (0;9) home, together with 

their mother, Gilda (G), and me (T). Nina is sitting in her mother‟s lap. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

192  G: nu killar du honom 

under foten 

now you're tickling his 

foot 

 

193 N:  killekillekill tickle tickle  

194 G:  under foten under his foot  

195 N:  killekillekille ska vi 

läsa i ninas säng  

tickle tickle, you 

wanna read in Nina's 

bed? 

 

196 G:  ja din tellytidning yeah your telly 

magazine 

 

197 N:  va e den? where is it?  

198 G:  den ligger på bänken it's on the counter  

199 N:  ja vart va yeah where [She jumps down] 

200 G:  ja vet inte riktit var 

bara 

I don't now exactly 

where just 

 

201 N:  va va var? var? what what where?  

202 G:  nånstans i den 

allmänna röran nu ska 

vi se 

somewhere around 

here in the general 

mess, let's see 

 

203 N:  nu ska vi se let's see  

204 G:  här e den  here it is  

205 N:  hä e den here it is  

206 G:  varsegod there you go  

207 N:  ja tack yes please  

208 G:  sätt dej i stolen å titta 

i den då du kanske 

kan rita i den också 

sit on the chair and 

look in it and then 

maybe you can draw 

in it too 

 

209    ((Nina whines a little 

and gives the 

magazine back to her 

mother)) 

210 G:  ska jag lägga den där should I put it there  
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211    ((Nina leans against 

the back of a chair 

and starts crying)) 

212 G:  vaere? kom vi tar fram 

pennorna kom  

what is it?c'mon let's 

get the pens out come 

((Nina does not move, 

she swings at her 

mother who is trapped 

between the wall and 

the chair that Nina is 

leaning against)) 

213  G: stå kvar där rå men 

kan inte ja få komma 

fram ja får kliva över så 

stay there then, but 

can't I get through here 

I'll have to step over 

like this 

 

[The mother has Erik 

sitting on her hip] 

214    ((Nina remains put)) 

215 G:  tänk om stolen välter 

nina då gör du dej illa 

jättemycke  

what if the chair falls 

down Nina you'll really 

hurt yourself 

 

((Nina stays put)) 

 

The mother is mediating in order to get Nina out of her sulking mood and 

sadness and leads Nina by the hand into a more mature role in which she 

seems able to respond to her little brother in a different way, making a pair 

with the mother, instead of being little as the brother is. After a while Nina 

cooperates in this as she is to sit at the table, draw in the magazine, etc. She 

also echoes her mother‟s verbalizations (“let‟s see” – “let‟s see” line 203, 

205, etc.) until she suddenly seems to realize that she is left alone in the adult 

role, as the mother only aided her to the location. The continuation of the 

sequence might have been different had the mother stayed with her and, for 

example, also made some drawings. Instead Nina falls back, both literally 

and figuratively (the sequence ends with Nina falling from the chair she 

climbs, the same one she is leaning on here and which her mother warns her 

off).  

 There is a misunderstanding in the interaction between mother and 

daughter that arises due to their different agendas. Nina is the one suggesting 

the activity with the magazine as she, when her mother has managed to get 

her engaged in the foot tickling, utters, “ska vi läsa i ninas säng?” (“You 

wanna read in Nina's bed?”). The mother responds with a “yes,” which the 

daughter is likely to interpret as a confirmation; they are indeed going to 

read together in her bed. Thereafter we have an unnoticed sliding taking 

place as the mother transforms the place from the bed to the kitchen table, 

and the reading to drawing, something Nina can manage on her own. To 

Nina, the turn of events does not become apparent until the mother says, “Sit 

on the chair and look at it and then maybe you can draw in it too,” a point 

where Nina suddenly finds herself alone and misunderstood. The reaction 

comes immediately as she leans towards the back of the chair and starts 
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crying. The mother does not seem aware of the reason, and her reaction is a 

question: “What is it?” 

 One later example with the same children illustrates how the mother 

trains Nina, now 2;6 years old, to use norm-sensitive moves vis-à-vis her 

brother. The mother gives Nina specific verbal commissions to fulfill. 

Furthermore, the mother assigns Nina as interpreter for Erik‟s utterances.  

Example 123 

Nina (N, 2;6) and Erik (E, 1;0) with their mother (G) at the terrace by their 

house.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

207 G:  näe erik nej nej noo, Erik, no no [Erik tries to climb over 

the chairs which are 

positioned to keep him 

from falling down the 

stairs] 

208 E:  näe  noo ((He laughs and 

screams)) 

209 G:  gå å säj till erik att 

han inte får gå ut där 

go tell Erik he can't 

go out there 

[Said to Nina] 

210 N:  du får inte gå ut där 

erik 

you can't go out 

there, Erik 

 

211 G:  näe noo  

212 E:  näj no ((He laughs and 

shakes his head)) 

213 G:  näj näj näj nonono ((The mother laughs. 

Nina smiles)) [The 

mother and Erik take 

turns saying "no" a 

while] 

214 E: mamma mam mamma mommy mum mommy ((Erik stays where he 

is and laughs and 

whines by turns)) 

215    [The mother whispers 

something to Nina] 

216 N:  du får inte klättra ner 

där på gräset de e 

kallt 

you can't climb into 

the grass, it's cold 

[Said to erik] 

217    ((Erik shrieks)) 

218 G:  va vill du vill du komma 

ner vill du komma 

what is it? you wanna 

get down you wanna 

come here? 

[Said to Erik] 

219 E:  nä dä dä noo dada  
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220 G:  va säjer han för nåt  what's he saying? [Said to Nina] 

221 N:  han vill klättra ner på 

gräset 

he wants to go down 

in the grass 

 

222 G: tror du? you think?  

223 N: ja ja tror de yeah I think so  

224 G:  ska han få de rå? should he be allowed 

to? 

 

225 N:  ja yeah  

226 G:  näe no  

227 N:  näe ja skoja bara ja 

skoja ju bara mamma 

noo, I was just 

kidding, I was just 

kidding mommy 

 

 

Nina is made her mother‟s ally, which gives her pride and satisfaction. 

However, she is not altogether sure about what is expected of her. One illu-

stration of this is that she gives the “wrong” answer to the mother‟s question 

(line 224) and instantly corrects herself by adding “näe ja skoja bara…” (line 

227). Given that she understands the two meanings of joke – one is joking 

with the intent of being funny and the other is claiming to be a joke when an 

utterance, or act, does not come out the way planned – I would argue that it 

is the latter use we see here. Her voice is somewhat nervous and she is quick 

in her reply. My guess is that she answered what she thought was the 

expected answer and finding this wrong, hurries to give the right one, afraid 

of putting her position as an ally in jeopardy. 

 What should be noted here is also that Kaluli and Samoan (see 2.3.2.4) 

are not the only cultures where older siblings are engaged and trained in the 

verbal routines that are directed towards younger siblings.  

7.3.3 Fixed phrases and the transmission of moral 

I have demonstrated scaffolding in the form of giving voice to preverbal 

children and scaffolding as verbal guiding towards the norm-sensitive 

moves. Now I add the aspect of moral, which is an abstract notion lingering 

with the norm-sensitive moves. For example, parents use the same phrases 

repeatedly in their mediation between arguing children, as well as when 

consoling and reprimanding (chapter 5). These phrases can be interpreted as 

bearers of values that parents want to transmit to their children. I will 

illustrate some typical phrases used by the parents, but before that show an 

example illustrating that children in fact seem to learn phrases by heart and 

also know when to apply them. This indicates that this is a perfectly good 

way to endow abstract matters to children long before they turn abstract 

themselves.  

 Klas‟ utterance shows his awareness of what Santa ought to have said 

when he came visiting at Christmas. It also illustrates that this knowledge is 
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known by heart and escapes him before he has had time to consider the 

verbalizations of the specific Santa being discussed. 

Example 124 

Klas (K, 3;9) together with his mother, Cecilia (C) and Åsa (Å), mother of 

Richard.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

94 Å: fick du också nåra bilar 

då klas? 

so did you get some 

cars too Klas? 

 

95 C: va sa jultomten när 

han kom till oss då 

klas? klas klas va sa 

jultomten när han 

kom till oss? 

and what did santa 

say when he came to 

see us Klas? Klas, 

Klas, what did santa 

say when he came to 

see us? 

 

96 K: han sa han sa finns 

de nåra snälla barn 

här sa han inte alls 

he said, he said, have 

you been a good boy 

this year, he didn't 

say at all 

 

97 C: sa han inte de? han 

glömde bort de våran 

tomte 

he didn't? he forgot 

about that, our santa 

 

98 Å: näe va va de för tomte noo, what kind of 

santa's that 

 

99 C: ja va va de för tomte yeah what kind of 

santa was that 

 

100 K: de va ¤xxx¤  it was ¤xxx¤  

101 Å: va sa du? de va? what did you say? it 

was? 

 

102 K: en jultomte a santa claus  

103 Å: va de de? de va ju bra it was? well, that's 

good 

 

 

Cecilia starts by requesting Klas to retell what Santa said. She seems to be of 

the impression that Santa actually said what he was supposed to, i.e., I do not 

detect any attempt at making a funny story. Klas‟ verbatim phrase ends with 

a negation as memory catches up with him. His mumbling in line 100 further 

illustrates that he possibly knows who Santa was, but he might be unsure 

whether to display this knowledge or not. Maybe he does not want to spoil 

the mystery for his mother. The internalization of Santa, his mission and 

verbalizations is complete as far as Klas is concerned (cf. trick-or-treat, 

2.3.2.4).  
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 There are not many morals to the concept of Santa. Nevertheless, the 

example illustrates the path to internalizing suitable and socially-accepted 

verbal behavior. This path is also used for matters connected to prosocial 

acts (see 2.2.1.1), which relate to moral. How is one to behave? What 

expressions are appropriate and when are we to use them? Below there is a 

typical mediating theme concerned with the task of not only avoiding further 

quarrels between the children but also having generosity and sharing on the 

agenda, two subjects closely linked to morals. 

Example 125 

Klas (K, 3;6), Richard (R, 2;5) and their mothers (C) and (Å) at Richard‟s 

home.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

159    [Klas comes driving the 

ambulance and making 

sounds. Richard 

stands by watching 

with Åsa, then he 

wants to have Klas' 

toy] 

160 Å: men nu leker ju klas 

med de 

but Klas is playing with 

that now 

 

161 K: ja ja ja hade de I I I had it  

162 Å: ja klas du hade det  yes Klas you had it  

- -    

164 C: klas kan inte richard 

få sitt blå lok då så 

kan vi ta nåt annat 

här å bygga med det 

kan han väl få det 

finns ju så många 

saker 

Klas, let Richard 

have his blue train 

and then we'll build 

with something else, 

let him have it, there 

are so many other 

things 

 

165 K: okej du du du kan få 

det om du vill 

okay, you you you  

can have it if you 

want 

 

- -    

167 Å: richard du får xxx 

han måste ju få låna 

lite saker 

Richard you can xxx 

he's has to get to 

borrow some stuff 

 

168 R: näe noo  

169 Å: nämen richard det e 

ju inte bara du som 

ska leka med leksak-

but Richard, you're 

not the only one who 

wants to play with 
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erna ska dom sitta å 

titta på nämen de e ju 

knasit så kan man ju 

inte göra 

the toys, the others  

can't just sit and 

watch you, that's 

kooky, you can't do 

that 

- -    

175 Å: kommeru ihåg när 

filip och hanna va här 

då lekte ni ju 

tillsammans de va kul 

att leka tillsammans 

med dina leksaker 

remember when Filip 

and Hanna were here 

and you played 

together, that was 

fun, playing with all 

your toys 

[Said to Richard] 

176 C: hade ni filip å hanna 

här igår va lekte ni bra 

tillsammans 

you had Filip and 

Hanna over yesterday 

huh? you played nicely 

together? 

[Said to Richard] 

177    [Richard points to 

something he wants] 

178 Å: spring å hämta den 

då innan eva tar den 

go get it then, before 

Eva takes it 

 

 

It is a common strategy for parents to refer to opposing situations when the 

children play at each other‟s houses. Above we are at Richard‟s place which 

leads to Richard being lectured on how he is to borrow toys from Klas when 

he is the visitor and that it is important to share toys. His mother also tries to 

make him recall a recent event where he managed to share something and as 

a consequence had a good time together with some other children. An inter-

esting detail in this sequence connected to the theme of sharing is that 

Richard‟s mother in the last line resorts to an opposite strategy as she urges 

Richard to go get a specific toy “before Eva takes it.” The messages 

conveyed are contradicting. On the one hand, it is a good thing to be able to 

share valuable objects and play together with other children, and on the other 

hand, one had better hurry up and get ahold of objects before someone else 

does. 

 Klas‟ mother is also involved in the mediating acts and tries to make her 

son let Richard have some of the toys. This mediation turns out satisfactorily 

as Klas hands Richard the toy with the remark “okey du kan få det om du 

vill” (165). Generally speaking, people of all ages find it easier to part with 

objects not there own, as Klas does above. A difference between children 

and adults in this area is that adults are seldomly urged to lend their private 

belongings to other adults. If things are going to be borrowed, it is up to the 

person who will be doing the lending to decide, and the occasional guest 

rarely starts rumbling around one‟s drawers, bookshelves, etc. The 

difference is in fact bigger than that since adults neither have to put up with 
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strangers placed in their homes in the forced interactions the children 

encounter time and again. Thus, the children are here trained in a behavior 

not existing in the same fashion in the adult Swedish world. The goal here is 

presumably to implant a preferred moral stance of generosity. One could 

also claim that it is the adult relationship that interferes as the parents might 

be interested in showing good will and generosity towards the other family 

by having a child behaving that way (cf. discussions on collectivist and indi-

vidualist communities and Bronferbrenners study of US vs. USSR upbring-

ing practices, 2.2.1.1).  

 Another example where the theme of joint play and “no one should be 

left out” is visible below, where I try to handle a conflict by suggesting that 

we should all play together. The scene starts out as a typical triangle-drama 

where one child has locked himself up with me in his room, and he 

subsequently tries to make me participate in various games. (Also discussed 

in ex. 99, p. 291).  

Example 126 

Richard (R, 2;11), Klas (K, 4;0) and I (T). We are at Richard‟s home where 

he has closed the door to his room, locking the two of us in.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

139 T: ere här snickarboa e vi 

instängda här? 

is this detention, are 

we locked up here? 

 

140 R: jaa yeah  

141 T: har vi vart busiga? we've been naughty?  

142 R: mm mm  

143 T: ehm ehm  

144 R: nämen sätt dej inte på 

den nej du får inte 

komma nu ska ja slå 

dej 

no, don't sit on that, 

you can't come in, now 

I'll hit you 

[Said to me] 

[said to Klas who 

enters the room] 

145     ((Richard runs up to 

Klas and hits him)) 

146 K: aje  oww ((Klas looks at me)) 

147 T: men varför göru så 

richard får inte klas va 

me 

but why did you do that 

richard, you don't want 

Klas to play 

 

148 R: nä no  

149 T:  men de e väl roligare 

om alla e me å leker 

but isn't it more fun if 

we all play together 

 

150 R: näe no  

151 T: ho yeah  

152 R: dumma dej you stupid [Said to Klas] 

153 T: ska vi gå ut i let's go into the [Klas and myself start 
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vardagsrummet då så 

alla får plats ( ) kom 

richard 

livingroom then, so 

there's room for 

everyone ( ) c'mon 

Richard 

walking out of the 

room] 

154 R: nä kom då no, you come [Said to me] 

155 T: vill du inte? men de e 

väl roligare om alla 

kan va me å leka du å 

ja kan ju sitta inne på 

ditt rum sen 

you don't want to? but 

isn't it more fun if 

everybody can play 

together, you and me 

we can play in your 

room later 

 

 

I would like to regard my role here as mediating as I suggest that we can do 

something else instead, in which everyone can participate. Maybe it is this 

goal which makes me rather indistinct in my comments on Richard‟s 

physical attack on Klas. Klas, at least, seems a bit puzzled as he gazes at me 

after having received the smack. My verbal reaction (line 147) can be seen 

as an answer to Klas gaze. By the mediating act I try to introduce a theme 

and goal that are not entirely positive among all children: joint play is more 

fun. Neither Richard nor Klas seem to agree with me and the one excluded 

as the scene continues is me. Richard wants to play with me by himself and 

if that is not possible he prefers playing with Klas.   

7.3.4 Conclusions 

Adults‟ prompting is a case in which parents give voice to the child‟s 

presumed state or interactional stance. These instances are most obvious 

when the child is preverbal, and the adult utters some verbal lines which are 

to be interpreted as the child‟s own saying. However, even together with 

older children parents can be said to prompt as they reformulate or use their 

feedback line by doing turnabouts where they slightly alter the outcome of 

the child‟s utterance (like “yes, you mean that…”) or when they respond to 

children‟s nonverbal actions by giving a verbal line which could replace the 

nonverbal act (as Åsa‟s “yes, you do that when you‟re angry”). As I interpret 

the writings on Kaluli children (where the mother holds her child up facing 

the environment and interlocutors as she uses her own voice in delivering the 

child‟s lines), these prompting acts are very similar. My interpretation is that 

it is the same kind of behavior we see. Possibly it is a universal trait; how-

ever, that remains to be verified empirically.  

 Adults‟ superintending might work in parallel to prompting, or take on 

where the prompting is less necessary as with clearly verbal children. In the 

superintending strategies the parent coaches the child in how to behave by 

exhorting the child verbally (as when Nina above is to interact with her 

brother), or by engaging in activities with the child in a way that directs the 
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child to some particular interactional stance. Many mediating moves by the 

parents have this function as they help the child see alternatives and possible 

continuations after interactional breakdowns. Maybe these moves could be 

seen as constructing independence and autonomy, qualities highly valued in 

the Western world (2.2.1.1). Children are encouraged to deal with life by 

themselves, but the path leading there demands some practicing. 

 What goes with this independence and autonomy striving is the moral of 

life. As morals could very well clash with independence and autonomy, I 

would suspect that there are many aspects of conflicting information and 

guidelines in these areas. In the section on fixed phrases and the transmission 

of morals, I stated that children learn phrases by heart (e.g., Santa‟s lines). 

Some aspects of morals could be learned in the same fashion, as adults 

throughout the material return to some favorite lines, like “No one should be 

left out,” “It‟s more fun to be together,” “You have to share your toys,” etc. 

Recalling the discussion on modeling (2.2.1.2), it was argued that children 

are more likely to copy a model that both verbalized and performed the 

prosocial acts of sharing, giving, etc. These were short-term studies and we 

do not know of the long-term prevalence of the behaviors. From my record-

ings we do not get the long term implications either, but we can see that the 

parental attempts at installing prosocial acts – or a prosocial attitude – are 

numerous. 

 

7.4 Internalization 

When internalization was discussed in chapter 2, I stated that it is a common 

enough concept, although we do not know in detail how it comes about. One 

way of regarding the process of internalization is covered in the term 

modeling (2.2.1.2 and above), where a child copies the behavior of an adult 

or other child, for a longer or shorter period of time. Another way – focusing 

on a deeper level of internalization – is entailed in the concept identification. 

By identifying with a specific person, often one idealized and near, the child 

incorporates that person‟s action and speech patterns. There is evidence for 

both these forms of internalization playing a part in children‟s development 

(2.2.1.2). There are also other notions connected to internalization that focus 

more on the part of sociolinguistic knowledge that has to be entailed some-

where in the process. These were mentioned in 2.2.2 and concerns what Rice 

(1984) called „person knowledge‟, „social categories‟, and „event know-

ledge‟ (or scripts). In this section I will illustrate some findings relating to 

internalization. In most cases we cannot tell whether a child behaving in an 

“adult-like” way is modeling after someone, has identified with someone, or 

is simply reinventing the wheel. What we do know, however, is what parents 

and children say, as this is captured on tape. Rather than describing the 

modeling or identification process, I therefore describe what is seen and 

heard in the material, and how I regard the bond between what goes in and 
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what comes out. Where possible, I also link this to modeling, identification, 

and the sociolinguistic knowledge that ought to be there. The section starts 

with a discussion of behavioral patterns (7.4.1), where I mainly focus on the 

important but often overlooked aspect of gaze patterns. Thereafter, I turn to a 

section called putting adulthood to practice (7.4.2), where children‟s trying 

out of different behavior is illustrated. Finally, there is a section on scripts in 

different stages of completion, norm-sensitive scripts (7.4.3).  

7.4.1 Behavioral patterns 

I have illustrated that parents react to children‟s behavior through the use of 

speech acts like reprimands, praise, consolation, etc. (chapter 5). In these 

cases the children had first produced some emotive expression or acted in 

some way that made the parent intervene or turn focused. Often the act of the 

child was performed in the unrestricted moves as described above. However, 

most interactional encounters pass by without much fuss marking them out. 

These instances are probably as likely candidates for influencing children as 

the loud crash-and-bang encounters where parents come butting in. In this 

section I will describe some instances where children interact with one 

another or with an adult, and where I see the adult as salient even if not 

directly involved in the setting. I regard the nonverbal moves, particularly 

through gaze patterns, as the guides to what the children are focusing on, or 

keeping in mind while focusing on something else. The reason for the child‟s 

preoccupation with adults is probably the child‟s need of guidance and 

support, and their habituation to the scaffolding pattern described in the 

previous section. Instances like these also reveal children‟s person know-

ledge and that they from early on are perfectly aware of whom this nearby 

adult is. For example, they will behave differently with me than with their 

parents.  

7.4.1.1 Nonverbal interplay 

One area where my presence is regarded differently than a parent‟s concern 

the rules entailed in a family‟s scaffolding practice. For example, while with 

a parent, children of many ages defy house rules, especially at an age when 

they have just come to realize what the house rules are. Thus, while often 

objecting to the rules when interacting with their parents, and with only me 

present, the situation becomes more obscure. This is seen clearly in the 

example below, where Erik at age one hesitates to break a rule when his 

mother temporarily has left us. As his mother re-enters, he dares to perform 

the banned act. The mother has placed some chairs in front of the stairs 

leading down to the garden. The objective is to prevent Erik from falling 

down. Erik is very interested in these chairs and wants to climb them. The 

mother has stopped him several times when this sequence begins. 
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Example 127 

Nina (N, 2;6), Erik (E, 1;0), their mother (G) and me (T) on the porch by 

their house.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

180 N:  xx mycke mycke me 

vatten  

xx much much water [The mother and Nina 

go to fill a flower 

sprayer up with water. 

Erik and I stay on the 

porch] ((Erik imme-

diately crawls over to 

the chairs blocking his 

path, looking at me)) 

181 E:  nä nä  no no ((He laughs)) 

182 T:  nä där fåru inte va erik 

de vet ja ( ) där får inte 

du va 

no you can't go there  

Erik, I know that ( ) you 

can't go there 

 

183    ((Erik looks 

quizzically at me)) 

184 T:  nä no  

185 E:  nä no  

186 T:  näe no  

187    [Erik stays, hesitating] 

188 E:  näj  no ((He looks after his 

mother and stands 

up)) 

189 E: näj no [The mother and Nina 

can be heard talking 

from inside the kitchen] 

((Erik whimpers a little 

and looks for them. 

He seems scared to 

stand up on the chair)) 

190 E:  va öjöjöjöj  wha ouwouwouw ((Erik stands up as his 

mother comes back 

out on the porch)) 

191 G:  ajajaj ajajaj nonono nonono [to erik] 

192 T:  han våga inte klättra 

över där förrän du 

kommer ut 

he doesn‟t want to  

climb over until you get 

out here 

 

 

We know that Erik is aware of the prohibition against his climbing the chairs 

as he utters “nä nä” (“no no”) and concurrently starts to climb. His laughing 

is connected to this as well, since it is thrilling to be mischievous.  
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 Noticeable in the scene above is also Erik‟s use of gaze. Not only does he 

use the eyes to locate where his mother is, but he also reads me and my stand 

in the way I look at him. He checks me out and decides that it is not worth 

taking the risk; either because he is unsure whether I intend to stop him or 

because he is afraid I will not stop him. Erik and I have not developed any 

scaffolding practice together, which makes this a risky business for him. 

When his mother comes, on the other hand, he knows – through the way she 

looks at him, and through their shared history – that it is okay to trespass. It 

will not cost him more than a reprimand, and it could be a moment for play. 

He also knows (on some level) that he will eventually be hindered from 

climbing and falling from the chairs. 

 Although the person knowledge at least to some fundamental degree 

appears to be in place early on, it takes some time to merge all areas 

involved in interactional settings. For one thing, the more people involved in 

an encounter, the more complex the interpretation of gaze and nonverbal 

interactional behavior. This can be seen when children of different ages 

interact, as their understanding of some aspects might be more advanced 

than their understanding of other aspects. The older child can sometimes be 

quite far ahead in the interpretation process, whereas the younger one 

stumbles along doing her best. Below we see this in Astrid and Ylva‟s use of 

gaze as they check different interpretations with their mother and me. Astrid 

appears quite aware of having made an odd division of the blackboard. She 

glances quickly at her mother and me to see whether this is going to be 

commented upon – or where we are looking. Ylva does not recognize this 

gaze of her sister‟s, as she is quite preoccupied with interpreting what has 

happened to the board and her drawing. She senses something is wrong, but 

cannot verbalize it or grasp exactly what it is she reacts on. She figures out a 

way to handle it and says “fast inte på den här kanten” (“but not on this 

line”) while she looks up at her mother and me to check whether this was a 

good interpretation and coping strategy or not. Thus, although the children 

are playing jointly in some sense, they use adults as interactional parties and 

references, when they handle their joint activity. (For the precursor to this 

example, see ex. 3, p. 111). 

 

Example 128 

Astrid (A, 4;11) and Ylva (Y, 3;2) in the kitchen drawing on a blackboard. 

The mother and I are seated at the table as well. 

  

  Swedish English Context 

171 A: de e din sida that's your side ((Astrid looks to the 

side, then she 

glances at us)) 

172    [Ylva looks at the line 

for some time, but 
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does not seem to find 

any words to describe 

what is odd about it] 

173 Y:  fast inte på den där här 

kanten 

but not on this side [This is directed at 

Astrid, who is drawing 

on her side of the 

board, but close to the 

line]((Ylva is looking 

at the mother and me  

while saying this)) 

 

However, the checking up does not in itself mean that children do as they 

understand their parents would like them to. In the pillow fight below, we 

see that Klas at first complies with his father‟s directive, as he puts the 

pillows away and seats himself silently on the bed. However, as Richard 

then continues to throw, Klas seems to decide that it might be worth taking 

the risk, and he is on to the game again. The children have more than one 

agenda, and when these are put on scales, it is not always the desire to obey 

the parental side that comes out the heavier one. On the contrary, many 

phases of development could be argued to have as their core characteristic 

that the parental, inhibiting efforts seen in scaffolding are the ones that are 

turned down. (For a longer transcript, see ex. 14, p. 126). 

Example 129 

Klas (K, 5;7) and Richard (4;6) with Klas father, Ola (O). 

 

  Swedish English Context 

317 O: näe dom där e för 

stora ni gör illa er om 

ni kastar dom där på 

varandra ( ) richard det 

gäller dej med och klas 

LÄGG UNDAN den 

no, those ones are too 

big, you‟ll get hurt if 

you throw those at 

each other ( ) Richard, 

that goes for you too, 

and Klas PUT THAT 

AWAY 

((Richard has picked 

up a pillow and 

attacks, Klas is hiding 

behind his pillow)) 

318    ((Richard has thrown 

his pillow away and 

Klas does the same, 

looking at Ola)) 

319 O: lägg den i sängen put it on the bed  

320 K: vi har ju kuddkrig but we‟re having a 

pillow fight 

 

321 O: ja men inte med så 

stora kuddar 

yeah, but not with 

pillows that big 

((Klas sits down on the 

bed, Richard marches 

across the floor and 
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picks up another 

pillow. Klas gets off the 

bed and grabs a hold 

of  another pillow and 

they start up again)) 

 

In chapter 2, I discussed explicit teaching, as when parents exhort children to 

do or act in specific ways. We have also seen many such instances in the 

illustrations throughout the chapters. What should be emphasized here is that 

the nonverbal behavior of parents is important as well. Through gaze 

patterns, prosodic traits, facial appearance and body posture, adults reveal 

their reactions and opinions, and the children decipher and learn. This non-

verbal guidance is likely to play a great part regardless of age. I would say 

that this is to be seen as scaffolding as well, and that it continues to be at 

work long after the child is beyond the stage where she actually needs it. The 

actual path used is probably that conveyed by intersubjectivity (2.2.2.2).   

7.4.2 Putting adulthood to practice 

As children start using strategies they have seen and experienced their 

parents use, they can be said to practice and internalize a script (2.2.2). In 

some cases, scripts are easily discerned as when they come in the form of 

speech acts, performed in a single turn or two (see 7.4.3.1 below). Others are 

more long lasting and embodied as when a child takes on the adult part 

completely, in verbal phrases as well as in movements and acts. In the 

material older siblings often take on the adult coat as they play with (in two 

senses of the word) younger siblings. The activities are verbal but also non-

verbal in that the older one seems to take on norm-sensitive moves of 

conduct more than she is actually playing with the sibling. Put another way, 

one could say that they play act caring or tending to the younger one. 

Comparing these acts to traditional role-playing (6.4.2.1), these scripts do 

not come out as role-play to me in the same way. Rather, the acting child is 

trying out a particular form of interaction, using her whole body in this, 

whereas the other child is not actually involved in the game. At least this 

appears to be the case when adults are involved in the setting as well.  

 To see how a script like this is practiced we turn to Klas at 3;9. The child 

he uses for the child part is Richard 2;8, and the participating parents are 

both children‟s mothers.  
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Example 130 

Klas (K, 3;9), Richard (R, 2;8) and Klas‟ mother, Cecilia (C). They are in 

the playroom at Klas and Cecilia‟s place.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

206 C:  ska ni baka 

pepparkaker de tycker 

ja ska bli väldit gott 

are you gonna bake 

some cookies? I really 

like those 

 

207 K:  du måste ha den här 

på  

you gotta have this 

on 

 

[Directed at Richard] 

((He helps Richard put 

on an apron)) 

208  K: mamma han måste 

ha den här så han 

inte spiller för du vill 

väl inte spilla på den 

fina tröjan? 

mommy he's gotta 

have this on so he 

doesn't spill, coz you 

don't wanna spill on 

your nice sweater? 

 

209 R:  nä de vill man ju inte no you don't want 

that 

 

210 K:  nu ska vi bara ta fram now, let's get out  

211 R:  oj oj koppen oops,  the cup [Richard drops a cup] 

212 K:  vi sätter på den här let's put this one on ((Klas puts a bib on 

Klas, with strings to be 

tied in the back)) 

213 C:  du får va lite försikti 

klas du vet va ja har 

sagt me snören runt 

halsen man ska inte 

hålla på med sånt 

you have to be careful 

there Klas, what did I 

tell you about strings 

around your neck, you 

don't play around with 

that 

 

214 K:  haklapp måste man 

ju ha 

you have to have a 

bib 

 

 

Klas is a big boy here and repeatedly during the recording works as a team 

with the adults who are present, correcting the behavior of the younger 

children. His managing of Richard also has another tone to it than what has 

been the case previously as he uses an adult‟s reasoning, explaining every-

thing he does, properly making sure Richard understands that everything is 

done with his best interest in mind. On and off Richard tries to be a part of 

this “new” script as well, as he echoes Klas‟ sapient words on the sweater 

issue. 

 Klas‟ verbal usage in these examples differs from the way he generally 

acts towards Richard during the recordings. Another factor to take into 

account here is that it seems to be his mother who is the primary interlocutor 

with whom he interacts – or in front of whom he interacts. This can be seen 
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in utterances like “mamma han måste ha den här så han inte spiller” (line 

208). The mother further plays an active part in the interaction and seems 

aware of being an important figure in what takes place. At one point she 

intervenes as Klas‟ tying the apron around Richard‟s neck is about to take an 

unfortunate turn. 

 The children continue with their baking of gingerbread and reach the 

point when it is time to devour the cookies. As this whole sequence of script-

practicing carries on for about half an hour, I will only illustrate some of 

Klas‟ lines conveying this. 

Example 131 

Klas (K, 3;9), Richard (R, 2;8) and their mothers, Cecilia (C) and Åsa (Å). 

They are in Klas‟ playroom.  

 

  Swedish English Context 

269 K:  men nu ska ja bjuda 

alla alla på på kakor 

vill du smaka mamma 

på kakor 

but now I'm gonna 

give cookies to 

everyone, you wanna 

taste mommy, the 

cookies 

 

-     

281 K:  här kan ni få en kaffe here's a coffee for you  

282 R:  ja häller I pour ((Richard tries to take 

the jug away from 

Klas, but he evades 

him)) 

283 K:  nej ja häller för här 

kan vara varmt som 

som sjutton gubbar å 

du kan bränna dej å 

då å då å då kommer 

den här å knaka å de 

å de vill du väl inte 

no I’ll pour because it 

can be darn hot and 

you'll burn yourself 

and then and then 

and then this'll crack 

and you don't want 

that 

 

284 R:  näe men ja vill ha 

SAFT 

no, but I want 

LEMONADE 

((Richard swings at 

Klas)) 

285 K:  här e saft here's some 

lemonade 

((Klas gives Richard a 

glass)) 

286 Å:  du kan också hälla upp you can pour too  

287 R:  näe noo ((Richard throws the 

glass away)) 

288 Å:  du kan också hälla upp you can pour too  

289 K: okej då han kan få 

hälla upp 

okay then, he can 

pour too 

 

290 Å: båda kan hälla upp both of you can pour  
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291 K:  ja häller upp i min 

kopp å du häller upp i 

din kopp så gör vi du 

åsa han häller upp i 

sin kopp å ja häller 

upp i min kopp 

I pour into my cup 

and you pour into 

your cup, we'll do 

that Åsa, he'll pour in 

his cup and I'll pour 

in my cup 

 

((Klas is waving the 

respective cups as he 

speaks)) 

292 Å:  de e en jättebra ide 

klas 

that's a great idea Klas  

293 K:  här kan du hälla här here, you can pour 

here 

 

- -    

300 K:  de här ska bli gott det 

här ska bli gott 

this is gonna be 

yummy, this is gonna 

be yummy 

 

- -    

310 K:  jaa nä men va gjorde 

du me mitt kaffe 

hällde du ut mitt kaffe 

yeah, oh but what did 

you do with my 

coffee, did you pour 

out my coffee 

[Directed at Eva, who 

walked passed and 

knocked over one of 

the cups] 

 

Klas is having coffee, whereas Richard is still on the lemonade side of the 

script. I regard Klas as practicing a script in a wide sense, parenthood or 

adulthood as such. Something in itself demands a counterpart that is the 

child, in this case Richard. However, Klas is not aware of this being a script. 

He further does not seem aware of the script being somehow connected to 

real age with matters like cognitive understanding, responsibilities, etc. What 

Klas is doing is rehearsing the frame which consists of verbal phrases and 

interactional stance.  

 Even though adults often find examples like these amusing, it is clear that 

Klas himself does not intend to be funny when acting adult. This is shown 

clearly in the example below, taken from the same recording, where Klas 

gets confused and possibly hurt, as we adults burst out laughing at one of his 

remarks. We are all standing in the doorway as Åsa is on her way to leave 

for a short while. Richard does not want her to leave and they are discussing 

that topic as Klas intervenes. 

Example 132 

Klas (K, 3;9), Richard (R, 2;8), Klas‟ mother, Cecilia (C), and father, Ola, 

together with Richard‟s mother, Åsa (Å), and me (T).  

 

  Swedish English Context 

370 T:  du kan filma med mej 

under tiden 

you can film with me in 

the meantime 

[Said to Richard] 

371 Å:  jaa å där e ju pappa yeah, and there's  
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ola också å vet du va 

du kan ju visa petra 

den dära den dära som 

man stoppar ner dom 

där djuren i 

daddy Ola too and you 

know what, you can 

show Petra that, that 

thing you put those 

animals in 

372 R: mam mamma mum mommy ((He walks up to his 

mother again and tries 

to stop her)) 

373 K:  ja så ja de e ingen ide 

å prata mamma du 

kan sticka direkt 

yeah there there, no 

point in talking mum, 

you can just go right 

away 

[Said to Åsa] 

374    ((The adults laugh)) 

375 K:  brukar du inte säja så 

till mormor? 

isn't that what you say 

to grandma? 

((Klas is talking to 

Cecilia, sounding 

unsure)) 

376 Å:  de e ingen ide å prata there's no point in 

talking 

 

377 C: ursäkta att ja skratta 

men de va för att ja 

tyckte ja kände igen 

den där kommentaren 

I'm sorry I laughed, but 

that was coz I thought I 

recognized that remark 

[Directed at Klas] 

 

Klas is in the dark as to why we start laughing and turns to his mother asking 

whether he has misunderstood something. Does he perceive the laugh as 

strange and unkind? The apology offered by his mother indicates that she 

grasps the difficulty of the situation and that we, by laughing, leave him 

alone as well as exposed. It is clear that Klas uses a phrase verbatim as he 

says “ingen ide å prata mamma…” (“no point in talking mum...”), since the 

adult he addresses is not his mother. In its original setting, where Klas‟ 

mother uses the phrase, the intended mother is hers, i.e., Klas‟ grandmother.  

 The example further illustrates the copying taking place as children inter-

nalize phrases overheard and make them their own. Phrases, more than 

words, are likely to be copied this way, since phrases are what language use 

is very much about. 

7.4.3 Norm-sensitive scripts 

I have shown some examples of actual role training where a mother directs 

or guides a child in performing in a more mature way (Adults‟ superintend-

ing, 7.3.2). I have also discussed traditional role-playing taking place among 

children (6.4.2.1), and above I suggested that Klas‟ behavior is a supervised 

form of role-playing as well. The themes recurring in these interactions are 

connected to basic entities like family, doctor, school, etc., i.e., roles and 
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characters that are familiar and of current interest to most or all children. 

Practicing the adult role through playing is likely to constitute one way for 

children to grasp the expectations that are put on different figures in a 

setting. Thus, the parental role includes caring for the children, for example 

by anticipating and handling their emotions. This section starts with a sub-

heading illustrating to console (7.4.3.1). I have also discussed how children 

use strategies in order to obtain something, often connected to parents, as 

aid, proximity, etc. Among these was also praise, which I have chosen to 

discuss further: to evoke praise (7.4.3.2), since I see it as a script typical of 

children. Yet another area where there is something like a script is the face-

work of children. This will be dealt with in the last subsection, pre-facework 

(7.4.3.3). Regarding the first two subsections here, I would say that the 

scripts are in place for the children. That is, the need for guidance, seen in 

hesitations, questions and gaze patterns on behalf of the child is low or 

absent.  

7.4.3.1 To console 

Ylva (4;2) is role-playing, using her horses and a doll. The horses are sold, 

and one horse is left behind alone. Ylva speaks to herself and to her sister 

(5;10), as she says that the horse is going to be sad. At this, the doll leans 

forward and whispers something to the horse, and when I interrupt to ask 

about that Ylva explains that she told the horse that next time it would be her 

turn, i.e., the doll performed an act of consolation. 

Example 133 

Ylva (Y, 4;2) with Astrid (A, 5;10) and me (T) in the bathroom. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

712 Y: får ja köpa lite? visst 

de kostar bara tie öre 

can I buy some? it‟s 

only ten cents right? 

[She is playing with the 

horses] 

- -    

714 Y. ja vill köpa den blå 

hästen de e bra okej 

nu kan ja rida hem 

I wanna buy the blue 

horse, that‟s good, now 

I can ride home 

 

715 A: vem får dom andra 

hästen? 

who gets those other 

horse? 

 

716 Y: men då blir hon 

lessen ja men då blir 

ja lessen ja lessna  

but then she gets 

sad, yeah, but then I 

get sad, I sad 

 

[The doll is pressed 

against the horses] 

717 T: pussar hon på rom? is she kissing‟em?  

718 Y: nehej viskar i örat no, she‟s whispering in 

the ear 

((She looks at  me and 

smiles)) 

719 T: va viskar hon då? what is she 

whispering? 
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720 Y: nästa gång får dom 

va 

next time they can be 

 

 

721 T: ehem uhum  

 

By role-playing like this, children get to practice situations similar to those 

they have to deal with themselves, as well as the emotions evoked on such 

occasions. Ylva is quite capable of performing consoling acts and she does it 

through (whispering) language. The actions causing the sadness were non-

verbal, however. This example further illustrates the difference between 

recipient-sensitive acts, which are tied to an interlocutor, and norm-sensitive 

behavior that indicates that a whole pattern of actions is employed, regard-

less of the interlocutor being an animate or inanimate object, or if there are 

any interlocutors at all. 

7.4.3.2 To evoke praise  

Klas‟ knowledge and know-how connected to Santa above is obvious (7.3.3, 

p. 335). It is also a verbal practice entailed in the culture he has grown up in. 

Other verbal practices children internalize through socialization are less 

clear-cut as they do not connect to specific physical events. I will describe 

one of these here as I turn to praise.  

 The following is an example where two sisters and their mother elaborate 

on the theme of strategies for eliciting praise. It is never explicitly said but 

comes through quite clear anyhow: the sisters know how to make people 

respond affirmatively. The age difference between them can also be 

detected, as Astrid both seems unaware of the eliciting process while 

concurrently commenting on Ylva using it. One way to conceptualize this is 

to view it as a process internalized through actions that now (at least for 

Astrid‟s part) is beginning to become cognitively known as well, as Astrid 

reflects on Ylva‟s behavior.  

 

Example 134 

Astrid (A, 5;10) and Ylva (Y, 4;1) at the kitchen table with their mother (H) 

and me (T). 

 

  Swedish English Context 

65 Y: ja kan inte sudda 

nånting för ja har ingen 

sudd så ja måste ta ( ) 

oj två papper 

I cannot erase 

anything, coz I don't 

have any eraser, so I 

have to take ( ) oops 

two papers 

[She looks at her 

mother and runs to get 

another paper] 

66 H: men de e väl inge fel 

på den som du har 

gjort? 

but there's nothing 

wrong with the one you 

made 

 

67 Y: mm men vet du ja mm, but you know  
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tycker att du ska göra 

en ( ) ja gör en 

bajbyhäst och en liten 

xx 

what I think, you 

should make a ( ) 

yeah, make a baby 

horse and a little xx 

68 H: nä no  

69 Y: JO JO  YES YES [loudly] 

70 H: nä du kan rita de no you draw it  

71 Y: nä ja kan inte göra så 

bra hästar som du 

no, my horses aren’t 

as good as yours 

 

72 A: ja gör väl ett xx alright I'll make a xx [She leans over her 

paper] 

73 H: ja tycker du gör 

finare hästar än ja  

I think you make 

nicer horses than I 

do 

 

74 Y: nä för ja gör bara så 

här titta här ( ) så gör 

ja 

no coz I just do like 

this, look here ( ) I do 

like this 

 

[Ylva sits down to 

draw, the mother is not 

in the frame, Ylva is 

drawing something on 

the paper, hard and 

fast] 

75 H: hår hair ((laughs suddenly)) 

76 A: näe ( ) ja har sett dej 

göra jättefina hästar 

du vill bara visa att 

du inte k  

noo ( ) I've seen you 

make really nice 

horses you just 

wanna show that you 

c 

[watching] 

 

[Astrid turns to me] 

77  A: hon har bara inte 

tålamod att å å hon 

säger att hon vill inte 

visa att hon kan för ja 

har sett henne göra 

she just does not 

have patience to and 

and she says she 

does not wanna 

show that she can, 

coz I've seen her do 

[Ylva looks down and 

continues with her 

drawing] 

((She looks at her 

mother)) 

78 H: ja har också sett 

henne göra  

I've seen her do it too ((Ylva looks at her 

mother and then looks 

down, hiding a smile)) 

79 Y: nä ja ha bara gjort en 

ful häst me lång hals 

iställe  

no I just made an 

ugly horse with a 

long neck instead 

 

((sobs a little)) 

80 H: vare inte en häst då 

vare en giraff? 

it wasn't a horse then, 

it was a giraffe? 

 

81 Y: ingenting  nothing ((She shakes her 

head, then puts her 

elbows on the table 

and  hides her face in 
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her hands, her voice 

sad and whiny)) 

82 H: men vet du va ja  

tycker att dom e fina 

dina hästar dom sitter 

ju på väggen här borta 

but you know what, I 

think they're pretty, 

your horses, they're on 

the wall over there, 

right 

 

83 Y: såg du hur ja gjorde?  did you see how I did 

it? 

((She turns her 

picture around and 

shows her mother)) 

84 H: ja men sådär gjorde 

ju inte du när du 

försökte på riktit ( ) 

de e bättre att du 

försöker lite än att du 

förstör papprena bara 

dom tar ju slut 

yeah, but you didn't 

do it like that when 

you were really trying 

( ) it's better if you try a 

bit than just ruining the 

papers, they'll run out 

 

85 Y: okej ja ska försöka på 

den här sidan 

okay I'll try on this side 

 

 

86 H: gör de man får öva 

nåra gånger 

you do that, you have 

to practice a few times 

 

87 A: förut gjorde ja 

jättefula hästar 

I did really ugly 

horses before 

[Said to me] 

88 T: ahm uhum  

89 A: fast xxx dom sitter där  but xxx they're over 

there 

[She points to the wall] 

90 Y: ja kan inte göra bena 

ere fyra ben?  

I cannot do the legs is 

it four legs? 

[She looks at her 

mother] 

91 H: mm mm  

92 A: å på en på ylvas häst 

därute så gjorde hon 

fem ben hon gjorde 

fem skor me en sko 

gjorde hon här men 

där vare inge ben 

and on one on ylva's 

horse out there she did 

five legs, she did five 

shoes with one shoe, 

she did here but there 

was no leg there 

 

 

((Astrid looks up at her 

mother, Ylva is also 

looking in that 

direction)) 

93 H: jaha ja trodde de va en 

sten å ingen sko 

I see, I thought it was a 

rock and not a shoe 

 

94 Y: ja kan ju inte göra 

riktiga hästar titta på 

bena rå 

I cannot make real 

horses look at the 

legs then 

[She sounds sad 

uttering the last five 

words] 

95 H: ja kan inte se att de 

va nå fel me hennes 

häst  

I cannot see anything 

wrong with her horse 

 

((laughter)) 

96 Y: de ere enda ja kan that's all I can do, I  
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göra såhär kan ja 

bara göra hästar 

can only do horses 

like this 

- -    

101 Y: så här kan ja göra 

hästar  

I can do horses like ((She looks at Astrid)) 

- -    

103 Y: såhär kan ja göra 

hästar ( ) 

å mamma tror att ja 

inte kan men ja kan 

inte också 

I can do horses like 

this ( ) and mommy 

thinks I cannot but I 

cannot too 

((She looks at me and 

sighs)) 

104  Y: mamma tror att ja 

kan men ja KAN INTE 

mommy thinks that I 

can but I CANNOT 

(följer mamman med 

blicken) 

105 H: ja vet att du kan I know you can  

106 Y: titta rå  but look [The mother leaves the 

room] 

107 A: du måste ha tålamod 

ylva ja hade inge 

tålamod när ja lärde 

mej cykla men ja 

lärde mej ändå igår 

you have to be 

patient Ylva I had no 

patience when I was 

learning to ride a bike 

but I learned anyway 

yesterday 

 

108  A: men gu va gulli   

ja vill också göra de nu 

påminner du mej nu 

påminde du meej å 

mej å mej 

but that's so cute  

I wanna do that, now 

you remind me, now 

you reminded mee and 

me and me 

[She leans over Ylva's 

drawing, then sits 

down by her own 

drawing] ((She sings 

the last four words)) 

109 Y: tyckeru de här va en 

fin häst?  

you think this was a 

nice horse? 

[Said to Astrid] 

110 A: så gör du aldri gör du 

xxx du brukar göra 

jättevackra  

you never do it like 

that you do ( ) do 

really pretty ones 

[She looks at Ylva's 

drawing, looks at me] 

111 Y: ja försökte men de 

blir inte fint 

I tried but it does not 

get pretty 

 

112 A: jo yeah  

113 Y: ja vill va så bra som 

du ( ) ju  

I wanna be as good 

as you ( ) x 

[She leans over 

Astrid's drawing] 

114  Y: hade du den här 

färgen? först den ( ) 

först 

did you use this color? 

first this ( ) first 

[She returns to her 

own drawing] 

115 A: äh se va den blev 

knäpp  

ah, look how wacky it 

got 

((Smiling, she picks 

the drawing up to 

show her mother who 

has re-entered the 
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room)) 

116 H: den blev väl inte 

knäpp 

it's not wacky, is it?  

117 A: joo konsti  yeah, strange ((She looks happy, 

however, and puts the 

drawing away upside 

down)) 

 

The sequence is long but captures a great deal of a process where different 

facework, as well as different pragmatic and socialization goals is tended to. 

Ylva insists that the others should not only listen to her confirmations of her 

ability to draw, but also to actually look at the miserable horses. It is a kind 

of script we see, and they are all accustomed to it. The mother utters, “I 

know you can,” while tending to other matters (line 105), and Astrid takes 

on the role of contrastating as she praises the horse and Ylva‟s drawings in 

general (lines 76, 77, 108, 110). In line 76 Astrid begins a statement that 

implies that she is aware of there being another motive behind Ylva‟s utter-

ances. She says, “du vill bara visa att du inte k” (“You just wanna show that 

you c”), then turns the utterance into something else. I suggest that she is 

about to end the phrase with “kan”/“can” but something makes her instead 

utter, “hon har bara inte tålamod att å å hon säger att hon vill inte visa att 

hon kan för ja har sett henne göra” (“She just does not have patience to and 

and she says she does not wanna show that she can, cuz I've seen her do”). 

What should we make of this? One interpretation is that Astrid is not ready 

to turn the tacit knowledge she has of how one goes about eliciting praise 

into verbal form. Another interpretation is that she could have formed the 

utterance in accordance with this but decides not to, since this is not know-

ledge that should be verbalized. Turning implicit, tacit knowledge into 

explicit verbal ditto contains the risk of making the strategy useless for her 

own purposes. Had she verbalized Ylva‟s plan at this point, it would be 

awkward to use the same means herself – something she does in line 115, 

where she starts playing the self-denying part herself as she starts finding 

faults with her own drawing.  

 What should be noted here is that we do not know where this eliciting 

practice stems from. Sticking to the material, there is no instances where a 

parent uses negative evaluations in order to receive affirmative and positive 

ditto, either to another adult or to a child. Recalling the discussion in 2.4.2.1, 

shame and pride are described as two fundamentals propelling people into 

consideration of facework, display rules, etc. Children were not discussed in 

particular there, but if we regard shame and pride as inherent social-

emotional entities in humans, this could explain the praise-eliciting activities 

noted in instances like the one above. Children need praise in order to strive 

towards new achievements. Parents give children praise from early on and 

might by this trigger the behavior, about to be conquered anyhow since 
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cognitive growth endows us with this emotional experience. However, the 

intricate praise mechanisms of adults are far off, and so the children start by 

inventing their own. To the extent possible they follow the tacit guidelines 

available, as e.g., not using overt self-praise. 

7.4.3.3 Pre-facework 

Facework is the practice in which we acknowledge our understanding of our 

own and others face. There are many papers on adults‟ face-saving 

mechanisms but few on children‟s (2.3.2.2; Ting-Toomey, 1994; Domenici 

& Littlejohn, 2006). I would say that there are instances in the recorded 

interaction that could be seen as facework. However, they differ from adults‟ 

in some fundamental ways. For one thing there are not many instances where 

a child considers the face of an interlocutor.
52

 Another difference is that their 

acts are not verbal to the same extent. I regard them as facework, or maybe 

forerunners to facework proper, because of the situational context and that 

the child‟s nonverbal reactions reveal that they indeed need to save face. The 

settings are also of the same kind that adults would react on with face-

saving, although possibly in a more verbal form. Embarrassment, self-

disclosure and shame are the main themes in all instances of face-saving in 

the material and I will illustrate three examples below. 

 These are norm-sensitive reactions in that the child has to deal with an 

emotion that is clearly social. Losing face while on one‟s own is – if possible 

at all – something completely different. That emotions are social in nature is 

only one point, another is that the child will have to experience the emotion 

as social. A child of one year will generally not be embarrassed in situations 

where older children or adults react with embarrassment (e.g., being in the 

nude in public places). This is apparently so since they have not internalized 

the rules of conduct. The facework conducted by adults presumably follow 

the social codes of conduct. As I see it, children‟s way to these face rules go 

through their experiencing the emotions behind them. 

 One way to lose face is to disclose misunderstandings and misinterpreta-

tions in interactional settings. This is what we see in Nina (2;11) below, as 

she loses track in a game of pretend in front of both parents, the camera and 

me. The emotion that I believe surfaces is one of embarrassment and shame, 

and her way of dealing with this is through a nonverbal locomotive act.  

                                                      
52 One possible exception to this statement is Disa‟s protective inclusion of her brother 

Samuel in the running contest, ex. 87, p. 259. 
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Example 135 

Nina (N, 2;11) and her father, William (W), are role-playing. He is seated at 

a low table in the children‟s room while she is serving him coffee. The 

mother (G) and the younger brother Erik (1;5) are present as well. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

473 N:  lite mera? a little more?  

474 W:  ja ja kan ta en påtår yeah, I can have 

another shot 

 

475 N:  xx lite xxx a little  

476 W: ställ den på spisen så 

den håller sej varm 

put it on the stove and 

it‟ll keep warm 

 

477 N:  jaa  yeah [Put‟s the pot on the 

stove] 

478    [Willilam finishes his 

cup] 

479 N:  nej man måste ha 

mjölk å socker ju 

no, you have to have 

milk and sugar too 

 

480 W:  ja socker har inte ja i 

kaffet mjölk vill ja 

gärna ha 

well, I don‟t take sugar 

in my coffee, but I‟d 

like some milk 

 

481 N: jo du hey, you  

482 W:  ska ja röra om lite 

också 

I‟ll stir a little too  

483 N:  du ha ju inge kaffe but you don’t have 

any coffee 

 

484    ((William looks at Nina 

and laughs a little)) 

485 W:  vi låssas ju att de e de but we‟re pretending 

there is some 

((soft voice, Gilda 

laughs a little in the 

background)) 

486    ((Nina runs out and 

into her own room)) 

487 G: va hände nu rå? what happened there?  

488 W:  oj oops  

489    ((The parents are 

laughing a little and 

Nina returns from her 

room)) 

490 W: här e locket here‟s the lid  

491 N: nej ( ) pappa här får du 

å här får du mer socker 

mjölk 

no ( ) daddy here you 

go and here‟s more 

sugar, milk 
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The game has carried on for quite some time when the confusing moment 

comes. This makes it all a bit hard to grasp. Nina has played games of 

pretend on many occasions, so the concept is nothing new. What seems to be 

the twist here could be the father‟s very active participation. As he is such a 

good actor, there is nothing in his appearance disclosing that he is not having 

a proper cup of coffee. He is also directing the actions to and from, asking 

for this and that, reminding her to keep the kettle warm by putting it on the 

(child) stove, etc. Maybe these are the reasons behind her losing track of the 

game. As he is an adult, responsible for keeping the scaffolding borders 

steady, his devotion to the game might mislead her. Another possibility is 

that her language use entices one to expect more from her than she is cogni-

tively able to handle. She is a very young language user and has been verbal 

since we started the recordings when she was 2;3. However, this does not 

mean that she also has watertight bulkheads between the world of reality and 

that of fantasy.  

 The interpretation of her locomotive act is that it connects to embarrass-

ment. She realizes in split seconds that she disclosed a misconception of 

things, and her face-saving act is to run away to hide. The parents are 

chuckling but it is a kind chuckle, and the father‟s eyes while watching her 

half a second before he utters “vi låssas ju att de e de” (line 485) are warm 

and affectionate. This might also be the reason for her return a short while 

later, at which she resumes the game as if nothing had happened.  

 In the next example we have an illustration of another potentially face 

threatening situation but with an older child. Astrid is almost six years old 

and is in some sense – if not all the time – aware of snot being an inappro-

priate topic in public. Instead of a nonverbal move, she uses language in 

combination with code-switching to handle it. We are in the kitchen and 

Astrid is attracting her mother‟s and my attention repeatedly. Prior to the 

following scene she has placed a pencil in her nostril and claims that it is 

snot. Her mother dryly comments that she had better blow her nose then 

(line 162). Astrid appears to react to the tone, and the inappropriateness of 

the situation, as she continues with the snot theme but changes her voice to a 

TV figure‟s (a duck shown on Swedish TV at this time). Maybe this is a way 

of dealing with the situation and the face threat she experienced because of 

her mother‟s reaction, coped with her own awareness that this is something 

she has to get herself out of in some way. As she deals with it by turning it 

into a show, altering her voice in doing this, her mother silently says “stop 

it,” looking away. 
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Example 136 

Astrid (A, 5;10) and Ylva (4;2) with their mother, Hanna (H), in the kitchen. 

 

  Swedish English Context 

162 H: då tycker ja att du 

ska snyta dej 

then I think you 

should blow your 

nose 

 

163 A: snoret ramla på golvet  the snot fell on the 

floor 

[The pen falls down. 

She speaks with an 

affected voice and 

accent] 

164 H: mm mhm  

165 A: ja håller i snoret  I‟m holding the snot [She holds up the pen, 

still talking like the TV-

duck] 

166 H: ¤sluta¤ ¤stop it¤ ((She looks away)) 

 

The moral of the last example is that whereas younger children would get 

away with the topic of snot – although there are likely to be stone faces in 

the adults around – older children are not humored when they do these acts. 

Snot, poo, and other matters connected to bodily functions are not approved 

as topics in the adult world and are from an early age prohibited as topics 

with children. I have no example of a case in which it is okay to discuss 

these aspects, but clearly by the age of five one is supposed to have learned 

the lesson. Astrid knows this but, nevertheless, ended up in the awkward 

situation.  

7.4.4 Conclusions 

I began section 7.4. by discussing behavioral patterns by which I was refer-

ring mainly to nonverbal gaze patterns by the child. However, adults use 

gaze as well, and it is in the moments of locking or turning away that the 

message of approval or disapproval is transferred. Relating this to the trans-

actional view of development, discussed in 2.2.1, I would say that this is a 

good way to describe the interactional encounters between children and 

parents. The frame for interactional encounters I regard as scaffolding. This 

is from the parental side constructed through language but maintained 

through nonverbal expressions like gaze, body posture and tone of voice. 

Children‟s part in this is to be aware of this frame and seek it when it is not 

spelled out by the parents or lacking due to their absence (cf. focused and 

unfocused interaction). This is seen in children‟s constant gaze patterns 

through which they interpret the adults in the vicinity and make out whether 

their own actions are on the right side of the scaffolding brackets, or in some 

cases, whether the parents have noticed that they were outside. Put together 
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this makes up a transactional encounter. This transactional view, entailed 

through scaffolding, is presumably needed. Children frequently checking out 

their parents through gaze, if not in other actions, further indicate that they 

are part of the construction; however, it is not a transaction between equals 

(see 8.2.4).  

 To put adulthood into practice was the second subsection and I used Klas 

as an example of a child who elaborates with a role or script in a play-acting 

situation. His performance was done in front of and partly together with the 

parents, and his playmate, Richard, was not engaged as a proper fellow 

actor. I argued that Klas practiced a script of adulthood, rather than role-

playing in a traditional sense. The script was made up of a frame of prosodic 

patterns, attitude towards the younger one, and of artifacts indicating this 

adulthood (like drinking coffee rather than lemonade). Possibly the play- 

acting seen in the examples with Klas is an earlier form of role-play than the 

traditional (described and illustrated in 6.4.2.1). Recalling gestural develop-

ment (2.3.3.2), it was concluded that children in the beginning make use of 

their whole bodies while gesturing (McNeill, 1992). This is also the case in 

the pseudo-emblems discussed (4.2.1.6, see also 8.2.1). When regarding 

traditional role-playing, language is used as the media connecting the 

interactants and their game. They state that they are “this one” or “that one” 

and that these figures do this or that, experience this or that, etc. Klas and 

Richard above were not engaged in mutual role-play in this sense. Rather I 

would say Klas enacted one role, and in order to do this in a successful way, 

he made use of Richard‟s presence (and linguistic inferiority, etc.). 

 Finally, I discussed two forms of norm-sensitive scripts: to console and to 

elicit praise. I suggest that they are in different stages of completion, where 

the first one has a final shape, i.e., one that will be used throughout life in 

situations where one is to console someone sad. The other one is complete in 

the sense that it is a stable script put to work repeatedly in the material and 

among (Swedish) children. However, it is not one seen in the exact same 

shape in adults. The difference lies, for one thing, in facework practices and 

the awareness of other people‟s ability to infer intentions from one‟s appear-

ance and actions. In general, adults do not display contentment and satisfac-

tion concurrently claiming the opposite. Or if they do they probably know 

that this will be unmasked and interpreted as some strategy or failed attempt 

to use display rules. As the children begin to fully grasp what others make of 

the intention behind different phrases and expressions they would probably 

alter this script into something else. Possibly they are guided in this by adults 

as well; however, the material does not tell us this. 

 There is not much facework in the recordings in the way we are used to 

seeing facework in descriptions of adults. That is, not many questions and 

demands wrapped up in indirect manners of speech, etc. However, there are 

shame sequences that children react to. The situations these occurred in 

would demand face-saving strategies if experienced by adults. The child-
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ren‟s way of saving face resembles, to varying degrees, adults‟ nonverbal 

means. My reason for including the short discussion of facework albeit 

“improper” is to highlight one possible reason behind the development of 

this intricate expressional system.  

 

7.5 Concluding remarks 

This chapter on socialization of emotions began with a distinction I have 

made between unrestricted and norm-sensitive moves. The unrestricted 

moves were argued to be emotive expressions that ignore such matters as 

facework, social rules, etc. However, during the first years the child will 

come to understand that her actions influence the environment. This occurs 

since the transactional workings of development are already in place 

(already in the feeding pattern seen in infants, 2.3.1.1). This understanding 

leads the child to adapt her expressions in specific ways in order to reach 

certain goals. These means and goals were discussed in chapter 5.  I would 

say that the expressions used in these goal-directed ways still belong to the 

unrestricted moves (with some possible exceptions). These goal-directed 

actions would nevertheless be recipient-sensitive, since they take adults‟ 

presumed responses into account. What has to be added in order for the child 

to start using norm-sensitive moves is a widened awareness of the 

surroundings. That is, instead of only seeing the shortest route to some 

personal goal, the child will also take other people‟s desires, intentions and 

needs into account. By doing this the child enters a social frame of a higher 

dimension. Prerequisites for being able to take in and use the norm-sensitive 

moves are among other things the experience of one‟s own emotions (like 

shame, self-consciousness, pride), emotions that in and of themselves require 

a certain amount of cognitive and social maturation in order to materialize.  

 The parents‟ part in the development from unrestricted to norm-sensitive 

is important and can be understood in terms of scaffolding. On one level the 

parent adjust to the practical part of scaffolding by marking out the borders 

for the child, encouraging her to strive towards the right side of the brackets, 

and comforting her when for some reason or other she withdraws to the left 

side. On this same level is also included the constant moving ahead of the 

scaffolding. This is the parental responsibility but is to a large extent run by 

the child‟s achievements. The first steps towards norm-sensitive acting are – 

if seen from the parental side – constructed through verbal prompting. The 

adult lends her own voice to the child or children and points out possible 

interpretations in this way. Among these prompting phrases, the first moral 

statements surface as the child is informed of preferred moral stances. These 

moral codes continue to be used on the next level as well, which is the 

superintending phase. As the child now is verbal the need for prompting is 

lower but the interpretational part of interactional encounters is difficult and 
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parents help children interpret and make sense of what is happening and the 

reasons behind the emotional reactions of others as well as themselves.  

 Children are part of the transactional progress and constantly pay 

attention to the surrounding adults, for instance, through gaze patterns. 

Needing the scaffolding makes them also keep it working by not 

transgressing more than what will be safe – as we saw in Erik above. This 

close attention to the adults includes the incorporation of phrases and 

behavioral patterns as well. In their playing activities they also use parental 

input to their role-play activities as was seen in Klas above. If regarding this 

as steps the child would first watch and interpret adults‟ behavior, then start 

practicing it themselves and turn to parents to see whether they have 

succeeded – also desiring praise when doing this. Concurrently as they check 

and practice with other children, they also start using the phrases and 

patterns of conduct they have mastered. Sometimes this is not noted in 

particular, in which case all aspects such as cognitive and social-emotional 

level, linguistic knowledge, etc. is internalized properly. In other cases the 

child‟s utterances and behavior is marked and stands out (as with Klas in the 

doorway, ex. 133) in which case I would say that the internalization is not 

complete but in a testing phase.  

 I ended the chapter with some illustrations of scripts more or less full-

blown. In these cases we saw that at least in the role-playing activity Ylva 

knew what causes sadness (to be left out) and how one through language can 

soothe this emotional experience. Whether she would also put this know-

ledge to practice in real-life situations with friends or siblings we do not 

know. The frame of the script was nevertheless complete. Another script was 

praise-eliciting, which I regarded as in place and working well. This was 

also a script which I believe comes in many developmental steps. One reason 

for this is that praise and own achievements is an area which is highly 

regulated by social considerations, at least in the case of Swedish society. 

Given this, one could assume that there are further scripts to be learned and 

the preschool children seen here have just started this process. They are 

aware of self-praise not being deemed favorably, and they develop and use a 

script which takes this knowledge into consideration as they do the opposite 

of self-praise when they negate their achievements. As they gain a deeper 

understanding of other persons‟ interpretation of intentions, etc. they will 

probably leave this script and instead start using something else – or give up 

self-praise (or praise eliciting) altogether. I further said that these scripts 

where to be seen as norm-sensitive in that the child is actually taking social 

and environmental knowledge into consideration, however, not always in a 

way adults or older children would do. It is an ongoing process.  
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8 Conclusions and discussion 

8.1 In retrospect  

My aim in this thesis was to describe the use and development of verbal and 

nonverbal emotive expressions, as they occur in family interactions. I 

investigated areas not yet explored and created a frame comprising bits and 

pieces of various theories and background assumptions in doing this. In this 

last chapter, I will relate the different chapters to each other, summarize my 

findings and overarching interpretation of them in relation to prior research 

(8.2), and point to some of many implications for further research (8.3).  

 Returning to the questions posed in the introduction, a short recapitula-

tion of the answers found is offered in the following.  

 

 What type of emotive expressions do children use? 

 

Apart from the expected ones, such as crying and laughing, there were dry-

crying, crying laughter and shrieks among the vocal expressions. The non-

verbal expressions were the expected emblems, as well as some potential 

emblems, or proto-emblems. Furthermore, there were directed and embodied 

actions, locomotives, body postures and facial expressions such as smiles 

and gaze. The verbal emotive expressions were autonomous utterances, 

accompanying utterances and descriptive utterances. 

 

 How and when do children use emotive expressions? 

 

This thesis has suggested that there are two categories of emotive expres-

sions: those that were unrestricted and those that were recipient-sensitive. 

The unrestricted expressions had a quality of being mainly self-expressive: 

The child experiences an emotion and instantly externalizes it in an expres-

sion. The recipient-sensitive expressions, on the other hand, appeared to 

occur after some intermediate processing step. The latter expressions were 

used as children considered the interlocutor‟s potential responses and 

occurred, for instance, when a child strived toward a specific goal by the use 

of emotive expressions. There were some expressions that only occurred as 

recipient-sensitive, such as dry-crying, giggling or phrases like “she started 

it.” There were other expressions that appeared only unrestricted, such as 
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shrieks and the invocative use of “mommy.” Yet, many of the expressions 

could be used in both senses, and the intensity of the expression, as well as 

the circumstances in which it occurred, made the interlocutor – and/or 

researcher – interpret it as one or the other. The accuracy of these interpreta-

tions was inferred through their responses.  

 

 What parental responses are there to children‟s emotive expressions, 

and how do these influence the child?  

 

Parental acts were seen as scaffolding and consisted of, on the one hand, 

consolation, contact, and proximity, which were the acts used when a child 

had encountered difficulties of some sort – and showed this through the use 

of emotive expressions. The acts used to usher children ahead and direct the 

child‟s forward-striving deeds were reprimands, praise and mediation. How-

ever, these acts were responses to children‟s emotive expressions as well. 

The reason why a parent sometimes reprimanded and sometimes comforted, 

for example, a crying child was, in my view, related to how the parent 

perceived the quality, or nature, of the act. If it was perceived as a recipient-

sensitive expression, the parent was more likely to disregard the need for 

comfort and instead usher the child ahead, out of the expression. If the 

expression, on the other hand, was interpreted as an unrestricted expression, 

the parent would console the child regardless of age. Through the habitua-

tion of these repeated experiences in combination with the own cognitive 

development, which includes the experiences of shame and pride, the child 

begins to abandon some expressions and acquire new ones.  

 

 How do children handle emotional encounters in child–child inter-

actions? 

 

Whereas younger children often summon their parents in cases of conflict, 

older children handle these situations more single-handedly. Younger child-

ren also were more dependent on parental aid in order for joint play to ensue. 

The actual means used in conflict and play were those found among the 

emotive expressions, as children use both vocal manifestations such as 

shrieks, laughter and prosodic patterns; nonverbal means as directed and 

embodied actions, and locomotives; and verbal expressions of justification, 

teasing and contact-seeking. In the sibling relationship some specific expres-

sions further appeared as children expressed loyalty and ambivalence. In the 

interactional settings with siblings and friends the children would practice 

phrases and scripts they have encountered themselves, either as witnesses or 

as participants. These settings are thus an important area for the internaliza-

tion of specific behaviors and phrases as they capture a child‟s current 
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understanding and interpretation of specific scripts, rules and expressive 

means. 

 

 How can we understand the relation between nonverbal displays and 

language as expressive means for emotions in a developmental 

perspective? 

 

This can be understood through the concepts of unrestricted and norm-sensi-

tive moves, which include the underpinnings of development, such as cogni-

tive growth, experience, social and emotional development, but which also 

allows us to connect these areas to those of language acquisition, parental 

scaffolding, and children‟s strategies of acquiring, practicing and finally 

internalizing the emotive expressions and utterances that are part of a 

socialized individual. Through the in-depth study of children‟s everyday life, 

together with siblings and parents, we are able to gain important insights in 

areas that often have been regarded as too complex to investigate in one 

frame. One such insight emanating from this study was, for example, that the 

implicit rules of behavior that regulate socialized individuals are far from 

implicit during the preschool years. On the contrary, most of what is being 

exchanged of socialization practices between parents and their children can 

be found in the explicit formulations, gaze patterns, and nonverbal acts that 

interactants perform incessantly.  

 

8.2 Framing development 

The results from this study are found on different parts of a scale from 

concrete to abstract. In the outline of the chapters the descriptions also 

became more abstract, although they were interspersed with concrete 

vignettes as illustrations. To achieve some sharper contours to the develop-

mental frame and its contents I have divided the closing discussion into four 

levels, addressing specific aspects from the thesis in order of increasing 

abstraction. The findings from the thesis also need to be placed in the body 

of prior knowledge. What was already known and how have I elaborated or 

altered this knowledge? I have used this section to return to some areas of 

chapter 2 in particular. See concluding remarks in respective chapters for 

other references to prior studies. 
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8.2.1 Level 1: Emotive expressions 

 

In Chapter 4, emotive expressions were regarded 

as expressions in their own right, and the objective 

was to identify and describe them. This has also 

been the general approach in prior studies on 

emotions (e.g., Lewis et al., 1993; Sartre, 1948; 

Wolff, 1987; Masataka, 2003; Ekman & Friesen, 

1978; see 2.4.3-5). However, these scholars have 

concentrated on infants or adults, whereas I focus on preschool children. In 

addition to focusing on the emotive expressions, I divided them into 

manifestations and utterances, where the former refers to nonverbal and 

vocal expressions and the latter to verbal. The nonverbal manifestations of 

the thesis were smiles, gaze, body posture, embodied and directed actions, 

emblems, locomotives; the vocal manifestations crying, dry-crying, crying 

laughter, laughter and shrieks; and the verbal autonomous utterances, 

accompanying utterances and descriptive utterances.   

 When needed I invented new labels: embodied and directed actions, 

dry-crying, crying laughter, and autonomous and accompanying utter-

ances. Locomotives have been noted in prior writings (Lewis, M., 2000), 

but have not been investigated. Shriek is a well-known label for animal 

calls, but it has not been applied to human emotive expressions (see, how-

ever, Damasio, 1994). Emblems are also well known and have been investi-

gated as well (e.g., Kendon, 1980; McNeill, 1992; Bull, 2002; 2.3.3.1); 

however, children‟s uses of them have been neglected. “Descriptive 

utterances of emotions” has been used as a term before, but with somewhat 

different content (Anward, 1986). 

 I came to see the function of these expressions as being more or less 

related to the interlocutor/s present. Some appeared to be used mainly as 

self-expressive means, where the main function was to express some internal 

feeling or experience, regardless of the consequences or if this was in line 

with expectations and norms. I labeled these unrestricted expressions. 

These are the expressions or kinds of expressions that, in my interpretation 

(see also Planalp & Knie, 2002), have been addressed by researchers in the 

universalist, ethological field. On the other hand, some other expressions 

were appropriate turns in an ongoing interaction. In these cases it appeared 

that the main purpose of the act was to make an impact on the ongoing 

interaction, either by emphasizing a demand already made in some other 

way, or by trying to influence the interlocutor to do something particular. In 

my view, these expressions were thus goal-directed rather than self-

expressive. I labeled these expressions recipient-sensitive. These are most 

likely the kinds of expressions that are highlighted by interactionally 

oriented researchers (like Fiehler, 2002) and linguistic scholars (Wierzbicka, 

1992a, 1993). Many of the recipient-sensitive expressions were age related 
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in that older children used them at a different rate than younger children. For 

example, dry-crying was typical of younger children, giggling of older. In 

general, relating the emotive expressions to age, I found, not surprisingly, 

nonverbal expressions to predominate among the younger children. They 

used both positive and negative emotive actions; however, the negative ones 

were in majority. Generalizing about the reasons behind these acts turned out 

to be impossible. In the material as a whole there are examples of children 

hitting someone after having been harassed or teased (Richard pushing Klas, 

ex.31); children believing they have been harassed or teased (Richard hitting 

Klas with a pot, ex. 40); children being angry in general and using their fists 

(Klas against Richard, ex. 10; Molly against Samuel, ex. 15); children using 

physical means to get their point across (Astrid against Ylva, ex. 101); child-

ren getting physical towards their parents in different kinds of protest (Klas 

against his mother, ex. 65); and children hitting their parents or other child-

ren for no apparent reason at all (Eva hitting her mother, ex. 66; Klas push-

ing Richard, ex. 34, Nina pushing Erik, ex. 13) – and there are probably 

more occasions relating to these themes in different ways. In all these exam-

ples, the child in question probably knows (at least on some conscious level) 

that physical violence is not acceptable and resorting to the use of it will 

have negative consequences for the performing child. Age and general 

maturation will in due time yield adults not prone to physical violence; how-

ever, this seems to be an arduous development. My conclusion is that parents 

put a lot of effort into directing children away from physical modes of 

interaction to verbal ones. Details of this is also known from previous studies 

as there are many that have noted the means parents use in childrearing 

(Eisenberg & Mussen, 1989; Saarni, 1999; Yogman et al., 1995; among 

others; see 2.2.1.3). However, as the typical focus in these studies has been 

on prosocial acts a more complex picture of development has not been 

attained. One study that did focus on aggressive behavior and parental 

coping strategies (Miller & Sperry, 1987) concluded that the mothers trained 

their young daughters in fighting, since fights were a common event in the 

neighborhood and were something regarded as acceptable in self-defense. 

This suggests that subcultural differences are likely to be found in some 

areas of emotive expressions and socialization in particular. 

 With regard to embodied actions, they are weaker expressive forms than 

the directed. Either they are used because the child is aware of the ban on 

inflicting physical injuries to others, or the means are used in situations 

where the harm or anger experienced is of a lower intensity. There was a 

decrease of directed actions in the material among the children who did use 

them to begin with. On the other hand, there were sibling pairs that did not 

use either directed or embodied actions at all, except in very weak forms 

(Astrid and Ylva, Nina and Erik). As these were also the constellations with 

only two participating children, future investigations would have to focus on 

the environmental setting, number, ages and sex of participants. 
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 An emotive manifestation that has been thoroughly investigated among 

adults is emblems (e.g., Morris et al., 1979; Ekman & Friesen, 1969; 

2.3.3.1). Although there has been some discussion of emblems in areas 

relating to emotive expressions in adult studies, such as control of others and 

self-expression (Kendon, 1981), they have not been described as emotive as 

such. Rather they are first and foremost seen as culturally-defined, acquired 

gestural symbols (McNeill, 1992). I argued that although this is probably the 

case for many emblems (like the OK sign), the more emotive emblems (like 

sticking ones tongue out) are more than this as they can be seen as an 

ontogenetical continuation from nonverbal emotive manifestations used by 

children without specific cultural training. That is, the definition of emblems 

as conventional might be true in respect to many adult emblems, but for 

others it could be the case that they stem from other kinds of acts that are 

endowed in us as a species. Two potential emblems of this early type were 

stamping one‟s feet and throwing oneself on the floor. These could be 

natural emotive expressions of children that are later untrained. If this is the 

case, they are not emblems but we would have to pose the question whether 

the need to express these aspects of life (rejection, protest, excitement, etc.) 

disappears as well, or if they take on a different shape. The fact that adult 

emblems often are used to express exactly the same attitudinal or emotional 

content (Kendon, 1981) speaks against the need of the expressions 

disappearing. Thus, what come in the place of stamping one‟s feet or 

throwing oneself on the floor? 

 I believe these forms should be understood as forerunners of later 

emblems. This view of the expressions would also give us a potential expla-

nation – which has not been strived for as yet – of many of the emblems 

found in adult interaction. The function of many traditional emblems (like 

sticking the tongue out, raising the middle finger, expressing scorn through 

raised eyebrows and lowered corners of the mouth) are clearly emotive. 

Throwing oneself on the floor, stamping one‟s feet, or, for that matter, 

teasing someone through pointing gestures combined with fake or real 

laughter, are emotive as well. The functions of adult and child expressions 

overlap but their expressive means are labeled and described in different 

fashions. Children and adults make up the same species and use communi-

cation to similar ends. Wanting to bridge scientific gaps, this is an area to 

look into further. 

 Earlier studies on emotive language have often regarded the one- and 

two-word utterances marking the first phases of language acquisition as 

parallel to the nonverbal expressions of emotions (e.g., Bretherton & Beegly, 

1982; Bloom, 1993). Systemic-functional linguistics (Halliday, 1984; 

Painter, 2003) have on the other hand attempted to describe emotive 

language in children as connected to appraisal systems, themselves related to 

desires, attitudes, and entities the scholars connect to emotions (Martin, 

2000). However, the methodology applied, as well as the high complexity of 
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the system due to the theory-driven background approach, makes it difficult 

to apply in a naturalistic study of spoken language (see 2.4.3). I have thus 

deviated from both these systems by viewing emotive language on the same 

level as the nonverbal and vocal expressions, and employed a methodology 

and bottom-up approach not compatible with systemic-functional linguistics.  

 According to my description, children first use the verbal emotive utter-

ances in the same functions as they use the previously mastered nonverbal 

emotive expressions. When the child starts expressing emotions verbally, 

they do this through expressions that I call autonomous utterances. These 

are embodied verbalizations in a literal sense and could thus be compared to 

vocalizations like cries, humming, laughter, etc. When investigating the 

autonomous utterances it appeared that they were of two kinds. One was the 

conventional emotive utterances like interjections, exclamations, invec-

tives, etc. The other consisted of what I called personal emotive utterances 

like “mommy” and “no.” The similarity between them was the form, as they 

all were one- or two-word utterances used in emotional situations. A differ-

ence was that while personal emotive utterances had to have an emotionally 

colored prosody, conventional utterances are emotive by general semantic 

conventions and thus regarded as emotive regardless of intonation and 

setting.  

 As children move along in their language acquisition it appears a natural 

development to also add verbalizations to the emotive manifestations like 

when throwing an object (“I threw it”), or giving someone something (“here 

you are”) or hitting someone (“serves you right”), etc. I labeled these 

accompanying utterances. As was the case with the autonomous utterances, 

I regard the accompanying utterances in two ways. The first is that they are a 

stepping stone to the descriptive utterances. In this view they would later 

turn into descriptive utterances and begin to be used instead of the nonverbal 

acts. Is this the case they are forerunners to conventional phrases used in 

emotive situations (such as “I‟m fine,” “that‟s horrible,” etc.) Another way 

to see them is to highlight the prosodic traits that go along with these utter-

ances in the material. From this perspective the prosodic frame is the 

emotive base of utterances that in themselves do not include – or do not have 

to include – emotive words or phrases, but that are interpreted as emotive 

due to the prosody accompanying them.  

 The third type of utterances I discussed was the descriptive utterances. 

These will require specific phrases (“I love/hate/like… you,” “I feel…,” 

etc.); however, the prosodic emotive content is optional. Emotive descriptive 

utterances can convey an emotive tone, and be used „sincerely‟; however, 

they can also be used as fixed phrases regardless of experienced emotions. In 

this sense they resemble accompanying conventional utterances, but there 

are three differences. One is developmental, as the accompanying words in 

children differ from phrases used in similar situations by adults. For exam-

ple, a child might utter “Serves you right” when something happens to a 
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protagonist. An adult, who very well could experience the same joy at such 

occasions, could instead say, “I‟m so sorry,” “That‟s terrible,” etc. (while 

perhaps smiling awkwardly). According to this perspective the accompany-

ing conventional utterances of children in time turn into the descriptive 

utterances of adults. The second difference is that one cannot use an auto-

nomous or accompanying utterance without conveying a personal emotive 

content, whereas the descriptive utterances very well can be used to express 

emotional content not present. A third difference is that while descriptive 

utterances can be used in all tenses, the autonomous and accompanying 

utterances are restricted to the here-and-now present. 

 Placing all emotive expressions in one frame of development would 

appear as below.  

 

Nonverbal 

means

Recipient-sensitive expressions

Unrestricted expressions

Vocal

means

Verbal

means

Prosodic 

Accompanying 

Utterances

Personal 

Autonomous 

Utterances

Conventional 

Autonomous 

Utterances

Conventional 

Accompanying 

Utterances

Descriptive 

Utterances

t   
Figure 8-1. Emotive expressive means in a developmental perspective. 

 

The figure illustrates general outlines rather than specific numbers and is 

meant to cover the ages discussed in the thesis. The arrows indicate the 

different emotive means, while thickness relates to frequency. Thus, the 

nonverbal and vocal expressions are frequent in the beginning (approx-
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imately a child of two), but they diminish in importance and emotive uses as 

the child gets older. Prosodic accompanying utterances have been depicted 

as constant during these years due to their being vocal rather than verbal. 

Even a young child will add intonational contours and prosodic traits like 

pitch, loud voice, etc. with emotive content as she utters syllables, one-word 

utterances, etc. (Fernald, 1993; Weeks, 1971; 2.4.6.3) The verbal devices are 

few in the beginning, and among them I would say the personal emotive 

utterances come first in acquisition. Descriptive utterances might not be 

there at all in the two-year-old, and will not become frequent until later. 

However, for simplicity reasons, I have made all arrows begin at the same 

spot, since the ability to produce them is there once the child has language at 

her command.  

 The two colors, white and gray, indicate the function the different expres-

sive means have. While white symbolizes the unrestricted expressions, gray 

stands for the recipient-sensitive. Thus, some expressive means are unre-

stricted by definition, such as prosodic patterns, personal autonomous and 

conventional autonomous utterances (“stupid,” “ouch,” etc.). Conventional 

accompanying utterances, which in the beginning are only random expres-

sions that occur together with nonverbal emotive manifestations, after some 

time turn into some typical phrases like “Serves you right,” “It was her fault” 

etc. Descriptive utterances, on the other hand, are recipient-sensitive 

throughout. As one chooses to phrase emotions in terms of “I‟m angry with 

you,” “I love you,” “I feel…” one clearly takes a conventionalized social 

path to interaction that differs from invectives, expletives, and exclamations, 

not to mention the directed nonverbal actions like hitting, pushing, etc. 

Among the nonverbal means there are many that remain unrestricted 

throughout, like those just mentioned. However, there are others that turn up 

that should be seen as recipient-sensitive, as when a child throws objects in 

order to get a parent‟s attention (Klas, ex. 9), or when they smile in order to 

make contact (Nina, ex. 2). These kinds of expressions become more 

frequent as the child gets older, while the unrestricted acts diminish. The 

vocal means (crying, laughing, shrieks, etc.) follow the same developmental 

pattern. They will never all completely turn recipient-sensitive, but they will 

slowly but surely begin to be used even in recipient-sensitive ways, such as 

the laughter used to smooth interaction. Other forms that are frequent early 

in life, such as shrieks and crying, become more and more sparse, and would 

in many older children be close to extinct.  

 In scientific fields addressing questions of emotion and behavior, there is 

a general agreement that display rules exist and differ between cultures (e.g., 

Lewis, M., 2000; Ekman & Friesen, 1969; Fiehler, 2002; Schieffelin, 1986; 

Ochs, 1986; see 2.3.2.4 and 2.4.2). How and when these rules are in place is 

less known. What came out loud and clear in my material was that this 

installment is not easily achieved. Even in instances where a child apparently 

tried to mask a smile or expression of anger by using some other expression 
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or vocalization, the unrestricted, background expression surfaced. Children 

would also try to mask dubious emotive acts expressed toward a sibling by 

(recipient-sensitive) smiling towards the present adult. Adults may have 

become better at disguising, but this would have to be verified empirically. 

For now, I question the success rate for disguises of unrestricted emotive 

manifestations. One hypothesis is that the key to successful masking of 

unrestricted emotions is to avert one‟s eyes. There were excerpts in the 

material where I had a hard time interpreting the emotional content of a 

sequence, and the common trait in these instances was the lack of eye 

contact. As noted in chapter 4, the ambiguous smile was also connected to 

eye contact, and I believe that this eye contact was one of the foundations for 

the description. However, the mere act of averting eyes and avoiding eye 

contact is dubious in itself and may thus cause exactly those unwanted inter-

pretations.  

8.2.2 Level 2: Emotive expressions and pragmatic acts.  

 

In Chapter 5 the focus was on the 

goals and means of emotive expres-

sion, that is, I widened the investi-

gation to include pragmatic aspects 

between parents and children. 

Although there is research done on 

children, parents and the interaction 

between them, the focus has not been on both parts, nor has it been related to 

emotive expressions or developmentally connected. What is known from 

earlier is that parents use techniques described as “explanation and 

reasoning” vs. “punishments and rewards” (Eisenberg & Mussen, 1989). We 

also have results from test and experiments addressing specific issues, like 

the development of prosocial acts (Zahn-Waxler et al., 1979; Kuczynski, 

1982) or the indirect or direct verbal language used by parents  to similar 

ends (Steenbeek & van Geert, 2007; see 2.2.1.3)  

 I applied another perspective as I described specific vignettes of inter-

action but interpreted them in a wider context of development and the 

parent–child relation. First, I described some typical uses seen from the 

child‟s perspective when interacting with adults. The goals I found were aid, 

consolation/proximity/contact, praise, and protest. Then I switched focus 

and explored parental responses to children‟s emotive expressions. The 

categories here, which were phrased as speech acts or pragmatic acts, were 

reprimands, comforts, praise, and mediation.    

 Children often appeared to use emotive expressions in order to achieve a 

focused interaction with their parents. In general, the concepts of focused 

and unfocused interaction (Goffman, 1963; 2.3.1) turned out more important 

than I first realized as they aided me in seeing the reasons behind many 
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different interactions in the material. Applying the description unrestricted 

expressions vs. recipient-sensitive to this level; the latter had the function of 

making someone in the surroundings respond in some particular way to 

some internal or external entity (a feeling or a goal-directed urge). A child 

wanting to attain focused interaction thus used emotive expressions in a 

recipient-sensitive way (e.g., dry-crying, giggling). 

 I further applied the notion of pragmatic acts (Mey, 2001; 2.3.2.1) to 

describe these verbal and nonverbal goal-directed actions. When a child uses 

a recipient-sensitive expression – like dry-crying – the setting must include 

someone at the receiving end who does the uptake of that act. This is a 

prerequisite for the expression to fill the intended function. This was also the 

case for some autonomous conventional utterances, such as “ouch,” which in 

some situations appeared to be direct verbalizations following pain, but in 

other cases were used more to elicit a response from an interlocutor. Thus, 

the setting and the uptake (not) done, often inform us on the quality of the 

act – although we cannot “know” if this also reflects the child‟s experiences 

and intentions. 

 Parents appear to teach their children how to make use of their expressive 

means in pragmatic acts. This is also consistent with earlier findings where 

children are explicitly taught specific phrases as well as the reasons for using 

them (Clancy, 1986; Schieffelin, 1986; Ochs, 1986; Gleason & Weintraub, 

1976; see 2.3.2.4). My addition to this would be that apart from the parental 

role – which was the focus in the studies mentioned – the child‟s part of the 

interaction ought to be highlighted. One reason for children to pick up 

practices and word uses they are taught by their parents is that they are part 

of the transactional dynamic system (e.g., Sigelman & Rider, 2006; Jagestad, 

1982; 2.2.1). For example, a young, preverbal child will realize through trial- 

and-error that parents can be made to do things as they are triggered by the 

child‟s actions. For example, a child crying after hurting herself, will see that 

the parent approaches her, offering help, consolation and affection. This will 

make the child understand that crying is a way to engage the parent in 

focused interaction. In situations where the child is not hurting, or where she 

has tried some other means of getting the intended attention, she thus puts 

crying to use. However, tears do not always come on command, so the child 

uses dry-crying, an act where the controllable part of crying is used 

(wrinkling one‟s face, making an open-square-shaped mouth, producing 

sobs, etc. Wolff, 1987; 2.4.5.1), but where she will have to do without the 

tears as they are not produced as easily by will. The parental acts are 

interspersed in the child‟s own exploration and practicing. Concurrently as 

they develop their own means in the interaction by adapting the expressions 

already at their command, they also acknowledge the means and reasons 

offered by parents, means that facilitate the reaching of own interactional 

goals as well as the interaction itself. 
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 This transactional interpretation of the developmental process also makes 

it possible to explain seemingly divergent findings of universal emotional 

behavior on the one hand (e.g., Ekman, 1992a; 1999; Panksepp, 2000; 

Damasio, 1994; LeDoux, 1998) and cultural cognitively directed behavior on 

the other (Fiehler, 2002; Kemper, 2000; Lewis, 1992; see 2.4. and 2.4.1). By 

being exposed to different kinds of pragmatic acts, and being responded to in 

different ways, children internalize behavioral patterns that can alter between 

cultures. However, at least between the ages two to five my hypothesis 

would be that the display rules have not been properly internalized by the 

child. That is, the unrestricted emotive expressions will come through even 

while the child attempts to apply disguised expressions. Presuming I am 

right in this, what would be needed are cross-cultural studies on children of 

preschool age, taking the varying cultural display regulations into considera-

tion, as they disclose themselves in specific pragmatic acts.  

 The parents in this study would, for example, give the sought support and 

comfort to a crying child as this constitutes a part of the scaffolding frame 

that is a major part of (Swedish) parenthood. The soothing effect of this 

scaffolding may in the beginning consist of nonverbal acts by the parents, 

like picking the child up, hugging her, blowing on the aching body part, etc. 

However, accompanying these nonverbal acts the parent will also verbalize. 

As the child grows older these verbalizations become more and more 

important. Parents start using explanations and mediations by which they 

help the child interpret what happened, why it happened, and how the child 

is expected to respond in these situations. Recalling the discussion on 

scaffolding brackets (5.4), I have argued that comforting acts are at the left 

side of these brackets, aiding the child when she slips. In order to usher her 

forward in development, the parent also uses other techniques that make the 

child want to strive ahead. One such technique comprises the acts of praise. 

Children are praised throughout the material when they accomplish tasks and 

display behavior that the parents want to see more of. Although the youngest 

children react with happiness and pride on these occasions, they do not 

appear to seek them in a goal-directed way. That is, they do something for 

one reason or other and suddenly they find themselves being the focus of 

attention and getting praised. They like this. As they get older they start 

doing these same acts in a purposeful way in order to receive the same 

praise. For some time this works as a script, but once the parents believe that 

the child is old enough for new achievements the praising for previous acts 

will diminish and new areas start being praised. Actions like climbing a 

ladder are praiseworthy when the performer is one year old, but they are not 

a major accomplishment when she is five.  

 Apart from praise, parents use techniques building on the self-conscious 

and shame-sensitive aspects of children. Like Lewis (1971) and others (e.g., 

Scheff, 1988; Kemper, 2000; 2.4.2.1), I believe that shame constitutes one 

major socializing factor. Actions that appear shame-eliciting are parents 
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turning away, i.e., making a focused interaction unfocused by averting their 

eyes. Parents also use reprimands to this end. Included here are the prosodic 

traits connected to voice as parents either raise their voice or mumble, both 

forms to be seen as marked in an interaction. Parents potentially also shame 

children by speaking about them in third person, thus silencing them while 

concurrently verbalizing what the specific child‟s characteristics are and how 

these are seen by the adults. In short I would say that turning a focused 

interaction unfocused or highlighting it as focused have the same startling 

effect.  

 I assume that these means used by parents also are the child‟s first 

insights into facework mechanisms (Goffman, 1959; Ting-Toomey, 1994; 

2.3.2.2). In order to avoid shame and the embarrassing moments of disclo-

sure, but also out of fear of losing the parent‟s attention and love, the child 

will begin adhering to rules of facework. These may be different in different 

cultures, and possibly in different families as well; however, in common they 

have the considerations for the face of others coupled with the care for one‟s 

own. The parent help children here as well, since they beside the scaffolding 

praise and shame encounters, also describe and explain what is required in 

specific settings (cf. Kaye & Charney, 1981; Gleason & Weintraub, 1976; 

2.3.2.4). This is seen in what I have called explicit teaching sequences in 

which children are urged to utter specific phrases and to interpret sibling‟s 

desires and needs, and it is a stage when parents preach excessively on the 

benefits of prosocial acts like sharing, being friendly, and seeing to others 

needs and emotions. This was noted in the material and has also been 

described in cultures other than the Western (with Anglo-Saxon children and 

others), like Japan, Samoan, Kaluli (e.g., Clancy, 1986; Ochs, 1986; 

Schieffelin, 1986; 2.3.2.4). A likely interpretation is that parents go about 

their business in similar ways worldwide, although particular scripts as well 

as the specific phrases used may differ or be more or less emphasized. This 

also means that the implicit rules of behavior are often referred to in 

discussions of socialization, in fact, are quite far from implicit. On the 

contrary, many tacit aspects of adult life are spelled out and in the clear in 

parent–child interaction.   

 

Chapter 6 belongs to the same level of 

abstraction as the focus was on the 

interactional encounters between child-

ren. A difference was that the inter-

actional encounters were broadened to 

include processes of pragmatic acts. I 

chose to explore the processes of 

conflict and harmonious play, since 

these were frequent and also areas likely to contain emotive expressions. It 

was also a choice based on prior research on siblings where it has been 

concluded that what sets them apart from relations with peers, etc. is the 
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frequent mixture of affection and rivalry (e.g., Dunn & Kendrick, 1982a, b; 

Summers, 1987; Dunn & Munn, 1986; Baydar et al., 1997; 2.2.1.4). The 

traits found in the material in these situations were, for conflicts, assembled 

under the headings anger, defense, acts of teasing and reconciliations. Acts 

of anger were similar to those described as vignettes in chapter 4, and I did 

not proceed to scrutinize the specific causes and circumstances of anger 

expressions in the children. The defensive acts found were directed actions 

like pushing, and vocal manifestations such as shrieks, crying and speaking 

in loud voices, as well as lengthy verbalizations containing arguments for 

right and wrong. Teasing acts were sometimes used as defense, too, although 

the general case of teasing would probably be an act – or script – of 

anger/frustration. In these cases, teasing was carried out either through 

prosodic patterns or by the “is too – is not” phrasings. In order to fully 

understand teasing behavior, I believe we would have to widen the analysis 

to include matters like power and inequality; however, this was not done due 

to space limitations. Reconciliations were not frequent as specific traits as 

parents often supplied the verbal acts necessary for reconciliation to be 

successful. However, when left on their own, children appeared to achieve – 

or seek to achieve – reconciliations through prosodic changes. In this they 

switched approaches and treated the anger part as if she indeed had not been 

angry. Possibly this could be seen as refusing to do the uptake of a pragmatic 

act of anger. It seldom succeeded completely, but it always made the 

respondent at least temporarily switch moods as well. Reconciliations were 

also seen in siblings‟ nonverbal acts of solidarity and compliance towards 

each other, and in these cases it appeared to be the younger one mostly 

complying with the demands of the older (Erik to Nina, Ylva to Astrid). 

 In the harmonious interactions the traits I highlighted were making 

contact and play. While seeking contact with an adult interlocutor (myself) 

often was carried out through smiles, the contact-seeking between children 

often occurred through verbal acts. This indicates that the contact-seeking of 

older children was more apparent than for younger children – who would 

rather just start playing beside one another (cf. Camaioni, 1979; 2.2.1.5). The 

language used was always friendly and inviting, and it came through in 

verbal giving-acts (Ylva to Astrid), word-games and consolidations of joint 

experiences (the triplets), and chanting where the initiator awaited the inter-

locutor‟s participation rather than carrying on by himself (Richard to Klas). 

Chanting rhymes in this way resembled singing, which was used in many 

harmonious play situations. In these cases one child‟s singing often led to 

other children taking up the tune. I interpreted singing thus as a means to 

signal a mood of friendliness and willingness to interact and play. Another 

form of play discussed was the verbal play typical of role-playing. In 

contrast to singing, this kind of play was only present with the older child-

ren.  
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 Another point to make of children‟s interaction was that unfocused and 

focused interactions were useful tools here too. Children engaging in play 

with each other will tune in and out of the focused interaction, and when 

tuning in they will have to reconnect through expressions of contact. When 

the interaction is unfocused, children rather play beside each other than with 

each other. The focused interactions probably take one part being 

responsible for the tuning in of the other (cf. Summers, 1987), which would 

explain why younger children not that often turn focused on one another. 

None of them will or is able to take over the responsibility for doing this 

„adult‟ part. Thus, younger children engage in focused interactions when 

parents or older siblings supply the frame and comply with their wishes and 

focus of attention. Older children, on the other hand, can develop their own 

interactional frames where the burden of following the other is not a heavy 

one, but a part of interaction as such. 

 While playing, children enact their present knowledge and understanding 

of facework, scaffolding practices, and specific phrases and nonverbal 

actions. Sometimes they practice under the adults‟ superintention, and other 

times they do it by themselves. The sibling relationship in itself supports 

development as feelings of different valence are evoked as siblings are fond 

of and love each other, while at the same time having one another as rivals in 

areas like parental attention, toys, etc.(Bigelow et al., 1996; Walldén, 1992; 

Cicirelli, 1995; Dunn & Kendrick, 1982a, b; Akhtar & Kramer, 1999; see 

2.2.1.4). While previous studies have shown that prosocial acts between 

siblings are contagious (Dunn & Munn, 1986; Pepler et al., 1982; 2.2.1.4), 

this material could neither validate nor overrule this. The children in the 

material were behaving prosocial to one another occasionally, but they were 

also fighting and suppressing each other. It has not been possible to make 

out from the material if children use prosocial acts on their own account, or 

if they use them to practice a script. I would assume there are both kinds. 

What could be seen in the material was that the directed actions and auto-

nomous utterances of the personal type became sparser as the children 

matured, whereas descriptive and conventional utterances increased. Older 

children will use language where they previously only used nonverbal acts or 

autonomous utterances. One explanation of this could be that this is simply 

what happens as children become verbal. However, in my view this is not an 

explanation. Language in itself does not change people, not does it make 

them adjust to social rules.  
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8.2.3 Level 3: Paths of development 

 

In chapter 7 the paths of nonverbal, 

vocal and verbal development were 

explored. This has not been done 

previously to this extent. However,  

we do know from prior studies that 

environmental influences as they 

come through in the daily interact-

ional encounters between children 

and parents affect children‟s own expressions and interactions (Miller & 

Sperry, 1987; Killen & Smetana, 2006; Bronfenbrenner, 1970; Hastings et 

al., 2006). I elaborated this by applying a transactional perspective as I 

looked at the parents on the one hand and children on the other. 

Concurrently with the parental scaffolding, through pragmatic acts and 

general strategies, the child is the one responsible for using and elaborating 

the means available, as well as the scaffold offered. As stated above, 

language itself does not change people, rather it is the constant and 

consistent prompting, supervising, preaching, reprimanding, explaining, 

comforting, etc. from parents and other adults (and children) that make a 

child put these same verbal means to use in her own repertoire on similar 

occasions. Some of the emotive expressions are likely to follow suit. Young 

children who are angry hit each other. I assume they would continue doing 

this even as older children and adults were they not enclosed by parental 

frames of verbalization and care. Verbalizations that include descriptions 

and explanations of nonverbal conduct (i.e., explicit teaching). Through 

language, children get the specific phrases that are to be used in specific 

context. They also experience these phrases when they themselves are at the 

receiving end. Many things children experience themselves they will also put 

to use to others. However, not everything. The explanations behind a 

specific child‟s choices are likely to be found in the modeling and identifi-

cation process (e.g., Eisenberg & Mussen, 1989; Bandura, 2006; Yarrow et 

al., 1973; Baumrind, 1994; Sanford, 2006;  2.2.1.2). In order to see how this 

comes out for the children of the material I would have had to study the 

parents in a more profound sense. Recordings with angry, sad and happy 

parents who interact with each other and with their children would give us 

another understanding of the part of the child‟s development that relies on 

their perception of other‟s actions. What could be seen was that children 

copy phrases and scripts they have experienced themselves. But if they also 

copy parental emotive expressions is still unclear. By inference I would say 

that one reason for older children not often crying is that they see that their 

parents do not often cry, and when they do, they do so in private. They also 

see that their parents smile and laugh when socializing with others, and the 

children start doing this as well, and so on.   
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 Turning to scripts (e.g., Rice, 1984; Gauvain, 2001; Wood, 1998; 2.2.2), 

I believe there are different layers of them. On the one hand we can regard 

scaffolding, internalization, pragmatic acts, etc. as scripts. These are 

concepts known from earlier, although the first two have mainly been used 

as theoretical concepts (Wood, 1998; Vygotsky, 1978; see 2.2.1). By 

regarding these concepts as scripts, we make them concrete, and my 

suggestion is that script in this sense refers to processes of actions that move 

development and interaction forward. The usual interpretation of scripts is 

more narrowly understood as a frame for a specific activity, like going to a 

restaurant, answering the phone, or greeting a friend (e.g., Bates et al., 1983; 

Nelson, 1981; Nelson & Grundel, 1979; 2.2.2). According to this meaning 

the scripts of the material focus on family settings like playing with siblings, 

taking a coffee break, drawing at the table, building with Lego, and role-

playing – but also more generally doing things in front of me and a camera. 

These scripts were not connected to specific emotive expressions in any 

clear-cut ways, although all kinds of encounters entailed emotive expres-

sions. However, if merging the two kinds of scripts we have a third kind of 

script that covers the encounters where parents put their parental role to 

practice in the here-and-now, and we also have the children‟s responses in 

these interactional encounters. These were the pragmatic acts of the parents, 

like comfort, praise, reprimands, etc. The children‟s responses to these 

varied. To take an example, responses to reprimands covered everything 

from silent compliance, to ignoring, to striking out at the parent. What I 

believe is at work here is a parental script of the first kind described above, 

i.e., a process of action through scaffolding. Continuing with the reprimands 

as example, they are pragmatic acts where the required uptake is supposed to 

be obedience. Sometimes this is also what happens, or rather; sooner or later 

this is what will happen with children below adolescence, although it may 

take some repetitions and reinforcements. From the parents‟ point of view 

this is a script put to use. For the child it is a familiar scenario but in the 

beginning it is not necessarily a script. Although they are informed of what 

they are supposed to do, or not do, they continue exploring, trespassing, 

breaking the rules of the family, etc. Why is this so? 

 Apart from explanations relying on individual aspects like cognitive 

maturation, temperament, and disobedient phases of development, that is, 

child-internal explanations, there are also interactional explanations. The 

way I have come to see these semi-scripts relates to the notions of 

unrestricted and norm-sensitive moves. Whereas the adult has the 

pragmatic act scripts of reprimands, praise, comforts, the child has the 

uptake part to be introduced and accustomed to. While learning the required 

uptake of reprimands, the child is piloted along into the norm-sensitive 

moves. Eventually this will be a script for the child, too, even though it 

applies to a variety of different activities. Possibly there is never a complete 

merging of the scripts as they appear from the two participating parts, child-
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ren on the one hand and parents on the other. The reason for this is the 

inequality in terms of power, age, experience, responsibility and so on, that 

is, everything that goes with the vertical structure of the parent–child 

relationship (e.g., Baumrind, 1988; Yogman et al., 1995; 2.2.1.3). They are 

meant to play different roles in this and the scripts seen in the scaffolding 

frame will thus be different from scripts that set a frame for particular events 

that people in general take part in.   

8.2.4 Level 4: Socialization of emotive expressions  

Societal

norms

 

Describing the unrestricted 

and norm-sensitive moves 

in more detail, I have 

argued that the unrestricted 

moves are dispersed, indi-

vidual, and mutual at the 

same time. They are 

dispersed due to individual  

traits like personality, specific and personal experiences forming individual 

children, etc., but they are common as all are human children with a limited 

repertoire of expressive means. They are further mutual in that children 

through interaction copies the moves made by others. Depending on the 

individual aspect, a child will be more prone to copy some moves rather than 

others, although experiences will possibly alter individuality if we were to 

see children across the lifespan, turning into adults and old people (Werner 

& Smith, 2001). The norm-sensitive moves are social in another sense. The 

copying carried out throughout will lead the child to the norm-sensitive 

moves as well. The norm-sensitive moves contain the common tacit rules of 

behavior and interaction. They consider facework as well as public versus 

private spheres of interaction (e.g., Holmes, 1992; Pavlenko, 2005; 2.4.6.4), 

specific phrases (Gleason & Weintraub, 1976; Keller-Cohen et al., 1979; 

2.3.2.4) and the cognitive structures turning these phrases into „ones own‟ 

(Wertsch, 1998; Lindqvist, 1999; 2.2.2.3). Individual children are likely to 

adapt to these scripts to varying degree, and even if embracing them 

wholeheartedly as young children, the teenage period is known as one where 

individual children explore the boundaries of these scripts deliberately and 

purposefully.  

 Summing up, while copying, modeling, etc. occurs throughout life, there 

has to be a cognitive and social maturation in place in order for norm-

sensitive moves to be the default line of behavior. A young child does not 

have this cognitive maturation, but still copies behavior seen in the 

surroundings (Dunn & Kendrick, 1982a; Dunn & Munn, 1986; 2.2.1.4). As 

we saw with Klas in chapter 7 (ex. 131, p. 347), he copied and play-acted the 
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whole script of “parent-baking-cookies-with-his-child” (with his younger 

friend, Richard). Although he said all the relevant and correct phrases, tied 

the apron and bib on Richard, drank coffee rather than lemonade, etc., he did 

not have the background underlying the understanding of these acts. Thus, 

he did not know that the reason for adults‟ general carefulness and anxiety in 

situations containing young children and hot objects (the coffee pot) is that 

adults do not want children to burn themselves. The adult responsibility 

entails protecting children from dangerous and harmful experiences. How-

ever, when Klas was urged by Richard to explain why he was not allowed to 

pour the coffee, Klas‟ reply was,  

 
no I‟ll pour because it can be darn hot and you'll burn yourself and 
then and then and then this'll crack and you don't want that 

 

Thus, after having stated the lines containing “hot” and “burn yourself,” Klas 

is at a loss to what the problem would be if this happened. As far as he is 

concerned the “burn yourself” is not directly linked to a problem. This 

comes through in the remainder of the utterance where he has to invent 

reasons to connect to the „problem‟. This invention leads to “This‟ll crack 

and you don‟t want that.”  

 What is lacking in Klas‟ version of the norm-sensitive moves is general 

cognitive, experience-based social and emotional maturation. He may be on 

his way to internalizing the frame-script of behavior and utterances, but they 

are not grounded in internalized patterns of thought and actions. Relating the 

unrestricted and norm-sensitive moves to the figure above illustrating differ-

ent emotive expressions and their functional quality, we get a figure as 8-2  

below. 

 The graying illustrates the slow but constant acquisition of background 

experience and cognitive growth in areas like categorization, theory of mind, 

social emotions like shame, etc. These come about through the joint forces 

of universal development in cognition (e.g., Gauvain & Perez, 2006), 

language acquisition (e.g., Clark, 2003), juvenile play (e.g.., Lewis, K.P, 

2000), etc. as well as through the environmental input of parental scaffolding 

(Askland & Sataøen, 2003), experiences of being consoled and aided when 

in need (see 5.3.4), as well as praised and admonished to go forward (5.3.5). 

Experiences that in themselves, as well as by the scripts that make up, alter 

and shape the general developmental output. For young children and 

children in the preschool ages, parental support is needed in order to intro-

duce the norm-sensitive moves. This is done with language. Language is also 

the way out of the often nonverbal conflicts as was seen in the parental 

mediation section. Without language we would not have anything to glue the 

various parts of maturation and development together, nor would we have 

any means of introducing others to society. 
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Figure 8-2. Unrestricted moves and norm-sensitive moves. 

 

While the transactional view on development, turn-taking behavior, attach-

ment patterns and cognitive underpinnings all relate to humans as a species, 

interactional studies have often proceeded from an understanding of 

language solely as a social code, often disregarding the foundations for this 

code. I believe that merging the two research traditions and parts of the 

theories that build them could give us a deeper understanding of humans, 

development and language.  

 Children‟s development must be seen as taking place in the online daily 

interactional encounters with parents, siblings and others in the environment. 

However, by only studying these interactional encounters, without adding 

knowledge and questions that go beyond these interactions, we will not 

move ahead in our understanding. The aspects that need to be integrated in 

theories of language acquisition and interaction stem from psychology, 

sociology, and ethology. To understand the child‟s development, individual 

developmental patterns like cognitive growth, theory of mind, inter-

subjectivity, sensitivity to group standards, and the underlying urge to be a 
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part of some social structure – to belong – must be interspersed in the fine-

tuned interpretation of interactional studies. This is needed since the actual 

changes of an individual will only be found in the small-scale interactional 

encounters. Turning the tables, the individualistic approach of psychology, 

as well as the group-oriented studies of sociology, will not be able to deter-

mine the actual paths of transformation and development if they do not turn 

to interactional studies of language and nonverbal communication to find the 

tools and (infra)structures used. The benefits of ethology are their underlying 

view on behavior, which, due to their grounding in primate behavior, is less 

afflicted with social constructional heritage and presumptions. However, 

although there is a growing tendency of exploring the human infant apart 

from primates (Masataka, 2003), they have not yet proceeded to the social 

structures and behaviors of older children and adults. 

 Through this thesis I have tried to adopt this merged perspective. This has 

also led me to alter my understanding of the transactional interaction 

between children and parents in particular. Transactional interaction and 

influence between parents and their offspring cannot be understood as a 

reciprocal, equivalent influence (as have been proposed by e.g. Sameroff & 

Chandler, 1975; Werner & Smith, 2001). Children influence their parents, 

but this is on a different level than the parental influence on children. The 

child creates a theory of mind, using channels like intersubjectivity, inter-

actional patterns, etc. in doing this, using the means and patterns available in 

the particular interaction she has with her parents/caretakers. In a profound 

sense these people thus determine what patterns of interaction the child will 

have to start out with as she engages in the fundamental behaviors of turn-

taking, inference, and creating an understanding of the world. The linguistic 

surrounding available through the parents will apart from determining the 

actual language of the child further determine the ways this language is used, 

what phrases that are essential and the circumstances where they should be 

applied. Thus, the transactional development is mainly transactional on a 

surface, flat level of interpretation, in the specific turns of an interaction 

(e.g., a smiling infant receiving more attention due to the effect of the smile 

on the parents). On a deeper level the parental adjustment to the child – and 

potential changes of perspective and emotional stance, etc. – takes place 

from a position where the infrastructure of interaction and communication is 

already in place. The child, on the other hand, creates and installs infra-

structure and interactional practices when interacting with and adapting to 

the parent. Language is used in the process and is possibly a prerequisite in 

many ways (Berger & Luckman, 1966). By this view of development, I also 

confirm the general assumption of early experiences influencing in a direct 

way later. At least this is clearly the case when it comes to manners of 

speech, patterns of behavior, and the phrases and scripts used by children. 

The acts of communication are the ones that tie individual, psychological 

and emotional development together.   
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8.3 Future research 

I set out in order to capture what I believed to be a rather limited set of 

verbal and nonverbal expressions. To add a developmental aspects appeared 

to be a slight widening of the project. As it turned out, I realized I would also 

have to include the parents and their responses and interactions with their 

children. One thing continued to lead to another and the result became a 

thesis exceeding the original outline in number of pages as well as in 

perspectives and questions. Still, what I have done is only to scrape at the 

surface of a field very much in need of more research. 

 Some of the emotive expressions I described in the material were 

expected (like crying, laughter, pushing, etc.), whereas other were surprises 

(dry-crying, crying laughter, code-switching, etc.), although they have 

always been there but not highlighted. All these expressions are in need of 

further description and analysis. More is to be found in terms of phonetic 

analyses, experimental settings, and longitudinal surveys where specific 

children are followed in a moment-to-moment fashion. Somewhere in the 

understanding of these expressions also lies an understanding of humans in 

comparison with other species.  

 The emotive utterances, as described in this thesis, have not been 

elaborated on previously. These means of expression are of immense 

importance if we are to find practical ways of altering many children‟s and 

adolescent‟s tendency to remain nonverbal in situations of conflict and 

threat. When we know what could be achieved through language in these 

areas, we will also have some tools to work with in real-life situations. 

Further studies should be undertaken where language and nonverbal acts are 

studied in connection. Could conscious parental verbalizations, for example 

through explicit teaching, make a difference in how children perceive 

language as a means, on the same level as nonverbal acts? For instance, what 

happens if parents begin to spell out that their own interventions in child-

ren‟s conflicts are instead of the child‟s own, rather than as an addition? 

 On a more theoretical level the question of which emotive expressions 

there are ought to be supplemented with studies of when expressions are 

emotive. Are there specific settings and constellations that induce emotive 

content to expressions? If so, how do these entities relate to power, age, 

gender, type of relation, etc? 

 The pragmatic goals discussed in the thesis would have to be investigated 

further as well. It is not enough to know that children set actions to work in 

order to reach specific goals. We would need to know when this practice 

begins, how it develops, and what the child makes of this on a conscious 

level. As was the case for the “bare” emotive expressions, the need to 

broaden the methodological application would be an advantage. For parental 

involvement we would need studies that focused on how parents perceive 

their upbringing techniques, how they relate to the way they were brought up 
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themselves, and how they alter their reactions as the child grows older. Do 

their responses and actions stem from their perception of the child‟s capabil-

ities, from their knowledge of the societal expectations on children of differ-

ent ages, or from the child herself – in that the child shoves the parent ahead 

rather than the other way around. The position today is that we do not know. 

Related to this is the need of developing methods by which we can investi-

gate intersubjectivity and theory of mind. Not as internal knowledge of the 

child, but as actual neurological and interactional pathways.  

 Parents – or adults in a wider sense – would also have to be studied 

thoroughly in order to capture how they express themselves and act when 

alone with their children and spouses. For example, a big part of the input 

children receive is not captured in the material we have seen here. Although 

parents react and respond to their children‟s emotive expressions – and 

sometimes do this in an emotive way – we do not have any descriptions of 

parental emotive expressions. This is very much needed for the understand-

ing of a transactional development to be carried further. In the early 1970s, 

many linguists followed their own children as they described the acquisition 

of language. A lot of information was gained through these studies (e.g., 

Halliday, 1975; Bloom, 1970; among others). Possibly, we have now 

reached a time when the searchlight and up-front scrutiny would have to be 

placed on the researcher herself, as a parent. 

 Children‟s interaction has received more attention and there has been 

much work on peer-groups, preschool interaction and the understanding of 

the influence from friends and groups in later parts of childhood (e.g., 

Kyratzis, 2004; 2.2.1.5). Add studies on emotive expressions in these 

constellations and we would get closer to an understanding of gang violence, 

widespread uses of rude language and other topics highlighted in Western 

society and the mass media debate.  

 The transference of language and language use between siblings would 

have to be carried further as well. This would bind together areas of 

sociolinguistics that focus on matters like language change (between and in 

languages) and other aspects of development like family scripts in relation to 

societal ditto. The pro- or anti-social acts of siblings and the presumed 

contagious nature of those would have to be looked into. Findings in this 

area – like the ones mentioned above – could very well turn out to be crucial 

for practical work relating to family therapies, schools and professionals 

working with children or groups of children. Scientific findings are supposed 

to reach a point where they can be applied to real-life settings. A continued 

study of emotive expressions holds the potential for being such a bridge 

between theory and application.  
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